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Abstract
This work investigates a series of phenomena that shed light on the analysis of
attitudes de se. We adopt Lewis’ (1979) proposal that attitudes de se involve selfascription of a property, and investigate how this view of mental content is reflected in
natural language. The implementation favored is a strong version of Lewis’ position: root
and embedded clauses are uniformly treated as being of property type.
Our approach elaborates Chierchia’s (1990) view that de se construals arise via
binding by an abstraction operator in the clausal left periphery. Part I develops an
argument that such operators occur in root as well as embedded clauses. This is
contrasted with the view that the evaluation index incorporates an individual parameter,
a prominent version of which treats the behavior of predicates of taste such as tasty as
evidence that truth is relativized to individuals (Lasersohn, 2005; Stephenson, 2007a,
2007b). Chapter 2 argues against this view, defending a semantics for taste predicates
that requires no appeal to an individual parameter. Chapter 3 employs an argument from
Moore’s Paradox to motivate the proposal that root clauses bear individual abstractors in
their left periphery, while Chapter 4 identifies phenomena that the system accounts for.
Part II concerns two elements whose distribution is confined to embedded
clauses: controlled PRO and the logophoric pronoun in the Niger-Congo language Ewe.
Chapters 5 and 6 investigate the semantics of partial control, a variety of control where
the controller denotes a proper subset of the understood subject. The view that control
complements express properties lends itself to a principled account of which predicates
license partial control.

Chapter 7 presents novel data regarding the logophoric pronoun in Ewe. We
show that, contrary to what had been assumed in the absence of the necessary fieldwork,
Ewe logopohors are not obligatorily de se. We propose an account of this finding that is
compatible with the implementation of the property view that we favor. Chapter 8 closes
the dissertation by considering why it should be that certain expressions, such as PRO,
are obligatorily de se while others, like the Ewe logophor, can be de re.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1. Setting the scene

This work is about the resources that language employs to express attitudes about
oneself. More precisely, it is about the resources that are available to express attitudes
that one is aware are about oneself. Typically, of course, if the thought, desire, or
expectation that an agent is having is about herself, she knows it. If Mary thinks that she
is a genius, then more often than not she is aware that she is the individual to whom she
ascribes genius. But consider for a moment the case of the ill-fated Sussex Police officer
who, having been alerted by a CCTV operator to the suspicious behavior of an
individual in the neighborhood, chased himself for more than twenty minutes.1 The
officer was monitoring an area that had been hit by a spate of burglaries when he
received word of the ‘suspect’, whom the CCTV operator failed to recognize as the
police officer himself. It seems that in this situation, the police officer believed of a
certain individual that he was acting suspiciously. We can tell that he had such a belief
because he proceeded to engage in the behavior that police are supposed to engage in
when there is a potential criminal around: he gave chase. The joke, of course, is that the
This story was widely reported in the British press in February 2012. See for example
http://uk.news.yahoo.com/policeman-‘chased-himself’-for-20-minutes-while-looking-for-suspect.html
and http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/uknews/crime/9066337/CCTV-police-officer-chased-himselfafter-being-mistaken-for-burglar.html. Thanks to Rob Truswell for the tip.
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officer was unaware that the individual about whom he had this belief was himself. It
seems then that we can report these events with the sentence in (1).

1. The police officeri believed that hei was acting suspiciously.

This is a case where an agent has a belief about himself, but he is not aware that the
belief is about himself.2 Attitudes that - unlike the police officer’s - fulfill this awareness
condition constitute a particular class of mental attitudes, called attitudes de se. In this
dissertation, we are concerned with the linguistic expression of attitudes de se. An
attitude report can be identified as a report of an attitude de se if it fulfills the awareness
condition stated in (2).

2. Awareness condition
A sentence S reports an attitude de se only if its truth depends on the bearer of the
attitude being aware that the individual whom the attitude is about is herself.

From now on, we shall refer to the bearers of attitudes such as beliefs, desires and
expectations as ‘attitude holders’. A DP that denotes an attitude holder is an argument of
an attitude predicate; these are predicates that express mental attitudes such as believe,
want and expect, and verbs of saying such as say, claim and promise.

The notion of ‘aboutness’ of content is itself rather tricky. Where no confusion is likely to arise, we leave
the term undefined, in the hope that the intended meaning is intuitively clear.

2
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2. Early work: (Lewis, 1979)

There is a significant philosophical literature on attitudes de se that we will not do justice
to in this brief survey. Instead we focus on an influential line of thought developed in
(Lewis, 1979).3
Consider Lewis’s oft-cited case of the two gods. Each god is omniscient in the
sense that he has all of the propositional knowledge that is to be had; he therefore knows
exactly which world he is in. Still, Lewis contends, there could be a form of knowledge
that the two gods lack. Suppose that one of the gods lives on top of the tallest mountain
and throws down manna, and the other god lives on top of the coldest mountain and
throw down thunderbolts. It could be that neither god knows which one he is. Lewis
takes this as evidence that there is a form of knowledge that is more fine-grained than
propositional knowledge. That is, there is knowledge that does not merely consist in
selecting or rejecting from among the set of possible worlds candidates w’ for the actual
world. There is also knowledge that consists in selecting among a set of world-individual
pairs candidates <w’, x>; these are pairs consisting of an individual one might be and a
world that might be actual. This, Lewis suggests, is what the two gods cannot do. They
can point at the set of possible worlds and identify which of them is actual. But they
cannot point at the set of world-individual pairs and identify which of them is the pair
consisting of themselves and the actual world.
Sets of world-individual pairs are of course properties: the property of acting
suspiciously is true of those individual pairs <w’, x> such that x acts suspiciously in w’.
Thus just as knowledge that consists in the ability to select among sets of worlds
3

Other foundational texts include (Castañeda, 1968) and (Perry, 1979).
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candidates for the actual world is propositional knowledge, knowledge that consists in
the ability to select among world-individual pairs candidates for the pair consisting of
oneself and the actual world is property-type knowledge. What the two gods lack, then,
is property-type knowledge. Since they cannot tell which of the two gods they are, they
are not in a position to self-ascribe, for example, the property of living on top of the
tallest mountain or the property of throwing down thunderbolts. Even though both gods
know exactly which world they are in, it is true of neither of them (on the de se reading)
to say, ‘He believes that he lives on top of the tallest mountain’ or ‘He believes that he
throws down thunderbolts’. For Lewis, attitudes de se are attitudes that involve selfascription of properties.
Lewis realized that it would be inelegant to conclude that there are two types of
attitude – the propositional type and the property type – and leave it at that. The
question is whether one can be subsumed under the other. The experiment with the two
gods is intended to show that property type knowledge cannot be subsumed under
propositional knowledge: if it could be, there would be no knowledge that the two gods
lack; their omniscience concerning propositional knowledge would entail the ability to
identify themselves. The question, then, is whether propositional knowledge can be
subsumed under property type knowledge. The answer, Lewis submits, is ‘yes’.
Here is the argument: for any item of propositional knowledge, there is a
corresponding piece of property-type knowledge. If I know (or believe, or hope) that it is
a beautiful day today, then I locate myself in a world in which it is a beautiful day today. I
examine the set of world-individual pairs <w’, x> that are candidates for the pair
consisting of the actual world and myself, and exclude those in which it is not a beautiful
day. Equivalently, I self-ascribe the property of inhabiting a world in which it is a
4

beautiful day today. Therefore, we may as well use properties to handle both
propositional attitudes and attitudes de se. The content of mental attitudes is now
modeled in terms of sets of world-individual pairs rather than simply as sets of worlds.
Notice that if we are to model the content of our attitudes in terms of sets of
world-individual pairs, then we will immediately discard pairs <w’, x> such that x does
not inhabit w’. Consider again the property of acting suspiciously, which characterizes
the set of pairs <w’, x> such that x acts suspiciously in w’. If x acts suspiciously in w’
then x must be an inhabitant of w’. If x does not inhabit w’, then the question of
whether the property of acting suspiciously is true of <w’, x> simply does not arise.
Likewise, the assumption that x is an inhabitant of w’ justifies the equivalence between
self-ascribing the property of inhabiting a world in which it is a beautiful day today and
ascribing to a candidate for the actual world the property of being a world in which it is a
beautiful day: any world that I consider a candidate for the actual world must be one
which I inhabit.
We therefore need to say a little more about what it is to inhabit a world. A
counterpart theory of trans-world identity such as that which Lewis himself favored is
particularly well suited to this task. According to this view, no single individual inhabits
more than world. Modal claims including attitude reports have the appearance of
applying properties to inhabitants of the actual world in non-actual worlds: it seems that
when I say that John might be a thief I say that there is a possible world in which John
has the property of being a thief. But since John is an inhabitant of the actual world and
John cannot inhabit more than one world there cannot be any non-actual worlds in
which John has any property at all. To make sense of the fact that we seem to be able to
attribute properties to individuals in non-actual worlds we define functions from an
5

individual and a world to the counterpart of that individual in that world. In order to
make sense of the meaning of ‘John might be a thief’, we existentially quantify over
worlds w’ such that John’s counterpart in w’ is a thief in w’. The precise nature of
counterpart functions is a murky area that fortunately we will not need to investigate in
depth. Intuitively, what they enable us to do is to identify representatives of a particular
individual in a world – the individual we identify as the representative of John, say.
We can think of the set of world-individual pairs that characterizes the content
of a mental attitude in similar terms. Let’s take the set of world-individual pairs
corresponding to my beliefs. This is the set <w’, x> such that it is compatible with what
I believe for me to be x in w’. Any element of this set is such that for all I believe, x
might be the counterpart of me in w’. Call this set my doxastic alternatives. In general,
we shall simplify this definition so that it takes the form exemplified below.

3. DoxHazel,w = {<w’, x>: it is compatible with what Hazel believes in w for Hazel to be
x in w’}

It should be kept in mind, however, that we do not literally mean that the content of
one’s attitudes determine that some actual world individual u might be some other
individual x in w’, but rather that x might be the counterpart of u in w’.

6

3. Consequences for linguistic theory

These considerations have significant consequences for linguistic theory, and the legacy
of Lewis’ work can be seen in that of a series of formal semanticists, including (Anand,
2006; Chierchia, 1990; Percus & Sauerland, 2003a; Percus & Sauerland, 2003b;
Stephenson, 2007a; Stephenson, 2007b; Stephenson, 2010; von Stechow, 2002; von
Stechow, 2003; Wechsler, 2012).
Two related questions arise. The first is how to capture Lewis’ idea that our
mental attitudes take the form of self-ascription of properties within a compositional
semantics. We assume a model of natural language meaning whereby Logical Forms –
abstract syntactic representations derived via such operations as covert movement –
serve as the input to the interpretive component of the grammar. A semantic procedure
such as that described in (Heim & Kratzer, 1998) is assumed whereby the semantic
values corresponding to these LFs are computed on the basis of rules of Functional
Application and Predicate Abstraction, which we assume are familiar to the reader.
The linguistic form of an attitude report involves an attitude predicate, its clausal
complement and one or two nominal arguments. The clausal complement expresses the
content of the attitude. A simple-minded but not implausible view is that clauses express
propositions – sets of worlds. This would sit nicely with the view that the content of our
mental attitudes is propositional. Attitude predicates would then be quantifiers over
worlds, taking sets of worlds as their first argument. (Notice the parallel with quantifiers
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over individuals, which compose with sets of individuals.) We can exemplify this with a
toy lexical entry for believe.4

4. Believe. (Propositional variant)
⟦believe⟧c, g = !p<s,t>!xe!ws. "w’ compatible with what x believes in w # p(w’)

If Lewis is right that the content of our attitudes takes the form of properties rather than
propositions, and if in addition the semantics of attitude reports reflects this, then these
assumptions need to be revised. Clausal complements of attitude predicates now express
properties, so believe is a quantifier over world-individual pairs, as shown in (5).

5. Believe. (Property variant, version 1)
⟦believe⟧c, g = !P<e,<s,t>!xe!ws. "<w’, y> such that it is compatible with what x believes in
w for x to be y in w’ # P(y)(w’)

Notice that on the property variant of believe, it quantifies over members of the set of
doxastic alternatives defined in (3). We can therefore state the lexical entry more
compactly as in (6).

The view that attitude predicates are quantifiers over possible worlds goes back at least to (Hintikka,
1969).

4
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6. Believe. (Property variant, version 2)
⟦believe⟧c, g = !P<e,<s,t>>!xe!ws. "<w’, y> $ Doxx,w # P(y)(w’)
Where Doxx,w = {<w’, y>: it is compatible with what x believes in w for x to be y
in w’}

There is by now a broad consensus that the view that attitude predicates quantify over
objects that are more fine-grained than worlds is correct.5 One area of disagreement
concerns the best way to ensure that the clausal complement of the attitude predicate is
of appropriate type for such quantifiers. Since attitude predicates are taken to quantify
over world-individual pairs, the constituent that expresses the content of the attitude
must be of type <e,<s,t>>, as we have seen. How should this be reconciled with the
traditional view that clauses are of type <s,t>?
Following (Chierchia, 1990), one line of thought is to posit an individual
abstractor in the left periphery of the embedded clause, which binds the relevant
pronoun. Let’s return to the example of our unfortunate policeman, repeated below.

7. The police officeri believed that hei was acting suspiciously.

We noted above that there is a reading of this sentence upon which it is true according
to the news reports described above. But notice that there is a reading where it is false.
One piece of evidence for this is the truth of (8) in the same scenario.

Among others, see (Abusch, 1997, Anand & Nevins, 2004, Anand, 2006, Chierchia, 1990, Heim, 1994,
Percus & Sauerland, 2003a, Percus & Sauerland, 2003b, Schlenker, 2003, Stephenson, 2007a, Stephenson,
2007b, Stephenson, 2010, von Stechow, 2002, von Stechow, 2003).
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8. The police officeri didn’t believe that hei was acting suspiciously, because hei didn’t
realize that hei was the person hei was chasing.

Emphasis of the first occurrence of he in (8), either in the form of prosodic stress, or by
adding himself makes the reading upon which it is coherent particularly salient. Notice
that the because-clause in this example serves to explain that the reason The police officer
didn’t believe he was acting suspiciously is judged true is that the awareness condition is not
satisfied – the police officer may have believed that the person he was chasing was acting
suspiciously, but he didn’t believe that he himself was acting suspiciously, since he was
not aware that he was chasing himself. This suggests that the pronoun is read de se in
this case.
Chierchia’s idea is this. On the construal where (1) is judged false, the sentence
reports that the police officer self-ascribed, in the form of a belief, the property of acting
suspiciously. An appropriate LF to yield this result is one in which the embedded clause
bears an individual abstractor in its left periphery in addition to a world abstractor. Here
is an implementation of this idea, which also furnishes us with an opportunity to
introduce the notation that will be employed in subsequent chapters.

9. [!w1 [The police officerw1 believedw1 [!x2!w3 [he2 was acting suspiciouslyw3]]]]

We assume that Logical Forms contain abstraction operators that bind world and
individual variables.6 At the syntactic level, these are strictly speaking just indices;

We keep matters fairly simple in this introductory chapter by ignoring issues related to tense; a complete
semantics would incorporate into the syntactic representation abstraction over time interval variables as
well as worlds and individuals. Attitude predicates would correspondingly be quantifiers over world-time-
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however we provide a little more information about the binder in our LFs in order to
make it easier to keep track of the type of variable that it binds. Root clauses always bear
an abstractor over worlds in their left periphery, so that sentence meanings are functions
from worlds to truth values. World abstractors bind coindexed world variables
associated with predicates in their scope; we indicate these with indexed subscripts on
the relevant expressions. The crucial aspect of Chierchia’s analysis that (9) is intended to
illustrate is that the de se pronoun is bound by a local individual abstractor. Below we
display the interpretation that the semantic rules assign to this LF, working bottom up
from the embedded clause.

10a. [CP1 !w1 [The police officerw1 believedw1 [CP2 !x2!w3 [he2 was acting suspiciouslyw3]]]]
10b. ⟦CP2⟧c, g = !x!w. x acts suspiciously in w
10c. ⟦CP1⟧c, g = !w. "<w’, y> $ DoxThe police officer,w # [!x!w’’. x acts suspiciously in
w’’](y)(w’)
= !w. "<w’, y> $ DoxThe police officer,w # y acts suspiciously in w’

The sentence says that in all of the police officer’s doxastic alternatives <w’, y>, y acts
suspiciously in w’. Since for any member <w’, y> of this set, y is the individual that the
police officer identifies as himself, this captures the intuition that he denotes the police
officer. Where convenient, we shall continue to talk of a de se pronoun denoting or
‘picking out’ some individual in order to reflect this intuition, but it should be kept in

individual triples rather than world-individual pairs as we have proposed here. These notions assume
greater importance in Chapter 3, and in Part II of the dissertation.
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mind that if this pronoun is a bound variable then this kind of talk is strictly speaking
inappropriate.
Note also that there is an equivalent way of thinking of the semantics of attitude
predicates whereby they are analyzed as relations between properties and individuals
rather than as quantifiers over doxastic or other types of alternatives. (11) provides a
lexical entry for believe so conceived.

11. Believe. (Property variant, version 3)
⟦believe⟧c, g = !P<e,<s,t>!xe!ws. believew(x, P)

According to this version, ‘% believes that CP’ reports that % bears the believe relation to
the property P expressed by the CP. We can think of the believe relation as that relation
that % bears to P just in case % self-ascribes P in the form of a belief. In the present
work, we will mostly work with lexical entries of the form of (6), but the equivalence to
(11) should be kept in mind.
Notice that the introduction of the individual abstractor in the left periphery of
the embedded clause ensures that the first argument of the attitude predicate is of type
<e,<s,t>>, as needed. In the literature we find a second line of thought regarding the
appropriate way of achieving this goal (Anand & Nevins, 2004; Anand, 2006; Schlenker,
2003; Stephenson, 2007a; Stephenson, 2007b; Stephenson, 2010). According to this class
of view, clausal complements of attitude predicates are after all of propositional type, but
propositions are now construed as sets of world-individual pairs or ‘centred’ worlds.
Researchers have adopted two independent strategies in order to motivate the addition
of an individual argument to the meaning of propositions. The first is to treat sentence
12

meanings as entities that are relativized to an individual as well as a world. This is
pursued especially in (Stephenson, 2007a; Stephenson, 2007b), building on a proposal
due to Lasersohn (Lasersohn, 2005). Stephenson’s and Lasersohn’s arguments are based
in part on the existence of so-called predicates of personal taste such as tasty and fun that
give rise to sentences whose truth or otherwise is arguably a matter of opinion.
Intuitively, Dissertation writing is fun could be a sentence that is true in my mouth, but false
in someone else’s, depending on one’s personal preferences. As we shall see in Chapter
2, Stephenson noticed that if one adds an individual argument to the type of
propositions in order to account for this set of facts, then one immediately derives
objects that are suitable arguments for attitude predicates.
A second strategy is based on the existence of so-called ‘shifted indexicals’ in
languages that have them, such as Amharic, Slave and Zazaki. As is well known, the
indexical pronoun I in English always denotes the speaker, even when embedded below
an attitude predicate. Thus if I utter (12) I report a belief that Mary has about me, not
about herself.

12. Mary believes that I am rich.

In Zazaki, this is not the only reading that is available, as illustrated by the availability of
reading (ii) below.
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13.

H!senij

(m"k -ra)

va

Hesen.OBL

(I.OBL-to) said

k!

!zj /k

d!wletia

that

I

rich.be-PRES

(i)

Hesen said that I am rich

(ii)

Hesen said that Hesen is rich. [(Anand & Nevins, 2004): 21, ex 4]

(Schlenker, 2003) and (Anand & Nevins, 2004; Anand, 2006) formulate differing
approaches to this phenomenon that have in common that they treat attitude predicates
as quantifiers over world-individual pairs, with the individual coordinate corresponding
to the author of a shifted context. On a standard Kaplanian view, the author of an
utterance context is the speaker; ensuring that any context c has a coordinate that
identifies the author in c makes it possible to define a procedure for calculating the
semantic value of the first person pronoun – this is simply the author in c.7 Schlenker’s
and Anand and Nevins’ innovation is to make way for derived contexts where the author
is the attitude holder – the speaker of the reported speech event in the case of (13). Here
too, an individual argument is added to propositional meanings; this time the individual
in question corresponds to the author of the utterance context in matrix sentences, or
the author of the shifted context in embedded sentences in languages that permit
indexical shift.
What we have seen, then, is that there are various ways of implementing Lewis’
view that the content of an attitude de se is a set of world-individual pairs. One could
maintain the assumption that such sets have the type of properties, and add an individual
abstractor in the syntax in order to ensure that the complement of the attitude predicate
Typically, of course, the author is simply the speaker. However, the more general notion of ‘author’ also
accommodates writers, signers, and perhaps even the authors of thoughts.
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is of appropriate type. Alternatively, one could let sets of world-individual pairs, or
‘centred worlds’, be the type of propositions, thereby maintaining the view that attitude
predicates take propositional arguments.
This brings us to the second question that arises in connection with Lewis’ work:
how and to what extent is the theory of mental content that he proposes reflected in the
structure of natural language? The present work makes a contribution to the project of
finding an answer to this question, in the form of a series of case studies of linguistic
expressions that must or can be construed de se.
We have already hinted at the considerable progress that has been made in this
domain since the appearance of Lewis’ paper; subsequent chapters provide considerably
greater detail concerning analyses that we have only been able to gesture towards in this
short introduction. An interesting property of this literature, however, is that typically it
stops short of an implementation of Lewis’ idea in its entirety.
Consider, for instance, Chierchia’s view that when a pronoun is read de se it is
interpreted as a variable bound by an individual abstractor in the left periphery of the
embedded clause in which it occurs. This view is adopted only for de se construals of the
pronoun; otherwise, the embedded clause is taken to express a proposition as usual. This
requires that attitude predicates are ambiguous between a variant that takes a property
type argument and a variant that takes a propositional argument. But we think this
misses an aspect of Lewis’ discussion that is rather appealing: since for every proposition
there is a corresponding property, we can do away with propositions as the content of
mental attitudes altogether. By the same token, we can do away with propositions as the
meanings of embedded clauses, and thereby maintain a single lexical entry for the
attitude predicate. (Stephenson notices the desirability of avoiding making attitude
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predicates systematically ambiguous, and shows that an advantage of her centred worldsbased view is that it achieves this (Stephenson, 2007b; Stephenson, 2010). See Chapter 2
for criticisms of her system, however.)
Additionally, the emphasis of the research tradition that we have briefly surveyed
here is on the implications of Lewis’ view for the analysis of attitude reports; hence the
focus on the proper treatment of the clausal complements of attitude predicates, for
instance. But suppose that utterances also express mental attitudes – beliefs, perhaps.
Then we might expect that they too express properties rather than propositions. The
picture that would then emerge is unified in two senses: firstly, all embedded clauses
express properties, and hence there is no need to posit two distinct lexical entries for a
given attitude predicate; secondly, matrix sentences also express properties, and hence
CPs now have a unified semantic type regardless of whether or not they are embedded.
The linguistic phenomena explored in this work and the analyses proposed lend support
to this picture. In the next section, we give a brief preview of what is to follow.

4. The structure of the dissertation

The dissertation defends the idea that a strong version of Lewis’ theory that the content
of mental attitudes is of property type is reflected in the structure of natural language.
The particular implementation that we favor involves treating these property type
meanings as arising via dedicated LFs that incorporate abstraction over individual
variables, with the operators in question being located on the head of both embedded
and root level CPs.
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Part I of the dissertation is concerned with phenomena that bear on the proper
analysis of root sentence meanings. Our first stop in Chapter 2 is predicates of personal
taste such as tasty and taste good. We have already hinted at the rethinking of sentential
meaning that has been proposed on the basis of these expressions: they have been
argued to call for a relativist semantics where truth is relativized to an individual as well
as a world (Lasersohn, 2005; Stephenson, 2007a; Stephenson, 2007b). Sentences are
therefore now functions from world-individual pairs to truth values, rather than simply
from worlds to truth values as is usually assumed. The chapter can be read as a
companion to (Pearson, 2013), which identifies some empirical limitations of this view
and suggest that a semantics that does not appeal to a relativist conception of truth fares
better. The proposed semantics for predicates of personal taste is quite different from
that found in Lasersohn’s and Stephenson’s work, but it shares with their proposals the
feature that sentence meanings have type <e,<s,t>> (or <s,<e,t>> in a non-extensional
system). Crucially, however, we maintain the traditional assumption that this is the type
of properties, whereas the relativist view has the consequence that it is the type of
propositions. As a consequence of this move, sentences no longer have truth conditions
of their own. Instead, we build on an idea from (Heim, 1991a) in proposing that an agent
speaks truly by uttering a sentence S just in case the property it expresses is true of that
agent in the utterance world.
Chapter 3 asks whether we can find any independent motivation for the property
view of (unembedded) sentence meanings aside from the arguments given in connection
with predicates of personal taste. The data that are of central interest in this chapter are
those that give rise to the so-called Moore’s Paradox, such as #It is raining but I don’t
believe that it is raining, and #I think that John is taller than he is. Intuitively, these sentences
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expresses a contradiction, but it is not obvious why this should be: there are possible
worlds in which it is raining but Hazel doesn’t believe that it is raining, and there are
possible worlds in which the height that Hazel believes John to be is greater than his
actual height. Our solution appeals to covert operators at the left periphery of the
sentence that introduce a presupposition concerning the speaker’s mental state, or that
of the addressee in the case of an interrogative. These operators have the semantics of
attitude predicates, and therefore a root sentence that serves as argument to such an
operator has the type of a property.
In Chapter 4, we identify a series of linguistic phenomena where the
consequences of our proposal can be observed. In particular, our view entails that there
are individual abstractors in the left periphery of root declarative and interrogative
sentences as well as of sentences embedded in the scope of an attitude predicate.
Additionally, we make a case that these operators carry the person feature associated
with the attitude holder, building on (von Stechow, 2002; von Stechow, 2003).
Pronominal expressions are expected to be bindable by these operators if the abstractor
and the pronoun bear the same phi-features. We suggest that this system is well-suited to
handling a range of facts involving expressions including seem, epistemic modals and
counterfactuals as well as the so-called Conjunct-Disjunct systems discussed in
(Wechsler, 2012).
The focus of Part II is on two linguistic phenomena that bear on the question of
how to analyze de se expressions in the scope of attitude predicates. On the face of it,
both phenomena constitute challenges to the view that de se construals arise via
dedicated LFs involving binding of a variable by an operator in the left periphery of the
embedded clause.
18

Chapters 5 and 6 investigate partial control, a peculiar species of control where
the antecedent DP denotes a proper subset of the understood subject of the infinitive or
gerund. The chairman wants to meet at 6 is an example. Since obligatorily controlled PRO is
necessarily construed de se (Morgan, 1970), the proper analysis of control is central to
the topic of the present work. (Chierchia, 1990) accounts for the interpretation of PRO
by proposing that it is obligatorily abstracted over, producing a property in the same way
as was exemplified for embedded finite clauses in (9). Landau argues that the existence
of partial control is fatal to this analysis: since meet is a collective predicate, the chairman
cannot self-ascribe (in this case in the form of a desire) the property of meeting at 6.
After reviewing previous theories of partial control in Chapter 5, we present an account
in Chapter 6 that is not only compatible with a theory of control that is based on the
property view, but in fact depends on it.
Chapter 7 uncovers a second challenge. A consequence of the view that there are
dedicated LFs that give rise to de se construals is that we expect there to be linguistic
expressions that are obligatorily read de se, unlike ordinary English pronouns which we
have already seen can but need not receive such a construal. PRO is one such item, and
the logophoric pronouns of West African languages such as Ewe have also been taken as
likely candidates for this role. These are expressions that obligatorily occur in the scope
of attitude predicates, and which we might conjecture are, like PRO, obligatorily bound
by an abstractor associated with embedded C. If so, then they should also be de se
elements. Our fieldwork with a native speaker of Ewe reveals that this expectation is not
borne out: the logophor can, but need not be read de se. We provide an account of these
facts that is compatible with the logophoric pronoun being obligatorily bound by an
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abstractor introduced by an attitude predicate. What Ewe shows, we suggest, is that such
binding configurations can, but do not always give rise to de se construals.
Chapter 8 concludes the dissertation with an overview of the system that
emerges, with particular attention to the place of PRO and logophoric pronouns within
the repertoire of de se/non-de se elements.
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Part I: Root clauses
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Chapter 2
A Defense of a Judge-Free Semantics
for Predicates of Personal Taste

1. Introduction

(Lasersohn, 2005) identifies a puzzle concerning items such as fun and tasty. Following
(Stephenson, 2007a; Stephenson, 2007b), we shall refer to this as the puzzle of
‘subjective disagreements’. Suppose that John and Mary are at a restaurant together. For
dessert, they ask for a single portion of the tiramisu, and two spoons. Here is the
conversation that follows.

1a. John: This tiramisu is tasty.
1b. Mary: No, this tiramisu is not tasty.

The puzzle is this: intuitively, John and Mary disagree with each other about
some issue – namely, whether the tiramisu is tasty. A characteristic property of
disagreements is that the parties involved make incompatible assertions: the conjunction
of the two propositions expressed is a contradiction. That (1) instantiates such a
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disagreement is confirmed by observing that Mary’s prefacing of her response with
No…, is felicitous. We therefore expect that only one of John and Mary can have spoken
truly in this example. But this does not match our intuitions: rather, we judge both John
and Mary to have spoken truly, at least if each sincerely expressed his or her opinion of
the tiramisu. How can this be?
Lasersohn’s response is the following. The existence of subjective disgreements
such as that exemplified in (1) constitutes evidence that the question of who is speaking
plays two roles in determining the truth value of a sentence. Its familiar role concerns the
semantic values of indexicals. Following Kaplan, we can say that the content (or
proposition) expressed by a sentence containing a first person indexical such as I like the
tiramisu is determined with respect to the identity of the speaker on the occasion of use.
Thus if the sentence were uttered by John its content would be (the characteristic
function of) that set of worlds in which John likes the tiramisu. If it were uttered by
Mary, it would be the set of worlds in which Mary likes the tiramisu. Since it is possible
for John to like the tiramisu but Mary not to, I like the tiramisu may be true in John’s
mouth but false in Mary’s. Sticking with Kaplan for the moment, we say that information
about who is speaking is supplied as a coordinate of the context. The content associated
with a sentence (the proposition it expresses) is obtained by letting its character take the
context as its argument, thereby supplying referents for indexical expressions such as the
first person pronoun. According to this view, the reason why the truth value of I like the
tiramisu may vary from speaker to speaker is that the proposition that it expresses varies
with the semantic value of the indexical.
Supplying the contextual coordinates is of course insufficient to yield a truth
value for I like the tiramisu. Once we know whether the sentence was uttered by John or
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Mary, we also need to know what the relevant facts about the world are: we need to
know whether John or Mary likes the tiramisu. This can be modeled by supplying world
and time parameters; together these constitute an index. Thus I like the tiramisu is true
relative to context c and index i just in case <world(i), time(i)> is included in the set of
world-time pairs yielded by applying the character of I like the tiramisu to c. What world
we are in and what time we are at therefore play two roles in determining the truth value
of a sentence: they supply the content of indexicals of the relevant type such as actually
and now, and in addition act as parameters of the evaluation index, thereby
accommodating the fact that a given proposition can be true at one world and time but
false at another. In formal terms, this dual role is modeled by separating context and
index, both of which have world and time parameters. Characters are thus functions
from contexts (world-time-individual triples) to contents; contents are functions from
indices (world-time pairs) to truth values.
According to this orthodox picture, the speaker is a coordinate of the context,
but not of the evaluation index. The identity of the speaker therefore plays only one role
in determining the truth value of a sentence. Lasersohn’s innovation is to add an
individual parameter to the evaluation index in addition to its usual place as a contextual
coordinate. Consequently, the truth of a proposition may vary depending on who is
speaking and not only on what world we are in and what time it is. The argument looks
something like this.
In (1), John and Mary have both (potentially) said something true, even though
the contents of their assertions are incompatible with one another. The incompatibility
of these contents, reflected in the linguistic structure (the use of No… along with
negation) suggests that the proposition expressed by Mary’s utterance is simply that
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obtained by negating the proposition expressed by John’s. Call the former p and the
latter ¬p. This is enough to show that the puzzle of subjective disagreements cannot be
solved by positing a hidden first person indexical in the assertions that give rise to them:
supplying different referents for the same indexicals yields different contents. Thus if
John’s utterance of This tiramisu is tasty contained a hidden speaker indexical and were
associated with the proposition p, then Mary’s utterance of This tiramisu is not tasty would
no longer be associated with a proposition that has p as a constituent. The resulting
contents would be compatible, and it would be mysterious why (1) constitutes a
disagreement but the dialogues in (2) and (3), which involve overt first person indexicals,
do not.

2a. John: This tiramisu is tasty to me.
2b. Mary: #No, this tiramisu is not tasty to me.

3a. John: I like this tiramisu.
3b. Mary: #No, I don’t like this tiramisu.

Nonetheless, Lasersohn’s reasoning goes, an explanation is needed of why both John’s
and Mary’s utterances in (1) can be true. The only way that two sentences expressing the
same proposition can yield different truth values is if they are uttered at different indices.
Thus the proposition expressed by This tiramisu is tasty may be true in one world but not
at another, or it may be true at one time but not at another. But John’s and Mary’s
utterances are not produced in different worlds. Moreover, although they are uttered at
different times, it seems implausible that there should be something about the
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(presumably very short) passage of time between John’s utterance and Mary’s that causes
the proposition expressed by This tiramisu is tasty to go from being true to being false. It is
not as though enough time has passed for the eggs in the tiramisu to go bad, for
instance. Intuitively, the important change is in the identity of the speaker: the truth of
This tiramisu is tasty depends on the speaker’s opinion of the tiramisu. Thus it may be true
in John’s mouth if Johns likes the tiramisu, and false in Mary’s if she doesn’t. That the
truth value of a proposition can vary depending on who the speaker is suggests that the
evaluation index should be enriched to incorporate an individual, or ‘judge’ parameter,
which can be resolved to the speaker. According to this view, the truth conditions of
This tiramisu is tasty are those in (4).8

4. ⟦This tiramisu is tasty⟧c, g, w, t, j = 1 iff this tiramisu is tasty to j in w at t.

Lasersohn’s solution to the puzzle of subjective disagreement can be summarized as
follows. The reason why subjective disagreements are disagreements is that they involve
the assertion of incompatible propositions. The reason why, intuitively, both parties may
speak truly in such a disagreement is that their assertions are evaluated with respect to
different indices. Assuming that we are in a context where the judge is the speaker (what
Lasersohn calls an ‘autocentric’ context), then John’s utterance is evaluated with respect
to an index where the judge is John, and Mary’s utterance is evaluated with respect to an
index where the judge is Mary.

For expository purposes, we write world and time variables as superscripts on the interpretation function,
in order to represent relativization of truth to world and times. This follows the notation in the work by
Lasersohn and Stephenson discussed in this chapter. Our own proposal is formulated in the extensional
framework described in Chapter 1, with binding of world (and time) variables in the syntax.

8
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The solution involves the adoption of a relativist view of natural language
meaning - one whereby truth may vary not only from world to world (and perhaps also
from time to time), but also from individual to individual. This type of view has recently
acquired popularity among philosophers of language (Egan, 2010; Kölbel, 2002; Kölbel,
2003; MacFarlane, in preparation), and the question of whether it is correct is of course
of independent interest, both to those who are concerned with the proper way to model
linguistic meaning, and to those who have a philosophical interest in the nature of truth.
In this chapter, we argue against the move to relativize truth to a judge parameter,
presenting an alternative analysis that has implications for debates in the relativist
literature. Some of the arguments discussed have already been presented in work by
(Moltmann, 2010b; Moltmann, 2012) and in (Pearson, 2013), while some are new. Before
doing so, however, let us say a few words about why the issues at hand are of particular
interest in the context of this dissertation.

2. Relativism and attitudes de se

(Lewis, 1979) proposed that an attitude ascription reports the self-attribution of a
property by the attitude holder. This view handles quite effectively de se attitudes such as
those reported by control sentences (Chierchia, 1990; Morgan, 1970). For instance (5a)
can be treated by assuming that the attitude predicate claim denotes a relation between an
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individual and a property (5b), yielding truth conditions that can be paraphrased as (5c).9
10

5a. John claimed to be a great linguist.
5b. claimed(John, !w!x. x is a great linguist in w)
5c. John self-attributed (in the form of a speech act) the property of being a great
linguist.

To check that this captures the de se nature of the obligatory control sentence (5a), let us
consider a scenario that would render the sentence false. Suppose John is an amnesiac.
He reads a linguistics article that he himself wrote, although he has forgotten this fact.
Impressed, he remarks, ‘the author of this paper is a great linguist’. We can report this
state of affairs with (6), but not with (5a).

6. John claimed that he was a great linguist.

(5b,c) shed light upon why (5a) is false in the scenario we are considering: John
attributed the property of being a great linguist to some individual who happened to be
himself, but since he was not aware that the individual he had in mind was himself, he
did not self-attribute that property.

9

We henceforth gloss over details related to tense.

Recall from Chapter 1 that the relational view of the meaning of attitude predicates assumed here is
equivalent to one that treats these verbs as quantifiers over world-individual pairs; both implement Lewis’
idea that mental content is of property type.

10
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We saw in Chapter 1 that a further virtue of Lewis’ proposal is that it can be
extended to treat reports of attitudes that are not obviously de se as involving selfattributions of properties, as shown in (7).11

7a. John claimed that Mary was a great linguist.
7b. claim(John, !w!x: x inhabits w. Mary is a great linguist in w)
7c. John self-attributed (in the form of a speech act) the property of inhabiting a world in
which Mary is a great linguist.

A consequence of this view is that finite and infinitival clauses in the complement of
attitude predicates have property-type meanings, <s,<e,t>>, as can be illustrated by
giving a lexical entry for claim.12

8. ⟦claim⟧c, g, w = !P<s,<e,t>>!xe. "<w’, y>: it is compatible with what x claims in w for x to
be y in w’# P(w’)(y)

In modern terminology, we can say that Lewis’ view has the consequence that CPs
selected by attitude predicates express properties. This raises the question of the type of
matrix CPs. Suppose that they express propositions - sets of worlds, type <s,t>. We
would then have two different possibilities for the type of CPs, with their position in the
This provides a semi-formal implementation of Lewis’ view, discussed in Chapter 1, that for every piece
of mental content that takes the form of a proposition there is a corresponding property.

11

In order to facilitate a transparent comparison with the literature that is of central interest in this
chapter, we let the interpretation function be relativized to a world parameter. This apparatus is reflected
in the types we associate with lexical items. In the end, however, we will move to a system where world
arguments are encoded at the level of LF.

12
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syntactic structure determining which is chosen. The analysis of predicates of personal
taste can shed light on the question of how this picture might be made more streamlined.
(Chierchia, 1990) adopted Lewis’ view in a limited way, proposing that control
complements denote properties, but that finite clausal complements denote
propositions, as shown in (9).

9a. John claimed to be a great linguist.
9b. claimed(John, !w!x. x is a great linguist in w)
9c. John claimed that Mary was a great linguist.
9d. claimed(John, !w. Mary is a great linguist in w)

As (9) shows, claim may express a relation between either an individual and a property
(9b), or an individual and a proposition (9d). By assuming that control infinitives have an
abstraction operator in COMP which binds PRO, Chierchia’s system enables a CP in
such a configuration to express a property, and moreover he gives a principled
explanation of when a CP receives a property-type meaning (when it contains a de se
pronoun such as PRO which is abstracted over), and when it does not (the elsewhere
case). Nonetheless, the system demands that every predicate that subcategorizes for both
a control complement and a complement with an overt subject receive two lexical
entries, as shown in (10). claim1 quantifies over so-called ‘centred worlds’: worldindividual pairs <w, x>, where x is the individual the attitude holder takes herself to be
in w. claim2, on the other hand, merely quantifies over possible worlds.
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10a. ⟦claim1⟧c, g, w = !P<s,<e,t>>!xe. "<w’, y>: it is compatible with what x claims in w for x
to be y in w’ # P(w’)(y)
10b. ⟦claim2⟧c, g, w = !p<s,t>!xe. "w’ compatible with what x claims in w # p(w’)

(Stephenson, 2007b; Stephenson, 2010) sees the need to assign certain attitude predicates
two lexical entries as a drawback of Chierchia’s system. She points out that the addition
of the judge parameter to the evaluation index as proposed by Lasersohn has the
consequence that propositions are no longer sets of worlds (or world-time pairs), but
rather sets of world-individual pairs (or world-time-individual triples). This is because
within a Kaplanian set-up, a proposition is a function from an index to a truth value. If
an index consists solely of a world parameter, the type of a proposition is <s,t>, but if it
also incorporates a judge parameter, then the type of a proposition is <s,<e,t>>. A
proposition is therefore not a set of worlds, but rather a set of ‘centred’ worlds, where
the centre is the individual from whose perspective the sentence is evaluated, also known
as the judge. Stephenson shows how a system of this kind makes it possible to do away
with the need for two variants of attitude predicates such as claim.
We illustrate this idea by giving meanings for the embedded CPs that we have
been considering up until now, beginning with the finite clause, Mary is a great linguist. For
now we stay with the Kaplanian view that semantic interpretation appeals to (i) a context
c that serves as the argument of the function denoted by indexical expressions such as I,
you and here, and (ii) an index to which the content of the sentence is applied, yielding a
truth value. If one considers propositions to be (characteristic functions of) sets of
centred worlds, then an index is an ordered pair of form, <w, j>, where w is of type s
and j of type e. We are now in a position to consider this idea by giving meanings for the
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embedded CPs that we have been considering. In order to avoid the murky question of
whether great is itself a predicate of personal taste, we pay attention to the finite clause,
Mary is a linguist.

11. ⟦Mary is a linguist⟧c, g, w, j = 1 iff Mary is a linguist in w.

Turning to the non-finite clause [PRO to be a linguist] embedded in (9a), Stephenson
proposes that the lexical entry of PRO (written ‘PROJ’) determines that it denotes the
centre or judge, as shown in (12).

12. ⟦PROJ⟧c, g, w, j = j

The meaning of the embedded clause is (13).

13. ⟦PROJ to be a linguist⟧c, g, w, j = 1 iff j is a linguist in w.

In order to give meanings for the complex sentences, we need a revised semantics for
attitude predicates. Since propositions are now construed as sets of centred worlds,
attitude predicates must be taken to relate an individual and a set of world-individual
pairs (14).

14. ⟦claim⟧c, g, w, j = !p<s,<e,t>>!xe. "<w’, j’> $ claimx,w # p(w’)(j’)
Where claimx,w = {<w’, j’>: it is compatible with what x claims in w for x to be j’ in w’}
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To show that this entry suffices to let claim take both finite and non-finite complements,
we give revised truth conditions for our original sentences.13

15a. ⟦John claims to be a linguist⟧c, g, w, j = "<w’, j’> $ claimJohn,w # ⟦PROJ to be a
linguist⟧c, g, w’, j’ = 1 iff
"<w’, j’> $ claimJohn,w # j’ is a linguist in w’.
15b. ⟦John claims that Mary is a linguist⟧c, g, w, j = "<w’, j’> $ claimJohn,w # Mary is a
linguist in w’.

By letting claim be a quantifier over indices <w, j> such that it is compatible with what
the attitude holder claims for her to be j in w, Stephenson ensures that obligatorily
controlled PRO is interpreted de se, given that it is set to pick out the value of the judge
parameter by virtue of its lexical entry. The analysis is very close in spirit to Lewis and
Chierchia’s, but on this view, CPs receive a uniform type, regardless of their position in
the syntax.
The idea of adopting centred worlds as a means of addressing the challenge
raised by attitudes de se is of course not new. Indeed, as Stephenson points out, the type
assigned to the objects of attitudes under this view is just the type assigned to control
complements on Chierchia’s account, and to all embedded clauses on Lewis’ account.
What is new in Stephenson’s analysis is that she provides an independent argument for
treating all sentences as expressing sets of centred worlds.

This analysis glosses over the fact that DPs in the scope of attitude predicates such as proper names are
necessarily construed de re, a notion that is irrelevant to the discussion in this chapter but will receive
attention in subsequent chapters.
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Here is one way of thinking about Stephenson’s reasoning. Suppose that all CPs
do indeed have a meaning of type <s,<e,t>>. We have seen that in a Kaplanian
framework, this would amount to the incorporation of an individual as well as a world
parameter as a coordinate of the evaluation index. One would then expect there to be
sentences whose truth value varies depending on the value of this individual parameter,
in just the way that truth values of sentences clearly vary with the value of the world
parameter. An infinitive or gerund with PRO as its subject may be such an example, but
this is not a conclusive argument, since one can do more or less as well by treating PRO
as an individual variable that is obligatorily abstracted over. Stephenson argues that taste
statements - sentences that incorporate predicates of personal taste - constitute such a
case.14 If she is right, she will have succeeded in making an argument in favor of her
analysis of control. Moreover, this analysis will have a claim to being motivated by facts
about natural language, and not only by a desire to give a more unified account of
sentence meanings. The task of this chapter is to argue that the existence of predicates of
personal taste does not motivate the move to the centred worlds framework as
Stephenson conceives of it: that is, we claim that the addition of the judge parameter to
the evaluation index is neither necessary nor well motivated empirically. We propose an
alternative account that makes no such move and is more successful at capturing the
observed behavior of PPTs.
The present chapter can be seen as a companion piece to (Pearson, 2013), which
provides a judge-free semantics for predicates of personal taste. The proposal in that
paper is closely related to that given in (Moltmann, 2010b; Moltmann, 2012). In this

In fact, she also claims that epistemic modals are another such case, however we will not have much to
say about these expressions in this chapter. See Chapter 4 for discussion.
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chapter we identify a problem for the analysis in (Pearson, 2013) to which Moltmann’s
view is arguably not susceptible: the proposed solution to the puzzle of subjective
disagreement relies on the assumption that predicates of personal taste are individuallevel in the sense of (Carlson, 1980). The account succeeds with tasty, which is clearly
individual-level, but is not applicable to taste good, which fails the tests for being an
individual-level predicate, but which nonetheless gives rise to subjective disagreements.
In the literature on predicates of personal taste, it has generally been assumed that tasty
and taste good have roughly the same semantics. In this chapter, we depart from this view
by identifying a series of cases where the interpretations of the two predicates part
company. The novel data presented constitute a starting point for an analysis of taste good
that makes sense of both the differences and similarities with tasty. The resulting picture
maintains from (Moltmann, 2010b; Moltmann, 2012) and (Pearson, 2013) the view that
the semantics of predicates of personal taste does not involve appeal to the judge
parameter.
Rejecting the judge parameter permits us to reject the view that the meaning of a
sentence is a centred proposition – a set of centred worlds. A corollary is that we reject
Stephenson’s view that attitude predicates uniformly take such elements as arguments,
with the lexical entry of obligatorily controlled PRO requiring that its value be assigned
by the judge parameter. Instead, we revert to Chierchia’s view that PRO is obligatorily
abstracted over, and a control infinitive or gerund expresses a property rather than a
proposition. However, we maintain the proposal in (Pearson, 2013) that all sentences
should be analyzed as having a property-type meaning rather than a propositional
meaning. In this chapter we present one argument in favor of this view from (Pearson,
2013), and Chapters 3 and 4 are devoted to developing the idea in greater detail. The
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resulting framework has in common with Stephenson’s that it assigns clauses a uniform
type, thereby dispensing with the need for property-taking and proposition-taking
variants of attitude predicates. However, it does so without complicating the semantics
by appeal to an enriched evaluation index.
The structure of this chapter is as follows. The next section describes
Stephenson’s analysis of predicates of personal taste, along with some of the empirical
shortcomings of the analysis identified in (Pearson, 2013). Stephenson’s work is in the
tradition of Lasersohn’s in that it develops his idea that the evaluation index incorporates
an individual parameter standing for the judge, as well as the usual world and time
parameters. We focus on it for a number of reasons. Firstly, it is a rigorously elaborated
theory of the syntax and semantics of predicates of personal taste. Secondly, it
incorporates some useful empirical observations that should be captured by any theory
of this domain. Thirdly, our objective in the context of this dissertation is to argue
against Stephenson’s view of the semantics of attitude reports, which is a consequence of
her take on predicates of personal taste. Finally, identifying the limitations of
Stephenson’s analysis provides a starting point for a theory of PPTs that does not appeal
to the judge parameter.
Section 4 is concerned with a family of proposals that analyze predicates of
personal taste not by appeal to relativism, but rather by invoking the notion of ‘first
person oriented genericity’ first discussed in (Moltmann, 2006; Moltmann, 2010a) in
connection with generic one. The proposals in question are found in (Moltmann, 2010b;
Moltmann, 2012) and (Pearson, 2013). We identify an apparent advantage of the account
in (Moltmann, 2010b; Moltmann, 2012) over that in (Pearson, 2013): the latter but not
the former is based on the premise that predicates of personal taste are individual-level
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predicates, and it therefore cannot accommodate PPTs that can occur in episodic
contexts, such as taste good. If some version of the account in (Pearson, 2013) is to be
maintained, therefore, an analysis of this latter class of PPTs is needed that
accommodates both the differences and similarities between them and individual-level
PPTs. Section 5 is devoted to developing such an analysis, and to arguing that the
differences between tasty and taste good are sufficiently significant to warrant the
assignment of a different semantics to each. In particular, we argue that the differences
that we find between taste statements constructed from individual-level PPTs and those
involving stage-level PPTs are expected if the former but not the latter class give rise to
generic interpretations. We propose a solution to the puzzle of subjective disagreements
with stage-level PPTs that is based on the idea that the interpretation of these predicates
is first person oriented, but does not involve genericity. Section 6 identifies
consequences and predictions of the analysis, while Section 7 concludes the chapter.

3. Stephenson’s proposal (Stephenson, 2007a; Stephenson, 2007b)

3.1 Summary of the proposal

Stephenson takes predicates of personal taste to be two-place predicates whose first
argument (the Experiencer argument) may be either overt or covert.

16. ⟦tasty⟧c, g, w, j = !x!y. y is tasty to x in w
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The semantics of such predicates is therefore not inherently dependent on the value of
the judge parameter: no appeal is made to the judge parameter in the lexical entry, and
therefore so far there is nothing to indicate that the truth of a sentence in which the
predicate occurs should vary depending on the choice of value for this parameter. Judgedependence is introduced depending on the choice of Experiencer argument. Recall that
Stephenson proposes that obligatorily controlled PRO is PROJ, an item whose lexical
entry specifies that its semantic value is determined with respect to the judge parameter:

17. ⟦PROJ⟧c, g, w, j = j

In fact, by the point in her dissertation at which Stephenson comes to discuss control,
PROJ has already put in an appearance in the analysis of PPTs. In particular, she
proposes that predicates of personal taste optionally take PROJ as their internal
argument. Where this is the case, subjective disagreement is expected to arise.
To see how this works, consider once again John and Mary’s exchange about the
tiramisu that they are sharing:

18a. John: This tiramisu is tasty.
18b. Mary: No, this tiramisu is not tasty.

Suppose that tasty in each of John and Mary’s utterances is interpreted with respect to a
structure in which its covert argument is PROJ. The truth conditions of (18a) and (18b)
would be as follows.
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19a. ⟦This tiramisu is tasty PROJ⟧c, g, w, j = 1 iff this tiramisu is tasty to j in w.
19b. ⟦This tiramisu is not tasty PROJ⟧c, g, w, j = 1 iff this tiramisu is not tasty to j in w.

The question is how the value of the judge parameter is determined. Stephenson appeals
to a norm of assertion, stated as follows.

20. Stephenson’s norm of assertion
‘…in order for a speaker A to assert a sentence S, it must be the case that for all of A’s
doxastic alternatives <w’, x>, S is true at the index <w’, x>.’ [(Stephenson, 2007b): 66]15

The set of doxastic alternatives models the speaker’s belief state: it is the set of worldindividual pairs <w’, x> such that for all the speaker believes, she might be x in w’. In
general:

21. Doxx,w = {<w’, y>: it is compatible with what x believes in w for x to be y in w’}

Now, assuming that John observed the norm of assertion in uttering (18a), his belief
state can be characterized as follows.

22. "<w’, x> $ DoxJohn,w # ⟦This tiramisu is tasty PROJ⟧c, g, w’, x = 1 iff
"<w’, x> $ DoxJohn,w # this tiramisu is tasty to x in w’.

Since we omit reference to times in this chapter we have modified the quotation slightly, omitting the
temporal coodinate from the doxastic alternatives. For Stephenson, these are triples of form <w’, t’, x>
rather than pairs.
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It follows that in order for John to assert that the tiramisu is tasty, he must believe (de
se) that it is tasty to him. According to Stephenson, this is what lies behind the intuition
that as long as John’s utterance sincerely reflected his opinion of the tiramisu, he spoke
truly. Likewise, in order for Mary to assert that the tiramisu is not tasty, she must believe
that it is not tasty as judged by her. Once again, she is not at fault in saying what she said,
as long as she did not like the tiramisu. It remains to be explained why a disagreement
nonetheless arises. The answer is Lasersohn’s: John’s assertion has as its content the set
of centred worlds <w’, x> such that the tiramisu is tasty to x in w’. Mary’s contributes
the set of centred worlds <w’, x> such that the tiramisu is not tasty to x in w’. Since
these are disjoint sets, the two pieces of content are incompatible.
One question that is raised by this account is how to model conversational
dynamics in terms of information exchange within a framework where propositions are
sets of centred worlds rather than sets of worlds. On a Stalnakerian view, the
information accumulated over the course of a conversation is the set of worlds
compatible with the common information state of the conversational participants. As the
conversation proceeds, members of this set of worlds – the ‘context set’ - are eliminated
if they are not included in the set of worlds expressed by a given assertion. The content
of a sentence and the context set are necessarily of the same type – both are sets of
worlds. How then should the context set be modeled if the content of an assertion is a
set of world-individual pairs rather than a set of worlds?
Stephenson’s solution is to let a context set also be a centred proposition – a set
of world-individual pairs. The individual coordinate of any member of such a set is a
plural judge corresponding to the group of conversational participants. The common
ground can only be updated with the content of a sentence S if S is true as judged by this
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whole group. This reflects the intuition that the act of making a taste statement – of
asserting that the tiramisu is tasty, for instance - is directed towards establishing a
consensus among the group about the tiramisu, and is not only an assertion of one’s own
opinion. It explains why, for example, the common ground fails to be updated with the
content of John’s assertion that the tiramisu is tasty in the context we are considering:
assuming the presence of PROJ in the structure, the common ground can only be
updated with this content if all conversational participants judge the tiramisu to be tasty,
which we know from Mary’s response is not the case. Had John said, This tiramisu is tasty
to me, the common ground would have been updated by removing those world-judge
pairs <w’, j> such that the tiramisu is not tasty to John; the failure to establish a
consensus on the matter would have been no barrier, since this alternative sentence does
not incorporate a judge-dependent expression.
We have just alluded to the second option for determining the Experiencer
argument of a PPT: it may simply take an overt DP, such as the first person indexical in
This tiramisu is tasty to me. Finally, Stephenson states that a PPT can take a silent referential
element pro as its first argument. This is not a judge-dependent item, but rather is
supplied with a referent in the usual way, by means of an assignment function that takes
as its argument the numerical index associated with pro, and returns an individual. This
option is intended to make sense of examples such as the following.

23a. Mary: How’s that new brand of cat food you bought?
23b. Sam: I think it’s tasty, because the cat has eaten a lot of it.
[(Stephenson, 2007b): 39, ex 46 (example due to Kai von Fintel, p.c. to
Stephenson)]
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Presumably, Sam’s belief state does not entail that the cat food is tasty is true as judged
by him – that is, that he finds the cat food tasty. Rather, the context suggests that the
conclusion he expresses is that the cat food is tasty to the cat. Stephenson proposes to
capture this observation by letting tasty take pro as its covert internal argument, with
context supplying the cat as a suitable referent:

24. ⟦The cat food is tasty pro1⟧c, g, w, j = 1 iff the cat food is tasty to g(1) in w iff the cat
food is tasty to the cat in w.

3.2 Objections

(Pearson, 2013) identifies a series of empirical problems for Stephenson’s proposal. One
source of difficulty is that Stephenson’s analysis does not incorporate any constraints on
the distribution of PROJ and pro, leading to overgeneration. For instance, one of the
contributions of her work is to establish that when a PPT is embedded in the scope of
an attitude predicate, intuitively the opinion expressed is that of the attitude holder,
rather than of the speaker. For instance, Mary might use (25) to report that John likes the
tiramisu; that she does not like it is irrelevant.

25. John thinks that this tiramisu is tasty.

Moreover, when the taste predicate is embedded below more than one attitude predicate,
it is the most local attitude holder whose tastes are relevant – a generalization that
Stephenson terms the ‘immediateness requirement’. For instance, (26) reports what
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Mary’s belief state entails about what John’s belief state entails about his opinion of the
tiramisu, not what her belief state entails about what John’s belief state entails about her
opinion of the tiramisu.

26. Mary thinks that John thinks that this tiramisu is tasty.

These facts would neatly fall out of an analysis where the Experiencer argument of tasty
is necessarily PROJ. In order to show this, we first need a lexical entry for think:

27. ⟦think⟧c, g, w, j = !p<s,<e,t>>!xe. "<w’, j’> $ Doxx,w # p(w’)(j’) = 1
Where Doxx,w = {<w’, j>: it is compatible with what x believes in w for x to be j in
w’}

Recall that in Stephenson’s framework, attitude predicates always take arguments of
propositional type, with propositions being sets of centred worlds - world-individual
pairs. An attitude predicate is a universal quantifier over those pairs that have a given
property, such as being among the attitude holder’s doxastic alternatives in the case of
think. The attitude report is true just in case the proposition expressed by the embedded
clause is true at each of those pairs. The lexical entry in (27) reflects this idea. (28b)
provides the truth conditions for (25), and (28c) provides those for (26).
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28a. ⟦This tiramisu is tasty PROJ⟧c, g, w, j = 1 iff this tiramisu is tasty to j in w.
28b. ⟦John thinks that this tiramisu is tasty PROJ⟧c, g, w, j = 1 iff
"<w’, j’> $ DoxJohn,w # ⟦this tiramisu is tasty PROJ⟧c, g, w’, j’ = 1 iff "<w’, j’> $ DoxJohn,w
# this tiramisu is tasty to j’ in w’.
28c. ⟦Mary thinks that John thinks that this tiramisu is tasty PROJ⟧c, g, w, j = 1 iff "<w’,
j’> $ DoxMary,w # ⟦John thinks that this tiramisu is tasty PROJ⟧c, g, w, j = 1 iff "<w’, j’> $
DoxMary,w # "<w’’, j’’> $ DoxJohn,w’ # this tiramisu is tasty to j’’ in w’’.

(28b) says that John’s doxastic state entails that the tiramisu tastes good to him; more
precisely, it says that for any world w and individual j such that it is compatible with what
John believes for him to be j in w, the tiramisu tastes good to j in w. (28c), on the other
hand, requires that Mary’s belief state entail that John’s doxastic state entail that the
tiramisu tastes good to him. In effect, the judge parameter that determines the semantic
value of PROJ is bound by the most local attitude predicate, so that the judge must
always be the most local attitude holder – or more precisely, the doxastic centre of the
most local attitude holder, the individual that she identifies as herself among her belief
worlds.
All this is as it should be. (Pearson, 2013) points out the following problem,
however. There is nothing in Stephenson’s system to prevent the internal argument of
tasty being pro. If so, then John thinks that this tiramisu is tasty could report a belief of John’s
that the tiramisu is tasty to some other individual – Mary, say. Likewise, there is no
reason why Mary thinks that John thinks that this tiramisu is tasty should not report Mary’s
belief that John believes that the tiramisu is tasty to her.
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One possible response to these observations is to maintain Stephenson’s overall
system, but add further constraints on the distribution of PROJ and pro; the data in (25)
and (26) might be taken to show that in the unmarked case, PROJ must be inserted, with
pro only becoming a live option under special circumstances that remain to be
understood. Those circumstances might involve a context in which it is implausible to
think that the opinion expressed is that of the speaker or attitude holder. This might
explain why pro is available when the topic of conversation is cat food, as in (23b) above.
Pearson argues that while there is something to the idea that the ‘autocentric’
interpretation (that which results from insertion of PROJ in Stephenson’s system) is the
default one, a simple binary choice between an autocentric interpretation and an
exocentric one (that which arises when pro is inserted) is doomed to failure. Here is one
of the pieces of evidence offered in support of this claim. Suppose that John only shares
his desserts with Mary. Watching him enjoy the tiramisu without having had the chance
to taste it myself, I might say:

29. The tiramisu must be tasty.

Intuitively, the conclusion I have expressed is that the tiramisu must be tasty to John.
(Notice the analogy with the cat food scenario in (23b) above: in both cases, an inference
is drawn based on observation rather than direct perceptual experience.) Let’s suppose
then that in this example, the Experiencer argument of tasty is pro, with John being
supplied as its referent given the context. The resulting content is compatible with the
possibility that I might not find the tiramisu tasty, were anyone kind enough to offer me
some. Yet intuitively, (30) is a contradiction.
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30. #The tiramisu must be tasty, but I wouldn’t like it.

Perhaps we should have stuck to the idea that PROJ is inserted as a default, with (29)
expressing not the speaker’s conclusion that the tiramisu tastes good to John, but rather
the conclusion that in the relevant counterfactual worlds – those in which she tries the
tiramisu - it tastes good to her.16 Supposing we could formalize the constraint that
excludes pro properly, this would account for the contradictory status of (30). But then
(31) is a surprise: why should any of this be affected by the addition of a because-clause?

31. The tiramisu must be tasty, but I wouldn’t like it because I don’t like marsala wine.

We could say that the added explanation of why the speaker wouldn’t like the tiramisu
overrides the default rule that requires insertion of PROJ, but then we are back to where
we started: if pro can be inserted here, why should it not be inserted in (30), thereby
rescuing the sentence from its contradictory status?
So much for criticisms of Stephenson’s proposal. The reader is referred to
(Pearson, 2013) for further problems with her analysis, and to (Moltmann, 2010b) for
additional criticisms of relativist analyses of predicates of personal taste. In the next
section, we discuss an alternative view based on the notion of first person oriented
genericity, first discussed by Moltmann in connection with generic one (Moltmann, 2006;
Moltmann, 2010a). Section 4.1 presents Moltmann’s application of this idea to predicates

I am grateful to Craige Roberts for alerting me to the possibility that the modal induces quantification
over counterfactual worlds.
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of personal taste, while section 4.2 discusses the related proposal in (Pearson, 2013). A
possible limitation of the latter analysis is identified and addressed in section 5.

4. Predicates of personal taste and first person oriented genericity

4.1 Moltmann’s proposal (Moltmann, 2010b; Moltmann, 2012)

4.1.1 Generic one

(Moltmann, 2006; Moltmann, 2010a) argues that English generic one involves a peculiar
form of genericity that is first person oriented. (32) is one of her core examples, which is
compared with (33).

32. One can see the picture from the entrance.

33. People can see the picture from the entrance.

[(Moltmann, 2006): 258, ex 1]

[(Moltmann, 2006): 258]

The bare plural subject of (33) is an ordinary generic; the whole sentence expresses the
generalization that under relevant circumstances, any person that is normal in the
relevant respects can see the picture from the entrance. Unlike (34) below, the sentence
is not falsified by the existence of people who would not be able to see the picture if they
were to stand at the entrance because they are blind. Likewise, it is true despite the fact
that we can imagine circumstances in which a person with good eyesight cannot see the
picture, such as because someone has erected a brick wall between it and the entrance.
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34. Everyone can see the picture from the entrance.

This exemplifies a hallmark property of generic sentences: they are weaker than
universally quantified sentences in that they admit exceptions. Moreover, there is a
systematic, though highly context-sensitive procedure that determines what permits
admission of a given exception. This procedure involves appeal to notions such as
typicality and relevance that require thorough investigation in order to be understood
properly (see for example (Carlson & Pelletier, 1995)), but which have considerable
purchase for helping us to understand generic sentences.
Moltmann’s observation is this: (32) is also a generic sentence, but the genericity
involved is of a peculiar kind. Notice firstly that it is like (33) in that it expresses the
generalization that individuals who satisfy some criterion of ‘normality’ can under
appropriate circumstances see the picture from the doorway. On the other hand, the
generalization expressed is ‘first person oriented’. In the unmarked case, it is based on
first person experience; it would be appropriate in a scenario where the speaker has gone
to the entrance and ascertained that she can see the picture. No larger sample size is
necessary.
One way to grasp the first person oriented nature of generic one is to investigate
its behavior in the scope of an attitude predicate:

35. John thinks that one can see the picture from the entrance.
[(Moltmann, 2010a): 443, ex 1c]
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In this case, Moltmann observes, the relevant agent is John, rather than the speaker.
There is a great deal more to say about the semantics of this item, and (Moltmann, 2012)
draws interesting connections with both the semantics of attitude reports and what she
calls ‘intuitions of relative truth’. See also Chapter 4 for further observations concerning
generic one that are relevant to the concerns of this dissertation. This brief discussion is
sufficient to get things started for this section, however.
Moltmann’s analysis of generic one has the following components. She defines a
relation, call it identify with, whose role in the semantics of generic one is to introduce a
restriction on the generic quantification: the restrictor of the generic operator now
includes only individuals that the speaker or attitude holder identifies with. For
Moltmann, this notion models roughly the relation that we stand in to those individuals
that we simulate or project ourselves onto. (36) is the definition.17

36. Identify with
I(x, y) = 1 iff x identifies with y.

Secondly, Moltmann borrows from (Fine, 1982) the notion of a qua-object. This supplies
a ‘mode of presentation’ for an individual in the form of an ordered pair consisting of an
individual and an associated predicate. Thus qua(z, !y. I(x, y)) can be paraphrased as ‘z
qua an individual identified by x’.

In the version in (Moltmann, 2006), the identity relation is employed rather than the identify with relation,
which is found in (Moltmann, 2010a). See the latter work for an explanation of the problems that arise if
one appeals to the identity relation ((Moltmann, 2010a): 459, fn 6).
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Thirdly, Moltmann says that if a sentence displays first person oriented
genericity, than it may be associated with a property-type meaning. The property
expressed by (32) is stated in (37).

37. !y. Gn x can see the picture from the entrance(qua(x, !z. I(y, z))

She states that acceptance of this sentence by an addressee involves self-ascription of the
property it expresses by the addressee, thus ‘an assertion whose content is a property can
be evaluated as true or false only relative to the person accepting the assertion’
(Moltmann, 2006).

4.1.2 Application to predicates of personal taste

Moltmann proposes that the notion of first person genericity, implemented via generic
quantification over individuals qua individuals identified with by the relevant agent, can
be applied to the analysis of predicates of personal taste. She argues that doing so makes
it possible to explain why PPTs give rise to what she calls intuitions of relative truth – a
characteristic exemplified by the existence of subjective disagreements – without appeal
to the judge parameter. The content of this tiramisu is tasty, for example, would be
represented as follows.

38. !y. Gn x tasty (this tiramisu, qua(x, !z. I(y, z)))
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The resulting property is that of being a y such that for all x qua individuals identified
with by y this tiramisu is tasty to x. Given that on Moltmann’s view, acceptance of a
sentence that has a property-type meaning depends on the property in question being
true of the addressee, Mary accepts John’s assertion that this tiramisu is tasty only if the
property in (38) is true of her.
Now for the account of subjective disagreement. The crux of the idea is that a
sentence involving first person oriented genericity such as a taste statement has truth
conditions that are independent of any particular individual, just as ordinary generic
sentences do. However, the epistemic basis on which the claim is made requires selfascription of a property, such as that in (38). Thus for Mary to grasp or accept the
property in (38) requires her to self-apply that property. In short, ‘…disagreement arises
because of conflicting general claims being made (each with agent-independent truth
conditions), and the impression of faultlessness arises because of the first-personal mode
of presenting those claims’ ((Moltmann, 2010b), p. 215). While the addition of the judge
parameter involves relativization of truth to individuals, Moltmann’s strategy is to
separate truth conditions (which are agent-independent) from the basis for making,
understanding or evaluating a claim, which in the case of taste statements is
characteristically first personal.
Moltmann brings a number of pieces of evidence to bear in support of her
analysis of PPTs. We shall mention two, referring the reader to (Moltmann, 2010b;
Moltmann, 2012) for additional data. Consider the following example.

39. John just found out that chocolate tastes good.
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[(Moltmann, 2010b): 213, ex 64]

Moltmann notices that as with generic one, the example involves a generalization on the
basis of a single first person experience. Notice the parallel with the data in section 4.1.1,
where it was observed that an agent’s experience of standing at the entrance and seeing
the picture is sufficient to entitle her to claim that one can see the picture from the
entrance.
Secondly, Moltmann observes that the internal argument of a PPT can covary
with the value of generic one (40), leading her to propose that they both introduce
individual variables that are bound by the generic operator.

40. It is nice when one is walking in the park.

[(Moltmann, 2010b): 214, ex 68a]

In the same vein, she builds on the insight from her earlier work that arbitrary PRO is
the covert counterpart of generic one (Moltmann, 2006), noting that the covert internal
argument of a PPT can serve as the antecedent of this item.

41. It is nice PROarb to walk in the park.

In the next section, we describe another account of the semantics of taste statements
that aims to solve the puzzle of subjective disagreement by appealing to first person
oriented genericity. The account described is that proposed in (Pearson, 2013).
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4.2 Pearson’s proposal (Pearson, 2013)

Like Moltmann, Pearson’s starting point is the idea that the notion of first person
oriented genericity invoked for the case of generic one may usefully be brought to bear on
the analysis of predicates of personal taste. Various new pieces of evidence in favor of
this view are brought to light. For example, consider again the example in (29), repeated
below.

42. The tiramisu must be tasty.

Recall that in the context of interest, the speaker has not tried the tiramisu herself, but
rather draws an inference based on John’s apparent enjoyment of the dessert. We take it
that in the unmarked case, a sentence such as this one carries entailments about the
speaker’s own taste experience. In a context where the speaker has not tried the item in
question, the entailment takes a modal form: in the unmarked case, (42) entails that the
speaker finds the tiramisu tasty in those worlds in which she eats it. (43), repeated from
above, is evidence in favor of this view.

43. #The tiramisu must be tasty. But I wouldn’t like it.

Now consider the fact that the discourse in (43) can be ameliorated by a because-clause:

44. The tiramisu must be tasty, but I wouldn’t like it because I don’t like marsala wine.
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In this case, there is an entailment that John likes the tiramisu. This seems to be the only
reasonable conclusion to draw: the only other salient individual is the speaker, and the
second sentence explicitly denies that the speaker likes the tiramisu in those worlds in
which she tries it. We reject the idea, however, that there is a clear cut, binary distinction
between ‘autocentric’ and ‘exocentric’ interpretations, encoded as a choice between
PROJ and pro in Stephenson’s system. Recall that the problem that arises for such a view
is that if pro is part of the underlying structure of (42), it is mysterious why it cannot also
be employed in (43) to rescue the sentence from being a contradiction. Appealing to
genericity gets us around the problem: assuming that the speaker and other contextually
salient individuals are included among the set quantified over by the generic operator, it
is expected that examples such as (42) will carry entailments about the opinions of both
the speaker and John - we are not forced to make a choice between the two. Moreover,
we have seen already in section 4.1.1 that contextual considerations are implicated in
determining which individuals can be excluded from a generic quantification. The becauseclause in (44) provides an explicit reason to exclude the speaker: since she dislikes one of
the ingredients of the tiramisu, she is not among its target audience, and therefore her
tastes are not an appropriate basis on which to establish whether the tiramisu is tasty.
Pearson concludes that when a predicate of personal taste has no overt Experiencer
argument, its interpretation involves a peculiar form of genericity that is first person
oriented: entailments about the speaker’s tastes are carried unless explicit reason is given
to exclude the speaker from the generic quantification.
Let’s see how the idea is implemented formally. An important difference
between Moltmann’s work and the proposal in (Pearson, 2013) is that the latter attempts
to provide a principled explanation of how the generic construal of a predicate of
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personal taste arises. It is claimed that PPTs are individual-level predicates (ILPs) in the
sense of (Carlson, 1980). If (Chierchia, 1995) is correct that ILPs are licensed in a
syntactic structure only if the generic operator is present, then the presence of the
generic operator in a taste statement automatically follows. As evidence that taste
predicates are ILPs, a battery of tests is presented, familiar from the literature on the
individual-level/stage-level distinction. Let’s just present one example here.
We know from (Carlson, 1982; Kratzer, 1995) that when an ILP has a proper
name as its subject, modification by quantificational adverbs or temporal operators
produces a degraded result:

45. *John is sometimes tall.

46a. *John was tall yesterday.
46b. *John will be tall tomorrow.

The same goes for predicates of personal taste:

47. *Nutella is sometimes tasty.

48a. *Nutella was tasty yesterday.
48b. *Nutella will be tasty tomorrow.

Pearson concludes that the generic operator is present in any licit syntactic structure that
includes a PPT.
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Next, Pearson appeals to Moltmann’s identify with relation – or rather something
very like it. The role of this relation is very similar to that which it plays in Moltmann’s
analysis of generic one. Roughly speaking, it introduces a restriction of the individuals
quantified over by the generic operator to those identified with by the relevant agent.
However, two amendments are made. First, Pearson does not appeal to qua objects,
instead letting the role of the relation be to impose a restriction in the ordinary way.
Recall that the notion of a qua object is invoked by Moltmann in order to supply an
epistemic basis for application of a given property – the individuals quantified over are
individuals qua having the property of being identified with by the speaker. This encodes
the idea that the justification for drawing a generalization about whether something is
tasty (say) takes the form of simulation of the other individuals in a domain, under the
assumption that one is like those individuals in the relevant respects. This brings us to
the second amendment: Pearson assumes that in order for I(x, y) to return truth, x must
put herself in y’s shoes, but she need not judge herself to be similar to y, or even to
pretend that this is the case. This amendment is intended to accommodate von Fintel’s
cat food examples, such as the following:

49. The cat food must be tasty.

The idea is this: (49) means roughly that in all worlds compatible with what the speaker
knows, and for all relevant individuals x with whom the speaker identifies, the cat food is
tasty to x. Excluded will be anyone not in the target audience for cat food – any noncats. We therefore need to make sure that the identify with relation does not rule out cats.
If it is necessary for identifying with an individual that one judges oneself to be relevantly
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similar to that individual, we will be in trouble: we are not constituted like cats and do
not have the same tastes as cats. However if to identify with an individual is simply to
empathize with that individual, then the domain of cats – or perhaps a more limited
domain consisting of familiar cats, such as the speaker’s pet cat – will be included. Thus
Pearson’s proposal can handle the cat food examples without recourse to a distinction
between autocentric and exocentric interpretations.
The final ingredient, which is of particular interest in the context of this
dissertation, is the view that all sentences, at both the root and embedded level, have
property-type meaning rather than propositional meaning. Chierchia’s idea that a control
infinitive has an individual abstractor in its left periphery that is coindexed with PRO and
is abstracted over is adopted and generalized. According to this view, all CPs that are
complement to an attitude predicate are headed by a category that bears such an
abstractor. In addition, all root clauses have an individual abstractor in C too. This
operator binds the subject of the identify with relation, yielding a property in essentially the
same way as taste statements are associated with a property-type meaning according to
Moltmann’s view, modulo the differences just described.
To show how the pieces fit together, consider the following examples. (50)
provides the LF and interpretation of an unembedded taste statement.18

We now assume an extensional system with explicit quantification over world variables, which are
syntactically represented and bound by an abstractor of the appropriate type in C. This is essentially the
framework that is assumed throughout the dissertation.
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50a. This tiramisu is tasty.
50b. [CP !x1!w2 [IP This tiramisui [GEN [ti is tastyw2 !y. I(x1, y)]]]]
50c. ⟦(50b)⟧c, g = !x!w. "y, w’[Acc(w, w’) & C(this tiramisu, y, w’) & I(x, y)] [tasty(this
tiramisu, y, w’)]
Where (i) Acc(w, w’) = 1 iff w’ is accessible from w;
(ii) C(x, y, w) = 1 iff w is inhabited by x and y and x and y are relevant in
w;
(iii) I(x, y) = 1 iff x identifies with y.

Since sentence meanings are construed as properties, they do not have truth conditions
of their own. However, a truth evaluable object is straightforward to derive, as pointed
out in (Heim, 1991b): we simply say that a speaker x speaks truly in w by uttering a
sentence S that expresses a property P just in case P is true of x in w.
The meaning in (50c) incorporates a number of orthodox assumptions about
generics. Firstly, we assume that the generic operator is a covert unselective binder: it
binds both individual and world variables in its scope. Secondly, we assume that an
accessibility relation excludes worlds that are not sufficiently similar to the actual world
to be relevant to the taste statement. Worlds where human biology is such that
perceptions of taste are unlike what they are in the actual world are thrown out, for
example. Thirdly, we assume that the generic quantification is constrained by the
contextual restriction relation C. This is the element that is responsible for ensuring that
blind people are excluded from the domain of quantification for the ordinary generic,
People can see the picture from the entrance, and for the generic one statement, One can see the
picture from the entrance. It also does a significant amount of work in the case of taste
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statements. For example, it throws out triples consisting of the tiramisu, x and w’ such
that x does not taste the tiramisu in w’. Thus in a context where John seems to be
enjoying the tiramisu but he does not offer me any, The tiramisu must be tasty does not
entail that the tiramisu is tasty to me in the actual world, but it does entail that it is tasty
to me in the counterfactual worlds in which I taste the tiramisu, whence the
contradictory status of #The tiramisu must be tasty, but I wouldn’t like it. Additionally,
Pearson argues that it is a property of generics that if there is some reason why a given
individual is not relevant to the truth of the generic claim, then that individual is
excluded by the contextual restriction only if the context is rich enough to make this
information explicit.19 A because-clause fulfills this purpose, which is why The tiramisu must
be tasty, but I wouldn’t like it because I don’t like marsala wine is acceptable.
An additional property of the analysis is that it predicts that taste statements in
the scope of an attitude predicate express an opinion of the attitude holder rather than of
the speaker. In the case of multiple embeddings, Stephenson’s immediateness
requirement is accommodated, under the assumption that it must be the most local
abstractor that binds the subject of the identify with relation.
In order to show this, a semantics for attitude predicates is needed whereby they
take a property as their first argument. We exemplify this with think.

51. ⟦think⟧c, g = !P<e,<s,t>>!xe!w. "<w’, y> $ Doxx,w # P(y)(w’)
Where Doxx,w = {<w’, y>: it is compatible with what x believes in w for x to be y
in w’}
For reasons of space, we do not reproduce the argument in detail, which turns on observations about
the application of the rule of Universal Instantiation in arguments involving generic sentences as premises.
For details, see examples (86)-(93) on pages 39-40 of (Pearson, 2013).
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The elements quantified over by an attitude predicate – doxastic alternatives in the case
of think – are still world-individual pairs. On this view, which is merely an elaboration of
the Lewis/Chierchia view of the content of attitudes de se, sets of world-individual pairs
are not propositions as in a relativist framework, but rather properties as usual.
(52) displays the computations for a simple attitude report with an embedded taste
predicate.

52a. John thinks that this tiramisu is tasty.
52b. [CP1 !x1!w2 [IP2 John thinksw2 [CP2 !x3!w4 [IP2 This tiramisui [GEN [ti is tastyw4 !y. I(x3,
y)]]]]]]
52c. ⟦CP2⟧c, g = !x!w. "y, w’[Acc(w, w’) & C(this tiramisu, y, w’) & I(x, y)] [tasty(this
tiramisu, y, w’)]
52d. ⟦CP1⟧c, g = !x!w. "<w’, y> $ DoxJohn,w # [!x!w. "z, w’[Acc(w, w’) & C(this
tiramisu, z, w’) & I(x, z)] [tasty(this tiramisu, z, w’)]](y)(w’) =
!x!w. "<w’, y> $ DoxJohn,w # "z, w’’[Acc(w’, w’’) & C(this tiramisu, z, w’’) & I(y, z)]
[tasty(this tiramisu, z, w’’)]

Roughly speaking, (52) reports John’s self-ascription of the property of being an x such
that for all relevant individuals y identified with by x and for all accessible worlds w, the
tiramisu is tasty to y in w. This carries entailments about whether John likes the tiramisu
in his belief worlds, but not whether the speaker does, so that the ‘first person
orientation’ of a PPT in an attitude report is computed with respect to the attitude
holder, not the speaker.
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Finally, let us say a little more about the notion that root sentences express
properties rather than propositions. In (Pearson, 2013), the independent evidence in
favor of this view comes from intuitions regarding same-saying in simple sentences with
first person pronouns. Here is one of the core examples, originally due to (Stojanovic,
2011).

53a. Alma (to Chris): I am a fool.
53b. Bruce (to Chris): I am a fool.
53c. Chris (to Bruce): That’s what Alma said, too.
Reading (i): Alma said that she is a fool. (‘sloppy’ reading)
Reading (ii): Alma said that Bruce is a fool. (‘strict’ reading)
[(Stojanovic, 2011): 7, exs 11-13]

The reading of interest is the ‘sloppy’ one in (i). Stojanovic’s point is that on a Kaplanian
view of the meaning of indexicals, Alma’s and Chris’s utterances express different
propositions – the proposition that Alma is a fool in the former case, and the
proposition that Chris is a fool in the latter one. From this perspective, it is surprising
that there is a reading upon which Chris’s utterance is true in a context in which Alma
and Bruce uttered the sentences in (53a) and (53b). If the first person pronoun can be
bound, on the other hand, the result is less surprising. (Pearson, 2013) therefore
proposes that first person pronouns be treated as variables bound by an individual
abstractor in the left periphery of a clause – the very operator that also binds the subject
of the identify with relation in a taste statement. Thus I am a fool expresses the property of
being a fool, as shown below.
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54a. I am a fool.
54b. [CP1!x1!w2 [I1 am a foolw2]]
54c. ⟦(54b)⟧c, g = !x!w. x is a fool in w.

Given Heim’s suggestion, Alma spoke truly just in case the property in (54c) is true of
her. If the conversational participants accept Alma’s assertion as true, then the context
set will be updated with the content of her utterance, a procedure that involves throwing
out those worlds in which the proposition obtained by applying the property in question
to Alma is false. Note that it cannot be the case that acceptance involves throwing out
the worlds in which the property in question is false of the addressee; this would derive the
unwelcome result that update takes place only if the addressees believe that they are fools,
a question that is irrelevant to the issue of whether Alma is a fool. We return to this
point in the concluding section.
This puts in place the pieces of the analysis in (Pearson, 2013). Of course, the
litmus test of the account is whether it offers a solution to the puzzle of subjective
disagreement. In considering this question, it is worth noticing firstly that Moltmann’s
solution to the puzzle is not available here. Recall that her solution depended on a
distinction between the agent-independent truth conditions of a sentence, and the
epistemic basis for asserting or evaluating it. According to this view, disagreement arises
because the two speakers express incompatible contents, while intuitions of faultlessness
reflect the requirement that the epistemic basis for a taste claim involve self-ascription of
the relevant property by the speaker or addressee. Since (Pearson, 2013) does away with
both the notion that sentences express propositions, and the idea of qua objects as a
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means of encoding the epistemic basis for a claim, this solution is not available in this
case.
Instead, the explanation for why John and Mary have a disagreement when he
says that the tiramisu is tasty and she says that it is not is as follows. Let’s suppose that
two sentences S1 and S2, uttered by x and y respectively, express incompatible contents
just in case the proposition obtained by applying the meaning of S1 to x is incompatible
with the proposition obtained by applying the meaning of S2 to x. When John says that
the tiramisu is tasty, he says something that is true only if the tiramisu is tasty to every
contextually relevant individual with whom he identifies. When Mary says that the
tiramisu is not tasty, she says something true only if the tiramisu is not tasty to every
contextually relevant individual with whom she identifies. A plausible assumption is that
speakers always identify with their interlocutors. This means that John’s utterance entails
that the tiramisu is tasty to him and to Mary, and her utterance entails that it is not tasty
to her and to John. Since there is no world in which both of these states of affairs hold,
the result is a disagreement.
An explanation of faultlessness does not directly follow from Pearson’s
analysis, but she argues in favor of an account in the existing literature that is in principle
compatible with her proposal (Lopez de Sa, 2008). The idea is this. When we enter into
discussions or disputes about tastes, we adopt the working hypothesis that we are
relevantly similar to our interlocutors – that is, that we are alike in tastes. This
assumption is referred to as the ‘presupposition of commonality’ by Lopez de Sa.20 In
practice, we may not resemble our interlocutors in tastes at all, but we might nonetheless

Since we do not wish to commit ourselves to commonality being grammatically encoded, we henceforth
use the term ‘assumption’ rather than ‘presupposition’.
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maintain a pretence that we do. This is what happens when we engage in taste disputes;
the dispute will continue until someone drops the charade, saying, perhaps, Well, the
tiramisu is tasty to me, at least. As long as the assumption of commonality holds (either as a
pretence or as a matter of fact), a speaker is justified in generalizing from her own
experience to that of other individuals with whom she identifies. Thus as long as John
finds the tiramisu tasty, he is not at fault in saying, This tiramisu is tasty. Likewise for Mary,
assuming that she is sincere in representing herself as not liking the tiramisu.
As evidence in favor of this view, Pearson observes that not all taste disputes
exhibit faultlessness. If someone tells me that soapy dishwater is tasty and I reply that it
is not, intuitively she has said something false and I have said something true. My
interlocutor’s mistake, so the story goes, was to assume that she was justified in
generalizing from her own rather bizarre tastes, to that of others: most normally
constituted people will not find soapy dishwater tasty, and if a speaker sincerely asserts
that it is, her tastes must be exceptional. In such a case, the assumption of commonality
is not justified, and therefore the generalization from personal experience to that of
others involved in making a taste statement is unwarranted. The speaker is therefore at
fault, as expected according to this view.
We have now laid out three proposals in some detail: Stephenson’s judge-based
view, and Moltmann’s and Pearson’s accounts appealing to first person oriented
genericity. The next task is to identify an apparent problem for Pearson’s view, to which
Stephenson’s and Moltmann’s accounts are not vulnerable. We do this in the next
subsection.
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5. A problem for (Pearson, 2013): stage-level predicates of personal taste

5.1 The problem

A supposed virtue of the account in (Pearson, 2013) over Moltmann’s is that by
appealing to the status of predicates of personal taste as individual-level predicates, it
provides a principled account of how the covert internal argument comes to be
construed generically: assuming that (Chierchia, 1995) is correct that ILPs are licensed by
the generic operator, its presence in the structure is independently motivated. However,
Irene Heim has pointed out to us that a predicate such as taste good can be used
felicitously in episodic contexts, as in the following example.21

55. That tiramisu tasted good yesterday.

Additionally, taste good can be modified by an adverb of quantification when its subject is
a rigid designator:

56. Nutella sometimes tastes good.

In this chapter, the discussion is confined to a comparison of the predicates tasty and taste good, the
crucial observation being that the former is individual-level and the latter is stage-level. Beautiful/look good is
another such pair, and we leave to future work the task of uncovering more. It would also be worthwhile
to investigate fun in more detail: in (Pearson, 2013) it was argued that fun is an ILP, but it was also shown
that fun does not pass all of the relevant tests. It may be that there are cases where fun is rightly classed
alongside taste good rather than tasty, which would require the semantics of taste statements involving fun to
be adjusted accordingly. Finally, Irene Heim (personal communication) points out that the literature on
predicates of personal taste has focused on expressions that indicate a positive or negative evaluation of
their subject, setting aside expressions such as taste spicy and taste of onions. The task of investigating these
expressions and the disagreements they give rise to is also left to future work; it may be that they are
amenable to being analyzed in the same way as we propose for taste good.

21
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These facts contrast with those that we presented for tasty in section 4.2. Here is a
reminder:

57. *Nutella was tasty yesterday.
58. *Nutella is sometimes tasty.

Furthermore, subjective disagreements can arise with taste statements involving taste good,
even in contexts where the predicate clearly behaves like a stage-level predicate:

59a. John: That tiramisu tasted good yesterday.
59b. Mary: No, it didn’t taste good yesterday!

60a. John: Nutella tastes good sometimes.
60b. Mary: No, it doesn’t taste good sometimes.

The notion that the generic operator is introduced in taste statements by virtue of the
PPT being individual-level now seems like a liability rather than a virtue of the view in
(Pearson, 2013). The aim of this section is to defend the account in light of this problem.
Our starting point is the observation that there are systematic differences in the
interpretation of taste statements involving taste good and those involving tasty. As far as
we know, these differences have not been noticed before; the tendency in the literature
both pro and contra relativism is to assume that these predicates have essentially the same
semantics, or at least that any differences are sufficiently fine-grained to be irrelevant to
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the puzzle of subjective disagreement. We think that a more systematic description of
these differences shows that it is after all desirable to provide different solutions to the
puzzle of subjective disagreement for the two classes of PPT exemplified by tasty and
taste good. Examining these differences is the task of this subsection. In the next
subsection, we provide a semantics for taste statements involving taste good that reflects
these differences while maintaining the prediction that subjective disagreements should
arise with these predicates too. To anticipate, the conclusion will be that the analysis of
(Pearson, 2013) should be maintained for individual-level predicates like tasty, and placed
alongside a differing but complementary account of stage-level predicates like taste good.
All this is done without appeal to the judge parameter, allowing us to stand by our
conclusion that predicates of personal taste do not necessitate the treatment of sentence
meanings as centred propositions.
Let us start by thinking a little more about the following contrast.

61. Nutella sometimes tastes good.
62. ?#Nutella is sometimes tasty.

Intuitively, what goes wrong in (62) is that it suggests that there are situations in which
Nutella is not tasty. In terms of (Magri, 2009), modification of tasty with sometimes
introduces a scalar implicature that the stronger sentence Nutella is always tasty is false. But
the property of being tasty is homogeneous with respect to any given situation: just as
John cannot be tall in some situations but not in others, so Nutella cannot be tasty in
some situations but not in others. Thus if Nutella is tasty on any given occasion, then it
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is tasty on all occasions (barring irrelevant ones, which are in any case excluded by the
contextual restriction associated with the generic operator).22
The acceptability of (61) suggests that there is no conflict between the
implicature that there are situations in which Nutella does not taste good and the
meaning of the sentence: we are prepared to accept that there are such situations. Along
what dimensions may such situations vary? The possibilities that come to mind involve
extrinsic properties of a given situation, as opposed to intrinsic properties of Nutella.
Thus Nutella may taste more or less good depending on whether one’s taste senses are
compromised, say because of having just brushed one’s teeth, or because of a cold. The
felicity of the following continuations attests to these possibilities.

63a. Nutella sometimes tastes good, but not when one has just brushed one’s teeth.
63b. Nutella sometimes tastes good, but not when one has a cold.

Compare these examples to the following degraded ones, where tastes good is replaced
with tasty.

64a. ?#Nutella is sometimes tasty, but not when one has just brushed one’s teeth.
64b. ?#Nutella is sometimes tasty, but not when one has a cold.

As pointed out in (Pearson, 2013), there are contexts in which sentences such as (62) can be accepted,
due to the fact that the bare mass noun Nutella can receive a kind-oriented interpretation, and the
quantificational adverb quantifying over instances of Nutella in different situations. The contexts that
ameliorate (62) are those where such instances are intrinsically different. For instance, the recipes
according to which Nutella is manufactured are different in the US and in Europe; (62) might therefore
mean that in some parts of the world, the Nutella that is produced there is tasty. The crucial point for our
purposes is that as long as one assumes that there is no such variation in the intrinsic properties of Nutella,
(62) is unacceptable, exactly as expected if tasty is an ILP.

22
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The point is thrown into relief by comparison of the behavior of the two predicates
when modified by a quantificational clause such as a when-clause or the antecedent of a
conditional.

65a. When one has just brushed one’s teeth, Nutella does not taste good.
65b. When I’ve just brushed my teeth, Nutella does not taste good.

66a. ?#When one has just brushed one’s teeth, Nutella is not tasty.
66b. ?#When I’ve just brushed my teeth, Nutella is not tasty.

67a. If one has just brushed one’s teeth, Nutella does not taste good.
67b. If I’ve just brushed my teeth, Nutella does not taste good.

68a. ?#If one has just brushed one’s teeth, Nutella is not tasty.
68b. ?#If I’ve just brushed my teeth, Nutella is not tasty.

The contrast between the sentences in (65) and (67) and those in (66) and (68) shows
that the situation in which Nutella is eaten has a bearing on whether it tastes good, but it
does not have a bearing on whether it is tasty. (65a) and (67a) say that any situation in
which one has just brushed one’s teeth is one in which Nutella does not taste good,
while (65b) and (67b) say that any situation in which I have just brushed my teeth is one
in which Nutella does not taste good. That modification by the when-clause introduces no
redundancy shows that the quantification over such situations is not redundant. On the
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other hand, when taste good is replaced with tasty as in (66) and (68), the quantification
over teeth-brushing situations is redundant.
The infelicity of the examples in (66) and (68) is expected given the proposals
in (Moltmann, 2010b; Moltmann, 2012) and in (Pearson, 2013). Since our aim is to
defend the implementation in (Pearson, 2013), we shall focus on that account here.
According to this view, Nutella is not tasty asserts roughly that it is not the case that for
every relevant world w and every relevant individual x identified with by the speaker,
Nutella is tasty to x in w. The contextual restriction ensures that the situations with
respect to which the generic statement is evaluated are alike in that they are ‘normal’ or
‘typical’ in the relevant respects: situations that are atypical or non-ideal for the purposes
of Nutella tasting are excluded. Notice that this is an analogous state of affairs to that
already described in the case of individuals: we said that individuals who are not in the
‘target audience’ are likewise excluded from the domain of quantification. A situation in
which one has just brushed one’s teeth is not an ideal situation in which to evaluate the
taste of a food item, since tooth brushing temporarily alters one’s perception of taste. It
is correctly predicted that in (69b) the because-clause explaining that the speaker has just
brushed her teeth ameliorates the contradictory sentence in (69a).

69a. #Nutella is tasty, but it would not taste good to me right now.
69b. Nutella is tasty, but it would not taste good to me right now, because I have just
brushed my teeth.

This explains the infelicity of (66) and (68) above: given that tooth-brushing situations
are ruled out by the contextual restriction, the quantification over such situations
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induced by the when-clause is vacuous. If the semantic representation of a taste statement
involving taste good also involved the generic operator, (67) and (69) would also be
degraded, contrary to fact.
Here are some more examples to support this point.

70a. Nutella used to taste good, but it doesn’t anymore because the recipe has been
changed.
70b. Nutella used to taste good, but it doesn’t anymore because I no longer like sweet
things.

71a. Nutella used to be tasty, but it isn’t anymore because the recipe has been changed.
71b. #Nutella used to be tasty, but it isn’t anymore because I no longer like sweet things.

It is a fact about human beings that our taste preferences can change over the course of
a lifetime. The contrast between (70b) and (71b) shows that whether something tastes
good is sensitive to such developments, but whether it is tasty is not. Nutella is used here
as a bare mass noun, and hence is kind-denoting. In (71), the generic operator ranges
over instances of this kind, which we can think of as portions of Nutella. The first clause
of (71a) says roughly that at some time t that precedes the present, any relevant world w,
relevant portion of Nutella x and relevant individual y identified with by the speaker
were such that x was tasty to y in w. The generic operator thus ranges over portions of
Nutella at that past time. The second clause of the sentence introduces a comparison
with portions of Nutella at the present time. If the recipe has changed between t and
now, then the instances of Nutella at t and the instances of Nutella the present time are
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intrinsically different. (71a) winds up asserting that any members of the former class of
instances were tasty, but any members of the current class of instances are not. Since the
substances being compared are different (they are made according to different recipes),
no contradiction arises.
In (71b), on the other hand, we have a context in which it is not the substance
that has changed, but rather the speaker’s tastes. As expected on the assumption that
taste statements involving tasty are generic, the result is infelicitous. Once again, the
problem is the presumption of homogeneity with respect to the individuals and
situations ranged over by the generic operator: properties of the speaker that exclude her
from the target audience for Nutella, such as not liking sweet things, are irrelevant to
whether Nutella is tasty: if the context entails that the speaker has such a property then
the contextual restriction ensures that she is excluded from the restrictor of the generic
operator.
Furthermore, an analogous contrast arises with sentences whose subject is
generic one. This can be exemplified with the following pair:

72a. One used to be able to see the picture from the entrance, but not anymore because
someone has moved it.
72b. #One used to be able to see the picture from the entrance, but not anymore
because my eyesight is starting to fail.

(72a) is on a par with (71a): a property of the picture has changed, and hence it
is coherent to compare former and current situations with respect to the possibility of
seeing the picture from the entrance, and conclude that in the first case one could do
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this, but in the second case one cannot. (72b) is on a par with (71b): here it is not a
property of the picture that has changed, but rather a property of the speaker that is
relevant to her ability to see the picture from the entrance. The infelicity of (72b) reveals
that such an altered state of affairs is irrelevant to whether one can see the picture from
the entrance. As with individual-level taste predicates, this is as expected given the
assumption that the contextual restriction removes irrelevant individuals – in this case,
an individual whose eyesight is failing. Since such an individual is irrelevant to the truth
of One can see the picture from the entrance, her failing eyesight cannot be used as grounds for
its falsity as intended in (72b).
We therefore have further evidence that individual-level predicates of personal
taste such as tasty pattern together with generic one. However, the stage-level PPT taste
good parts company with them both: witness the felicity of (70b), repeated below.

73. Nutella used to taste good, but it doesn’t anymore because I no longer like sweet
things.

Notice that (73) presumably incorporates a generic operator in the syntactic structure of
the first conjunct; our claim is not that taste good and this operator can never co-occur,
only that the presence of the latter is not a licensing condition on the former. Intuitively,
the first clause of (73) means roughly that any Nutella eating situation was one in which
Nutella tasted good, suggesting that the generic operator is indeed present. However, the
felicity of the continuation in (73) suggests that unlike with tasty, the covert internal
argument of taste good does not include a variable that is bound by this operator. That is,
individuals who do not like sweet things are not excluded by a contextual restriction
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predicate, and hence the speaker’s dislike of sweet things is in principle relevant to the
question of whether Nutella tastes good.
Let us summarize what we have learned so far. A worry about the semantics
for predicates of personal taste in (Pearson, 2013) was introduced: the account relies on
the notion that PPTs are individual-level predicates, inherent generics in the sense of
(Chierchia, 1995). As such, their presence can only be licensed by the generic operator.
This made room for an account of subjective disagreement that did not appeal to the
judge parameter, suggesting that the move to relativism made in recent work in both
linguistics and philosophy of language is unwarranted. If the appeal to (first person
oriented) genericity is the only route to a solution to the puzzle of subjective
disagreement, then this predicts that all predicates of personal taste are ILPs. This
prediction is not borne out: taste good is an example of a PPT that can occur in episodic
contexts. It nonetheless gives rise to subjective disagreements.
It seems that three options are available at this point. The first is to reject the
account in (Pearson, 2013) wholesale, and to look instead for a unified solution to the
puzzle of subjective disagreement. The account in (Moltmann, 2010b; Moltmann, 2012)
is a candidate: it too aims to solve the puzzle of subjective disagreement by treating PPTs
as displaying first person oriented genericity, but does not appeal to the notion that such
predicates are individual-level in order to explain how the generic interpretation arises.
Under such a view, a pair such as tasty and taste good could be treated as being on a par,
and the same story could be told about each.
On the other hand, if one rules out the option of appealing to the status of
predicates of personal taste as individual-level, the source of the generic construal
posited in Moltmann remains mysterious. The second option, then, is to conclude that
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the possibility of subjective disagreements arising in episodic contexts shows that
genericity is not the source of such disagreements, and reject both Moltmann’s and
Pearson’s proposals.
Thirdly, one could maintain the account in (Pearson, 2013) for those PPTs that
are individual-level, but concede that genericity is not the only route by which subjective
disagreements may arise. The present subsection has provided data that constitute an
argument in favor of this path. What we have learned is that there are systematic
differences in the behavior of individual-level PPTs such as tasty and stage-level PPTs
such as taste good that are explained precisely under the assumption that taste statements
involving the former have in their underlying structure a generic operator that binds the
covert internal argument of the PPT (suitably restricted), but taste statements involving
the latter class do not. This provides us with both a defense of our earlier proposal, and a
starting point for a solution to the question of how subjective disagreements arise with
stage-level predicates such as taste good. The aim of the next subsection is to develop such
a semantics. The account will capture the differences between such predicates and
individual-level PPTs identified in the present subsection, and the similarities, including
the ability to enter into subjective disagreements.

5.2 A solution

Recall that according to (Moltmann, 2010b; Moltmann, 2012) and (Pearson, 2013) taste
statements involve a peculiar type of genericity that is first person oriented. Notice
however that first person orientation and genericity are in principle separable from one
another: the former is captured by invoking Moltmann’s identify with relation, the object
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of which winds up being identified with by the relevant agent (the speaker or most local
attitude holder). The latter involves positing the presence of the covert generic operator.
We saw in the last section that taste statements involving a stage-level predicate such as
taste good do not exhibit the hallmarks of genericity. In particular, whether taste good is true
of some individual may vary depending on properties of the situation, and not only on
intrinsic properties of the item being tasted. This sets taste good apart from tasty. It does
not follow from this, however, that taste good is not first person oriented. The starting
point for our solution is to argue that taste good, like tasty, is first person oriented.
Firstly, let us clarify what we mean when we talk of first person orientation.
The use of this term is subtly different in (Pearson, 2013) compared to the original usage
in Moltmann’s work on generic one and on predicates of personal taste. In the latter case,
recall, the notion of first person orientation concerns the epistemic basis for the
assertion or acceptance of a taste statement: this involves self-application of the property
in question. In (Pearson, 2013) qua objects are not invoked, and no formal distinction is
made between the epistemic basis for an assertion and its truth conditional content.
Instead, the focus is on the entailments introduced by a taste statement: the crucial
observation is that in the unmarked case, an unembedded taste statement carries
entailments about the speaker’s tastes, while in an attitude report an embedded taste
statement carries entailments about the most local attitude holder’s tastes according to
her mental state. Since our aim is to produce an account of the semantics of taste
statements involving predicates like taste good that complements the account of those
involving predicates like tasty in (Pearson, 2013) we shall focus on the notion of first
person orientation assumed in that work.
Consider again the examples in (63a), (65), (67) and (70b), repeated here.
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74. Nutella sometimes tastes good, but not when one has just brushed one’s teeth.

75a. When one has just brushed one’s teeth, Nutella does not taste good.
75b. When I’ve just brushed my teeth, Nutella does not taste good.

76a. If one has just brushed one’s teeth, Nutella does not taste good.
76b. If I’ve just brushed my teeth, Nutella does not taste good.

77. Nutella used to taste good, but it doesn’t anymore because I no longer like sweet
things.

Intuitively, these examples all involve first person oriented pronouns, namely generic one
and I. What happens when a third person DP is used instead?

78. ?#Nutella sometimes tastes good, but not when John has just brushed his teeth.

79. ?#When John has just brushed his teeth, Nutella does not taste good.

80. ?#If John has just brushed his teeth, Nutella does not taste good.

81. ?#Nutella used to taste good, but it doesn’t anymore because John no longer likes
sweet things.
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These examples are all degraded, a point that is sharpened by comparison with their
counterparts with overt Experiencer arguments referring to John:

82. Nutella sometimes tastes good to John, but not when he has just brushed his teeth.

83. When John has just brushed his teeth, Nutella does not taste good to him.

84. If John has just brushed his teeth, Nutella does not taste good to him.

85. Nutella used to taste good to John, but it doesn’t anymore because he no longer likes
sweet things.

The examples where taste good takes an overt internal argument show that there is a
relationship between factors affecting John’s taste senses such as whether he has just
brushed his teeth and whether he likes sweet things, and the question of whether Nutella
tastes good to John. By contrast, there is no obvious connection between such factors
and whether Nutella tastes good simpliciter, as shown by the examples in (78-81). This
suggests that Nutella tastes good does not entail that Nutella tastes good to John. By
contrast, the acceptability of the examples in (74-77) suggest that Nutella tastes good entails
that Nutella tastes good to the speaker. This asymmetry between the first person and the
third person is our first piece of evidence that the interpretation of taste good is first
person oriented.
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Next, let’s go back to John and Mary’s tiramisu. The day after eating the
dessert, John might say the following.23

86. That tiramisu tasted good yesterday.

87a. #That tiramisu tasted good yesterday, but I didn’t like it.
87b. That tiramisu tasted good yesterday, but Mary didn’t like it.

The infelicity of (87a) and the felicity of (87b) constitute another first person/third
person asymmetry. In this respect, taste good behaves just like tasty:

88a. #That tiramisu was tasty, but I didn’t like it.
88b. That tiramisu was tasty, but Mary didn’t like it.

Finally, consider what happens when a taste statement involving taste good occurs in an
attitude report.

89a. #John thought that the tiramisu tasted good yesterday, but he didn’t think that he
liked it.

We focus on examples where the predicate is in the past tense and the interpretation is clearly episodic,
since in these cases taste good clearly does not behave like an individual-level predicate, suggesting that there
is no requirement that the generic operator be included in the syntactic structure. However, we have
already seen that taste good and tasty part company in environments where there is independent reason to
think that the generic operator is present. This suggests that either (i) our proposed semantics for taste
statements involving taste good applies regardless of whether or not the generic operator is present, or (ii),
when the generic operator is present in a structure involving taste good, the resulting taste statement can
optionally be assigned a first person oriented generic interpretation, or otherwise it is interpreted in the
same way as with episodic cases. We leave it to future work to adjudicate between these two possibilities.

23
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89b. John thought that the tiramisu tasted good yesterday, but he didn’t think that Mary
liked it.
89c. John thought that the tiramisu tasted good yesterday, but he didn’t think that I liked
it.

This time, the entailment concerns the opinion of the attitude holder, as shown by the
contradictory status of (89a), and not the opinion of some other party (89b), or that of
the speaker (89c). Furthermore, Stephenson’s immediateness requirement is observed:
the entailments in question concern the most local attitude holder, and not some higher
one.

90a. #Mary thought that John thought that the tiramisu tasted good yesterday, but she
didn’t think that John thought that he liked it.
90b. Mary thought that John thought that the tiramisu tasted good yesterday, but she
didn’t think that John thought that she liked it.
90c. Mary thought that John thought that the tiramisu tasted good yesterday, but she
didn’t think that John thought that I liked it.

Again, this mirrors what we find with tasty:

91a. #John thought that the tiramisu was tasty, but he didn’t think that he liked it.
91b. John thought that the tiramisu was tasty, but he didn’t think that Mary liked it.
91c. John thought that the tiramisu was tasty, but he didn’t think that I liked it.
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92a. #Mary thought that John thought that the tiramisu was tasty, but she didn’t think
that John thought that he liked it.
92b. Mary thought that John thought that the tiramisu was tasty, but she didn’t think that
he thought that she liked it.
92c. Mary thought that John thought that the tiramisu was tasty, but she didn’t think that
he thought that I liked it.

We conclude that taste good and tasty are alike in that when they occur without an overt
internal argument, they both receive a first person orientation. An additional similarity is
that in the unmarked case, the relationship between a taste statement involving taste good
or tasty with no overt Experiencer argument and one with an overt internal argument
referring to the speaker is one of asymmetric entailment. (Pearson, 2013) discusses this
notion in connection with a dialogue such as the following.

93a. John: This tiramisu is tasty.
93b. Mary: No, it’s not tasty.
93c. John: Well, it’s tasty to me, at least.

The relevant intuition about John’s reply to Mary is that he has partially backed down:
instead of reasserting that the tiramisu is tasty, he makes the weaker statement that the
tiramisu is tasty to him. An analogous observation can be made in the case of taste good,
with the judgments remaining the same regardless of whether the predicate occurs in the
present or past tense.
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94a. John: This tiramisu tastes good.
94b. Mary: No, it doesn’t taste good.
94c. John: Well, it tastes good to me, at least.

95a. John: That tiramisu tasted good.
95b. Mary: No, it didn’t taste good.
95c. John: Well, it tasted good to me, at least.

The account of the data in (93) offered in (Pearson, 2013) goes roughly as follows. This
tiramisu is tasty expresses the generalization that for every relevant world w and every
relevant individual x identified with by the speaker, the tiramisu is tasty to x in w. It is
assumed that the identify with relation is reflexive: one always identifies with oneself.
Consequently, unless the speaker is excluded by the contextual restriction predicate for
some reason, the sentence entails that the tiramisu is tasty to the speaker. In addition, the
restrictor of the generic operator includes further individuals; assuming that one always
identifies with one’s interlocutors, these individuals will also be included, for example.
Unless the context entails that there is some property of one’s interlocutors that renders
them irrelevant – not having tried the tiramisu, say, or not liking marsala wine – This
tiramisu is tasty entails that the tiramisu is tasty to those individuals as well as to the
speaker. Thus in the context relevant to (93), the sentence entails that the tiramisu is
tasty to both John and Mary, and is hence strictly stronger than John’s assertion in (93c)
that it is tasty to him.
If we are correct that taste good is not an individual-level predicate, and that for
this reason the generic operator is absent in a taste statement involving use of taste good in
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an episodic context, then this explanation is not available to us. However, we can mimic
the account if we find some other way to let the individual contributed by the covert
Experiencer argument of taste good be a group that includes but is not limited to the
speaker. We do this by defining a group-formation function Gp, defined as follows.

96. The group-formation function ‘Gp’: first version
Gpc(x) = &y: y is salient in c & "z 'AT y # I(x, z)
Where x 'AT y iff x is an atomic individual and x is part of y.

The group-formation function takes as its argument an individual x and returns the
contextually salient group consisting only of individuals with whom x identifies. We
continue to assume that the identify with relation is reflexive. Hence the output of applying
Gp to any individual x is always a group of which x is a part. Notice that the result is
rather similar to the denotation of a first person plural pronoun: a definite plural
individual, given in the context via a notion of salience, that includes but is not limited to
some relevant agent. In the case of we, this agent is the speaker, while in the case of Gp, it
is the speaker or the most local attitude holder. Additionally, Gp is more constrained in
that it must return an individual whose atomic parts consist only of individuals with
whom the agent identifies, whereas the first person plural pronoun merely requires that
such individuals be contextually salient.24

In fact, the Gp function is inspired by the proposal in (Kratzer, 2009) to analyze the first person plural
pronoun in terms of a number feature [group], thereby letting this pronoun refer to a group that includes
the speaker rather than to a plurality of speakers. Intriguingly, Kratzer speculates that it may not be a hard
and fast requirement that such a group includes the speaker, observing that ‘a close, possibly empathic
association may be sufficient’ ((Kratzer, 2009): 225, fn. 27). This move is intended to accommodate
examples such as We won five gold medals in the 2004 Olympics, where in order for the sentence to be true it is
sufficient for the speaker to be from a country whose national team won five medals. We leave it to future

24
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Intuitively, the role of Gp is to supply an internal argument for taste good in the
absence of an overt one. The argument of Gp is supplied in just the same way as the
subject of the identify with relation is in a taste statement involving an individual-level
PPT: by binding by a local individual abstractor. We retain from (Pearson, 2013) the
view that root clauses have such an abstractor in their left periphery. We can then state
the semantics for This tiramisu tastes good as follows.

97a. This tiramisu tastes good.
97b. [CP !x1!w2 [IP This tiramisu tastes goodw2 Gpc(x1)]]
97c. ⟦(97b)⟧c, g = !x!w. this tiramisu tastes good to Gpc(x)

The sentence expresses that property that is true of me just in case the tiramisu tastes
good to the maximal salient group of individuals that I identify with. I speak truly by
using the sentence just in case I have this property. In order to show that this predicts
that This tiramisu tastes good asymmetrically entails This tiramisu tastes good to me, we need a
definition of entailment for a setup in which sentences express properties rather than
propositions.
By analogy with our informal definition of contradiction for such a setup we
assume that entailment relations among sentences are defined with respect to the
proposition obtained by applying the meaning of a sentence to the speaker who used it.
The definition is given in (98).

work to examine more closely the connection between such phenomena and the group formation function
as defined here.
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98a. Entailment
A sentence S1 uttered by x that expresses a property P entails a sentence S2 uttered by y
that expresses a property Q just in case P(x) ( Q(y).
98b. Asymmetric entailment
A sentence S1 uttered by x that expresses a property P asymmetrically entails a sentence S2
uttered by y that expresses a property Q just in case P(x) ) Q(y).

We continue to assume that propositions are sets of worlds. Thus a sentence S1 uttered
by x asymmetrically entails a sentence S2 uttered by y just in case the set of worlds in
which the property expressed by S1 is true of x is a proper subset of the set of worlds in
which the property expressed by S2 is true of y. Suppose John says, This tiramisu tastes good.
Then the proposition obtained by applying the content of the utterance to him is that set
of worlds in which the tiramisu tastes good to the maximal group of individuals that he
identifies with. As long as this group includes but is not limited to him, this set of worlds
is a proper subset of those worlds in which the tiramisu tastes good to John.
Another assumption that we carry over from (Pearson, 2013) and which goes
hand in hand with the view that sentences express properties, is that first person
pronouns are (or can be) bound variables. The computations for This tiramisu tastes good to
me can be stated as follows.

99a. This tiramisu tastes good to me.
99b. [CP !x1!w2 [IP This tiramisu tastes goodw2 to me1]]
99c. ⟦(99b)⟧c, g = !x!w. this tiramisu tastes good to x in w.
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If John says this sentence, then the proposition obtained by applying the meaning of the
utterance to the speaker characterizes the set of worlds in which the tiramisu tastes good
to John. This is precisely the set that we just noticed was a proper superset of the set of
worlds obtained by applying the meaning of This tiramisu tastes good to John. Hence, the
sentence in (97) asymmetrically entails that in (99). This explains why in (94) and (95),
John appears to partially retract his original statement.
So far so good. But there is a problem, which calls for a modification of the
definition of the group-formation function. Consider (100).

100. The tiramisu must have tasted good.

In the scenario that is of interest, I utter this sentence in response to John’s apparent
enjoyment of the tiramisu; since no one has been good enough to offer me some, I
cannot go by personal experience in this case. But according to the semantics we have
just given, (102) expresses that property that is true of me just in case in every world
compatible with my knowledge (acquired indirectly), the tiramisu tasted good to the
maximal group of individuals with whom I identify. Furthermore, we said that the identify
with relation is reflexive. The sentence is therefore predicted to entail that given what I
know, the tiramisu tasted good to me. But in order for something to taste good to
someone, she must have tasted it.25 Compare (100) with the following sentence.

101. ?#The tiramisu must taste good to me.

See (Pearson, 2013) for evidence that taste predicates introduce a presupposition that the Experiencer
has direct perceptual experience of the relevant kind, such as a taste experience in the case of tasty.

25
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Intuitively, what goes wrong with this example is that epistemic must carries a meaning
component to the effect that the speaker makes her claim on the basis of indirect
evidence (von Fintel & Gillies, 2010). But if she is in a position to assert that the tiramisu
tastes good to her, then she must have tasted the tiramisu herself, and hence her
evidence is not indirect after all.26 Furthermore, (101) suggests that a sentence of form
[must [x tastes good to y]] cannot mean that in those worlds in which y eats x, x tastes good
to y. That is, we cannot get around the problem raised by (100) by simply saying that the
presence of must ensures that the first personal entailment associated with the sentence is
modalized, so that the sentence is not predicted to entail that the tiramisu tastes good to
the speaker, but rather that it would taste good to the speaker if she were to try it. (102)
is therefore a problem for the semantics as we have stated it so far.
Von Fintel’s cat food case raises a similar problem. The relevant context here is
one in which a pet owner observes the behavior of his cat on being introduced to a new
brand of cat food, and utters the following sentence.

102. The cat food must have tasted good.

Firstly, note what the semantics gets right in this case. In order to account for the socalled ‘exocentric’ construal of the sentence, we need to ensure that the sentence entails
that the cat food tastes good to the cat. The account provided for tasty in (Pearson, 2013)
carries over to this case. The crucial assumption is that the speaker identifies with her
cat. This ensures that the cat is in the restrictor of the generic operator in the case of The
cat food must be tasty, and that it is part of the group returned by the group-formation
26

(Pearson, 2013) makes the same point concerning tasty.
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function in the case of taste good. The problem, of course, is that in addition to entailing
that the cat food tastes good to the cat, the sentence also entails that the cat food tastes
good to the speaker. Our task is to maintain the account of the ‘exocentric’
interpretation, while ruling out the problematic prediction, along with that associated
with (100).
A natural conclusion to draw from this discussion is that the definition of the
group-formation function is too strong: in certain cases, it produces unwarranted
entailments about the speaker’s own tastes. We see two potential responses to this
problem. The first is to conclude that the assumption that the identify with relation is
reflexive is incorrect. But this would lose some of the correct predictions made by the
proposal in (Pearson, 2013). For instance, if there were contexts in which one does not
identify with oneself, then we would no longer have an explanation of the contradictory
status of #The tiramisu must be tasty but I wouldn’t like it. The second option, which seems
more promising, is to posit that the output of the group-formation function is
constrained by relevance. Here is the revised definition.

103. The group-formation function ‘Gp’: final version
Gpc(x) = &y: "z 'AT y # I(x, z) & z is relevant in c.
Where x 'AT y iff x is an atomic individual and x is part of y.

This immediately rids us of the troublesome entailments previously predicted for (100)
and (102). The tiramisu must have tasted good now entails only that the speaker’s epistemic
state entails that the tiramisu tasted good to those contextually relevant individuals identified
with by the speaker. Likewise, the cat food must have tasted good entails that it follows from
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the speaker’s epistemic state that the cat food tasted good to the contextually relevant
individuals with whom she identifies. Notice that the restriction to relevant individuals
mirrors some of the effects associated with the contextual restriction predicate in the
genericity-based view of PPTs in (Pearson, 2013). Since it is not appropriate to ask
whether the tiramisu or the cat food tastes good to me if I have not tasted it, I am not a
relevant individual for the purposes of Gpc in (100) and (102).
This amendment replicates the idea in (Pearson, 2013) that the entailments
associated with taste statements are computed with respect to the individuals that have
the relevant direct experience, such as having tasted a given food item, modulo the fact
that generic taste statements introduce modalized entailments (such as an entailment
about whether the tiramisu would be tasty to me if I were to tasty it), but taste
statements built from stage-level PPTs do not. In (Pearson, 2013), these effects were
blamed on the contextual restriction, which removes irrelevant individuals, while our
modified definition of the group-formation function likewise restricts the output to
groups consisting of relevant individuals. But we have also blamed certain differences
between taste statements involving tasty and those involving taste good on the presence or
absence of the contextual restriction. Look again at the following contrast.

104a. Nutella used to taste good, but it doesn’t anymore because I no longer like sweet
things.
104b. #Nutella used to be tasty, but it isn’t anymore because I no longer like sweet
things.
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We said that the reason why (104b) is degraded is that if I don’t like sweet things, then I
lack the properties that would make me an ideal candidate as an individual to whom
Nutella might be tasty – I am not in its target audience. Consequently, I am excluded
from the contextual restriction, and my tastes are irrelevant to the truth or falsity of the
sentence, Nutella is tasty. The felicity of (104a), by contrast, suggests that the relevance
restriction encoded in the definition of the group-formation operator does not count me
out as an individual to whom Nutella may or may not taste good. Yet the contextual
restriction relation C was also defined in terms of relevance. Furthermore, it seems
undesirable to stipulate that there are two different notions of relevance at work here.
What contrasts such as the one above reveal is that in our analysis of genericity we
collapsed under the heading of ‘relevance’ two notions that ought to be kept separate.
The first concerns typicality or being normal or ideal with respect to some property. As
is well-known, it is a hallmark of genericity that it makes reference to this notion, which
explains why, for instance, People can see the picture from the entrance is not falsified by the
existence of blind people – people of whom the property !x!w. x can see the picture from the
entrance in w is false. By contrast, if I have not tasted Nutella, then the property !x!w.
Nutella tastes good to x in w is neither true nor false of me; in such a context,
presupposition failure arises if I am supplied as the Experiencer argument for tasty or
taste good. It is in this latter sense that I am an irrelevant individual for the purposes of
both the question of whether Nutella tastes good, and that of whether Nutella is tasty.
Let us therefore replace the contextual restriction with a typicality predicate T
and a relevance predicate R. Here is an example.
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105a. Nutella is tasty.
105b. [CP !x1!w2 [IP Nutellai [GEN [ti is tastyw2 !y. I(x1, y)]]]]
105c. ⟦(105b)⟧c, g = !x!w. "y, w’[Acc(w, w’) & T(y, w) & R(Nutella, y, w’) & I(x, y)]
[tasty(Nutella, y, w’)]
Where (i) Acc(w, w’) = 1 iff w’ is accessible from w;
(ii) T(x, w) = 1 iff x is typical in w;
(iii) R(x, y, w) iff w is inhabited by x and y and x and y are relevant in w;
(iv) I(x, y) = 1 iff x identifies with y.

The notion of relevance appealed to in cases such as this is just the same as that appealed
to by the definition of the group-formation function, which however does not invoke a
notion of typicality. This correctly predicts that Nutella tastes good is like Nutella is tasty in
that in a context where I have not tried Nutella my tastes are irrelevant, but it is unlike
Nutella is tasty in that my tastes may be relevant even if I do not like sweet things.
Moreover, we have introduced a minimum of new machinery in order to achieve this
result: the separation of typicality from relevance in the semantics of the generic operator
is nothing new. It is found, for example, in (Moltmann, 2010b) and elsewhere.
We are now in a position to solve the puzzle of subjective disagreements in the
case of taste statements built from stage-level PPTs. We shall work with example (106),
which is based on (61).

106a. John: That tiramisu tasted good.
106b. Mary: No, it didn’t taste good.
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The first step is to explain why John and Mary disagree with one another, given the
assumptions that (i) disagreement consists in the assertion of incompatible sentences and
(ii) two sentences are incompatible just in case there is no world in which the
propositions obtained by applying each of their meanings to their respective speakers are
both true. In the case of (106a), this proposition is that the tiramisu tasted good to the
group of contextually relevant individuals with whom John identifies. In the case of
(106b), it is the proposition that the tiramisu did not taste good to the contextually
relevant individuals with whom Mary identifies. We adopt from (Pearson, 2013) the
assumption that we typically identify with our interlocutors. Additionally, since John and
Mary shared the dessert, they are both contextually relevant for the purposes of this
conversation. Consequently, John’s utterance entails that the tiramisu tasted good to him
and to Mary, while Mary’s utterance entails that it did not taste good to her and to John.
For both states of affairs to hold simultaneously is of course impossible. Notice that the
explanation is very similar to that offered in (Pearson, 2013) for subjective disagreements
with individual-level taste predicates: the sentences each carry entailments about the
opinions of the conversational participants that cannot be satisfied at the same time.
Next to explain why neither John nor Mary seems to be at fault in the
disagreement in (106). Here too we can adopt the strategy pursued in (Pearson, 2013):
we lay the blame at an assumption of commonality that characterizes discussions about
taste experiences. In (Pearson, 2013) it was argued that it is this that entitles one to draw
a generalization on the basis of first personal experience – that is, to make an assertion
that carries entailments about the taste experiences of individuals with whom one
empathizes, not on the basis of any direct or indirect evidence concerning those
experiences, but rather on the basis of one’s personal experience. Let’s assume that the
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assumption of commonality is in play in (106), too. Then as long as the tiramisu tasted
good to John, he is entitled to assert that it tasted good. As long as it did not taste good
to Mary, she is entitled to assert that it did not taste good.
This discussion serves to highlight the advantages of defining the groupformation function in terms of the identify with relation. We noted earlier that this move
has the consequence of yielding a group that is more restricted than that associated with
the meaning of the first person plural pronoun. (The subsequent restriction of the
output of the operator to groups formed of contextually relevant individuals imposes yet
another constraint that is absent in the case of we.) Now, suppose that before John and
Mary have exchanged opinions on the dessert, the waiter appears to ask whether it was
to their liking. In such a context, it would be odd for John to utter the following reply.

107. ?#Yes, the tiramisu tasted good to us.

Yet the following variant on (107) with the Experiencer argument suppressed is
acceptable.

108. Yes, the tiramisu tasted good.

In (107), John represents himself as having acquired information about whether Mary
likes the tiramisu, but in (108) he does not. The definition of the group-formation
function in terms of the identify with relation provides a starting point for an explanation
of this contrast. Suppose we define the assumption of commonality as follows.
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109. The assumption of commonality
For any x, y such that I(x, y), x takes it that x and y are relevantly alike in tastes.

As long as this assumption is in play, John is justified in saying, The tiramisu tasted good,
even though in the context we are interested in the sentence entails that the tiramisu
tasted good to Mary, and even though John has not yet heard from Mary as to whether
she liked the tiramisu. This is not so when an overt first person plural pronoun is used:
in this case, the sentence entails that the tiramisu tasted good to Mary only in virtue of
the fact that Mary is salient in the context. Since the assumption of commonality is
defined in terms of the identify with relation, it is not brought into play for this sentence.
This captures the idea that the assumption of commonality is at work only with taste
statements where the PPT lacks an overt Experiencer argument, the value of which is
instead determined with respect to the identify with relation.
This then is the proposed semantics for taste statements involving stage-level
predicates such as taste good. Such predicates take as their covert internal argument a
group that is obtained by applying the group-formation function to an individual
argument that is itself bound by the most local appropriate individual abstractor. The
next section explores consequences of the proposal.
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6. Consequences and predictions

6.1 Stage-level PPTs in the scope of attitude predicates

We saw in the last section that a stage-level PPT in the scope of an attitude predicate is
like an individual-level one in that the opinion expressed is that of the attitude holder
rather than the speaker. Here as a reminder are the relevant data.

110a. #John thought that the tiramisu tasted good yesterday, but he didn’t think that he
liked it.
110b. John thought that the tiramisu tasted good yesterday, but he didn’t think that Mary
liked it.
110c. John thought that the tiramisu tasted good yesterday, but he didn’t think that I
liked it.

Furthermore, such a predicate observes Stephenson’s immediateness requirement in that
it is used to express the opinion of the most local attitude holder in the case of multiple
embeddings:

111a. #Mary thought that John thought that the tiramisu tasted good yesterday, but she
didn’t think that John thought that he liked it.
111b. Mary thought that John thought that the tiramisu tasted good yesterday, but she
didn’t think that he thought that she liked it.
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111c. Mary thought that John thought that the tiramisu tasted good yesterday, but she
didn’t think that he thought that I liked it.

The assumption that the group-formation function takes as its argument an individual
that is bound by the most local individual abstractor is sufficient to accommodate these
facts. Notice that this is simply the analogue of the proposal in (Pearson, 2013) that the
subject of the identify with relation introduced by the covert internal argument of a PPT is
bound by the individual abstractor in the left periphery of the clause in which the PPT
occurs. We continue to assume that attitude predicates take property-type arguments, as
encoded in the following lexical entry for think, repeated from (53).

112. ⟦think⟧c, g = !P<e,<s,t>>!xe!ws. "<w’, y> $ Doxx,w # P(y)(w’)
Where Doxx,w = {<w’, y>: it is compatible with what x believes in w for x to be y
in w’}

The computations relevant to (110) and (111) are provided below.

113a. John thought that the tiramisu tasted good.
113b. [CP1 !x1!w2 [IP1 John thoughtw2 [CP2 !x3!w4 [IP2 the tiramisu tasted goodw4 Gpc(x3)]]]]
113c. ⟦CP2⟧c, g = !x!w. the tiramisu tasted good to Gpc(x) in w
113d. ⟦CP1⟧c, g = !x!w. "<w’, y> $ DoxJohn,w # [!x!w. the tiramisu tasted good to
Gpc(x) in w](y)(w’) =
!x!w. "<w’, y> $ DoxJohn,w # the tiramisu tasted good to Gpc(y) in w’
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114a. Mary thought that John thought that the tiramisu tasted good.
114b. [CP1 !x1!w2 [IP1 Mary thoughtw2 [CP2 !x3!w4 [IP2 John thoughtw4 [CP3 !x5!w6 [IP3 the
tiramisu tasted goodw6 Gpc(x5)]]]]]]
114c. ⟦CP3⟧c, g = !x!w. the tiramisu tasted good to Gpc(x) in w
114d. ⟦CP2⟧c, g = !x!w. "<w’, y> $ DoxJohn,w # the tiramisu tasted good to Gpc(y) in
w’
114e. ⟦CP1⟧c, g = !x!w. "<w’, y> $ DoxMary,w # "<w’’, z> $ DoxJohn,w’ # the tiramisu
tasted good to Gpc(z) in w’’

(113) reports John’s self-ascription of the property of being a y such that the tiramisu
tastes good to the contextually salient group that consists only of relevant individuals
with whom y identifies. Since the identify with relation is reflexive, John is included in this
group unless the context provides a reason to exclude him from it. This predicts the first
person orientation of (113) – that is, the fact that it entails that John’s doxastic state
entails that he himself finds the tiramisu tasty, as shown by the incoherence of (110a).
In (114), the property self-ascription reported by (113) takes place in Mary’s
doxastic alternatives, rather than in the actual world. Since the individual variable that
serves as the argument of the group-formation function is locally bound, the taste
statement is evaluated with respect to John’s tastes rather than Mary’s. The facts in (111)
follow.
We conclude that essentially the same strategy adopted in (Moltmann, 2012;
Pearson, 2013) to account for the behavior of individual-level PPTs in attitude reports
accounts for that of stage-level taste predicates in the same environments. The success of
this move suggests that the notion that the latter class are like individual-level PPTs in
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having a first person orientation, even though they are unlike them in that they don’t
give rise to generic construals, is along the right lines.

6.2 Predictions about disagreement

A fact about taste good that as far as we know has not been noticed in the literature before
is that in some circumstances a taste statement in which it occurs can fail to give rise to a
felicitous disagreement. Consider the following example.

115. Nutella used to taste good, but it doesn’t anymore.

Suppose that Sue has just undergone surgery which has adversely affected her perception
of taste. (115) might be a response to Nigel’s question, ‘How are things different since
the surgery?’. If so, it would then be infelicitous for Nigel to follow up with, Yes, it does!
or Yes, Nutella still tastes good!

116a. Nigel: How are things different since the surgery?
116b. Sue: Nutella doesn’t taste good anymore.
116c. Nigel: #Yes, it does!

In this case, it appears as though taste good simply takes a covert first person singular
indexical argument: notice the parallel between (116) and the following dialogue where
taste good takes the prepositional phrase to me as its complement.
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117a. Sue: Nutella doesn’t taste good to me anymore.
117b. Nigel: #Yes, it does taste good to me! /#Yes, it does!

Indeed, it was the infelicity of such dialogues that led Lasersohn to reject the notion that
predicates of taste take covert first person singular indexical arguments. Notice in
addition that the infelicity of (116) is peculiar to the context that we have set up. Out of
the blue, the dialogue constitutes a subjective disagreement as usual:

118a. Sue: Nutella doesn’t taste good anymore.
118b. Nigel: Yes, it does!

An advantage of our account is that it makes it possible to account for the parallel
between (116) and (117) without merely stipulating that taste good takes a covert first
person singular argument on some occasions of use but not on others. Recall that the
group formation function returns a definite individual – the salient group consisting of
contextually relevant individuals identified with by the speaker or attitude holder. In the
context we are considering, Nigel’s question explicitly indicates that he is interested only
in Sue’s experiences, and not in those of anyone else. Sue’s answer asserts that Nutella
no longer tastes good to the salient group returned by the group-formation function; in
the context, this group consists solely of Sue herself. This is of course equivalent to Sue
saying, Nutella doesn’t taste good to me anymore, hence the parallel with the dialogue in (117).
Notice that this example constitutes another point of divergence with taste
statements composed from an individual-level PPT. (119) is simply not a felicitous
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answer to Nigel’s question. The question, again, is a request for information about
Mary’s experiences, but she responds with the generic claim that Nutella isn’t tasty.

119a. Nigel: How are things different since the surgery?
119b. Sue: ?#Nutella isn’t tasty anymore.

As argued in section 5, the truth of taste statements involving individual-level PPTs is
not sensitive to properties of particular individuals: the change in Sue’s perception of
taste brought about by the surgery can have no impact on the tastiness of Nutella, which
instead is subject to change only as a consequence of changes to its intrinsic properties,
such as the recipe according to which it is made. Consequently, (119b) is not a felicitous
answer to Nigel’s question.
Let’s now consider a second difference between our two classes of taste
predicate with respect to the taste disputes that they give rise to. In (Pearson, 2013) it is
noted that some taste statements fail to exhibit faultlessness. Suppose John utters the
sentence in (120), for example.

120. That soapy dishwater was tasty.

In this case we are less inclined to say that John has spoken truly as long as his assertion
sincerely reflects his own opinion. In fact, we do not even need to have tasted the soapy
dishwater in order to know that (120) is plain false. In this respect, such a taste statement
patterns differently from one with an overt first person singular Experiencer argument.
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121. That soapy dishwater was tasty to me.

(Pearson, 2013) notes that we may have difficulty giving credence to an assertion such as
(121), but as long as John can convince us of his sincerity we will have no choice but to
accept it as true. In the case of (120), the fault lies in John’s generalization from his own
taste experience to the (likely) taste experience of others, which is unwarranted given that
his tastes are manifestly different from others’.
Matters are less clear-cut when a stage-level PPT replaces the individual-level
one, however.

122a. That soapy dishwater tasted good.
122b. That soapy dishwater tasted good to me.

In our judgment, (122a) and (122b) pattern together in that neither is plain false. To see
that our semantics predicts this, suppose that we are in a context where the only person
who has tasted the soapy dishwater is John himself. His assertion amounts to the claim
that the soapy dishwater tasted good to him: since he is the only one foolish enough to
have tasted the soapy dishwater, he is the only one who is relevant in the context. The
opinions of other people about whether they would like the soapy dishwater or not are
irrelevant to the truth of his utterance.
This is an important difference between taste statements involving taste good
and those involving tasty, and one that is predicted by our account. (Pearson, 2013) noted
that we have a strong enough reaction of disgust to the thought of drinking soapy
dishwater that we are prepared to say that That soapy dishwater was tasty is plain false, even
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without having consumed it ourselves. What entitles us to reach this conclusion is our
reasoning about counterfactual worlds in which we tried the soapy dishwater: we know
that in such worlds, it is false that the soapy dishwater was tasty to us. This sets such a
case apart from the case of the tiramisu at the restaurant, where until we have tried it we
are less confident of whether we would like it or not. Although the point is not discussed
at length in (Pearson, 2013), the semantics proposed there predicts that such
counterfactual reasoning can lead us to reject This soapy dishwater is tasty. Consider the
details.
Since tasty is an individual level predicate, This soapy dishwater is tasty has a covert
generic operator in its syntactic structure. This is shown in (123b), with the
corresponding semantics in (123c).

123a. That soapy dishwater was tasty.
123b. [CP !x1!w2 [IP That soapy dishwateri [GEN [ti was tastyw2 !y. I(x1, y)]]]]
123c. ⟦(123b)⟧c, g = !x!w. "y, w’[Acc(w, w’) & T(y, w’) & R(that soapy dishwater, y, w’) &
I(x, y)] [tasty(this soapy dishwater, y, w’)]
Where (i) Acc(w, w’) = 1 iff w’ is accessible from w;
(ii) T(x, w) = 1 iff x is typical in w;
(iii) R(x, y, w) = 1 iff w is inhabited by x and y and x and y are relevant in
w;
(iii) I(x, y) = 1 iff x identifies with y.

Since the generic operator is an unselective binder of both world and individual variables
in its scope, it introduces counterfactual entailments. (123) roughly entails, for instance,
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that for any relevant individual x identified with by the speaker and any accessible world
w such that x drinks the soapy dishwater in w, the soapy dishwater is tasty to x in w. This
is because world-individual pairs <x, w> such that x drinks the soapy dishwater in w
satisfy the condition that x must taste the soapy dishwater in order for the soapy
dishwater to be tasty to x. Consequently, if I am sufficiently confident that I would not
have found the soapy dishwater tasty, I have a basis on which to reject the assertion in
(123a).
On the other hand, I will be less inclined to judge That soapy dishwater tasted good
as plain false. This too is predicted by the account. Our semantics for a sentence of this
class incorporates considerations of contextual relevance only with respect to individuals,
not with respect to worlds. This follows from the absence of the generic operator from a
taste statement involving a stage-level PPT, together with the assumption that the groupformation function returns the salient group that consists of contextually relevant
individuals, but does not manipulate any world variables. Consequently, That soapy
dishwater tasted good is unlike its counterpart with tasty in that it does not carry
counterfactual entailments. Thus I do not have grounds to reject the assertion as false if
I have not tasted the soapy dishwater but am confident that I would have disliked the
taste if I had done so. It is a pleasing aspect of our analysis of stage-level taste predicates
that, taken together with that of individual-level PPTs in (Pearson, 2013), this difference
between tasty and taste good is predicted.
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6.3 More predictions about counterfactual entailments

In the last section, we introduced the notion that taste statements involving individuallevel PPTs introduce counterfactual entailments, but those involving stage-level PPTs do
not, in connection with intuitions about faultlessness. This idea makes another
prediction with respect to one of the key classes of sentence discussed in (Pearson,
2013). Here is the relevant contrast.

124a. #The tiramisu must have been tasty, but I wouldn’t have liked it.
124b. The tiramisu must have been tasty, but I wouldn’t have liked it because I don’t
like chocolate.

The context of interest is as before: I haven’t had the opportunity to taste the tiramisu
personally, but I watch John eating it and draw a conclusion based on his behavior. The
prediction is this: when tasty is replaced with tastes good, no because-clause is needed in
order to render the sentence acceptable. (125a) shows that this prediction is borne out.

125a. The tiramisu must have tasted good, but I wouldn’t have liked it.
125b. The tiramisu must have tasted good, but I wouldn’t have liked it because I don’t
like marsala wine.

(125b) is arguably more natural than (125a): since the speaker explains her reasons for
thinking that she wouldn’t have liked the tiramisu, it is more informative. But (125a) is
not a contradiction, unlike its counterpart with tasty in (124a). According to our
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semantics, The tiramisu must have tasted good expresses the property that I have just in case
in every world compatible with what I know, the tiramisu tastes good to the contextually
salient group of relevant individuals with whom I identify. The modal quantifies over
worlds compatible with what the speaker knows, rather than counterfactual worlds. This
fact, together with the absence of the generic operator, predicts that the sentence does
not entail that the speaker liked the tiramisu in those counterfactual worlds in which she
tasted it. The felicity of (125a) is therefore expected.

6.4 Taste statements without tasters

Look at (126).

126. The tiramisu must have been tasty.

Suppose we think about this sentence in a new context. This time, the taste statement is
not made on the basis of observations about someone else’s behavior. In fact, let’s
suppose that no one ever ate the tiramisu at all, say because it was accidentally dropped
on the floor. The speaker considers the ingredients of the tiramisu and draws a
conclusion about how it must have tasted based on that information. The following
establishes that the sentence is acceptable in this context.

127. The tiramisu must have been tasty. What a pity nobody got to try it.
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It is a prediction of the account in (Pearson, 2013) that taste statements involving
individual-level PPTs should be acceptable even when no individual has had the direct
experience relevant to evaluating the taste claim. In fact, the ability to be true even in the
absence of actual instances is a hallmark of generic statements, as in the following wellknown example.

128. Sally handles the mail from Antarctica.

[(Carlson, 1995): 231, ex 4]

(Carlson, 1995) points out that (128) may be true, even if Mary has never actually had the
opportunity to deal with mail from Antarctica, so long as it would be her responsibility
to do so were such an occasion to arise. A possible explanation of this fact goes as
follows. If the relevant conditions do not obtain in the actual world, the contextual
restriction simply rules out the actual world from the restrictor of the generic operator.
The question then becomes whether Mary handles mail from Antarctica in those
accessible worlds in which there is some mail from Antarctica that calls for someone’s
attention. If the answer is yes – say because the rules state that this is Mary’s
responsibility – this is sufficient to verify (128).
By treating taste statements involving individual-level PPTs as generics
(Pearson, 2013) correctly predicts the parallel between (126) and (128). It matters not
that nobody tasted the tiramisu in the actual world; that the speaker’s epistemic state
entails that the tiramisu would have been tasty to those she identifies with had they been
lucky enough to try it is sufficient to render (126) felicitous in the context of interest.
Now consider what happens if we replace tasty with taste good, holding the
context constant.
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129. ?#The tiramisu must have tasted good yesterday. What a pity nobody got to try it.

Our judgment is that the discourse is degraded with respect to the baseline case in (127).
This is expected given the analysis proposed in this chapter: the sentence reports the
speaker’s inference that the tiramisu tasted good to the salient group of relevant
individuals with whom she identifies. But if no one tasted the tiramisu then there is no
such group; application of the group-formation function to the speaker yields
undefinedness. Again, since taste statements involving stage-level taste predicates lack an
operator that quantifies over world variables in the manner of the generic operator, this
result is predicted.
We have identified successful predictions of our proposal in four different
domains. The arguments in this section point in favor of our proposal to maintain from
the view of (Pearson, 2013) that the semantics of PPTs involve first person oriented
genericity in the sense of (Moltmann, 2006; Moltmann, 2010a), but to restrict this notion
to individual-level taste predicates. Stage-level taste predicates are instead analyzed by
positing a covert group-formation operator that takes as its argument an individual
variable that is locally bound. The resulting semantics mimics that given for generic taste
statements in several ways. In particular, it ensures that such predicates are first person
oriented, give rise to subjective disagreements, and yield taste statements that are strictly
stronger than their counterparts with an overt first person singular pronoun. On the
other hand, such taste statements systematically differ from their counterparts with an
individual-level PPT in a number of key respects. For example, they do not introduce
counterfactual entailments, and under particular contextual conditions they fail to give
rise to subjective disagreements.
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The next section concludes the chapter with some reflections on where we
stand.

7. Conclusion

We end this chapter by broadly endorsing the conclusions reached in (Moltmann, 2010b;
Moltmann, 2012) and (Pearson, 2013): the move to relativize truth to an individual
parameter corresponding to the ‘judge’ is not only unnecessary but also empirically
unsatisfactory. Our discussion has put us in a position to refine the proposal in those
works that the semantics of predicates of personal taste involves a peculiar type of
genericity that is first person oriented. We have argued, however, that not all taste
predicates are associated with generic construals, and have shown that the proposal to
divide PPTs into two classes, based on whether they are stage-level or individual-level,
and associate a different semantics with each, makes a series of predictions that are
borne out.
In a more narrow sense, then, the analysis departs from those of both
(Moltmann, 2010b; Moltmann, 2012) and (Pearson, 2013). Both works presuppose that
the same analysis can and should be given to all predicates of personal taste; the
possibility of variation among taste statements formed from different PPTs is not
considered.27 While Moltmann does not address the question of how such construals
arise, in (Pearson, 2013) the blame is laid upon the status of predicates of personal taste

There is, however, another sense in which the analysis of PPTs in Moltmann’s work is not unified: she
proposes that the (first person oriented) generic construal is confined to what she calls truth-directed
contexts. She argues that the generic operator is absent when a PPT occurs in the scope of consider, for
example, as in John considers the tiramisu tasty. We set aside such configurations here.

27
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as inherent generics in the sense of (Chierchia, 1995). The arguments given in this
chapter constitute a defense of a weaker version of this latter view. What we have
learned is that some predicates of personal taste, such as tasty, are individual-level, and
some, such as taste good, are stage-level. If a given PPT is individual-level, then the generic
operator is obligatorily present in the syntactic structure of the sentence in which it
occurs, giving rise to a (first person oriented) generic construal. If a given PPT is stagelevel, then the generic operator may be absent. If so, then a first person oriented
interpretation still arises via the identify with relation, but the individuals that this relation
restricts are members of the definite individual returned by the group-formation
function, rather than being included in the restriction of the generic operator. The
systematic differences in the behavior of the two classes of taste predicate are an
argument in favor of attributing the generic construal of (certain) taste statements to the
presence of the generic operator as a licensor of an individual-level predicate, as
proposed in (Pearson, 2013).
The resulting picture vindicates a Lewis-Chierchia style view of de se attitude
reports, whereby these involve self-ascription of a property by the relevant agent.
Formally, the idea is implemented in terms of an individual abstractor in the left
periphery of the clause, which binds the relevant individual variable – the subject of the
identify with relation in the case of an individual-level PPT, the argument of the groupformation function in the case of a stage-level PPT, or, following (Chierchia, 1990),
obligatorily controlled PRO. Following (Pearson, 2013), however, we depart from
Chierchia’s view in two significant respects.
Taking our cue from (Heim, 1991b), the individual abstractor is taken to be
present in the periphery of root clauses as well as clauses introduced by attitude
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predicates. This allows for a uniform analysis of embedded and unembedded taste
statements: in both cases the first person orientation is captured by appeal to binding of
an element associated with the covert internal argument of the PPT by the abstraction
operator. Additionally, it supplies a binder for the first person pronoun, so that a
sentence such as I am a linguist now expresses the property of being a linguist, just as John
claims to be a linguist reports John’s self-ascription of the property of being a linguist. It is
often observed that de se attitude reports such as those formed from control
configurations report a mental state that the attitude holder would articulate using ‘I’.
The view that PRO and the first person pronoun are both abstracted over, yielding
properties that are self-ascribed by the relevant agent, makes this intuitive parallel
transparent.
The second departure from (Chierchia, 1990) is to take seriously Lewis’s
observation, discussed in Chapter 1, that for any proposition that is the content of a
mental attitude there is a corresponding property. Intuitively, what this means for the
linguistic representation of an attitude report is that a clause introduced by an attitude
predicate can be interpreted as a property even if it does not contain a de se element – a
variable bound by the abstractor in embedded C, according to the framework adopted.
For example, a sentence such as John claimed that Mary was a linguist reports John’s selfascription of the property of inhabiting a world in which Mary is a linguist.
As (Pearson, 2013) points out, the resulting picture has in common with
Stephenson’s view that it assigns a unified semantics to attitude predicates. Recall that
Stephenson argues that the addition of the judge parameter to the evaluation index has
the consequence that sentence meanings are sets of world-individual pairs, type
<s,<e,t>>. These are taken to be propositions, which are now sets of centred worlds
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rather than simply sets of worlds. Attitude predicates are uniformly treated as quantifiers
over centred worlds, unlike in Chierchia’s system, where only the variant of an attitude
predicate that takes a property type argument are such quantifiers; the other variant is an
ordinary modal quantifier. For us too, attitude predicates are uniformly quantifiers over
centred worlds; they are never ordinary modals. We will return to the idea that this is a
crucial distinction between attitude predicates and ordinary modals such as deserve. In
particular, Chapter 6 argues that this distinction plays an important role in determining
which predicates license partial control. A corollary of the view that attitude predicates
are always quantifiers over centred worlds within this framework is that the sentential
complements of such predicates now have a uniform semantic type: they are properties,
type <e,<s,t>>.
The second respect in which the analysis of sentence meaning advocated here
and in (Pearson, 2013) is uniform is that there is now no distinction between the type of
root clauses and that of clauses introduced by attitude predicates. Both are of property
type. We close by considering a consequence of the view that root sentences express
properties.
The relativist view and the one proposed in (Pearson, 2013) and defended here
have in common that both treat sentence meanings as sets of world-individual pairs. On
the former view, such sets correspond to propositions, while the latter view maintains
the traditional treatment of them as properties. If a proposition is true or false not only
relative to a world (and time), but also relative to an individual, the question is raised of
what it means to accept a sentence as true. Is the individual with respect to whom this is
determined the speaker, the addressee, or some group that includes both individuals?
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One prominent response to this question has been to say that the proposition
expressed by a given sentence is only accepted as true if it is true relative to the
addressee. The intuition underlying this view is that the falsehood of a sentence such as
This tiramisu is tasty relative to an addressee is sufficient grounds for the addressee to
reject the sentence as false. Indeed, a consequence of a relativist semantics is that it
cannot be the case that an addressee accepts or rejects This tiramisu is tasty based on
whether the sentence is true relative to the individual who uttered it. Were this so, the
sentence would only ever be rejected if the addressee judged that the speaker had not
expressed her opinion sincerely; the addressee’s own opinion would be irrelevant.
This move raises a puzzle, discussed in (Egan, 2007). As argued by Stephenson
and others in the relativist camp, the notion that sentence meaning takes the form of
centred content provides an implementation of Lewis’ view that a mental attitude does
not merely identify the worlds that might be actual according to the attitude holder, but
rather identifies the world-individual pairs <w, x> such that the attitude holder might be
x in w. As we have seen, attitude predicates are quantifiers over such pairs on such a
view, and centred propositions are suitable arguments for such predicates. Lewis’
proposal is intended to account for de se attitudes, and the first person pronoun is a
paradigm example of a de se expression. Lewis’ proposal ought to shed some light, for
example, on why in a context where John reads a paper he does not recognize as his
own, his assertion that The author of this paper is a great linguist is not equivalent to I am a
great linguist. A natural reply within a framework which treats sentence meanings as
centred propositions is that the propositions expressed by the two sentences are those in
(130) and (131) respectively.
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130. {<w, x>: the author of this paper is a great linguist in w}

131. {<w, x>: x is a great linguist in w}

This seems to capture the idea that only in the example involving the first person
pronoun does the speaker describe as a great linguist her candidates for herself among
the worlds that might be actual. As (Egan, 2007) points out, however, if (131) is the
content of I am a great linguist, and if acceptance of a sentence as true means judging it to
be true relative to oneself, then the unwelcome result is that this sentence should only be
accepted as true by an addressee if the addressee considers herself to be a great linguist.
Egan’s response is to maintain the relativist stance, with truth being determined relative
to an individual as well as a world (and time), and concomitantly to maintain that
sentence meanings are sets of world-individual pairs, but to reject the assumption that
the first person pronoun picks out the individual coordinate of such pairs.
The proposal described in (Pearson, 2013) and refined in this chapter makes
room for a different response to this puzzle. We think that the fact that the relativist
position makes it necessary to reject the notion that the first person pronoun picks out
the individual coordinate of the world-individual pairs identified by the content of a
sentence shows that something has gone wrong. After all, the first person pronoun is the
de se expression par excellence. Abandoning this assumption while maintaining a Lewisstyle view of de se expressions for other purposes, such as the analysis of predicates of
personal taste and of pronouns in the scope of attitude predicates, necessarily means
relinquishing the possibility of a unified analysis of the linguistic expression of attitudes
de se.
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Given the semantics for predicates of personal taste defended here, there is no
need to say that sentences are accepted or rejected based on whether they are judged true
relative to the addressee. Rather, the reason why Mary judges false John’s assertion of
This tiramisu is tasty or This tiramisu tastes good is that these sentences entail that Mary likes
the tiramisu, given the assumption that Mary is a relevant individual identified with by
John. We can therefore simply say that a sentence is judged true just in case the property
it expresses is judged true of the speaker. I am a good linguist as uttered by John is correctly
predicted to be accepted just in case the property of being a good linguist is judged true
of John.
The concerns raised above also apply to the implementation proposed by
Stephenson. Recall that Stephenson considers the question of what it takes for a
sentence to be accepted in terms of what it takes for its content to be added to the
common ground. According to her, this can only happen if each conversational
participant judges the sentence to be true relative to her. The analysis thus precludes the
possibility of letting the first person pronoun pick out the doxastic centre, for the same
reasons as Egan identifies.
In conclusion, the analysis in (Pearson, 2013) and the refinement of it proposed
in this chapter have the consequence that the ‘speaker-sensitivity’ of first person
pronouns and of predicates of personal taste are collapsed: both involve binding of an
individual variable by an abstraction operator, in contrast with Lasersohn’s proposal that
the speaker-sensitivity of these two types of expression have different sources – the
interpretation of a first person pronoun being determined with respect to a Kaplanian
context, and that of a predicate of personal taste being determined with respect to the
evaluation index. The remainder of Part I of the dissertation is concerned with the idea
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that root sentences express properties rather than propositions more generally. The next
chapter proposes an independent motivation for this view, while Chapter 4 explores
applications of the proposal to a diverse range of linguistic phenomena.
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Chapter 3
Motivating the property view of
sentence meaning

1. Introduction

Our treatment of predicates of personal taste motivated a departure from the
conventional view that root sentences have a propositional meaning, type <s,t>. We
have already seen four advantages of this move. Of immediate interest in chapter 2 was
the possibility of providing a unified analysis of the semantics of taste predicates in both
embedded and matrix clauses. We said that where these items occur without an overt
internal argument, they introduce a covert one: a variable which either (i) is restricted to
individuals identified with by the speaker or most local attitude holder, which is in turn
generically bound, or (ii) serves as the argument of the group formation function Gp. By
positing an individual abstractor in the left periphery of root clauses we were able to give
a simple answer to the question of how the subject of the identify with relation and the
argument of the group formation function are supplied: these are simply variables bound
by the most local suitable abstractor. This derived without any further assumptions the
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result that in the unmarked case, taste statements carry entailments about the speaker’s
or most local attitude holder’s tastes.
A conceptually appealing aspect of the proposal to treat all sentences as
introducing an individual abstractor in their left periphery was that sentences now have a
uniform type regardless of whether they are embedded below other predicates or not:
they are now all of type <e,<s,t>> (or type <e,<i,<s,t>>> if one wishes to incorporate
tense). The proposal can therefore be seen as a strong interpretation of Lewis’ insights
that attitudes de se involve self-ascriptions of properties, and that for any proposition to
which one stands in an attitudinal relation, there is a corresponding property. Thus if it is
true that Mary claimed to be a good linguist then it is true that she self-ascribed, in the
form of a claim, the property of being a good linguist. Likewise if I say, ‘I am a good
linguist’ then I self-ascribe the property of being a good linguist. The sentence ‘I am a
good linguist’ can thus be treated straightforwardly as expressing the property of being a
good linguist, rather than the proposition that the speaker is a good linguist.
Furthermore, as Lewis noticed, if Mary claimed that it was raining then Mary
self-ascribed, in the form of a claim, the property of inhabiting a world in which it is
raining. Similarly for root sentences: if I say ‘It is raining’ then I self-ascribe the property
of inhabiting a world in which it is raining. I express truth in doing so just in case that
property is true of me, that is, if it is raining in the world I inhabit.
Thirdly, we discussed cases noted by (Stojanovic, 2011) where first person
pronouns behave like bound variables. These were based on intuitions of so-called
‘same-saying’: if Mary said ‘I am a good linguist’ and George said ‘I am a good linguist’,
then there is a sense in which Mary and George said the same thing, even though the
propositions expressed by these sentences according to Kaplanian conventions are
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different.28 The assumption that in these sentences the first person pronoun is bound by
an abstractor in the left periphery of the clause in which it occurs derives this result:
Mary and George’s utterances express the same property.
Fourthly, the treatment of the first person pronoun as a bound variable makes
transparent its similarities with obligatorily controlled PRO; these are intuitively quite
apparent but remain opaque analytically if one assumes a Kaplanian treatment of the
semantics of first person indexicals. OC PRO is necessarily construed de se, while the
first person pronoun is typically interpreted in the same way, though in section 4 we shall
discuss some examples where this is not the case. This (partial) analogy is perhaps what
underlies the fact that intuitively, an obligatory control sentence expresses a first personal
thought or speech act: it can only be true that Mary claimed to be a good linguist if Mary
said, ‘I am a good linguist’, not if she said, for instance, ‘The author of this paper is a
good linguist’. Observations concerning sameness of content also carry over from first
person statements to control sentences: if Mary claimed to be a good linguist and
George claimed to be a good linguist then they made identical claims. The move to treat
first person pronouns as bound variables can therefore be seen as an extension of
Chierchia’s treatment of OC PRO as a variable bound by the most local abstractor
(Chierchia, 1990); to the extent that this account succeeds in capturing the interpretive
properties of PRO, we can expect the proposed amendment to handle the similarities
between that item and the first person pronoun.

(Kaplan, 1989) denied that the same thing is said by two such utterances, his evidence being that the
sentences in question may differ in truth value. Note however that the same thing holds for control
sentences: if Mary claimed to be a good linguist and George claimed to be a good linguist, then it is
possible that Mary made a true claim and George made a false claim. Our intuition is that we are
nonetheless entitled to infer that (there is a sense in which) Mary and George made the same claim. We
conclude that having necessarily identical truth values is not a precondition for same-saying.

28
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So far the empirical arguments in favor of assigning root sentences a propertytype meaning (beyond the advantages for the analysis of predicates of personal taste)
involve first person pronouns. We might ask whether there are other linguistic
expressions that can be fruitfully treated as variables bound by an individual abstractor in
the left periphery of root clauses. It is also desirable to understand how this operator is
introduced into the structure. Finally, we should like to make more precise our proposal
concerning the morphological and semantic properties of indexicals, and to look for
further empirical arguments in favor of it.
Before proceeding, we should acknowledge the various precedents in the
literature for the view that we are investigating. As far as we know, the earliest of these is
(Heim, 1991b), which proposes that first person pronouns be treated as obligatorily
bound variables, with sentences expressing property-type meanings and truthfulness
being a question of whether one has expressed a property that one has. The idea is
partially revived in (Heim, 2002), which explores the possibility that I in root sentences is
obligatorily bound by a covert verb @, an indexical element standing for the actual
context. More recently, (Stojanovic, 2011) has argued that all sentences express
properties rather than propositions, while (Santorio, 2010; Santorio, forthcoming)
provides an additional argument in favor of treating indexicals as (possibly bound)
variables. Finally, we should acknowledge the existence of a large body of related
literature proposing a correspondence between the binding of indexicals and deletion of
their person features (Heim, 2001; von Stechow, 2002; von Stechow, 2003).
The goal of this chapter is to provide a principled account of how the individual
abstractor that we are proposing is present in the left periphery of root sentences is
introduced into the structure. Our argument is based on a novel solution to the so-called
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Moore’s paradox, which we discuss in the next section. Section 3 discusses the
consequences of this solution for the property view of sentence meanings, with
particular attention paid to the question of how person features are assigned to
individual abstractors in general, and to individual abstractors associated with a root level
C in particular. Sections 4 and 5 are devoted to extensions of the proposal, firstly to de re
interpretations of first person pronouns, and secondly to interrogatives. Section 6
concludes. The second part of this project, which involves identifying corners of the
grammar where the effects of the root level individual abstractor can be observed, is the
subject of the following chapter.

2. Moorean paradoxes

In our discussion of predicates of personal taste we simply stipulated that clauses bear an
individual abstractor in their left periphery. While this unifies the analysis of root clauses
and clauses embedded below attitude predicates, it begs the question of how these
operators come to be introduced into the structure in the first place. In the case of the
complements of attitude predicates, a straightforward answer to this question is readily
available: given that an attitude predicate takes as its first argument an expression of type
<e,<s,t>>, and given that a predicate’s arguments are all saturated at the level of the IP,
insertion of an individual abstractor avoids type mismatch.29 It seems prima facie that an
analogous argument cannot be made in the case of root clauses, however.
Another way of avoiding type mismatch is to invoke a variant of Heim and Kratzer’s rule of Intensional
Functional Application (Heim & Kratzer, 1998, Stephenson, 2007b) for example. Such a move would
however involve relativization of the assignment function to an individual as well as a world, which is of
course why it is a suitable implementation within Stephenson’s system. The rule might look something like
this:

29
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The goal of this section is to provide a principled explanation of how an
individual abstractor comes to be inserted in the left periphery of matrix sentences. Our
evidence involves data that exemplify the so-called ‘Moore’s Paradox’, along with other
related cases. Moore’s Paradox can be illustrated with a sentence such as (1).

1. #It is raining but I don’t believe it’s raining.

The paradox can be stated roughly as follows. Assume that a contradictory sentence is
one that is false in every possible world. (1) ought not to be a good candidate for such a
sentence: there is no reason to rule out the existence of worlds in which it is raining but
Hazel does not believe it is raining. Yet if I utter (1), you will most likely have the
intuition that I have said something contradictory. Sentences that display Moore’s
Paradox involve attitudes expressed in the first person present tense:

2a. It is raining but you don’t believe it is raining.
2b. It is raining but John doesn’t believe it is raining.

3a. It is raining but I didn’t believe it was raining.
3b. It was raining but I didn’t believe it was raining.

Furthermore, the attitude predicates that give rise to Moorean effects are doxastic:

(i) Intensional Functional Application
If % is a branching node and {*, +} the set of its daughters, then for any possible world w, individual x and
assignment g, if ⟦*⟧g, w, x is a function whose domain includes !w’!y. ⟦+⟧g, w’, x, then ⟦%⟧g, w, x =
⟦*⟧g, w, x(!w’!y. ⟦+⟧g, w’, x).
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4. It is raining but I don’t want it to be raining.

A typical reaction to Moore’s Paradox is to appeal to a norm of assertion that
requires that speakers believe the content of their assertions. A schematic justification
for the infelicity of (1) can be stated as follows.

5a. The speaker has asserted that it is raining but she doesn’t believe it is raining.
5b. Given the norm of assertion, if a speaker asserts that p she believes that p.
5c. The speaker believes that it is raining but that she doesn’t believe it is raining.
5d. The speaker believes that it is raining (by (5c))
5e. The speaker believes that she believes that it is not raining (by (5c)).
5f. If the speaker believes that she believes that it is not raining, then she believes that it
is not raining (by assumption).
5g. The speaker believes that it is not raining (by (5e) and (5f)).
5h. The speaker holds contradictory beliefs (by (5d) and (5g)).

By this reasoning, any context in which (1) can be asserted without violating the norm of
assertion is one in which the speaker holds contradictory beliefs. Thus our intuition that
(1) is infelicitous is not due to (1) expressing a contradiction (which it does not), but
rather due to our drawing from (1) the conclusion that the speaker holds contradictory
beliefs.
Moore’s paradox is typically exemplified with sentences of form, ‘p but I believe
that not p’. Less often discussed are cases involving comparative sentences that give rise
to infelicity when embedded below a first person present doxastic attitude predicate. As
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is well known, contradictory comparative sentences can be ameliorated via embedding
below an attitude predicate, giving rise to so-called Russell ambiguities.

6a. #John is taller than he is.
6b. Mary believes that John is taller than he is.

Changing (6) so that the attitude holder is the speaker yields infelicity.

7. #I believe that John is taller than he is.

There are of course worlds in which John’s height is greater than the height the speaker
believes him to be. Hence the infelicity of (7), like that of (1), calls for explanation.
Moreover, (7) is once again ameliorated by changing the tense of the embedding verb or
choosing a buletic instead of a doxastic predicate:

8a. I believed that John was taller than he is.
8b. I believed that John was taller than he was.

9. I want John to be taller than he is.

Here again, we can check whether the norm of assertion provides an explanation for
these facts, with the argument running as follows.
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10a. The speaker has asserted that the height she believes John to be is greater than his
(actual) height.
10b. Given the norm of assertion, if a speaker asserts that p she believes that p.
10c. The speaker believes that the height she believes John to be is greater than his
(actual) height.
10d. The speaker believes that she holds false beliefs about John’s height.
10e. It is irrational to believe that one holds false beliefs.
10f. The speaker is irrational.

Notice that the conclusion this time is that the speaker is irrational, not that she holds a
contradictory belief. There are worlds in which I believe that the height I believe John to
be is greater than his actual height, whereas there are no worlds in which I believe that it
is raining and that it is not raining. To adhere to the former belief is of course irrational:
if I have formed the belief that I am wrong about John’s height, I ought to revise my
beliefs, not stubbornly adhere to them. But this is not the same as having a contradictory
belief. We conclude that the norm of assertion is not well suited to explain the
contradictory status of (7). Moreover, we have seen that intuitions of contradiction arise
under the same conditions for sentences involving embedded comparatives as with
classic Moore’s paradox examples: the attitude verb must take the speaker as its subject,
it must employ present tense, and it must be doxastic. We will therefore look for a novel
solution to Moore’s paradox that accommodates both classes of sentence.
We define an operator that introduces a presupposition that the sentence it
embeds expresses a belief held by the speaker.
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11. The Assert operator: version 1
⟦Assert⟧c, g = !p<s,t> : "w’ compatible with what speaker(c) believes in world(c) # p(w’).
p

The Assert operator is a covert operator that takes as its argument a root sentence
meaning (for now, a proposition) and returns that proposition only if the proposition is
true in the speaker’s belief worlds. Let’s check that this derives the right result for classic
Moore’s Paradox cases. We assume for now that the first person pronoun has a
Kaplanian semantics.

12a. [Assert [!w1 [It’s rainingw1] but [I don’t believew1 it’s raining]]]
12b. ⟦ [!w1 [It’s rainingw1] but [I don’t believew1 it’s raining]] ⟧c, g = !w. it’s raining in w &
¬"<w’, x> $ Doxspeaker(c),w # it’s raining in w’ =
!w. it’s raining in w & ,<w’, x> in Doxspeaker(c),w : it’s not raining in w’
12c. ⟦ [Assert [ !w1 [It’s rainingw1] but [I don’t believew1 it’s raining]]] ⟧c, g is only defined
if "w’ compatible with what speaker(c) believes in world(c), it’s raining in w’ & ,<w’’,
x> $ Doxspeaker(c),w’ : it’s not raining in w’’
Where Doxx,w = {<w’, y>: it is compatible with what x believes in w for x to be y
in w’}

A glance at (12c) reveals that (1) carries a contradictory presupposition: it is only defined
if all of the speaker’s belief worlds w are such that (i) it’s raining in w and (ii) there is a
member of the set of world individual pairs <w’, x> such that it is compatible with what
the speaker believes in w for her to be x in w’ and it is not raining in w’. Roughly, the
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sentence presupposes (i) that the speaker believes that it is raining and (ii) that she
believes that she believes that it is not raining. Is it possible to believe that p and to
believe that you believe that not p? Not if (13) holds.

13. x believes that x believes that p # x believes that p

(14) provides a little linguistic evidence in favor of (13).

14. #John believes that he believes that it is raining but in fact he believes that it is not
raining.

What goes wrong in this case? To be in a position to utter (14) truly, I would have to
have accurate information about John’s beliefs; indeed, I would have to be better
informed on this score than John himself is. But such a scenario is impossible: we have
reliable information about our own beliefs. When we form a belief about our own beliefs
we do so from a position of epistemic privilege, since we alone have immediate access to
our own epistemic states. Hence John can’t go wrong when he believes that he believes
that it is raining: it must be the case that he believes that it is raining. The presupposition
introduced by (12) therefore entails that the speaker believes that it is raining and that
she believes that it is not raining, which is of course impossible. We can thus attribute
the infelicity of (12) to its being always undefined.
The reader may well have noticed an unsatisfying aspect of our proposal: we
make reference to two distinct notions of doxastic alternative, with one being more finegrained than the other. For the purposes of calculating the presupposition associated
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with the Assert operator, doxastic alternatives are simply worlds compatible with the
speaker’s beliefs, while according to the semantics of believe, it quantifies over worldindividual pairs <w, x> such that it is compatible with the attitude holder’s beliefs for
her to be x in w. Moreover, given the proposed semantics, the Assert operator is a
species of attitude predicate: it combines with the semantic value of a clause and
contributes the meaning that some set of doxastic alternatives (in this case, those
associated with the speaker), is a subset of the set associated with the meaning of the
embedded clause. But following Lewis and Chierchia, we have provided arguments that
in the case of overt attitude predicates, the set of alternatives is a set of world-individual
pairs, while in the case of Assert, it is a set of worlds. A more elegant account is obtained
by letting the elements quantified over by the definedness condition specified for Assert
be world-individual pairs; this would require a type adjustment, with the root clause with
which Assert combines now expressing a property rather than a proposition. The left
periphery of such a clause will therefore bear an individual as well as a world abstractor.
This is the very view that we aim to develop in this chapter: the left periphery of a root
clause bears an individual abstractor, and the sentence thus expresses a property.
Although we have modified the idea slightly by introducing an additional operator above
the abstractor, the resulting meaning is nonetheless of property-type, given that the
contribution of the Assert operator is merely the identity function plus a definedness
condition.
(15) provides the modified semantics for Assert. We also now give a more
complete rendering by incorporating quantification over time intervals.
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15. The Assert operator: final version
⟦Assert⟧c, g = !P<e,<i,<s,t>>> : "<w’, t’, y> $ Doxspeaker(c),world(c),time(c) # P(x)(t’)(w’). P
Where Doxx,t,w = {<w’, t’, y>: it is compatible with what x believes in w at t for
her to be x in w’ and for t’ to be t}

We leave it to the reader to verify that this modification retains the ability of Assert to
render (1) infelicitous, and now check that it produces the same result with the
comparative sentences that are of interest to us.

16. #I believe that John is taller than he is.

We assume that the comparative morpheme forms a constituent with the than-clause at
LF to produce a quantifier over degrees with –er expressing the proper subset relation.
There are two available LFs for (16): one where all the world and time variables in the
complement clause are locally bound by the world and time abstractors in their left
periphery (17a), and another where the world and time variables in the than-clause are
bound by the relevant root level abstractors (17b). We assume furthermore that LFs now
include root level individual abstractors in their left periphery.

17a. [!x1!t2!w3 [I believet2,w3 [!x4 !t5!w6 [IP [-er than [!d7 he is d7-tallt5,w6]] [!d8 John is d8tallt5,w6]]]]].
17b. [!x1!t2!w3 [I believe [!x4!t5!w6 that [IP [-er than [!d7 he is d7-tallt2,w3]] [!d8 John is d8tallt5,w6]]]]].
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The proposition expressed by the embedded IP in (17a) is that the set of degrees to
which John is tall in w6 at t5 is a proper subset of the set of degrees to which John is tall
in w6 at t5, where w6 is the world assigned by the assignment function to the index 6 and
t5 is the time interval assigned by the assignment function to the index 5. This is
equivalent to the proposition that the maximal element of the set of degrees to which
John is tall in w6 at t5 is greater than the maximal element of the set of degrees to which
John is tall in w6 at t5. In (17b), the proposition that the embedded IP expresses is that
the maximal element of the set of degrees to which John is tall in w6 at t5 is greater than
the maximal element of the set of degrees to which John is tall in w3 at t2. We shall write
these as follows.

18a. max({d: John is d-tall in w6 at t5}) > max({d: John is d-tall in w6 at t5})
18b. max({d: John is d-tall in w6 at t5}) > max({d: John is d-tall in w3 at t2})

It is easy to see that the interpretation assigned to the first LF ascribes to the speaker a
contradictory belief: it reports that each of the speaker’s doxastic alternatives <w, t, x> is
such that the maximal degree to which John is tall in w at t is greater than the maximal
degree to which John is tall in w at t. Since comparative relations are irreflexive, this is
impossible. However, on its own the second LF ought not to be interpreted as ascribing
a contradictory belief to the speaker. In this case, it is reported that each of the speaker’s
doxastic alternatives <w, t, x> is such that the height of John in w at t is greater than his
height in the actual world at the actual time. This is a possible state of affairs.
One response to the puzzle of why (16) is infelicitous might be that the LF in
(17a) is the only one: that is, that the world and time variables are all locally bound and
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hence the comparative is construed de dicto. This of course would be an unsatisfying
explanation: we have seen that variants of (16) with the embedding predicate in the past
tense, with other attitude predicates or with second or third person subjects are
acceptable and coherent, suggesting that the de dicto interpretation is not the only
available one in these cases. Merely stipulating that an LF of the form in (17b) is ruled
out in a tightly constrained set of cases would not provide a principled explanation of
these facts.
A more promising avenue is to show that adding the Assert operator renders the
interpretation associated with the second LF infelicitous. Below we display the relevant
computations.

19a. [Assert [!x1!t2!w3 [I believet2,w3 [!x4!t5!w6 [IP [-er than [!d7 he is d7-tallt2,w3]] [!d8 John
is d8-tallt5,w6]]]]]].
19b. ⟦ [!x1!t2!w3 [I believe [!x4!t5!w6 [IP [-er than [!d7 he is d7-tallt2,w3] [!d8 John is d8tallt5,w6]]]]]] ⟧c, g = !x!t!w. "<w’, t’, y> $ Doxspeaker(c),w,t # [!z!t’’!w’’. max({d: John is dtall in w’’ at t’’}) > max({d: John is d-tall in w at t})](y)(t’)(w’) =
!x!t!w. "<w’, t’, y> $ Doxspeaker(c),w,t # max({d: John is d-tall in w’ at t’}) > max({d:
John is d-tall in w at t})
19c. ⟦ [Assert [!x1!t2!w3 [I believet2,w3 [!x4!t5!w6 that [IP [-er than [!d7 he is d7-tallw1,t2]
[!d8 John is d8-tallt5,w6]]]]]] ⟧c, g is only defined if "<w’, t’, x> $ Doxspeaker(c),world(c),time(c) #
[!y!t!w. "<w’’, t’’, z> $ Doxspeaker(c),w,t # max({d: John is d-tall in w’’ at t’’}) > max({d:
John is d-tall in w at t})](x)(t’)(w’) =
"<w’, t’, x> $ Doxspeaker(c),world(c),time(c) # "<w’’, t’’, z> in Doxspeaker(c),w’,t’ # max({d: John is
d-tall in w’’ at t’’}) > max({d: John is d-tall in w’ at t’})
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The presupposition introduced by Assert states roughly that the height that the speaker
believes John to be is less than the height that she believes that she believes John to be.
Once again this is ruled out by (13): if I believe that I believe that John is a certain height
– six feet, say – then I believe that John is six feet tall. Hence there cannot be any degree
d such that I believe that I believe that John is d-tall, but I do not believe that John is dtall. The infelicity of (16) is once again attributed to its carrying an incoherent
presupposition, with the justification for the presupposition being incoherent being the
same as that given for classic Moorean cases.
In order to convince ourselves that this is a plausible solution to Moore’s
paradox, we need to check that it makes the correct predictions about the adjustments
that ameliorate Moorean cases. We saw that these are: letting the matrix attitude holder
be 2nd or 3rd person rather than 1st person, letting the embedding predicate be in the past
tense, and letting the attitude predicate be non-doxastic. We therefore need to check that
the addition of the Assert operator is not predicted to render these cases infelicitous.
Let’s start with an example where the subject of believe is in the 3rd person. We once again
set aside the de dicto LFs, which are in any case expected to be infelicitous.

20a. Mary believes that John is taller than he is.
20b. LF: [Assert [!x1!t2!w3 [Mary believest2,w3 [!x4!t5!w6 [IP [-er than [!d7 he is d7-tallt2,w3]]
[!d8 John is d8-tallt5,w6]]]]]]
20c. ⟦ [!x1!t2!w3 [Mary believest2,w3 [!x4!t5!w6 [IP [-er than [!d7 he is d7-tallt2,w3]] [!d8 John
is d8-tallt5,w6]]]]] ⟧c, g = !x!t!w. "<w’, t’, y> $ DoxMary,w,t # [!z!t’’!w’’. max({d: John is dtall in w’’ at t’’}) > max({d: John is d-tall in w at t})](y)(t’)(w’) =
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!x!t!w. "<w’, t’, y> $ DoxMary,w,t # max({d: John is d-tall in w’ at t’}) > max({d: John
is d-tall in w at t})
20d. ⟦ [Assert [!x1!t2!w3 [Mary believest2,w3 [!x4!t5!w6 [IP [-er than [!d7 he is d7-tallt2,w3]]
[!d8 John is d8-tallt5,w6]]]]]] ⟧c, g is only defined if "<w’, t’, x> $ Doxspeaker(c),world(c),time(c) #
[!y!t!w. "<w’’, t’’, z> $ DoxMary,w,t # max({d: John is d-tall in w’’ at t’’}) > max({d:
John is d-tall in w at t})](x)(t’)(w’) =
"<w’, t’, x> $ Doxspeaker(c),world(c),time(c) # "<w’’, t’’, z> $ DoxMary,w’,t’ # max({d: John is dtall in w’’ at t’’}) > max({d: John is d-tall in w’ at t’})

In this case the presupposition introduces a comparison between the height that the
speaker believes John to be and the height that the speaker believes that Mary believes
John to be: the sentence is only defined if John’s height in the speaker’s doxastic
alternatives is less than John’s height in the doxastic alternatives attributed by the speaker
to Mary. The relationship between these two sets is not firmly delineated – they may
even be wholly disjoint. Hence (20a) is defined in many contexts.
Now consider a 1st person past tense sentence. We shall assume that as in the
present tense, the temporal argument associated with the matrix predicate is bound at
the root level, providing a base time with respect to which the existential quantification
over earlier time intervals introduced by the semantics of the past tense is computed. A
semantics for the past tense that is compatible with this notion is provided below.

21. ⟦PAST⟧c, g = !-<i,<s,t>>!t!w. ,t’ <precede t: -(t’)(w)
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22a. I believed that John was taller than he is.
22b. [Assert [!x1!t2!w3 [PAST I believet2,w3 [!x4!t5!w6 that [IP [-er than [!d7 he is d7tallt2,w3] [!d8 John was d8-tallt5,w6]]]]]]
22c. ⟦ [!x1!t2!w3 [PAST I believet2,w3 [!x4!t5!w6 that [IP [-er than [!d7 he is d7- tallt2,w3] [!d8
John was d8-tallt5,w6]]]]] ⟧c, g = !x!t!w. ,t’ <precede t: "<w’’, t’’, y> $ Doxspeaker(c),w,t’ #
[!z!t’’’!w’’’. max({d: John is d-tall in w’’’ at t’’’}) > max({d: John is d-tall in w at
t})](y)(t’’)(w’’) =
!x!t!w. ,t’ <precede t: "<w’’, t’’, y> $ Doxspeaker(c),w,t’ # max({d: John is d-tall in w’’ at t’’})
> max({d: John is d-tall in w at t})
22d. ⟦ [Assert [!x1!t2!w3 [PAST I believet2,w3 [!x4!t5!w6 that [IP [-er than [!d7 he is d7tallt2,w3] [!d8 John was d8-tallt5,w6]]]]]] ⟧c, g is only defined if "<w’, t’, x> $
Doxspeaker(c),world(c),time(c) # [!y!t!w. ,t’’ <precede t: "<w’’’, t’’’, z> $ Doxspeaker(c),w,t # max({d:
John is d-tall in w’’’ at t’’’}) > max({d: John is d-tall in w at t})](x)(t’)(w’) =
"<w’, t’, x> $ Doxspeaker(c),world(c),time(c) # ,t’’ <precede t’: "<w’’’, t’’’, z> $ Doxspeaker(c),w’,t’ #
max({d: John is d-tall in w’’’ at t’’’}) > max({d: John is d-tall in w’ at t’})

The presupposition in (22d) states that the height that the speaker presently believes
John to be is less than the height that she believes that she used to believe John to be.
Even allowing for (13), there will still be contexts in which the sentence is felicitous. A
context in which the speaker has revised her beliefs about John’s height has the requisite
properties; this is presumably the source of the intuition that (22a) communicates that
the speaker has changed her mind about how tall John is, a property that is not shared by
past tense reports of desires, for instance (23).
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23a. I believed that John was taller than he is. #And in fact still believe that.
23b. I wanted John to be taller than he is. And in fact I still want that.

Finally, let us now use want instead of believe. Since want cannot take a finite clausal
complement in English this requires us to make a slight modification to our baseline
sentence, so that we are now dealing with an Exceptional Case Marking configuration.
The resulting sentence is once again felicitous.

24. I want John to be taller than he is.

Want quantifies over buletic rather than doxastic alternatives, so it will be useful to define
a set Bulx,w,t as follows.

25. Bulx,w,t = {<w’, t’, y>: it is compatible with the fulfilment of x’s desires in w at t for x
to be y in w’ and t to be t’}

(26) displays the relevant LF and its interpretation.

26a. [Assert [!x1!t2!w3 [I wantt2,w3 [!x4!t5!w6 [IP [-er than [!d7 he is d7-tallt2,w3]] [!d8 John
to be d8-tallt5,w6]]]]]]
26b. ⟦ [!x1!t2!w3 [I wantt2,w3 [!x4!t5!w6 [IP [-er than [!d7 he is d7-tallt2,w3]] [!d8 John to be
d8-tallt5,w6]]]]] ⟧c, g = !x!t!w. "<w’, t’, y> $ Bulspeaker(c),w,t # [!z!t’’!w’’. max({d: John is dtall in w’’ at t’’}) > max({d: John is d-tall in w at t})](y)(t’)(w’) =
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!x!t!w. "<w’, t’, y> $ Bulspeaker(c),w,t # max({d: John is d-tall in w’ at t’}) > max({d: John
is d-tall in w at t})
26c. ⟦ [Assert [!x1!t2!w3 [I wantt2,w3 [!x4!t5!w6 [IP [-er than [!d7 he is d7-tallt2,w3]] [!d8 John
to be d8-tallt5,w6]]]]]] ⟧c, g is only defined if "<w’, t’, x> $ Doxspeaker(c),world(c),time(c) # [!z!t!w.
"<w’’, t’’, y> $ Bulspeaker(c),w,t # max({d: John is d-tall in w’’ at t’’}) > max({d: John is dtall in w at t})](x)(t’)(w’) =
"<w’, t’, x> $ Doxspeaker(c),world(c),time(c) # "<w’’, t’’, y> $ Bulspeaker(c),w’,t’# max({d: John is
d-tall in w’’ at t’’}) > max({d: John is d-tall in w’ at t’})

The presupposition in (26c) has it that the height that the speaker believes that she wants
John to be is greater than the height that the speaker believes that he is. It seems
plausible that just as agents have reliable beliefs about what their beliefs are, they also
have reliable beliefs about what their desires are. If so, then the following holds.

27. x believes that x wants P ⟶ x wants P

The presupposition in (26c), together with (27), thus entails that the height that the
speaker wants John to be is greater than the height that she believes John to be. Since
buletic and doxastic alternatives are in principle distinct sets, no contradiction arises and
there are contexts in which the sentence is felicitous.30
We conclude that an account that posits the Assert operator systematically
predicts the configurations that do or do not give rise to Moorean intuitions. The next

30

This is a simplification. For more on the semantics of buletic predicates, see Chapters 6 and 7.
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step is to consider some broader consequences of the idea. We have already provided an
argument that Assert introduces an abstractor over individuals; in the next section, we
propose that this operator bears the person feature [1st] which (optionally) binds first
person pronouns.

3. Individual abstraction and person features

There is a wealth of literature that takes the view that individual abstractors can bear
person features (Heim, 1994; Kratzer, 2009; von Stechow, 2002; von Stechow, 2003). A
central insight in this domain is that when a pronoun is embedded below an attitude
verb, it exhibits ambiguity between a de re and de se interpretation only under agreement
with the relevant nominal argument of the attitude predicate (von Stechow 2002, 2003).
Consider the following paradigm.

28a. I believed that my pants were on fire.
28b. I believed that your pants were on fire.
28c. I believed that his pants were on fire.

29a. You believed that my pants were on fire.
29b. You believed that your pants were on fire.
29c. You believed that his pants were on fire.

30a. He believed that my pants were on fire.
30b. He believed that your pants were on fire.
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30c. He believed that his pants were on fire.

Of the sentences in (28), only the first displays a de re/de se ambiguity with respect to
the lower pronoun. Of those in (29) it is the second that has this property, while among
(30) it is the third. One way to see this is that a precondition for an attitude being de se is
that the content is in some sense ‘about’ the attitude holder. Only (28a), (29b) and (30c)
fulfill this precondition, and hence only they are subject to the relevant ambiguity.
Von Stechow’s response to this class of data involves following the view, also
adopted in the present work, that de se interpretations correspond to an LF where the
variable contributed by the pronoun is abstracted over, yielding a property. Such an LF is
only available under agreement with the attitude holder; more precisely, the lambda
operator that binds the pronoun bears a person feature inherited from the matrix verb.
Binding is only possible under identity of person features, and hence only pronouns
bearing the same person feature as the DP denoting the attitude holder in the main
clause can be bound. Under such a circumstance, the features of the bound variable are
deleted, due to the rule of Feature Deletion under Semantic Binding, formulated as
follows:31

An alternative to this rule is proposed by (Kratzer, 2009), who offers a constructionist account whereby
some pronouns – so-called ‘minimal pronouns’ - are born without person features, but inherit them from
their binders under morphological agreement, in order to ensure that a pronounceable expression is passed
on to the PF branch. According to this view, there is no mystery about why the features of bound variable
pronouns can remain uninterpreted at LF, since those features were not passed on to this component of
the grammar to begin with. As far as we can see, nothing crucial hinges on the choice between the
Heim/von Stechow approach and Kratzer’s for our purposes.

31
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31. Feature Deletion under Semantic Binding
(a) Binding requires agreement of phi-features at S-structure.
(b) Delete the features to all variables that are semantically bound.
[Adapted from (von Stechow, 2002; von Stechow, 2003): ex 5]

Below we provide examples of the relevant configurations, focusing on cases involving
first person attitude holders. Individual abstractors and pronouns are now annotated
with person features in addition to the usual indices, with strikethrough representing
features that are deleted at LF.

32. [!t1!w2 [I[1st] believed[1st]t1,w2 [!x3[1st]!t4!w5 [my3[1st] pants were on firet4,w5]]]]

The matrix subject bears the feature [1st] which checks the person feature of the verb
believe.32 As emphasized by (Heim, 2001), we can think of attitude predicates as verbal
quantifiers – in this case, the elements that they quantify over are world-individual pairs,
or world-time-individual triples if one wishes to incorporate tense. As such, they are
responsible for the introduction into the LF of abstractors over the elements that they
quantify over – that is, an individual, temporal and world abstractor.33 The individual
abstractor acquires a person feature under transmission from the verb; in this respect
We leave open for the moment the exact nature of the feature checking mechanism, which we shall see
in a moment cannot be the subject-verb agreement that finds its morphological reflex in the person
(number and gender) marking that occurs on the verb. I am grateful to Irene Heim for helping me to see
the importance of this point.

32

This insight raises the question of whether attitude predicates, like other quantifiers, undergo Quantifier
Raising, with the abstraction operators being inserted as an instance of the application of this rule. (Heim,
2002) explores the possibility that they are, while von Stechow assumes that they remain in situ, with the
abstractors nonetheless being inserted at LF for type reasons. We assume the latter approach for our
purposes.

33
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attitude predicates again mimic the behavior of other quantifiers. In the case of (31), this
abstractor bears the same person feature as the embedded pronoun, enabling it to be
bound. By clause (b) of Feature Deletion under Semantic Binding, the person feature on
the pronoun deletes. With the feature [1st] being unavailable to the semantic
interpretation, the pronoun does not behave like a Kaplanian indexical: it is not a directly
referential expression that picks out the speaker in the context, but merely an abstracted
variable. Below we compute the resulting truth conditions, ignoring the contribution of
tense for simplicity’s sake.

33a. ⟦ [!x3[1st]!t4!w5 [my3[1st] pants were on firet4,w5]] ⟧c, g = !x!t!w. x’s pants are on fire in
w at t.
33b. ⟦ [!t1!w2 [I[1st] believed[1st]t1,w2 [!x3[1st]!t4!w5 [my3[1st] pants were on firet4,w5]]]] ⟧c, g =
!w!t. "<w’, t’, x> $ Doxspeaker(c),w,t # [!y!t’’!w’’. y’s pants are on fire in w’’ at
t’’](x)(t’)(w’)
= !w!t. "<w’, t’, x> $ Doxspeaker(c),w,t # x’s pants are on fire in w’ at t’

This is sufficient to establish the desired result that the lower pronoun in (32) can be
interpreted de se. In order for it to be construed de re, the abstractor in the embedded
clause must fail to bind the variable contributed by the pronoun. This will be the case if
the pronoun and the abstractor bear distinct indices.
Next we need to show that the variants of (32) where the embedded pronoun is
non-first are predicted not to be construed de se; recall that in these cases, the de re
reading is the only available one.
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34a. I believed that your pants were on fire.
34b. [!t1!w2 [I[1st] believed[1st]t1,w2 [!x3[1st]!t4!w5 [your*3/6[2nd] pants were on firet4,w5]]]]

Given clause (a) of the definition of Feature Deletion under Semantic Binding in (31),
the lower pronoun in this case cannot be bound by the abstractor, since the operator and
the pronoun do not bear identical person features, precluding a de se interpretation. The
same is true of the variant with a third person pronoun:

35a. I believed that his pants were on fire.
35b. [!t1!w2 [I[1st] believed[1st]t1,w2 [!x3[1st]!t4!w5 [his*3/6[3rd] pants were on firet4,w5]]]].

We leave it to the reader to check that correct predictions are made for second and third
person attitude holders.
Examination of attitude reports formed from three-place attitude predicates
suggests a need for a refinement of this view. In particular, there is more to be said about
how the verb acquires its person feature, which earlier we assumed took place under a
checking relationship with the attitude holder – the subject, in the case of believe.
However, attitude predicates that take two nominal arguments raise the question of
whether it is the subject or the object that a lower pronoun must match in features in
order to make available a de se interpretation. It so happens that that the relevant
argument is the subject for some predicates, and the object for others; borrowing
terminology from (Koopman & Sportiche, 1989), we can say that the lexical entry of an
attitude predicate determines whether the subject or object is the ‘designated argument’.
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To see this, we shall reproduce the paradigms we provided for believe in the cases of
persuade, followed by promise.

36a. I persuaded Mary that I should leave.
36b. I persuaded Mary that you should leave.
36c. I persuaded Mary that she should leave.

37a. You persuaded Mary that I should leave.
37b. You persuaded Mary that you should leave.
37c. You persuaded Mary that she should leave.

38a. She persuaded Mary that I should leave.
38b. She persuaded Mary that you should leave.
38c. Shei persuaded Mary that shei should leave.

As argued in (Stephenson, 2010), it is the object of persuade rather than the subject whose
attitude is represented by the embedded clause. Thus (36a), (37a) and (38a) report Mary
coming to have the thought that the speaker should leave, (36b), (37b) and (38b) that the
addressee should leave and (36c), (37c) and (38c) that she should leave. Since the object
and not the subject is the attitude holder, the subject need not be animate, though of
course the object must be.

39a. The bad weather persuaded Mary that she should leave.
39b. #Mary persuaded the bad weather that she should leave.
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For this reason, whether a pronoun embedded below persuade can be construed de se as
well as de re depends on whether it agrees with the object and not the subject.34 We have
said that a precondition for being an attitude de se is that the attitude is in some sense
‘about’ the attitude holder. Since the subject of persuade is not the holder of the attitude
whose content is represented by the embedded clause, agreement of the lower pronoun
with the subject is not sufficient for it to be read de re. Thus (35a) reports the speaker
doing something that causes Mary to have the belief that the speaker should leave: Mary
is the attitude holder, but since the reported belief is about what the speaker should do
and not what she should do, it is not a candidate for being a de se attitude.
Now let’s check what happens in the case of promise.

40a. I promised Mary that I would leave.
40b. I promised Mary that you would leave.
40c. I promised Mary that she would leave.

41a. You promised Mary that I would leave.
41b. You promised Mary that you would leave.
41c. You promised Mary that she would leave.

Note that the claim that a pronoun embedded below persuade exhibits a de se/de re ambiguity just in case
it agrees with the object of the verb is not the same as saying that the pronoun can be read ‘de te’. Those
interpretations that have been characterized as de te are dependent upon the psychological state of the
subject of persuade: for John persuaded Mary that she should leave to receive a de te reading requires John to be
aware that the individual whom he attempted to persuade was Mary; John persuaded Mary to leave is false in a
context in which John was unaware that the individual towards whom his efforts of persuasion were
directed was Mary herself, constituting evidence that object controlled PRO is construed de te. By
contrast, the de se reading depends only on the mental state of Mary herself. The status of de te readings is
an issue that we set aside here.

34
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42a. She promised Mary that I would leave.
42b. She promised Mary that you would leave.
42c. She promised Mary that she would leave.

The pattern already familiar from the discussion of reports involving believe is replicated
here: an ambiguity between de re and de se interpretations of the pronoun in the
embedded clause is available if the pronoun and the subject bear the same person
feature. For instance, (40a) is verified in a situation in which I made the promise, ‘I will
leave’, and in one in which I promised that some individual who unbeknown to me
happens to be myself will leave. Making the appropriate adjustments for whether the
individual making the promise is the addressee or a third party, the same holds for (41b)
and (42c).
The next step is to investigate what happens when the pronoun in the clausal
complement bears the same person feature as the subject rather than the object. This is
true of (43a), (44b) and (45c) below.

43a. Mary promised me that I would leave.
43b. Mary promised me that you would leave.
43c. Mary promised me that she would leave.

44a. Mary promised you that I would leave.
44b. Mary promised you that you would leave.
44c. Mary promised you that she would leave.
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45a. Mary promised her that I would leave.
45b. Mary promised her that you would leave.
45c. Mary promised her that she would leave.

It is true that in many situations the act of Mary promising something to somebody will
result in that individual coming to hold a certain belief. For instance, if Mary promised
me that I would leave it seems likely that I came to have the belief that Mary had
assumed an obligation to act in such a way that I will be allowed to or have the
opportunity to leave. This need not be the case, however: if I didn’t hear Mary, then I
did not come to have the relevant belief, but it may nonetheless be said that Mary
promised me that I would leave.
Contrast this with the case of persuade: if Mary presented some arguments to me
about why I should leave but I did not hear her, she certainly did not persuade me that I
should leave.
By parallel reasoning with that employed for the case of subject agreement with
persuade, we can then say that where a pronoun in the clausal complement of promise
agrees with its object DP but not with its subject DP, the pronoun cannot be interpreted
de se. The problem once again is that the object of promise is not the individual whose
attitude is represented by the embedded clause. Only attitudes that are ‘about’ the
attitude holder can be attitudes de se; if Mary promised me that I would leave, then the
content of the attitude represented by the embedded clause is ‘about’ me, not Mary.
Consequently, even though in this example the object DP and the embedded pronoun
share the same person feature, it does not make sense to think of the latter as receiving a
de se interpretation.
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We have learned that there is an important difference between persuade and
promise: with the former verb, a pronoun in its complement clause exhibits an ambiguity
between a de se and de re construal just in case it agrees with the object DP associated
with persuade, while with promise, the relevant agreement relation is between the pronoun
and the subject. We can say, then, that the designated argument of persuade is its object,
while the designated argument of promise is its subject. If, as von Stechow proposes, it is
the verb that determines the feature make-up of the individual abstractor in the left
periphery of the embedded clause, then we need a mechanism that ensures that the verb
acquires the person feature of its designated argument.35
The first step is to provide lexical entries for promise and persuade, using boldface
to indicate which is the designated argument in each case:

46. ⟦promise⟧c, g = !xe!P<e,<i,<s,t>>!ye. "<w’, t’, z> # promisey,x,w,t ⟶ P(z)(t’)(w’)
Where promisex,y,w,t = {<w’, t’, z>: it is compatible with the fulfilment of x’s
promise to y in w at t for x to be z in w’ and for t to be t’}

47. ⟦persuade⟧c, g = !xe!P<e,<i,<s,t>>!ye!ti!ws. y causes it to be the case that "<w’, t’, z> #
Doxx,w,t⟶ P(z)(t’)(w’)

von Stechow seems to have been aware of this issue – or at least a variant of it that arises when one
attempts to incorporate a theory of obligatory control into his framework. Suppose that PRO acquires its
person feature from the individual abstractor that binds it, which is introduced into the LF in the manner
described above. The following data show that the person feature on this operator match that of the
subject of a subject control predicate, and that of the object of an object control predicate:
(i) I promised you [PRO to be kind to myself/*yourself].
(ii) I persuaded you [PRO to be kind to *myself/yourself].
von Stechow’s solution is to stipulate that object control predicates transmit the person feature of the
object DP to the lower abstractor, rather than that of the verb. He acknowledges, however, that this is an
unattractive feature of the system. Our goal is to find an alternative solution that enables us to maintain
that the person feature on the individual abstractor is always determined by the verbal quantifier.

35
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Our notation merely supplies the designated argument for each attitude predicate on a
case by case basis, but in fact which argument this should be is not arbitrarily
determined. Inspection of the entries for promise and persuade reveals that the designated
argument is the individual whose doxastic counterpart (say) is identified with the
individual coordinate of the world-time-individual triple quantified over by the predicate.
Thus persuade quantifies over doxastic alternatives, with the individual picked out in each
of these being the individual that the first argument of persuade identifies as herself.
Likewise any individual z that occurs as the individual coordinate of one of the worldtime-individual triples included among the set of promise-alternatives is an individual that
the final argument of promise identifies as herself in those triples compatible with her
promise being fulfilled. Thus while as a matter of notation it is convenient to highlight
the designated arguments of the two predicates in the way that we have, this information
can be deduced from the semantics itself by the following procedure.

48. Designated argument of an attitude predicate
Let P be an attitude predicate which takes n nominal arguments and Ax1,…,xn,t,w be the set
of world-time-individual triples quantified over by P relative to individuals x1,…,xn, time
t and world w. The designated argument of P is that member z of the set {x1, …, xn}
such that "<w’, t’, y> $ Ax1,…,xn,t,w, it is compatible with z’s mental state for her to be y
in w’ at t’.

We have just seen that the grammar cares about which argument of an attitude predicate
is its designated argument: the person feature on the individual abstractor that the
attitude predicate introduces should match that of the designated argument, for instance.
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Let us suppose that this is encoded in the form of a feature [att] which the attitude
predicate assigns to its designated argument via an Agree relationship. If Agree(", #)
results in unification of the phi-features of " and # – a notion that(Kratzer, 2009)appeals
to, for instance - then this will result in the verb picking up the person feature of its
designated argument, which it passes on to the individual abstractor that it introduces in
the left periphery of the embedded CP. On the assumption that binding of a pronoun by
C is dependent upon identify of person features, we derive the desired result that the
pronoun can only be construed de se if it bears the same feature as the DP denoting the
attitude holder does. We provide examples below.36

49a. Mary persuaded me that I should leave.
49b. [CP1!t1!w2 [IP1 Mary[3rd] persuaded[att][1st]t1,w2 me[att][1st] [CP2 !x3[att][1st]!t4!w5 [IP2 I3[1st] should
leavet4,w5]]]]

Since the designated argument of persuade is its object, there is an instance of Agree
between the verb and the object DP me, resulting in each bearing the features [att] and
[1st] by feature unification. The verbal quantifier passes these features to the embedded
abstractor that it introduces, which we assume is located on C. The pronoun in the
embedded clause also bears [1st] and can therefore be bound; its person feature deletes.
Where this happens, the result is a de se interpretation:

Note that in this example, the embedded first person prounoun is bound by the individual abstractor
despite the latter but not the former bearing the feature [att]. Since [att] is not a phi-feature, this does not
constitute a violation of condition (a) of Feature Deletion under Semantic Binding.

36
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50a. ⟦ [CP2 !x3[att][1st] !t4!w5 [IP2 I3[1st] should leavet4,w5]] ⟧c, g = !x!t!w. in w at t, x has an
obligation to leave
50b. ⟦49b⟧c, g = !t!w. Mary causes it to be the case that "<w’, t’, y> # Doxspeaker(c),w,t ⟶
[!z!t’’!w’’. in w’’, at t’’, z has an obligation to leave](y)(t’)(w’) =
!t!w. Mary causes it to be the case that "<w’, t’, y> # Doxspeaker(c),w,t ⟶ in w’, at t’, y has
an obligation to leave

We have shown that our modified version of von Stechow’s proposal correctly predicts
that where a pronoun in a clause introduced by persuade shares its person feature with the
object of persuade, it can be construed de se. It is straightforward to show that where the
pronoun bears a different person feature from the matrix object, a de se reading is
unavailable.

51a. Mary persuaded me that you should leave.
51b. [CP1!t1!w2 [IP1 Mary[3rd] persuaded[att][1st]t1,w2 me[att][1st] [CP2 !x3[att][1st]!t4!w5 [IP2 you*3/6[2nd]
should leavet4,w5]]]]

Once again, the individual abstractor in embedded C bears [1st], since the configuration
of this sentence is identical to that of (49a), modulo the person feature associated with
the embedded pronoun. For this reason, the pronoun cannot be bound by this operator
and cannot be construed de se.
We can also check that the account has the consequence that a pronoun that
agrees with the subject of persuade but not the object cannot be construed de se.
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52a. I persuaded Mary that I should leave.
52b. [CP1 !t1!w2 [IP1 I[1st] persuaded[att][3rd]t1,w2 Mary[att][3rd] [CP2 !x3[att][3rd]!t4!w5 [IP2 I*3/6[1st] should
leavet4,w5]]]]

This time the abstractor bears [3rd], due to this being the person feature on the object of
persuade. The first person pronoun in the lower clause therefore cannot be bound by this
operator; that the matrix subject bears [1st] has no bearing on this issue given that it is
not the designated argument and therefore plays no role in determining features
associated with the embedded clause.
Before we examine the consequences of this analysis for the matter at hand – the
notion that root sentences express properties, with a covert attitudinal operator
introducing an individual abstractor in the left periphery of the clause – we would like to
highlight two other considerations that arise in this connection. Firstly, if we are correct
that attitude predicates introduce an abstract feature [att] into the syntactic structure
which is assigned to the designated argument, and to the individual abstractor hosted by
embedded C, then we expect to find other linguistic phenomena where the effects of this
feature are manifested. In Chapter 7 we propose that the logophoric pronoun in Ewe is
one such phenomenon.
Secondly, if we are correct that attitude predicates enter into an Agree
relationship with their designated argument, which may be the subject or the object
depending on the verb’s semantics, then the person feature that the predicate thereby
obtains cannot be morphologically realized on the verb: if it were, then an English verb
such as persuade would exhibit morphological agreement with its object rather than its
subject. Note, however, that all that we have said is compatible with an Agree
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relationship being established between T and the subject in its specifier position, with the
functional head thereby acquiring the person feature of the subject. As long as it is this
feature that the morphological component pays attention to for the purposes of
determining how the verb inflects, no problem should arise.
This little excursion has put us in a position to understand how an individual
abstractor in the left periphery of a CP acquires a person feature, with the mechanism
involved crucially requiring that we determine which of the nominal arguments
associated with the attitude predicate is its designated argument. Now let us return to the
abstractor introduced at the root level by the Assert operator. Although we observed
that this is an attitudinal operator, we do not treat it as a verb as such, and it only takes a
clausal argument, not a nominal one. Nonetheless, we shall retain the core idea that
attitudinal operators specify their designated argument: in the case of Assert, this is
entirely specified by its semantics, since the individual whose doxastic alternatives are
relevant to the calculation of the definedness condition introduced by this operator is
always the speaker. To see this, let us remind ourselves of the semantics for the Assert
operator that we stated earlier along with our definition of the term ‘designated
argument’.

53. The Assert operator
⟦Assert⟧c, g = !P<e,<i,<s,t>>> : "<w’, t’, y> $ Doxspeaker(c),world(c),time(c) # P(x)(t’)(w’). P
Where Doxx,t,w = {<w’, t’, y>: it is compatible with what x believes in w at t for
her to be x in w’ and for t’ to be the actual time}
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54. Designated argument of an attitude predicate
Let P be an attitude predicate which takes n nominal arguments and Ax1,…,xn,t,w be the set
of world-time-individual triples quantified over by P relative to individuals x1,…,xn, time
t and world w. The designated argument of P is that member z of the set {x1, …, xn}
such that "<w’, t’, y> $ Ax1,…,xn,t,w, it is compatible with z’s mental state for her to be y
in w’ at t’.

The presuppositional component of the meaning of the Assert operator determines that
it is a quantifier over doxastic alternatives of the speaker; its designated argument is that
individual z such that for each of z’s doxastic alternatives <w’, t’, y> it is compatible with
z’s mental state for her to be y in w’ at t’. That is, the designated argument is the speaker.
Contrast this with attitude verbs, whose lexical entry tells us whether it is the first or
third argument that is the designated one, but which nonetheless depend on this
argument being syntactically encoded. With this in mind, it follows that while attitude
verbs may introduce a different person feature on their associated abstractor depending
on the configuration in which they occur, the Assert operator always introduces [1st] on
its abstractor.
We now have independent motivation for two related ideas introduced in
Chapter 2. The notion that sentences express properties rather than propositions makes
sense from the perspective that (declarative) root sentences bear the Assert operator in
their left periphery, which can be classified as an attitudinal operator in that it introduces
a presupposition that the asserted content is true in all of the speaker’s doxastic
alternatives. Had we maintained that the semantic value of a declarative sentence is a
proposition, we would have had to appeal to a notion of a doxastic alternative as a world
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rather than a world-individual pair (or world-time-individual triple). Maintaining the view
that attitude verbs quantify over world-individual pairs (or world-time-individual triples)
rather than worlds would than lead to the unsatisfying result that we have two different
conceptions of doxastic alternatives performing different but related roles, when in fact
the trivial amendment of letting root sentences have property type meanings makes
available a simple conception of doxastic alternatives that has the advantage of
accommodating attitudes de se in an elegant manner. According to this view, just as
attitude reports formed with an attitude predicate, suitable nominal arguments and a
complement clause report self-ascription of a property on the part of an attitude holder,
so do assertions involve self-ascription of a property by the speaker. Since the meaning
of a declarative sentence is a property of individuals, application of this function to the
speaker yields a truth evaluable object. The notion that a speaker speaks truly by uttering
a sentence S in a context c just in case the property P expressed by S is true of the
speaker in the actual world at the time of utterance can be captured quite simply by the
following formulation.

55. A speaker speaks truly by uttering a sentence S in a context c just in case
⟦S⟧c, g(speaker(c))(time(c), world(c)) = 1

Secondly, we have provided an argument that the individual abstractor that occupies the
left periphery of a root sentence and is introduced by Assert bears the feature [1st]; this
follows from the insight, building on work by Heim and von Stechow, that individual
abstractors introduced by attitude predicates bear the same person feature as the
individual whose mental state is relevant to the interpretation of the attitude predicate. In
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the case of Assert, this individual is always the speaker, and hence the individual
abstractor it is associated with always bears [1st]. If we continue to assume, with von
Stechow, that pronouns are bound under identity of person features, then it follows that
a first person pronoun can be bound by the root level individual abstractor, in which
case it is interpreted simply as a bound variable.
The next question is whether there are any other expressions that can be bound
by the root level individual abstractor. We have seen that (Pearson, 2013) proposes that
the subject of the identify with relation introduced by the covert internal argument of a
(individual-level) predicate of personal taste is such an item, and in the last chapter we
argued that in addition, the covert internal argument of a stage-level taste predicate is
obtained by applying a group-formation function to a variable which can be bound by
the root level abstractor. These elements do not bear person features of their own, and
we shall hypothesize that in addition to expressions that bear the feature [1st], elements
of the appropriate type that bear no person feature of their own can also be bound by
the abstraction operator. Such dependencies may of course be subject to other
constraints, such as locality: we saw in our study of taste predicates that the variable is
bound by the closest individual abstractor, so that if the PPT occurs in the scope of an
attitude predicate, it will be the attitude holder rather than the speaker whose opinion is
expressed. Note that the view that the abstractor in the left periphery of a root sentence
can bind a pronoun that carries the same person feature or an element that has no
person feature of its own draws a further parallel between embedded and unembedded
sentences. The view that we have been exploring is that pronouns in embedded clauses
may be bound by a local abstractor under identity of phi-features: an overt pronoun
satisfies this condition if it bears the same person feature as the abstractor, while
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obligatory control PRO bears no phi-features of its own and is therefore free to be
bound by the abstractor, from which it inherits features. Our proposal regarding binding
from the left periphery of root sentences is a straightforward extension of this idea.
A natural next step is to ask whether there are any other expressions that can be
bound by the root level individual abstractor; this is one of the topics of the next
chapter. Additionally, we would like to know what is gained by making available the
option of first person pronouns being bound at the root level. The next chapter also
provides some case studies that shed light on this question. In the meantime, we
consider some consequences and extensions of our proposal that declarative sentences
bear the operator Assert in their left periphery.

4. A consequence: de re interpretation of the first person pronoun

The first person pronoun is canonically construed de se: I am a linguist is appropriate only
in a context in which the speaker is aware that the person of whom she predicates
linguist-hood is herself. This is straightforwardly accounted for by letting I be a bound
variable in just the same way that the conception of PRO as a bound variable predicts
that it is obligatorily interpreted de se: in both cases, the result is a property which is selfascribed by the speaker in the case of I, and which is reported to be self-ascribed by the
controller in the case of PRO. Unlike PRO, however, the first person pronoun can in
certain cases be construed de re, as noted by Kaplan. Let’s go back again to his famous
example involving beliefs about one’s pants being on fire.

56. I believed that my pants were on fire.
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The crucial observation is that if at the relevant time in the past I had a belief about the
pants of some individual being on fire but I was unaware that I was that individual – say
because I did not know that I was looking in a mirror – then (56) may be true. In order
to be in a position to assert (56) I must now be aware that the content of my belief was
about myself, but since the awareness condition was not satisfied at the time of the
reported belief, it is a de re rather than de se attitude. By contrast, when the embedding
predicate is in the present tense, I can only be construed de se.

57. I believe that my pants are on fire.

This is reminiscent of what we saw with the Moore’s paradox cases, where the
contradictory or infelicitous interpretation arises when believe is in the present tense but
not when it is in the past tense. Unlike with Moorean cases, however, the pattern persists
with other attitude predicates, including those that are not doxastic:

58a. I hope that my pants aren’t on fire.
58b. I hoped that my pants weren’t on fire.

If there is some individual who happens to be me whose pants I hope are not on fire,
but I am unaware that the individual in question is myself, then I am not in a position to
make the assertion in (58a). On the other hand, if I had this hope at some time in the
past, and I subsequently discovered that I was the individual whose pants I hoped were
not on fire, then I can report this with (58b). Thus the embedded pronoun in (58b) is
ambiguous between a de re and de se construal, but that in (58a) can only be read de se.
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Our strategy will be to investigate whether the assumption that declarative root
sentences are introduced by the Assert operator can explain the contrast between present
and past tense reports, while also making it possible to explain why it is that for the class
of cases above it does not matter whether the embedding predicate is doxastic or not,
even though this makes a difference in Moorean cases. Notice that as with the examples
we discussed in the context of Moore’s paradox, the difference in the interpretation of
the present and past tense examples makes us wonder whether the LF assigned to the
two cases is essentially the same, with the observed difference arising for principled
reasons that are separate from the LF itself. This would mean for the examples in (5658) that in principle, LFs corresponding to both de re and de se construals of the
embedded first person pronouns are available in both the present and the past tense.
The question is then whether the semantics of the Assert operator can rule out the de re
interpretation of I below a present tense attitude predicate, while still letting it be
available when the embedding verb is in the past tense.
The first step is to provide a theory of de re interpretation. Following (Percus &
Sauerland, 2003a), (Anand, 2006) and (Sharvit & Charlow, 2011) we take it that a de re
construal of a DP is mediated by a ‘concept generator’: a function that takes an
individual as its argument and returns an individual concept. We can think of a concept
generator G for an attitude holder " as a way of assigning individuals with whom " is in
some way acquainted to concepts, which in this case are functions from world-timeindividual triples to individuals. Here is the definition:
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59. G is a concept generator for individual x in w at t iff
(i) G is a function from individuals to functions from world-time-individual triples to
individuals;
(ii) Dom(G) = {z: x is acquainted with z in w at t}
[based on (Percus & Sauerland, 2003a) 237: fn 16]

Attitude predicates within this system are type-flexible: where they embed a DP that
receives a de re construal, they introduce in addition to the usual abstractors over worlds,
time intervals and individuals an abstractor over concept generators. The DP introduces
a concept generator variable that is bound by this operator; its world argument is also
syntactically represented. Since for our purposes we need to pay attention to time as well
as world variables in order to handle both present and past tense sentences, we let the
concept generator take a time argument; it is of type <e,<s,<i<e,e>>>>.
De re construals of nominals have classically been thought of in terms of
acquaintance relations: Ralph believes that Ortcutt is a spy just in case there is some
relation R that acquaints Ralph with Ortcutt in the actual world – being the man Ralph
saw at the beach, say – such that the individual Ralph bears R to in his belief worlds is a
spy in those worlds. In Percus and Sauerland’s system, acquaintance relations are capture
via the notion of an acquaintance-based concept generator, defined as follows.
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60. G is an acquaintance-based concept generator for individual x in w at t iff
(i) G is a concept generator for x in w at t;
(ii) the concepts G yields are “acquaintance-based” in the sense that
For all z in Dom(G), there is some acquaintance relation R such that x bears R uniquely
to z in w at t, and for all <w’, t’, y > in Doxx,w,t, y bears relation R uniquely to G(z)(w’, t’,
y) in w’ at t’

[Based on (Percus & Sauerland, 2003a) 237: fn 16]

A related insight of classical work on de re belief is that it is best modelled by treating an
attitude predicate such as believe as a three-place relation between an individual (the
attitude holder), a second individual (the res) and a property. According to this view,
Ralph believes that Ortcutt is a spy and that Orcutt is not a spy means roughly, ‘Ralph believes,
of Ortcutt, that he is a spy, and Ralph believes, of Ortcutt, that he is not a spy’. The
spirit of this idea is captured in Percus and Sauerland’s account by letting the clausal
complement of believe be a function from concept generators to properties, type
<<e,<s,<i<e,e>>>>,<e,<i,<s,t>>> rather than simply a property as we have been
assuming until now. The complete lexical entry is provided below.37

61. ⟦believede re⟧ = !$<<e,<s<i<e,e>>>>,<e,<i,<s,t>>>>!x!w!t. there is a suitable acquaintancebased concept generator G for x in w at t such that for all <w’, t’, y> in Doxx,w,t,
$(G)(y)(t’)(w’) = 1
[Based on (Percus & Sauerland, 2003a) 240: ex
22]

The question of what what constraints are imposed by the requirement that concept generators be
suitable can be set aside for the purposes of this chapter. See the appendix for discussion.

37
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Recall that the objective is to explain why a first person present tense attitude report
such as I believe that my pants are on fire is necessarily construed with my interpreted de se,
even though a de re LF is in principle available for this sentence. Below we provide the
de re LF and corresponding interpretation. We assume that a first person pronoun may
but need not be bound by an appropriate abstractor; in this case, we let the embedded
first person pronoun bear a different index from the individual abstractor in embedded.
Consequently, it is not bound, and its person feature is not deleted. It is therefore
interpreted as a Kaplanian indexical in the usual way.38

62a. [Assert [!x1[1st] !t2!w3 [I1[att][1st] believede re[att][1st]t2,w3 [!G4!x5[att][1st] !t6!w7 [[G4 my8[1st] w7 t6
x5] pants are on firet6,w7]]]]]
62b. ⟦ [!G4!x5[att][1st] !t6!w7 [[G4 my8[1st] w7 t6 x5] pants are on firet6,w7]]]]] ⟧c, g = !G!x!t!w.
G(speaker(c))(w, t, x)’s pants are on fire in w at t
62c. ⟦ [!x1[1st] !t2!w3 [I1 [att][1st] believede re[att][1st]t2,w3 [!G4!x5[att][1st] !t6!w7 [[G4 my8[1st] w7 t6 x5]
pants are on firet6,w7]]]] ⟧c, g = !x!t!w. there is a suitable acquaintance-based concept
generator G for x in w at t such that "<w’, t’, y> $ Doxx,w,t # G(speaker(c))(w’, t’, y)’s
pants are on fire in w’ at t’.
62d. ⟦ [Assert [!x1[1st] !t2!w3 [I1[att][1st] believede re [att][1st]t2,w3 [!G4!x5[att][1st] !t6!w7 [[G4 my8[1st] w7
t6] pants are on firet6,w7]]]]]⟧c, g is only defined if "<w, t, x> $ Doxspeaker(c),world(c),time(c) #
Note that if the embedded first person pronoun were locally bound, it would it would not be a suitable
argument for the concept generator. This is because the definition of acquaintance-based concept
generator requires that the domain of these functions only include individuals that are inhabitants of the
actual world. We discuss this issue in Chapter 7 in connection with the logophoric pronoun in Ewe, and
propose an amendment of the definition of acquaintance-based concept generator that does not impose
this requirement. For present purposes, however, we can simply assume that when an embedded first
person pronoun is construed de re, it is not bound.

38
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[!y!t’!w’. there is a suitable acquaintance-based concept generator G for y in w’ at t’
such that "<w’’, t’’, z> $ Doxy,w’,t’ # G(speaker(c))(w’’, t’’, z)’s pants are on fire in w’’ at
t’’](x)(t)(w) =
"<w, t, x> $ Doxspeaker(c),world(c),time(c) # there is a suitable acquaintance-based concept
generator G for x in w at t such that "<w’’, t’’, z> $ Doxx,w,t # G(speaker(c))(w’’, t’’,
z)’s pants are on fire in w’’ at t’’.
Where defined, = (62c)

The presupposition stated in (62d) requires roughly that the speaker believes that she
believes of the individual picked out by her concept of the speaker in her present belief
worlds that that individual’s pants are on fire. But in order to have this belief, the speaker
must know that the individual whose pants she believes to be on fire is the speaker, that
is herself. Thus although a de re LF is available for (57), any context in which it is
defined is one in which the awareness condition characteristic of attitudes de se is
satisfied. In practice, therefore, the pronoun in the embedded clause is necessarily
construed de se.
One might object that our set-up provides room for another route to a de re
interpretation of embedded my. We have said that first person pronouns may be bound
by an abstractor, provided they bear the same person feature. In (62) we let my be free
rather than have it be bound by the local abstractor, even though the condition of
identity of phi-features is satisfied; this was to avoid a de se interpretation of the
pronoun, since a bound variable in this configuration would not be in the domain of the
concept generator function. Another option is to let my be bound by the root level
individual abstractor, which likewise bears the feature [1st]. The computations below
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establish that our proposal has the effect of simulating a de se construal of the pronoun
even in this configuration.

63a. [Assert [!x1[1st] !t2!w3 [I1[att][1st] believede re[att][1st]t2,w3 [!G4!x5[att][1st] !t6!w7 [[G4 my1[1st] w7 t6
x5] pants are on firet6,w7]]]]]
63b. ⟦ [!G4!x5[1st] !t6!w7 [[G4 my1[1st] w7 t6 x5] pants are on firet6,w7]] ⟧c, g = !G!x!t!w.
G(g(1))(w, t, x)’s pants are on fire in w at t
63c. ⟦ [!x1[1st] !t2!w3 [I1 [att][1st] believede re[att][1st]t2,w3 [!G4!x5[att][1st] !t6!w7 [[G4 my1[1st] w7 t6 x5]
pants are on firet6,w7]]]] ⟧c, g = !x!t!w. there is a suitable acquaintance-based concept
generator G for x in w at t such that "<w’, t’, y> $ Doxx,w,t # G(x)(w’, t’, y)’s pants are
on fire in w’ at t’.
63d. ⟦ [Assert [!x1[1st] !t2!w3 [I1[att][1st] believede re[att][1st]t2,w3 [!G4!x5[att][1st] !t6!w7 [[G4 my1[1st] w7
t6 x5] pants are on firet6,w7]]]]] ⟧c, g is only defined if "<w, t, x> $ Doxspeaker(c),world(c),time(c) #
[!w’!t’!y. there is a suitable acquaintance-based concept generator G for y in w’ at t’
such that "<w’’, t’’, z> $ Doxy,w’,t’ # G(y)(w’’, t’’, z)’s pants are on fire in w’’ at
t’’](x)(t)(w) =
"<w, t, x> $ Doxspeaker(c), world(c), time(c) # there is a suitable acquaintance-based concept
generator G for x in w at t such that "<w’’, t’’, z> $ Doxx,w,t # G(x)(w’’, t’’, z)’s pants
are on fire in w’’ at t’’.
Where defined, = (63c)

This time the definedness condition can be paraphrased as ‘the speaker believes that she
believes of the individual picked out by her concept of herself in her present belief
worlds that that individual’s pants are on fire’. Once again, the problem is that if the
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speaker has this belief, then she is aware that the individual whose pants she believes to
be on fire is herself. Thus the effect of an attitude de se is replicated with this LF too.
The next step is to check that we predict that the counterpart of (57) with believe
in the past tense is felicitous. The following computations make it apparent that this is
so.

64a. [Assert [!x1[1st] !t2!w3 [PAST I1[att][1st] believede re[att][1st]t2,w3 [!G4!x5[att][1st] !t6!w7 [[G4
my8[1st] w7 t6 x5] pants were on firet6,w7]]]]]
64b. ⟦ [!G4!x5[att][1st] !t6!w7 [[G4 my8[1st] w7 t6 x5] pants were on firet6,w7]] ⟧c, g = !G!x!t!w.
G(speaker(c))(w, t, x)’s pants are on fire in w at t
64c. ⟦ [!x1[1st] !t2!w3 [PAST I1[att][1st] believede re[att][1st]t2,w3 [!G4!x5[att][1st] !t6!w7 [[G4 my8[1st] w7 t6
x5] pants were on firet6,w7]]]]] ⟧c, g = !x!t!w. ,t’: t’ <precedes t & there is a suitable
acquaintance-based concept generator G for x in w at t’ such that "<w’’, t’’, y> $
Doxx,w,t’ # G(speaker(c))(w’’, t’’, y)’s pants are on fire in w’’ at t’’.
64d. ⟦ [Assert [!x1[1st] !t2!w3 [PAST I1[att][1st] believede re[att][1st]t2,w3 [!G4!x5[att][1st] !t6!w7 [[G4
my8[1st] w7 t6 x5] pants were on firet6,w7]]]]] ⟧c, g is only defined if "<w, t, x> $
Doxspeaker(c),world(c),time(c) # [!x!t’!w’. ,t’’: t’’ < t’ & there is a suitable acquaintance-based
concept generator G for y in w’ at t’’ such that "<w’’’, t’’’, z> $ Doxy,w’,t’ #
G(speaker(c))(w’’’, t’’’, z)’s pants are on fire in w’’’ at t’’’](x)(t)(w) =
"<w, t, x> $ Doxspeaker(c),world(c),time(c) # ,t’: t’ < t & there is a suitable acquaintance-based
concept generator G for x in w at t’ such that "<w’’, t’’, z> $ Doxx,w,t’ #
G(speaker(c))(w’’, t’’, z)’s pants are on fire in w’’ at t’’.
Where defined, = (64c)
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This time the presupposition has it that the speaker believes that she used to believe of
the individual picked out by her concept of herself that that individual’s pants were on
fire. This requires that at the time of uttering (56), the speaker is aware that she is the
individual who the reported belief was about. This is not sufficient to render the
reported belief a belief de se: in order for this to be the case, the awareness condition
must have been satisfied at the time that the agent held the attitude in question. Thus the
effect of the Assert operator in simulating a de se interpretation of the embedded
pronoun that we observed when believe occurs in the first person present is not
reproduced when the attitude predicate is in the past tense.
So far, so good. But if our account is to be successful, it must predict that the de
se interpretation of I is also obligatory when the present tense attitude predicate is nondoxastic, as in the case of hope, for example. This is a difference between the effects we
are currently investigating and Moorean cases, which we saw were confined to doxastic
predicates. Given that we are attempting to account for both classes of example with the
same machinery, we need to check that this difference between them is maintained in
our system. The first step is to define the hope alternatives over which the verb hope
quantifies:

65. hopex,w,t = {<w’, t’, y>: it is compatible with the fulfilment of x’s hopes in w at t for
x to be y in w’ and for t to be t’}

We assume a variant of hope, hopede re, with the following semantics.
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66. ⟦hopede re⟧ = !$<<e,<s<i<e,e>>>>,<e,<i,<s,t>>>>!x!w!t. there is a suitable acquaintance-based
concept generator G for x in w at t such that for all <w’, t’, y> in hopex,w,t,
$(G)(y)(t’)(w’) = 1

With these definitions in place, we can check the prediction against the following
computations.

67a. LF: [Assert [!x1[1st] !t2!w3 [I1[att][1st] hopede re[att][1st]t2,w3 [!G4!x5[att][1st] !t6!w7 [[G4 my8[1st] w7
t6 x5] pants are on firet6,w7]]]]]
67b. ⟦ [!G4!x5[att][1st] !t6!w7 [[G4 my8[1st] w7 t6 x5] pants are on firet6,w7]] ⟧c, g = !G!x!t!w.
G(speaker(c))(w, t, x)’s pants are on fire in w at t
67c. ⟦ [!x1[1st] !t2!w3 [I1[att][1st] hopede re[att][1st]t2,w3 [!G4!x5[att][1st] !t6!w7 [[G4 my8[1st] w7 t6 x5]
pants are on firet6,w7]]]]⟧c, g = !x!t!w. there is a suitable acquaintance-based concept
generator G for x in w at t such that "<w’, t’, y> $ hopex,w,t # G(speaker(c))(w’, t’, y)’s
pants are on fire in w’ at t’.
67d. ⟦ [Assert [!x1[1st] !t2!w3 [I1[att][1st] hopede re[att][1st]t2,w3 [!G4!x5[att][1st] !t6!w7 [[G4 my8[1st] w7 t6
x5] pants are on firet6,w7]]]]] ⟧c, g is only defined if "<w, t, x> $ Doxspeaker(c),world(c),time(c) #
[!y!t’!w’. there is a suitable acquaintance-based concept generator G for y in w’ at t’
such that "<w’’, t’’, z> $ hopey,w’,t’ # G(speaker(c))(w’’, t’’, z)’s pants are on fire in w’’
at t’’](x)(t)(w) =
"<w, t, x> $ Doxspeaker(c),world(c),time(c) # there is a suitable acquaintance-based concept
generator G for x in w at t such that "<w’’, t’’, z> $ hopex,w,t # G(speaker(c))(w’’, t’’,
z)’s pants are on fire in w’’ at t’’.
Where defined, = (67c)
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The Assert operator introduces the presupposition in (67d), which says roughly that the
speaker believes that she hopes of the individual corresponding to her concept of the
speaker in her hope-alternatives that that individual’s pants are on fire. But if the speaker
believes that the individual of whom she has this hope is herself, then the awareness
condition is satisfied, once again simulating the effect of an attitude de se even without
appeal to a canonical de se LF. We conclude that the proposal that declarative clauses
introduce the Assert operator in their left periphery has as a consequence that it makes
correct predictions concerning the circumstances under which a first person pronoun in
an embedded clause can and cannot be construed de re.

5. An extension: questions

We have specified that the Assert operator occurs in the left periphery of declarative
sentences; if its role is to introduce the presupposition that the content of the sentence is
believed by the speaker, it does not make sense to postulate this operator in an
interrogative sentence, for instance. Moreover, the class of sentences that gives rise to
Moore’s paradox fail to do so when the sentence has interrogative force, as the following
contrast reveals:39

68a. #I think that John is taller than he is.
68b. Do I think that John is taller than he is?

Irene Heim has pointed out to me that (68b) has two readings. It could be interpreted as a rhetorical
question, where effectively the speaker asks whether she believes something impossible to be the case.
Since the addressee can answer ‘no’, no contradiction arises. On the second reading, the speaker asks
whether she is mistaken about John’s height. This is the reading that is of interest here.

39
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Note, however, that Moorean effects are replicated in questions when the attitude holder
is the addressee rather than the speaker:

69. #Do you think that John is taller than he is?

(70) is a reminder that no contradiction is perceived with a declarative sentence whose
matrix subject is the addressee.

70. You think that John is taller than he is.

We can verify that the infelicity of (69) is symptomatic of a larger pattern that mirrors
the workings of Moore’s paradox with declarative sentences by checking that the
sentence is redeemed by rendering the attitude predicate in the past tense (71), with a
non-doxastic attitude predicate (72), and with a third person matrix subject (73).

71a. Did you think that John was taller than he is?
71b. Did you think that John was taller than he was?

72. Do you want John to be taller than he is?

73. Does Bill think that John is taller than he is?

The challenge, then, is to extend our account of Moore’s paradox from declarative to
interrogative cases, while also providing a principled explanation of why the infelicitous
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cases are those in which the attitude holder is the addressee rather than the speaker.
Intuitively, what goes wrong in (69) is that it suggests that it is possible that the addressee
holds an incoherent belief, namely, that John is taller than he is. As with the relevant
declarative counterpart of (69), however, it seems undesirable to attribute this apparent
de dicto reading to local binding of all world variables in the embedded comparative
sentence. If this were the route we chose, it would be mysterious why these local binding
dependencies were obligatory for questions with present tense doxastic predicates and
second person subjects, but optional in all other cases. Instead, we shall define an
operator Quest, the counterpart of Assert in the interrogative domain, and propose a
semantics for this operator that predicts the array of facts we have just introduced.
A prominent analysis of the semantics of questions holds that they express the
set of possible answers to the question posed (Hamblin, 1973). Propositions are wellsuited as the kind of object that can be used to answer a question. Thus the meaning of a
simple yes-no question such as Is it raining? can be stated as follows.

74. ⟦Is it raining?⟧c, g = {!t!w. it is raining in w at t, !t!w. it is not raining in w at t}

We have proposed, however, that the meanings of declarative sentences are of property
type rather than propositional type. A possible way of answering Is it raining? is therefore
to self-ascribe the property of inhabiting a world in which it is raining. Let’s therefore say
that the meaning of a question is a set of properties rather than a set of propositions.

75. ⟦Is it raining?⟧c, g = {!x!t!w. it is raining in w at t, !x!t!w. it is not raining in w at t}
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We said that I speak truly by uttering a declarative sentence in a context c just in case the
property it expresses is true of me in the world of the context at the time of the context.
But when conversation goes smoothly the individual who answers a question is the
person who was asked it. Thus the appropriate way of obtaining truth-evaluable objects
from each member of the set of properties given in (75) is to apply those properties to
the addressee of the question, rather than the utterer of it. That is, a question is an
invitation to its addressee to self-ascribe one of the properties from the set that it
denotes. A use of a question is felicitous only if for each of the properties in the set that
it expresses, the speaker considers it possible that the addressee is in a position to selfascribe that property. Our discussion of the Assert operator illuminated the idea that a
speaker is only in a position to self-ascribe a property if that property is true of each of
her doxastic alternatives. Thus a question is felicitous only if for each of the properties
among the set denoted by the question, the speaker believes it to be possible that that
property is true of all of the addressee’s doxastic alternatives. The Quest operator
encodes this as a definedness condition:

76. The Quest operator
⟦Quest⟧c, g = !Q<<e,<i,<s,t>>>,t> : "P $ Q # ,<w, t, x> $ Doxspeaker(c),world(c),time(c): "<w’, t’,
y> $ Doxaddr(c),w,t # P(y)(t’)(w’). Q

The question operator takes as its complement an interrogative sentence, which we have
said denotes a set of properties, type <<e,<i,<s,t>>>,t> and introduces the
presupposition that for every member of this set P it is compatible with the speaker’s
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beliefs that P is true at each of the addresse’s doxastic alternatives.40 Now let’s see what
predictions are made about the infelicitous question, #Do you think that John is taller than he
is? As usual, we set aside the de dicto LF, focusing on the LF where the world and time
variables in the than-clause are bound at the root level.

77a. LF: [Quest [CP1!x1!t2!w3 [IP1 Do you thinkt2,w3 [CP2 !x4!t5!w6 [IP2 [-er than [!d7 he is d7tallt2,w3]] [!d8 John is d8-tallt5,w6]]]]]
77b. ⟦ [CP2 !x4!t5!w6 [IP2 [-er than [!d7 he is d7-tallt2,w3]] [!d8 John is d8-tallt5,w6]]] ⟧c, g =
!x!t!w. max({d: John is d-tall in w at t}) > max({d: John is d-tall in w3 at t2})
77c. ⟦ [CP1!x1!t2!w3 [IP1 Do you thinkt2,w3 [CP2 !x4!t5!w6 [IP2 [-er than [!d7 he is d7-tallt2,w3]]
[!d8 John is d8-tallt5,w6]]]] ⟧c, g = {!x!t!w. "<w’, t’, y> $ Doxaddr(c),w,t # [!z!t’’!w’’.
max({d: John is d-tall in w’’ at t’’}) > max({d: John is d-tall in w at t})](y)(t’)(w’), !x!t!w.
¬"<w’, t’, y> $ Doxaddr(c),w,t # [!z!t’’!w’’. max({d: John is d-tall in w’’ at t’’}) > max({d:
John is d-tall in w at t})](y)(t’)(w’)} =
{!x!t!w. "<w’, t’, y> $ Doxaddr(c),w,t # max({d: John is d-tall in w’ at t’}) > max({d:
John is d-tall in w at t}), !x!t!w. ¬"<w’, t’, y> $ Doxaddr(c),w,t # max({d: John is d-tall
in w’ at t’}) > max({d: John is d-tall in w at t})}
77d. ⟦ [Quest [CP1!x1!t2!w3 [IP1 Do you thinkt2,w3 [CP2 !x4!t5!w6 [IP2 [-er than [!d7 he is d7tallt2,w3]] [!d8 John is d8-tallt5,w6]]]]] ⟧c, g is only defined if "P $ ⟦CP1⟧c, g # ,<w, t, x> $
Doxspeaker(c),world(c),time(c): "<w’, t’, y> $ Doxaddr(c),w,t # P(y)(t’)(w’)
That is, if:
Strictly speaking, the definition should be refined so that the doxastic alternatives that are universally
quantified over are not those of the addressee, but rather those of the addressee’s de re counterparts
among the speaker’s doxastic alternatives. This is because we are assuming a framework in which an
individual can only inhabit one world. We gloss over this issue here.

40
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(i) ,<w, t, x> $ Doxspeaker(c),world(c),time(c): "<w’, t’, y> $ Doxaddr(c),w,t # [!z!t’’!w’’. "<w’’’,
t’’’, u> $ Doxaddr(c),w’’,t’’ # max({d: John is d-tall in w’’’ at t’’’}) > max({d: John is d-tall in
w’’ at t’’})](y)(t’)(w’)
= ,<w, t, x> $ Doxspeaker(c),world(c),time(c): "<w’, t’, y> $ Doxaddr(c),w,t # "<w’’, t’’, z> $
Doxaddr(c),w’,t’ # max({d: John is d-tall in w’’ at t’’}) > max({d: John is d-tall in w’ at t’})
and:
(ii) ,<w, t, x> $ Doxspeaker(c),world(c),time(c): ¬"<w’, t’, y> $ Doxaddr(c),w,t # [!z!t’’!w’’.
"<w’’’, t’’’, u> $ Doxaddr(c),w’’,t’’ # max({d: John is d-tall in w’’’ at t’’’}) > max({d: John is
d-tall in w’’ at t’’})](y)(t’)(w’)
= ,<w, t, x> $ Doxspeaker(c),world(c),time(c): ¬"<w’, t’, y> $ Doxaddr(c),w,t # "<w’’, t’’, z> $
Doxaddr(c),w’,t’ # max({d: John is d-tall in w’’ at t’’}) > max({d: John is d-tall in w’ at t’})

The question is defined just in case the following two conditions are met. The first is that
it is compatible with the speaker’s belief state that in each of the addressee’s doxastic
alternatives <w, t, x>, the height that the addressee believes John to be is greater than
John’s height in <w, t, x>. The second is that it is possible that in each of the addressee’s
doxastic alternatives <w, t, x>, it is not the case that the height that the addressee
believes John to be is greater than John’s height in <w, t, x>. The first of these brings us
up against the same problem we encountered before: if the addressee believes that she
believes that John is 6 foot tall, then she believes that John is 6 foot tall. In general, any
height that an agent believes that she believes John to be is the height that she believes
John to be; it is therefore impossible that the height that the addressee believes that she
believes John to be is greater than the height that she believes John to be, unless she
holds contradictory beliefs (such as that John is 6 foot tall and John is 5 foot 11 inches
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tall). Thus the question presupposes that the speaker considers it possible that the
addressee holds contradictory beliefs. This is what is responsible for the infelicity of (69).
We close this section by considering the consequences of our proposal that
questions introduce a presupposition to the effect that the speaker considers it possible
that the addressee is in a certain belief state. In our discussion of the Assert operator, we
noted that since the definedness condition associated with this operator is formulated
with respect to the doxastic state of the speaker, the operator assigns the feature [1st] to
the individual abstractor that it introduces. This means that first person pronouns can be
bound by the abstractor in the left periphery of a declarative root sentence. By contrast,
the Quest operator introduces a presupposition that appeals to the doxastic state of the
addressee as well as that of the speaker. The meaning of the question is a set of
properties; the calculation of the presupposition involves applying each member of that
set to the addressee’s doxastic alternatives. At its core, then, the Quest operator is a
universal quantifier over doxastic alternatives of the addressee, even though the result is
evaluated against a modal base supplied by the speaker’s doxastic alternatives. We
therefore conclude that the Quest operator assigns [2nd] to its associated individual
abstractor. Second person pronouns can be bound by this abstractor.

6. Conclusion

This chapter has proposed an independent motivation for the view that sentence
meanings are of property type rather than propositional type. This was seen to be a
natural consequence of the notion that root sentences include in their left periphery an
operator whose semantics is akin to that of an attitude predicate in that it quantifies over
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doxastic alternatives. The crucial differences between these operators – the Assert
operator in the case of declaratives and the Quest operator that was invoked in the case
of interrogatives – are as follows. Firstly, the quantification over doxastic alternatives is
introduced by the presuppositional component of the semantics of these operators, and
secondly these operators do not compose with an individual argument that plays the role
of the attitude holder. Instead, the attitude holder is held constant for these operators: it
is the speaker for the Assert operator, and the addressee for the Quest operator. It would
be possible to include in our syntactic representation a covert argument for these
operators that is stipulated to denote the speaker or addressee, however little would be
gained by such a move. Instead, we said simply that since the attitude holder associated
with the Assert operator is the speaker, this operator assigns the feature [1st] to the
individual abstractor it introduces, and that by analogous reasoning with respect to the
addressee, Quest assigns [2nd] to its associated individual abstractor. Supposing that
binding by an individual abstractor is constrained by a condition of identity of phifeatures, it is then predicted that first person pronouns can be bound in declaratives, and
second person pronouns can be bound in questions.41 Additionally, an element of the
appropriate type that does not bear any person features can be bound by the root level
individual abstractor regardless of whether the sentence has declarative or interrogative
force. We suggest that the relevant variables introduced by the covert internal argument
of predicates of personal taste have this property.
Of course, one could imagine an alternative implementation of our solution to
Moore’s Paradox that invokes operators that quantify over doxastic alternatives qua
If the binding of indexicals is optional the question arises of what prevents the first person pronoun
from being interpreted de re when it occurs free in a root sentence. We address this concern in the
Appendix.

41
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possible worlds, rather than world-individual pairs. This would enable us to maintain the
more orthodox view that sentence meanings are of propositional type, but at a cost. In
order to appeal to doxastic alternatives in our treatment of attitude verbs, we would have
to either (i) commit ourselves to two different notions of doxastic alternatives, or (ii)
revert to the view that attitude verbs are quantifiers over worlds rather than worldindividual pairs. The first option introduces redundancy, and the second requires that we
abandon a view that we have seen is sufficiently fine-grained to provide an elegant
treatment of attitudes de se. We think that the choices made in this chapter are to be
preferred to either of these possibilities.
The next chapter considers further consequences of our proposal for the
treatment of indexicals, and shows how it opens the door to solutions to a number of
puzzles.
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Appendix
The Optionality of Binding
Our proposal makes available two routes to the interpretation of an indexical pronoun: it
may be either bound by an abstractor in whose scope it occurs, under identity of phifeatures, or it may be free, in which case it receives the Kaplanian interpretation
contributed by its person feature. In our view, root level individual abstractors bear
either [1st] or [2nd], depending on whether the clause in which they occur is declarative or
interrogative. If it is declarative, the operator cannot bind an occurrence of you, while if it
is interrogative, it cannot bind an occurrence of I. In such cases, the person feature is not
deleted and therefore constrains the interpretation of the pronoun. Moreover, we
assume that the grammar does not encode a preference for binding of an indexical
versus leaving it free: given the appropriate configuration, either option is in principle
available. This assumption derives the result that when an indexical bearing person
feature [nth] is embedded below an attitude predicate whose designated argument also
bears [nth], the indexical can be interpreted either de se or de re, depending on whether it
is locally bound or left free.
A question raised by this framework is what ensures that the first person
pronoun in a declarative sentence is obligatorily construed de se. We have seen that
abstraction over the pronoun results in a property which is self-ascribed by the speaker,
so that a de se interpretation follows in the same way as(Chierchia, 1990)proposes for
obligatorily controlled PRO. The goal of this appendix is to examine what happens when
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I is not bound, and to show how this circumstance gives rise to an interpretation that
mimics the de se construal.42
Our departure point is the observation that given the framework assumed in this
dissertation, a nominal expression in the scope of an attitude predicate must be
construed either de se or de re. We assume a counterpart theory of trans-world identity:
no individual inhabits more than one world. A de re construal, which is mediated by a
concept generator as proposed in (Percus & Sauerland, 2003a)ensures that a nominal in
the scope of an attitude predicate picks out the individual returned by applying the
relevant concept to the attitude holder’s doxastic alternatives (say). This individual is
therefore an inhabitant of the world-time-individual triples quantified over by the
attitude predicate, rather than an inhabitant of the actual world.
In Chapter 3 we argued that the meaning of a root sentence is itself an argument
of an attitude predicate – the Assert operator in the case of declaratives, or the Quest
operator in the case of interrogatives. It follows that any nominal expression that occurs
in such a sentence must be construed de re. That is, concept generator variables can
occur in root sentences as well as in embedded clauses.43 The Assert operator, like believe,
is a quantifier over doxastic alternatives. Like believe, it is type-flexible: in the basic case, it
takes a property type argument, but if the clause with which it merges incorporates a de
re nominal expression, then the Assert operator takes as its argument a function from

42

I am grateful to Amy Rose Deal for prompting me to think about these issues further.

43

I thank Irene Heim for pointing out this consequence to me.
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concept generators to properties, as we saw for believe in Section 4.44 Here then is the
lexical entry for Assertde re.

1. ⟦Assertde re⟧ = !$<<e,<s<i<e,e>>>>,<e,<i,<s,t>>>>: there is some suitable acquaintance-based
concept generator G for speaker(c) in world(c) at time(c) such that for all <w’, t’, y> in
Doxspeaker(c),world(c),time(c), $(G)(y)(t’)(w’). $

We adopted the view of (Heim, 1991b)that a speaker speaks truly by uttering a sentence
just in case the property expressed by that sentence is true of the speaker. But if a
sentence contains a de re nominal it will have a more complex type, namely
<<e,<s<i<e,e>>>>,<e,<i,<s,t>>>> - the type of the argument of Assertde re as shown
in (1). Confining our attention to sentences that only contain one such nominal
expression, we can formulate the following rule:

2. A speaker speaks truly by uttering a sentence S of type
<<e,<s<i<e,e>>>>,<e,<i,<s,t>>>> in a context c just in case there is some suitable
acquaintance-based concept generator G for speaker(c) in world(c) at time(c) such that
⟦S⟧c, g(G)(speaker(c))(time(c), world(c)) = 1.

So far we have not said anything about what it means for a concept generator to be
suitable for some individual. This condition traditionally involves appeal to a variety of

In fact, the type of the predicate is not merely determined on the basis of whether the complement
clause includes any de re nominals, but on the basis of how many such nominals there are, since a concept
generator variable is introduced into the structure for every de re expression in the clause. Here we confine
ourselves to cases involving only one such expression.

44
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notions including vividness – the requirement that the acquaintance relation between the
attitude holder and the res be sufficiently ‘vivid’. The relevant consideration for the
present purposes is that the concept generator should be reliable:

Suitability and reliability
3a. A concept generator G is suitable for % in w at t only if it is reliable for % in w at t.
3b. A concept generator G is reliable for % in w at t only if "x $ Dom(G) # G(x)(w, t,
%) = x

The requirement that a given concept generator be reliable is intended to ensure that,
while for some inhabitant of the actual world x it may supply a concept which when
applied to the attitude holder’s doxastic alternatives returns some other individual, when
applied to the actual world, actual time and the attitude holder, it should return x itself.
Thus when Ralph forms the belief that the man in the brown hat is a spy, it is the fact
that the man in the brown hat is Ortcutt that enables me to assert Ralph believes that
Ortcutt is a spy, even though Ralph’s doxastic state may entail that the man in the brown
hat is some other individual. We can exploit the reliability condition to show that (2)
makes the right predictions for our judgments of truth and falsity concerning utterances
involving de re nominal expressions. Consider the following example.

4. PC Plod is acting suspiciously.

Being a third person DP, PC Plod must be interpreted de re given our set up. (4)
therefore has the following LF.
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5. [Assert [ !G1 !x2[1st] !t3 !w4 [[G1 PC Plod w4 t3 x2] is acting suspiciouslyt3,w4]]]

We said that aside from its definedness condition, Assert merely contributes the identity
function. Where defined, (4) therefore has the following meaning.

6. !G!x!t!w. G(PC Plod)(w, t, x) is acting suspiciously in w at t.

By (2), we can state the conditions determining whether a speaker speaks truthfully by
uttering (4) in a context c as follows.

7. There is some suitable acquaintance-based concept generator G for speaker(c) in
world(c) at time(c) such that [!G’!x!t!w. G’(PC Plod)(w, t, x) is acting suspiciously in w
at t](G)(speaker(c))(time(c))(world(c)) iff
There is some suitable acquaintance-based concept generator G for speaker(c) in
world(c) at time(c) such that G(PC Plod)(world(c), time(c), speaker(c)) is acting
suspiciously in world(c) at time(c).

Given that reliability is a precondition for suitability, any suitable G when applied to the
individual denoted by PC Plod and to the contextual coordinates will simply return that
same individual, namely PC Plod. (7) is therefore equivalent to the following:45

In fact, (7) and (8) turn out not to be quite equivalent if we make (7) more precise by adding to it the
underlined clause in (i).

45

(i) There is some suitable acquaintance-based concept generator G for speaker(c) in world(c) at time(c)
such that PC Plod $ Dom(G) & G(PC Plod)(world(c), time(c), speaker(c)) is acting suspiciously in
world(c) at time(c).
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8. PC Plod is acting suspiciously in world(c) at time(c).

That is, a speaker speaks truthfully by saying PC Plod is acting suspiciously just in case PC
Plod is acting suspiciously at the world and time of the context. This is just as it should
be.
Now to check what the presupposition of (4) is predicted to be.

9. ⟦[Assert [!G1 !x2[1st] !t3 !w4 [[G1 PC Plod w4 t3 x2] is acting suspiciouslyt3,w4]]]⟧ is only
defined if there is some suitable acquaintance-based concept generator G for speaker(c)
in world(c) at time(c) such that for all <w’, t’, y> in Doxspeaker(c),world(c),time(c), [!G’!x!t!w.
G’(PC Plod)(w, t, x) is acting suspiciously in w at t](G)(y)(t’)(w’) iff
there is some suitable acquaintance-based concept generator G for speaker(c) in world(c)
at time(c) such that for all <w’, t’, y> in Doxspeaker(c),world(c),time(c), G(PC Plod)(w’, t’, y) is
acting suspiciously in w’ at t’.

PC Plod is acting suspiciously therefore carries the presupposition that the speaker has a
particular de re belief of PC Plod – namely, that he is acting suspiciously. This is also in
accordance with our intuitions.
Suppose we replace the third person DP PC Plod with the first person pronoun.

10. I am acting suspiciously.

Indeed, it seems reasonable to assume that speakers can only make assertions about individuals to whom
they stand in some acquaintance relation. Although (i) is strictly stronger than (8), then, in practice it will
only be falsified by situations in which (8) is false. We will set these considerations aside.
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Since we have said that the first person pronoun can but need not be bound by an
appropriate abstractor in whose scope it occurs, (11) is a possible LF of (10).

11. [Assert [!G1 !x2[1st] !t3 !w4 [[G1 I5[1st] w4 t3 x2] am acting suspiciouslyt3,w4]]]

Recall our assumption that whenever a DP is not abstracted over, it is construed de re –
that is, it is interpreted as an argument of a concept generator variable. The LF above
reflects this. It is interpreted as follows.

12a. ⟦11⟧c, g is only defined if there is some suitable acquaintance-based concept
generator G for speaker(c) in world(c) at time(c) such that for all <w’, t’, y> in
Doxspeaker(c),world(c),time(c), [!G’!x!t!w. G’(speaker(c))(w, t, x) is acting suspiciously in w at
t](G)(y)(t’)(w’) iff
there is some suitable acquaintance-based concept generator G for speaker(c) in world(c)
at time(c) such that for all <w’, t’, y> in Doxspeaker(c),world(c),time(c), G(speaker(c))(w’, t’, y) is
acting suspiciously in w’ at t’.
12b. Where defined, ⟦11⟧c, g = !G!x!t!w. G(speaker(c))(w, t, x) is acting suspiciously in
w at t.
12c. speaker(c) speaks truly by uttering (11) in world(c) at time(c) just in case there is
some suitable acquaintance-based concept generator G for speaker(c) in world(c) at
time(c) such that [!G’!x!t!w. G’(speaker(c))(w, t, x) is acting suspiciously in w at
t.](G)(speaker(c))(time(c))(world(c)) iff
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there is some suitable acquaintance-based concept generator G for speaker(c) in world(c)
at time(c) such that G(speaker(c))(world(c), time(c), speaker(c)) is acting suspiciously in
world(c) at time(c) iff
speaker(c) is acting suspiciously in world(c) at time(c).

Does this give us the tools with which to account for the intuition that in I am acting
suspiciously, I is construed de se? Suppose that (10) is uttered by PC Plod, and interpreted
with respect to the LF in (11). Then his utterance expresses a function which, roughly
speaking, takes a concept generator G as an argument and returns the set of world-timeindividual triples <w’, t, y> such that G(PC Plod)(w, t, y) is acting suspiciously in w at
c.46 This is the very same function expressed by PC Plod is acting suspiciously, and hence
both sentences are uttered truthfully just in case PC Plod is acting suspiciously in the
world and time of the context. Yet there may be circumstances, presumably involving
PC Plod having forgotten his own name, under which he is prepared to utter the latter
sentence but not the former one. The explanation of why this is must therefore lie in the
presuppositional component of the sentence meaning.

Notice that we assume that referents of indexicals are supplied before application of the property
expressed by the sentence to the speaker to yield a proposition. The Kaplanian distinction between
character and content is maintained but for us, the character of a sentence is a function from contexts to
properties, while the content of a sentence is a property rather than a proposition. An index is still a worldtime pair, but it is no longer the argument of a sentence meaning. Rather, it is the argument of the
proposition obtained by applying a sentence meaning to the speaker. Notice that this is not equivalent to
letting an index be a world-time-individual triple which serves as the argument of a sentence meaning. If it
were, then incompatibility would be defined as a relation that holds between two sentences S1 and S2 just
in case there is no index <w, t, x> such that both S1 and S2 are true at <w, t, x>. This would be an
undesirable result given our set-up, since it would mean that the sentence I am a linguist as uttered by Mary
is incompatible with the sentence I am not a linguist as uttered by John (on the LFs that are obtained by
binding of the indexical). Instead, we define incompatibility as a relation that holds between S1 as uttered
by x and S2 as uttered by y just in case there is no index <w, t> such that ⟦S1⟧(x) is true at <w, t> and
⟦S2⟧(y) is true at <w, t>. See Chapter 2, section 4.2.

46
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We have seen that one of the conditions constraining what constitutes a suitable
concept generator for an attitude holder is that it must be reliable. But who is
responsible for this condition being met? We contend that it must be the speaker. When
I say, Ralph believes that Ortcutt is a spy, I am in a position to assert this in virtue of the fact
that I know that the man in a brown hat is Ortcutt, even if Ralph is not aware of this
himself. Moreover, we have seen that if at some time in the past I held the de re belief
that my pants were on fire, then I am only in a position to say I believed that my pants were
on fire if I subsequently came to realize that this belief was about myself. Of course,
speakers may be mistaken: if it turns out that the man in the brown hat is someone else,
then my assertion that Ralph believes that Ortcutt is a spy is false. But the fact remains
that speakers aim to identify the res correctly – that is, they pick concept generators that
they believe to be reliable, on the basis of their beliefs about who is who. We can state
this as the following rule.

13. Choose concept generators that you believe to be reliable!
If in a context c, speaker(c) expresses a content - whose meaning incorporates existential
quantification over concept generators that are suitable for an attitude holder %, then
"<w’, t’, y> $ Doxspeaker(c),world(c),time(c) # the concept generator G that witnesses - at <w’,
t’, y> is a reliable concept generator for % in w’ at t’.47
Where u witnesses a sentence of form !x: P(x) iff P(u).

This formulation is not quite correct, since as it stands it requires % to inhabit more than one world (the
speaker’s doxastic alternatives as well as the actual world). A more precise definition would instead make
reference to the de re counterparts of % among the speaker’s doxastic alternatives. Since this concern is
not crucial to our argument we set it aside here.
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Given the definition of reliability, the following holds.

14. "<w’, t’, y> $ Doxspeaker(c),world(c),time(c) "G [G is a reliable concept generator for % in w’
at t’ # ["x $ Dom(G) # G(x)(w’, t’, %) = x]]

(13) and (14) jointly entail (15).

15. If in a context c, speaker(c) expresses a content - whose meaning incorporates
existential quantification over concept generators that are suitable for an attitude holder
%, then "<w’, t’, y> $ Doxspeaker(c),world(c),time(c) # the concept generator G that witnesses at <w’, t’, y> is such that "x $ Dom(G) # G(x)(w’, t’, %) = x.

Now consider again the presupposition in (12a). It tells us that when PC Plod says in c I
am acting suspiciously, under the LF that we are considering, he presupposes that he
believes of the speaker in c that the speaker in c is acting suspiciously. That is, he
presupposes that there is some suitable concept generator G for him such that at each of
his doxastic alternatives <w’, t’, y>, G(speaker(c))(w’, t’, y) is acting suspiciously in w’ at
t’. Now, suppose that a certain individual has been seen on a CCTV screen acting
suspiciously, and PC Plod has been alerted to this fact. Then he may believe of the man
on the CCTV screen that that man is acting suspiciously. Now suppose that
unbeknownst to him, that man is in fact himself. Then in a context in which PC Plod is
the speaker, it is the case that there is a suitable concept generator G for Plod such that
at each of his doxastic alternatives <w’, t’, y>, G(speaker(c))(w’, t’, y) is acting
suspiciously in w’ at t’. In such a context, the presupposition introduced by I am acting
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suspiciously under the LF we are considering is satisfied. But presupposing is something
that speakers do, and PC Plod will never be in a position to make such a presupposition:
in his mind, the concept generator that could serve as a witness in the scenario that we
are considering is not a reliable one, since he does not know that in the actual world, the
man on the CCTV screen is himself. Let . be the presupposition introduced by the
definedness condition on the Assert operator. Given (15), PC Plod will only be in a
position to presuppose . if the following holds.

16. "<w’, t’, y> $ DoxPC Plod,world(c),time(c) # the concept generator G that witnesses . at
<w’, t’, y> is such that "x $ Dom(G) # G(x)(w’, t’, speaker(c)) = x

In the case that we are concerned with, the argument of the concept generator variable is
the semantic value of the first person pronoun. So we should direct our attention to (17),
which follows from (16) by universal instantiation.

17. "<w’, t’, y> $ DoxPC Plod,world(c),time(c) # the concept generator G that witnesses . at
<w’, t’, y> is such that "x $ Dom(G) # G(speaker(c))(w’, t’, speaker(c)) = speaker(c)

Consider now that whenever I am speaking, I am aware that I am speaking. PC Plod may
not know who he is in the sense that he may have forgotten his own name, but if he is
speaking, then he is certainly in a position to self-ascribe the property of speaking. That
is, he has the de se belief that he is speaking. We can write this as follows.
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18. If speaker(c) = x, then "<w’, t’, y> $ Doxspeaker(c),world(c),time(c) # y = speaker(c) in w’ at
t’.

(17) and (18) jointly entail that PC Plod is only in a position to presuppose . if the
following holds.

19. "<w’, t’, y> $ DoxPC Plod,world(c),time(c) # the concept generator G that witnesses . at
<w’, t’, y> is such that G(y)(w’, t’, y) = y

We have learned that when PC Plod says in c I am acting suspiciously, he presupposes that
there is a concept generator G such that at each of his doxastic alternatives <w’, t’, y>,
G(speaker(c))(w’, t’, y) is acting suspiciously in w’ at t’. Given that he knows that he is the
speaker, this entails that at each of his doxastic alternatives <w’, t’, y>, G(y)(w’, t’, y) is
acting suspiciously in w’ at t’ Furthermore, PC Plod is only in a position to make such a
presupposition if he believes that there is a reliable concept generator that witnesses it –
that is, if there is a concept generator G such that at each of his doxastic alternatives
<w’, t’, y>, G(y)(w’, t’, y) = y & G(y)(w’, t’, y) is acting suspiciously in w’ at t’.48 That is,
he can only assert I am acting suspiciously if at each of his doxastic alternatives <w’, t’, y>, y
is acting suspiciously in w’. This is of course the requirement that PC Plod hold the de se
belief that he is acting suspiciously. In general, a speaker will only be in a position to
assert a sentence containing a first person pronoun if given her beliefs, she self-ascribes
the property that would be obtained by abstracting over that pronoun. This is so
This is of course the concept generator that is based on the SELF acquaintance relation – that relation R
such that R(x, y) iff x = y. It is the very concept generator that one must appeal to in order to derive a de
se reading as a special case of de re.
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regardless of whether the pronoun is in fact abstracted over, or if it instead remains free.
This reconciles the optionality of binding of first person pronouns with their obligatory
de se construal.
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Chapter 4
Consequences of the property view of
sentence meaning
1. Introduction

In the last chapter we provided a motivation for the view that root sentences express
properties rather than propositions based on a set of data exemplifying Moore’s paradox.
We proposed that the infelicity of the sentences #It is raining but I don’t believe that it is
raining and #John is taller than I think he is is a consequence of an operator Assert occurring
in the left periphery of declarative sentences, which introduces a presupposition that the
asserted content is true at each of the speaker’s doxastic alternatives. Interrogatives
received an analogous treatment, with the operator involved in this class of sentences,
Quest, being a quantifier over the addressee’s doxastic alternatives, rather than the
speaker’s. Assert and Quest are therefore attitudinal operators; if the view of such
operators adopted in the present work is correct, this means that their clausal arguments
are of property type.
A consequence of this view is that root sentences now have individual
abstractors in their left periphery, which serve as potential binders for material contained
within the IP that they introduce. The question that the present chapter addresses is:
what evidence do we find of such binding configurations in natural language? An answer
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to this question will serve to establish what role the proposed individual abstractors play
in the grammar.
We have already identified three items that may be bound by the root level
individual abstractor: (i) the subject of the identify with relation introduced by the covert
internal argument of an individual-level predicate of personal taste such as tasty; (ii) the
argument of the group-formation function Gp introduced by the covert internal
argument of a stage-level predicate of personal taste such as taste good; and (iii) the
indexical pronouns I (in the case of declaratives) and you (in the case of interrogatives).
Below we provide sample LFs.49

Individual-level predicates of personal taste
1a. That cake was tasty.
1b. [ Assert [ !x1[1st] !w2 [That cakei [GEN [ti was tastyw2 !y. I(x1,y)]]]]]

Stage-level predicates of personal taste
2a. That cake tasted good.
2b. [ Assert [ !x1[1st] !w2 [That cake tasted goodw2 Gp(x1)]]]

Indexicals
3a. I am a linguist.
3b. [Assert [ !x1[1st] !w2 [ I1 [1st] am a linguistw2]]]

We ignore tense here for the sake of simplicity, which in a more complete account would be represented
via abstractors over time intervals in addition to those over worlds and individuals.

49
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3c. Are you a linguist?
3d. [Quest [ !x1[2nd] !w2 [Arei you1[2nd] ti a linguistw2]]]

For the purposes of this chapter, we shall continue to assume that the structure of the
left periphery of a declarative is as shown in (1b), (2b) and (3b), and that that of a
question is as shown in (3d). Where no crucial information is in danger of being lost, we
will omit the Assert and Quest operators in order to ensure that the LFs do not become
too cumbersome. Finally, world, individual (and time interval) abstractors will be taken
to be hosted by C, though labelling of syntactic categories may also be omitted where
convenient and when no confusion arises in doing so.
Note that the cases we have considered so far fall into two categories: elements
that as a type are not specified for person features, such as the subject of the identify with
relation in (1), and elements that are, such as the indexicals in (3). This should be
reconciled with our assumption that the following rule holds.50

4. Feature Deletion under Semantic Binding
(a) Binding requires agreement of phi-features at S-structure.
(b) Delete the features to all variables that are semantically bound.
[Adapted from (von Stechow, 2002; von Stechow, 2003): ex 5]

One of the difficult issues that arises in connection with this rule is the status of so-called ‘partial
binding’, which can be exemplified with (i).

50

(i) John (talking to his ex-wives): Even in the middle of the divorce proceedings, you each pretended that
we were a happy couple.
[(Rullmann, 2004): 166, ex 17]
We have nothing to contribute to the discussion of such examples; the reader is referred to the extensive
literature on the topic including (Heim, 2007, Kratzer, 2009, Rullmann, 2004).
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We conclude that any given occurrence of a variable bound in the manner exemplified in
(1b) and (2b) agrees in phi-features with its binder.
In keeping with the overall goal of this project, we take it that Feature Deletion
under Semantic Binding operates in a uniform manner for expressions in both root level
and embedded sentences. For instance, we have already argued, following (von Stechow,
2002; von Stechow, 2003) that an overt embedded pronoun cannot be construed de se if
its person feature differs from that of the abstractor associated with the embedded C.
According to the view pursued here, this is because de se construals come about via
binding of the pronoun by a local abstractor, which is subject to clause (a) of Feature
Deletion under Semantic Binding. Similarly, if the individual abstractor associated with
declarative sentences bears [1st] then it is expected that first person pronouns should be
the only ones that can be construed de se when unembedded. This is borne out: (3a) is
inappropriate in a context in which a speaker is unaware that the individual to whom she
ascribes the property of being a linguist is herself. (See the Appendix to Chapter 3 for
more detailed discussion of the de se construal of I.) One might object, of course, that
this goes for second and third person pronouns too: (5a) is inappropriate if the speaker is
unaware that the addressee is the individual of whom the speaker predicates linguisthood, and (5b) is inappropriate if the speaker is unaware that it is John whom she is
describing as a linguist.

5a. You are a linguist.
5b. He/John is a linguist.
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We might be inclined to say, therefore, that in each of (3a), (5a) and (5b), if the speaker is
unaware of who it is she refers to with her use of the pronoun, she will not be disposed
to utter the sentence in question, since our use of pronouns is constrained by the
linguistic and extra-linguistic information we possess about their referents. Thus it
follows from my competence as a language user that I will not use I unless I have the
intention of referring to myself, and I will not use you unless I have the intention of
referring to whoever I am talking to.
We will nonetheless maintain that the behavior of first person pronouns in root
declarative sentences sets them apart from other pronouns in the same environment, and
justifies classifying them with pronouns that refer to the attitude holder in the case of
attitude reports. Recall that in order for an attitude to qualify as an attitude de se, the
attitude must be ‘about’ the attitude holder – the speaker in the case of a root sentence,
since this is the individual whose belief the sentence expresses. This condition is satisfied
by the sentence with a first person subject in (3a), but not by its counterparts with
second and third person subjects (5a, b). Thus in the absence of embedding below an
attitude verb, first person pronouns can be construed de se in a declarative sentence, but
second and third person pronouns cannot be.
Two caveats are needed at this point. Firstly, we have made the decision to adopt
a ‘pure’ version of Lewis’ proposal, whereby sentences are always assigned a propertytype meaning regardless of whether they include an expression that is construed de se.
We might have instead taken a ‘mixed’ view, as for instance (Chierchia, 1990) does in his
discussion of attitude reports, and said that a sentence such as It is raining expresses a
proposition, even though I am a linguist expresses a property. What enables us to pursue
this route is that we are convinced by Lewis’ argument, discussed in Chapter 1, that for
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any proposition towards which an agent has a particular attitude there is a corresponding
property. If John believes that p, then John self-ascribes the property of inhabiting a
world in which p is true. According to this view, to hold a belief is to locate oneself in a
particular region of logical space, one in which some proposition is true. In this sense, all
attitudes are attitudes de se. It is this observation that justifies the inclusion in the syntax
of an individual abstractor that in some instances may have no variable to bind; this is
precisely what happens with It is raining, for instance:

6a. It is raining.
6b. [!x1[1st] !w2 [it is rainingw2]]
6c. ⟦6b⟧ = !x!w. it is raining in w

The interpretation in (6c) can now be thought of as follows.

7. ⟦6b⟧ = !x!w: x inhabits w. it is raining in w

We have said that in order to obtain a truth value, the property expressed by a sentence
is applied to the speaker, and to the world of the utterance context.51 The definedness
condition given in (7) states that suitable candidates for these individual and world
arguments x and w are just those such that x inhabits w. Recall that Kaplan proposed a
ban on so-called ‘improper’ contexts; for instance a context is improper if its author does

51

More precisely, it is applied to the author, time and world of the context.
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not exist in the world that it determines.52 The view that we adopt here has this condition
as a consequence: by the definedness condition, a property expressed by an utterance
cannot take x and w as its individual and world arguments if x does not inhabit w.
We include this discussion in order to add a qualification to our claim that I am a
linguist expresses a belief ‘about’ the speaker, but You are a linguist and He is a linguist do
not. Taking seriously Lewis’ program entails accepting that all beliefs are ‘about’ the
speaker, even if they do not appear to be so, since they locate the speaker in a region of
logical space. What is special about the belief expressed by I am a linguist is that it
involves self-ascription of a property without the mediation of the notion of inhabiting a
world that has some particular characteristic. It is in this sense that I am a linguist
expresses a belief about the speaker, but You are a linguist and He is a linguist do not.
The second consideration is how pronouns behave in questions. We have said
that the operator associated with sentences of this type introduces an abstractor bearing
the feature [2nd] rather than [1st]. This has the consequence that second person pronouns,
not first person ones can be construed de se. In order to evaluate this prediction, we
need to ask what it means for a pronoun in a question to be construed de se.
We adopt the view that semantically, the meaning of a question is the set of
possible answers associated with it, and that pragmatically, a question is an invitation to
the addressee to commit oneself to one of these answers. In our terms, this means that a
question denotes a set of properties, and invites the addressee to self-ascribe one of
these properties. If I say to John, ‘Are you a linguist?’, I invite him to self-ascribe the
Kaplan’s concern here was to derive the result that ‘I am here now’ is an a priori truth but not a
necessary truth. His view was that contexts are excluded as ‘improper’ if their author coordinate is not the
actual speaker, location coordinate is not the actual location and time coordinate is not the actual time of
utterance, so that ‘I am here now’ is true in all contexts, even though there are indices (world-time pairs) at
which it is false.
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property of being a linguist (or not), and if I ask him, ‘Am I a linguist?’, I invite him to
self-ascribe the property of inhabiting a world in which I am a linguist. Thus if an
interrogative contains you, then answering it will involve the direct form of self-ascription
associated with de se pronouns, while if it instead contains I, then answering it will
involve self-ascription of the property of inhabiting a world in which a certain
proposition is true. Second person pronouns are therefore de se in that in order to
answer them sincerely the addressee must hold a certain belief about herself, and must
be aware that she is the individual whom this belief concerns.53 Within a framework that
treats the semantics and pragmatics of questions in terms of their answers this seems to
be a reasonable basis on which to conclude that our predictions concerning binding of
pronouns in interrogative sentences are correct.
Finally, the goal of incorporating obligatorily controlled PRO into the system is
compatible with the principle in (4). Indeed, PRO furnishes us with evidence that where
a particular expression type does not have phi-features of its own, any given token of it
bears the same phi-features as its binder, as is well-known:

8a. You said that I want [PRO to distinguish myself/*yourself/*herself as a scholar]
8b. You said that I want [PRO to emulate *me/you/her as a scholar]

9a. Mary said that you want [PRO to distinguish *myself/yourself/*herself as a scholar]
9b. Mary said that you want [PRO to emulate me/*you/her as a scholar]

The author recalls Hans Kamp making this point during questions following his talk on ‘Representing
De Se Thoughts and their Reports’ given at the University of Massachusetts at Amherst in April 2011.
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10a. You said that Mary wants [PRO to distinguish *myself/*yourself/herself as a
scholar]
10b. You said that Mary wants [PRO to emulate me/you/*her as a scholar]

In these examples, (non-)violations of Principles A and B of the Binding Theory act as
windows onto the feature make-up of PRO. The (a) examples show that Principle A is
satisfied just in case the reflexive bears identical phi-features with the controller, while
the (b) examples show that Principle B is satisfied just in case the pronoun does not bear
the same phi-features as the controller. Recall from the last chapter that we said that
attitude predicates have encoded in their lexical entries a specification of which of their
nominal arguments is the designated argument: the individual whose doxastic (buletic,
etc.) alternatives serve as arguments for the property expressed by the embedded clause.
For promise, this was the subject, and for persuade, it was the object. According to this
view, specifying which argument of a control predicate is the controller is simply a subcase of specifying which is its designated argument: thus promise is a subject control verb
and persuade is an object control verb.54 With want of course there is no choice: its only
nominal argument, the subject, is its designated argument. An attitude verb enters a
derivation bearing a feature [att] that is assigned to its designated argument; the feature
sets of the verb and the DP unify, so that the verb bears the same phi-features as the
DP. Like other quantifiers, attitude verbs pass their phi-features to the individual
abstractor that is introduced into the structure in order to ensure that the quantifier is
fed an argument of appropriate type. In this case, the relevant operators are hosted by
embedded C. C thereby comes to bear the same phi-features as the designated argument;
54

Chapter 8 discusses a problem with this approach and presents a slightly different account.
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hence with want, the phi-features on C are simply those of the subject. This is sufficient
to account for the pattern in (8-10) given the assumption that the phi-features of a
pronominal unify with those of its binder. Hence an occurrence of a type of element
such as PRO that does not have phi-features of its own inherits them from C, thereby
generating the Principle A and Principle B effects observed above.
This completes our description of the general picture that this portion of the
dissertation defends. Much of it is not new: for the most part, we have merely
synthesized observations that have been circulating in the literature for some time
concerning the relationship between de se construals and variable binding (Chierchia,
1990; von Stechow, 2002; von Stechow, 2003), although we hope to have shown how
these ideas can be straightforwardly extended to unembedded pronouns given
independently motivated assumptions about the structure of the left periphery of root
clauses. Similarly, the notion that controller choice can be deduced in a principled
manner from the semantics of the predicates involved is present in Stephenson’s work
(Stephenson, 2007b; Stephenson, 2010), while the idea that PRO’s phi-features are
inherited from its closest C is discussed by (Kratzer, 2009) and (Landau, 2011). We raise
the point here merely to show how it can be incorporated within the current picture, and
to introduce the idea that controller choice manifests a broader phenomenon that is
common to attitude reports regardless of the finiteness of the clause that the attitude
verb introduces.
With these points in mind, let’s move on to the business of this chapter: to
identify linguistic phenomena that can be analyzed by appeal to the individual abstractor
posited in matrix C, and thereby to provide further evidence in favor of the proposed
structure. We focus on five core types of phenomenon. In Section 2, we discuss data that
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suggest that first person pronouns exhibit exceptional behavior in root declarative
sentences, calling attention to parallels with the behavior of second person pronouns in
interrogatives, and pronouns in the scope of attitude predicates that agree in phi-features
with the designated argument. The focus of this section is on characteristics of the first
person not displayed by the second or third person in declaratives, first identified in
(Ross, 1970). Given that first person pronouns can be bound by the abstraction
operator, but second and third person pronouns cannot be, it is expected that the former
will display peculiar characteristics in certain configurations.
In Section 3 and 4 we consider expressions that can be handled by appeal to
binding by an individual abstractor. The focus of Section 3 is expressions that take an
internal argument which may but need not be overt: we have already seen that this is true
of predicates of personal taste, and we suggest that seem should be added to this category.
We argue that what PPTs and seem have in common is that when their internal argument
is unpronounced, they introduce a variable which is bound by the most local individual
abstractor. Section 4 is concerned with expressions that exhibit a similar behavior, except
that the relevant arguments are never pronounced. The main phenomena of interest in
this section are counterfactual conditionals and epistemic modals.
The remainder of the chapter is devoted to comparison with a number of
phenomena and proposals that have already been discussed elsewhere in the literature.
Section 5 investigates how an analysis of impersonal pronouns might be offered based
on our set-up; the empirical focus of this section is generic one, discussed extensively in
(Moltmann, 2006; Moltmann, 2010a). We then turn in Section 6 to some relevant crosslinguistic phenomena and note that our proposal provides a suitable basis for the analysis
of so-called ‘conjunct-disjunct’ systems, building on (Wechsler, 2012) and references
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therein. Section 7 compares our account with existing proposals concerning centredworlds based treatments of sentence meanings and bound variable construals of
indexicals. Section 8 raises a problem for our view posed by the behavior of indexicals
under ellipsis, noted in (Percus, 2011), and Section 9 is the conclusion.

2. Properties of first person pronouns

In a seminal paper, (Ross, 1970) drew attention to a repertoire of properties associated
with first person pronouns, and used them as evidence in favor of his so-called
Performative Hypothesis, whereby declaratives are treated as bearing a covert
performative verb in their left periphery, so that the structure associated with It is raining,
say, is interpreted roughly as ‘I say that it is raining’, or possibly, ‘I tell you that it is
raining’. This idea obviously bears significant commonalities with our proposal that
declaratives introduce a covert operator Assert which specifies that the property
expressed must be true of the speaker’s doxastic alternatives: at the heart of both views is
the intuition that assertions encode some sort of commitment on the part of the speaker,
which is itself represented within the linguistic structure. We see two advantages of our
proposal over Ross’s. Firstly, as is well-known, Ross’s idea suffers from the problem that
it results in trivial truth conditions: if It is raining underlyingly has the structure of I say
that it is raining, and is interpreted accordingly, then the speaker should speak truly on any
occasion on which she utters the sentence. A variant of this problem would have arisen
had we encoded the quantification over doxastic alternatives induced by the Assert
operator as part of the resulting truth conditions rather than as a presupposition: I would
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speak truly by asserting that it is raining just in case I believe that it is raining.55 The
presuppositional analysis avoids this problem.56 Secondly, for Ross the operator that
introduces a declarative root sentence is a performative verb of communication (which
we have rendered as say in our discussion), rather than a doxastic operator. For this
reason, the analysis does not straightforwardly account for cases that give rise to Moore’s
paradox, such as #It is raining but I do not believe that it is raining. According to the
Performative Hypothesis, this would be analyzed roughly as, I say that it is raining but I do
not believe that it is raining, which is not a contradiction.
Our claim then is that our analysis can account for a broader range of facts than
Ross’s can: it accommodates the very interesting data that Ross first drew attention to in
his paper, in addition to the Moore’s paradox cases discussed in the last chapter. For
In fact, (Alonso-Ovalle & Menéndez-Benito, 2010) propose their own variant of the Assert operator for
reasons that are independent of our motives here; their interest is in the semantics of epistemic indefinites.
If we understand their proposal correctly, it suffers from precisely this problem. For other precedents to
the postulation of covert assertoric operators, see references in their paper. A more recent example of the
use of an assertoric operator is found in (Krifka, To appear). This is an operator that expresses assertional
mood by requiring that the speaker hold assertive commitments to the content of the assertion. Unlike us,
Krifka is primarily concerned with modeling the way that speech acts change indices in virtue of their
being events in the world.
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Irene Heim has pointed out to me that the analysis may have problems of its own, however: the ‘Hey,
wait a minute’ test (von Fintel, 2004) fails to diagnose the presence of a presupposition concerning the
speaker’s beliefs, for instance:
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(i)

John: It’s raining.
Mary: #Hey, wait a minute! I didn’t know that you believed it was raining!

On the other hand, the ‘Hey, wait a minute!’ test may not be the most reliable diagnostic for
presupposition. For instance, there are cases where it is felicitous to use Hey, wait a minute! I didn’t know
that… in order to raise a question concerning a piece of information that is entailed rather than
presupposed. Jacopo Romoli has shared with me the following example:
(ii)

John: Mary is in Boston.
Bill: Hey, wait a minute! I didn’t even know she was in the US!

It may be that the ‘Hey, wait a minute!’ test diagnoses the presence of backgrounded content, rather than
presupposition as such. While presupposed content tends to be backgrounded, it can of course also be
accommodated. Thus when I assert that . it may well be the case that the conversational context does not
entail that I believe that .. In such a case, the context will be adjusted to produce one that does carry such
an entailment, which will be a suitable context in which to interpret the asserted content associated with ..
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instance, Ross provided evidence that under certain circumstances (which remain rather
poorly understood) first person reflexives can be licensed even in the absence of an overt
first person binder:

11. This paper was written by Ann and myself.

[(Ross, 1970): 228, ex 21a]

By contrast, the counterparts of (11) with second and third person reflexives are
degraded.57

12a. ??This paper was written by Ann and yourself.
12b. *This paper was written by Ann and himself.

Ross provides data showing that a reflexive in the scope of an attitude predicate likewise
does not have to be licensed by a subject in its clause, provided that the DP denoting the
attitude holder bears appropriate phi-features.

13a. Tom believed that the paper had been written by Ann and himself.
[(Ross, 1970): 226, ex 11b]
13b. *The girl whom Tom spurned believed that the paper had been written by Ann and
himself.

[(Ross, 1970): 226, ex 14b]

We suspect that there may be dialect variation in the acceptability of unbound second person reflexives
in root declaratives; there may be dialects of British English in which (12a) is acceptable, for instance. The
judgments are subtle and certainly merit further study.
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According to Ross, these data suggest that in (11) there is a covert attitude holder – the
first person subject of the covert performative verb – that licenses the reflexive just as
the attitude holder in (13a) does. It is straightforward to recast this idea in our terms: it
seems that under certain conditions that remain to be better understood, the presence of
an abstractor bearing appropriate phi-features is sufficient to license the reflexive,
without the presence of an overt subject being required. In (13a) the designated
argument is Tom, and hence there is an Agree operation between the verb and the
subject, resulting in the verb receiving the features [3rd] and [masc]; these are in turn
passed to embedded C.58 These are the very features that the reflexive bears, and this is
sufficient for it to be licensed:

14. [Tom[att][3rd][masc] believed[att][3rd][masc] [CP !x1[att][3rd][masc] !w2 [IP the paper had been writtenw2
by Ann and himself1[3rd,masc]]]]

By contrast, the embedded C in (13b) bears the feature [fem] rather than [masc], and
hence the reflexive is not bound:

15. *[[DPThe girl whom Tom spurned][att][3rd][fem] believed[att][3rd][fem] [CP !x1[att][3rd][fem]!w2 [IP the
paper had been writtenw2 by Ann and himself1[3rd][masc]]]]

If we are correct that matrix C bears a lambda abstractor with the feature [1st], then the
facts in (11) and (12) are derived without any additional assumptions. (16) and (17)
exemplify the proposed mechanism.
58

We ignore number for our present purposes.
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16. [!x1[1st] !w2 [This paper was writtenw2 by Ann and myself1[1st]]].

17. *[!x1[1st] !w2 [This paper was writtenw2 by Ann and himself1[3rd,masc]]].

This outcome is pleasing in that it serves as an example of a case where a first person
pronoun in an unembedded root clause patterns like a pronoun embedded below an
attitude predicate that agrees in phi-features with the attitude holder. The possibility of
giving a unified analysis to these two classes of example is an argument in favor of the
unified treatment of first person pronouns and embedded de se pronouns that we
defend in this part of the dissertation.
Moreover, a prediction of this account is borne out. Since we propose that the
individual abstractor associated with interrogative C bears [2nd] rather than [1st], we
predict that the interrogative counterpart of (12a) with a second person reflexive should
be grammatical, and that its interrogative counterpart with a first person reflexive should
be degraded. As is typical of judgments in this area, the data here are rather delicate, but
we think that they go in the expected direction.

18a. Was this paper written by Ann and yourself?
18b. ??/*Was this paper paper written by Ann and myself?

It should be kept in mind that this is by no means the whole story: the range of cases
where the configurations exemplified by above are licensed is relatively narrow. It would
be interesting to understand why the reflexive needs to be embedded within a larger DP,
for instance, as Ross points out:
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19a. ??This paper was written by myself.

[(Ross, 1970): 228, ex 21b]

19b. ??John believed that the paper had been written by himself.
[(Ross, 1970): 227, ex 20b]

On the other hand, we now at least have the tools with which to analyze these examples,
and the fact that in (19) the matrix case with the first person reflexive again patterns with
the embedded case with the reflexive agreeing with the attitude holder is reason for
optimism that this approach may be successful.
Ross identifies a number of other analogies between first person interpretations
in root clauses and embedded cases whose perspective depends on that of the attitude
holder. We shall focus on one that concerns the interpretation of unpronounced
material. Citing Joshua Waletzky (personal communication), Ross notes that there are
dialects of English where the preposition in the phrase come with DP need not be
pronounced. If so, then the object of with is understood as the speaker in a root
sentence, and the attitude holder in the case of embedding. Hence (20a) indicates that
Sid is coming with the speaker, and (20b) that Sid is coming with Abe.

20a. Sid is coming with.

[(Ross, 1970): 236, ex 53a]

20b. Abe mentioned that Sid was coming with.

[(Ross, 1970): 236, ex 54a]

The parallel between the first person and the third person in an attitude report is once
again striking, however we think that it may not carry over to questions. While (21a) is
naturally understood as asking whether Sid is coming with the addressee, rendering the
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subject of come with as you makes it possible to detect a reading where the object of with is
understood as the speaker (21b).

21a. Is Sid coming with?
21b. Are you coming with?

We leave as an open question the issue of whether these facts can be incorporated within
the present account, or should receive a separate analysis; there may be some fairly subtle
dialect variation here, and it would be useful to check the facts more extensively with
speakers of dialects other than the author’s own (British English).
We conclude this brief discussion of Ross’s arguments by noting two themes that
have emerged. The first concerns the ability of reflexives to be licensed under agreement
with the relevant attitude holder: the speaker in root sentences, the addressee in
questions and the designated argument of the attitude verb in the case of attitude
reports. Our framework has the potential to account for these observations rather nicely,
providing a unified analysis across these three types of case. We leave it to future work,
however, to identify the constraints that limit the reflexive licensing pattern that Ross
observed. The potential for accounting for cases where an internal argument is left
unpronounced and resolves to the attitude holder is also there, although at least for the
case of come with, interrogatives exhibit a more liberal behavior than we would expect
given our analysis.59

A possible solution is to appeal to the fact that given our definition of the Quest operator, the mental
state of the speaker is relevant to the calculation of the presupposition introduced by the Quest operator,
as well as that of the addressee. That is, there is a sense in which both the speaker and the addressee are
attitude holders with respect to the semantics of Quest. This raises the question of whether our proposal
should be amended so that the abstractor in the left periphery of an interrogative can bear either [2nd] or

59
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Note, however, that this is not the first time that we have seen that the value of a
covert internal argument can be supplied by the attitude holder: this is also the case for
predicates of personal taste. More precisely, we have said that the subject of the identify
with relation introduced by an individual-level PPT, and the argument of the groupformation function introduced by a stage-level PPT, are variables bound by the most
local abstractor, yielding a property that is applied to the speaker for unembedded taste
statements, and to the most local attitude holder when the PPT is in the scope of one or
more attitude predicates. Since taste statements built from both individual-level and
stage-level PPTs have a semantics that appeals to the identify with relation, and since this
relation is reflexive, this had the consequence of capturing the intuition that taste
statements communicate information about the preferences of the speaker or attitude
holder. A natural next question is whether other cases can be identified where a covert
internal argument can be resolved to the speaker for a root declarative, the addressee for
a question and the designated argument for an attitude report. We suggest that they can,
and devote the next section to doing so.

3. Covert internal arguments

The first step is to provide a reminder of the LFs and interpretations that we are positing
for taste statements, taste questions, and attitude reports involving an embedded
predicate of personal taste. We do this firstly for the individual-level predicate tasty (2224), and then for the stage-level PPT taste good (25-27).

[1st]. The details of such an analysis remain to be worked out however, and we will leave this as an open
issue.
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Individual-level PPTs: tasty
22a. The cake was tasty.
22b. [ !x1[1st] !w2 [The cakei [GEN [ti was tastyw2 !z. I(x1[1st], z)]]]]
22c. ⟦22b⟧c, g = !y!w. GENx,w’ [Acc(w,w’) & T(x, w’) & R(the cake, x, w’) & I(y, x)]
[tasty(the cake, x, w’)]
Where

(i) Acc(w, w’) = 1 iff w’ is accessible from w;
(ii) T(x, w) = 1 iff x is typical in w;
(iii) R(x, y, w’) = 1 iff w is inhabited by x and y and x and y are relevant
in w;
(iv) I(x, y) = 1 iff x identifies with y.

23a. Was the cake tasty?
23b. [ !x1[2nd] !w2 [Wasj the cakei [GEN [ti tj tastyw2 !z. I(x1[2nd],z)]]]]
23c. ⟦23b⟧c, g = {!y!w. GENx,w’ [Acc(w,w’) & T(x, w’) & R(the cake, x, w’) & I(y, x)]
[tasty(the cake, x, w’)], !y!w. ¬GENx,w’ [Acc(w,w’) & T(x, w’) & R(the cake, x, w’) & I(y,
x)] [tasty(this cake, x, w’)]}

24a. John claims that the cake was tasty.
24b. LF: [!x1[1st] !w2 [John[att][3rd] claims[att][3rd]w2 [CP !x3[att][3rd] !w4 [the cakei [GEN [ti was
tastyw4 !y. I(x3[3rd],y)]]]]]]
24c. ⟦24b⟧c, g = !z!w. !<w’, u> $ claimJohn,w # GENx,w’’ [Acc(w’, w’’) & T(x, w’’) &
R(the cake, x, w’’) & I(u, x)] [tasty(the cake, x, w’’)]
Where claimx,w = {<w’, y>: it is compatible with what x claims in w for x to be y
in w’}
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Stage-level PPTs: taste good
25a. The cake tasted good.
25b. [ !x1[1st] !w2 [The cakei tasted goodw2 Gp(x1[1st])]]
25c. ⟦25b⟧c, g = !y!w. The cake tasted good to Gpc(y)
Where Gpc(x) = &y: "z 'AT y # I(x, z) & z is relevant in c.
Where x 'AT y iff x is an atomic individual and x is part of y.

26a. Did the cake taste good?
26b. [ !x1[2nd] !w2 [Didi the cake ti taste goodw2 Gp(x1[2nd])]]
26c. ⟦26b⟧c, g = {!y!w. The cake tasted good to Gpc(y), !y!w. ¬The cake tasted good to
Gpc(y)}

27a. John claims that the cake tasted good.
27b. LF: [!x1[1st] !w2 [John[att][3rd] claims[att][3rd]w2 [CP !x3[att][3rd] !w4 [the cake tasted goodw4
Gp(x3[3rd])]]]]
27c. ⟦27b⟧c, g = !z!w. !<w’,u> $ claimJohn,w # the cake tasted good to Gpc(u).

One of the advantages of this analysis is that it provides a means to account for a
contrast between taste statements and taste questions noticed by Barbara Partee.

28a. #It’s always nice to visit me.

[(Partee, 2009): 9, ex 20]

28b. Is it always nice to visit me?

[(Partee, 2009): 9, ex 21]
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These examples provide evidence that with taste statements, the opinion of the speaker
is relevant, but with taste questions it is not. The first ingredient of the account is the
assumption, following (Moltmann, 2010b), that in a configuration such as (28a), the
covert internal argument of the PPT is the controller of PROarb. The second ingredient is
the observation from (Pearson, 2013) that in the unmarked case, a bare taste statement
can only be asserted if the speaker has direct evidence on which to base her claim.
Suppose that I have never tasted shortbread, but I have ample reason to believe that I
would like it – say because I know that I like the ingredients, or because a reliable expert
has told me how good it is. In such a circumstance I might say, Apparently shortbread is
tasty or Shortbread must be tasty, but I cannot simply assert, Shortbread is tasty. The direct
evidence that would entitle someone to utter (28a) is the experience of visiting the
speaker, which of course is not an experience that the speaker can have. This is what
underlies the oddness of (28a). If the speaker does not have the relevant kind of direct
evidence associated with the taste statement, then she should overtly signal that this is
the case, for example by employing epistemic must. As expected, then, (29) is an
improvement on (28a).

29. It must be nice to visit me.

Partee observes that (28b) is an invitation to the addressee to self-ascribe (or not) the
relevant property, and that this is what makes it an acceptable sentence. Our account
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provides a rendering of this idea. Recall our semantics for Quest, repeated from Chapter
3 below.60

30. The Quest operator
⟦Quest⟧c, g = !Q<<e,<s,t>>,t> : "P $ Q # ,<w, x> $ Doxspeaker(c),world(c): "<w’, y > $
Doxaddr(c),w # P(x)(w’). Q

We said that the individual abstractor introduced by Quest bears the feature [2nd] rather
than [1st], encoding the notion that the question invites the addressee to self-ascribe a
member of the set of properties denoted by the sentence. Thus the question in (29b) is
felicitous, so long as the addressee has had the experience of visiting the speaker and is
therefore in a position to self-ascribe one of the relevant properties. An advantage of this
view is that it unifies the treatment of predicates of personal taste across unembedded
statements, questions and attitude reports, making it possible to maintain the view
proposed in (Moltmann, 2010b; Moltmann, 2012; Pearson, 2013) and defended in
Chapter 2 that PPTs are first person oriented. Contrast this with (Lasersohn, 2005), who
must invoke a notion of exocentricity in order to capture the intuition that when PPTs
occur in questions and attitude reports they involve the opinion of some individual other
than the speaker. Whereas this view passed on to the pragmatics the burden of
determining whether a given sentence is to be interpreted relative to an autocentric or
exocentric context, our analysis reflects the systematic nature of the relationship between

Unlike in the last chapter, we assume that the type of properties is <e,<s,t>> rather than
<e,<i,<s,t>>>, and we have modified the definition of Quest accordingly. This is because temporal
considerations are not relevant to the present discussion.

60
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the structural position in which a PPT occurs and the individual whose opinions the
resulting sentence carries entailments about.
This of course is an argument for the view that we advocate in this chapter, and a
natural next step is to ask whether there are other expressions that exhibit the same
pattern when their internal argument is unrealized. The predicate seem is like tasty, taste
good and nice in that it too takes an internal argument that has the role of Experiencer,
and may but need not be pronounced. It turns out that these are not the only
characteristics that seem has in common with predicates of personal taste: when it occurs
unembedded it reports the impression of the speaker (31), in a question it invites the
addressee to provide her impression (32), and in an attitude report it provides the
impression of the attitude holder (33).61 62 Furthermore, the Immediateness Requirement
identified by Stephenson for predicates of personal taste and exemplified in (34) also
holds for seem: where this predicate is embedded below multiple attitude predicates, the
individual whose impression is relevant is the most local attitude holder (35).

31a. John seems happy.

(/ John seems happy to me.)

31b. John seems happy. #But I don’t have the impression that he is happy.

We use the technique employed in our discussion of predicates of personal taste of investigating the
felicity of various continuations in order to identify the entailments carried by seem sentences regarding the
relevant agent’s mental state. We use have the impression rather than think because it is possible that John
seems happy to me but I nonetheless don’t think that he is happy:

61

(i) John seems happy, but I don’t think that he is happy.
While have the impression is therefore a better choice than think, we acknowledge that this solution is
imperfect; the creative reader may be able to think of contexts in which John seems happy to me but I do
not have the impression that he is happy.
62

The ‘/’ symbol represents approximate intuitive equivalence.
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32. Does John seem happy?

(/ Does John seem happy to you?)

33a. Mary thinks that John seems happy. (/ Mary thinks that John seems happy to her.)
33b. Mary thinks that John seems happy. #But she doesn’t have the impression that he is
happy.
33c. Mary thinks that John seems happy. But I don’t have the impression that he is
happy.

34a. Mary thinks that John thinks that this cake is tasty.
34b. # ... But Mary doesn’t think that John thinks that the cake is tasty to him/would be
tasty to him.
34c. … But Mary doesn’t think that the cake is tasty to her/would be tasty to her.
34d. … But I don’t think that the cake is tasty to me/would be tasty to me.

35a. Bill thinks that Mary thinks that John seems happy.
35b. # ... But Bill doesn’t think that Mary has the impression that John is happy.
35c. … But Bill doesn’t think that he has the impression that Mary is happy.
35d. … But Bill doesn’t think that I have the impression that Mary is happy.

These data suggest that the pattern identified with respect to predicates of personal taste
is not confined to those items.63 Indeed, we might conjecture that it holds of any

As far as we know, (Stephenson, 2007a, Stephenson, 2007b) was the first to notice systematic parallels in
between the behavior of predicates of personal taste in attitude reports and that of other expressions – in
her case, epistemic modals. Here we merely apply her strategy of testing for the presence of the
Immediateness Requirement to the case of seem.

63
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predicate that can take a covert Experiencer argument, although we shall have to leave it
to future work to search for more examples supporting or disproving this theory. Let’s
now think about how to go about analyzing the cases in (31-33) and (35). Given the
pieces that we already have in place, the most straightforward thing to say is that when
seem has no overt internal argument, its covert one is simply a variable bound by the
most local abstractor. We might ask, however, whether the parallel between seem and
tasty/taste good should be pushed even further. We could apply the analysis of tasty from
(Pearson, 2013) to seem by letting the covert internal argument of seem be a predicate
restricted to individuals identified with by the relevant agent, with the individual
argument in turn being generically bound. Or we could apply the analysis of taste good
from Chapter 2 to seem by letting its internal argument be the individual returned by
applying the group-formation function to the relevant agent. An argument against the
first possibility is that seem is not an individual level predicate: if John seems happy today
there is no guarantee that he will seem happy tomorrow, unlike with tall or tasty. Thus
modification of seem by sometimes given a proper name subject produces an acceptable
sentence.

36a. John sometimes seems happy.
36b. ?#Nutella is sometimes tasty.
36c. *John is sometimes tall.

Unlike with individual-level predicates of personal taste such as tasty, then, we lack
evidence that the generic operator is present in the syntactic structure whenever seem is.
However, as was the case with taste good in Chapter 2, it is necessary to find a solution
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that mimics the effect of introducing the generic operator in order to account for
disagreements involving seem:

37a. Mary: John seems happy.
37b. Bill: No, he doesn’t seem happy!

Suppose that seem simply took a variable as its internal argument, which was bound by
the most local abstractor. We should then render the dialogue in (37) as follows.

38a. John seems happy.
38b. [!x1[1st] !w2 [John seems happyw2 pro1[1st]]]
38c. ⟦38b⟧c, g = !x!w. John seems happy to x in w.

39a. John doesn’t seem happy.
39b. [!x1[1st] !w2 [Not John seems happyw2 pro1[1st]]]
39c. ⟦39b⟧c, g = !x!w. ¬John seems happy to x in w.

This is the problem that Lasersohn identified with the covert indexical analysis for
predicates of personal taste, though in a different guise: if tasty takes a covert first person
indexical as its internal argument, then we lack an explanation of why This cake is
tasty./No, this cake is not tasty is a felicitous exchange, since it should have the same status
as #This cake is tasty to me./No, this cake is not tasty to me. Within a framework that takes a
Kaplanian stance towards the semantics of first person indexicals this outcome is
expected: an utterance of This cake is tasty to me by Mary expresses the proposition that
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this cake is tasty to Mary, while an utterance of This cake is not tasty to me by Bill expresses
the proposition that this cake is not tasty to Bill. Since these propositions may be true in
one and the same world the second utterance fails to contradict the first, and therefore
the use of No… is infelicitous. Our view is of course that This cake is tasty to me and This
cake is not tasty to me express properties rather than propositions, with truth evaluable
contents being obtained by letting the properties in question take the speaker as an
argument. Lasersohn’s assumption that intuitions of disagreement arise when
conversational participants utter sentences that express incompatible propositions is
therefore unavailable to us. It is nonetheless straightforward to capture the spirit of this
idea within our system. We can state the relevant principle as follows.64

40. Speaker1 and speaker2 disagree in uttering S1 and S2 if and only if there is no possible
world in which the propositions obtained by applying the meaning of S1 to speaker1 and
by applying the meaning of S2 to speaker2 are both true.

(40) provides a straightforward explanation of why Mary’s utterance of This cake is tasty to
me and Bill’s utterance of This cake is not tasty to me produce no disagreement: the
propositions that the cake is tasty to Mary and that the cake is not tasty to Bill are
compatible.
It should now be clear what the problem with the analysis of seem exemplified in
(38-39) is: the propositions that John seems happy to Mary and that John does not seem
happy to Bill are compatible, and hence we lack an explanation of why (38) is a

This is merely a reformulation of the relation of incompatibility defined in Chapter 2, recast in terms of
disagreement – that is, as a relation between speakers rather than between sentences.

64
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disagreement, and particularly of why the use of No… in this example is felicitous. Since
seem is not an individual-level predicate and moreover John seems happy intuitively does not
express a generalization over distinct situations, we should avoid appealing to the generic
operator in order to solve the conundrum as we did for individual-level predicates of
personal taste. However, as with taste good, the effects of this operator can be mimicked
by expanding the group of agents relevant to a seem sentence in much the same way that
the generic operator expands the group of agents relevant to a taste statement. In
Chapter 2 this was accomplished by introducing a function Gp which when applied to
some individual x returns the contextually salient group of individuals that includes x:

41. The group-formation function ‘Gp’
Gpc(x) = &y: "z 'AT y # I(x, z) & z is relevant in c.
Where x 'AT y iff x is an atomic individual and x is part of y.

Now lets see what happens when we incorporate the Gp function into our semantics for
seem-sentences.

42a. John seems happy.
42b. [!x1[1st] !w2 [John seems Gp(x1[1st])happyw2]]
42c. ⟦42b⟧c, g = !x!w. John seems happy to Gpc(x) in w.

We then account for the possibility of disagreement with seem in the same way as we
proposed for taste good. Suppose (42a) is uttered by Mary. Then the proposition obtained
by applying the property in (42c) to the speaker characterizes that set of worlds in which
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it is the case that John seems happy to the salient group of relevant individuals identified
with by Mary. Likewise, if Bill replies, John does not seem happy then he speaks truly just in
case John does not seem happy to the salient group of relevant individuals identified
with by Bill. Given the assumptions that Bill and Mary are both relevant in the context
and that one always identifies with oneself and with one’s interlocutors, the group
returned by the group-formation function includes both Mary and Bill in each case. Thus
applying the property expressed by (43a) to Mary yields a proposition that entails that
John seems happy to Bill, which is incompatible with the proposition obtained by
applying the meaning of John does not seem happy to Bill.
More questions are raised by this brief sketch than we can answer here. For
instance, it would be worth investigating whether sentences involving seem give rise to
intuitions of faultlessness in the manner that taste statements do, an issue that as far as
we know has not been investigated in the relativist literature. On the other hand, a
considerable amount of attention has been devoted to this question in the case of
epistemic modals, which share with seem the property that they concern the epistemic
state of some relevant agent.65 For our purposes, it is enough to observe that an analysis
along the lines proposed, with the covert internal argument of seem involving a variable
that is locally bound, is needed in order to provide a unified treatment of the behavior of
this expression in declaratives, questions and attitude reports. The behavior of seem thus
serves as additional evidence for the role of an individual abstractor at the left periphery
of root clauses.
This section has been concerned with showing that the class of predicates that
can optionally take a covert Experiencer argument and which involve a variable bound
65

For discussion of faultless disagreement with epistemic modals, see references in section 4.2.
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by an abstractor in C includes but is not limited to predicates of personal taste. Seem also
belongs to this class, and we leave it to future work to discover other predicates that
behave likewise. We might now ask whether there are predicates that are like PPTs and
seem in their ability to introduce a variable that is bound locally, but which never realize
the corresponding argument overtly. We provide examples of this class of expression in
the next section.

4. Expressions that obligatorily introduce a locally bound variable

In the case of predicates of personal taste and seem, the internal argument may be
interpreted via local variable binding, but it need not be. This is because both PPTs and
seem have the option of introducing an overt DP as their internal argument. If so, the
abstractors introduced by root and embedded C will not enter into the binding
relationship that we have discussed here. Consequently, the interpretation of the
predicate is unaffected by whether it occurs in a root declarative, interrogative or attitude
report: each of the examples in (43) is concerned with Mary’s tastes, while each of the
examples in (44) is concerned with Mary’s impressions.

43a. This cake tastes good to Mary.
43b. Does this cake taste good to Mary?
43c. John thinks that this cake tastes good to Mary.

44a. John seems happy to Mary.
44b. Does John seem happy to Mary?
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44c. Bill thinks that John seems happy to Mary.

In this section, we discuss two expressions that do not have the option of introducing an
overt internal argument, but which instead obligatorily introduce a locally bound
variable. Our data concern counterfactual conditionals and epistemic modals, and we
take each of them in turn in the following subsections.

4.1 Counterfactual conditionals

Counterfactual conditionals are standardly analyzed as involving quantification over nonactual worlds that are maximally similar to the actual world. The particular class of
counterfactual that we shall be concerned with in this subsection is the so-called ‘proxy
counterfactual’, exemplified in (45).

45. If I were John, I would work hard.

Proxy counterfactuals are discussed in (Arregui, 2007; Lakoff, 1968; Lewis, 1973;
Moltmann, 2010a; Thomas, 2008), but much remains to be understood about them. The
fact about proxy counterfactuals that is of interest from the perspective of the line of
inquiry pursued in this part of the dissertation is that in root declarative sentences they
are degraded if the subject of the antecedent is non-first66.

66

As far as we know this is a novel observation.
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46a. ??If you were John, you would work hard.
46b. ??If she were John, she would work hard.

(46a) and (46b) can be redeemed, however, by rendering the former as an interrogative,
and by embedding the latter below an attitude predicate:

47a. If you were John, would you work hard?
47b. Mary thinks that if she were John, she would work hard.

Note moreover that the variants of (48a) with first and third person subjects are
degraded (48), while replacing the embedded pronoun in (47b) with a first or second
person pronoun also yields unacceptable sentences (49).

48a. ??If I were John, would I work hard?
48b. ??If she were John, would she work hard?

49a. ??Mary thinks that if I were John, I would work hard.
49b. ??Mary thinks that if you were John, you would work hard.

One might suspect that these data can receive a pragmatic explanation. Proxy
counterfactuals often perform the function of letting the speaker offer advice, or at least
express an opinion about how some individual ought to act: intuitively, the speaker in
(45) offers some words of wisdom based on what she would do if she were in John’s
shoes. From this perspective, it is perhaps unsurprising that the subject of this sentence
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cannot be second or third person – one might think that giving a description of what
some other individual would do is not an effective way of furnishing someone with
advice. On the other hand, the question in (47a) is an invitation to the addressee to give
advice, by communicating what she would do if she were in John’s shoes. Use of the
second person pronoun is therefore felicitous in this case, in keeping with the notion
that a question is an invitation to the addressee to provide some piece of information. If
this were correct, then there would be no need to search for a deeper structural
explanation of these facts. We think that this way of reasoning can be dismissed fairly
quickly.
Firstly, note that to the extent that (46b) is acceptable, it provides a coherent
piece of information. It would presumably be interpreted as communicating what Mary
would do if she were in John’s shoes, which might serve perfectly well as a guide for how
John ought to act if Mary is known to be a useful authority on the subject at hand.
Moreover, it is not the case that proxy counterfactuals are always used to provide advice;
they sometimes communicate how the speaker imagines she would respond if she were
in some other individual’s shoes. This is the case with (50-52) below, which nonetheless
conforms to the paradigm we have already identified.

50a. If I were John, I would be happy.
50b. ??If you were John, you would be happy.
50c. ??If she were John, she would be happy.
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51a. ??If I were John, would I be happy?
51b. If you were John, would you be happy?
51c. ??If she were John, would she be happy?

52a. ??Mary thinks that if I were John, I would be happy.
52b. ??Mary thinks that if you were John, you would be happy.
52c. Mary thinks that if she were John, she would be happy.

We conclude from these data that the requirement that the antecedent of a proxy
counterfactual (i) have a first person subject in a root declarative, (ii) have a second
person subject in a question and (iii) have a subject with the same person feature as the
attitude holder in an attitude report does not arise for pragmatic reasons, but rather
reflects a structural property of these sentences. In fact, the pattern is by now rather
familiar: in each case, the subject of the antecedent must agree in phi-features with the
attitude holder, where the notion of an attitude holder is now used in a more extended
sense to include not only the designated argument of an attitude predicate, but also the
speaker in the case of a declarative, and the addressee in the case of a question. Once
again, our framework provides us with the tools to provide a unified analysis across the
declarative, interrogative and embedded cases.
In the last chapter we discussed the idea, familiar from von Stechow’s work (von
Stechow, 2002; von Stechow, 2003), that an embedded pronoun can be construed de se
only if it agrees with the attitude holder. Thus Mary thinks that she is a good linguist admits
both a de se and a de re construal of the embedded pronoun, but Mary thinks that I am a
good linguist and Mary thinks that you are a good linguist only yield de re construals. Recall
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additionally that the notion of agreement between pronoun and attitude holder assumed
here is indirect: the question can be formulated more precisely as concerning whether
condition (a) of Feature Deletion under Semantic Binding is met by the pronoun and
abstractor located on the closest C that dominates it, with the feature make-up of the
operator itself depending on agreement between the attitude predicate and its designated
argument. If this is correct, and if declarative root C bears [1st] and interrogative root C
bears [2nd], then the facts introduced in this section can be understood as indicating that
the subject of the antecedent of a proxy counterfactual must be a de se pronoun.
This requirement makes sense if we consider that proxy counterfactuals pose the
following problem. A proxy counterfactual quantifies over counterfactual worlds in
which some individual x is some other individual y. But if pronouns are directly
referential – that is, if they denote the same individual in every possible world – then the
use of pronouns exemplified in proxy counterfactuals should be impossible: if x and y
are distinct individuals then there is no world in which x is y. Likewise given that I am
not John, there are no worlds in which I am John; the set of worlds yielded by the
restrictor If I were John… should therefore be empty. Letting the subject of the antecedent
of the conditional be construed de se provides a way out of this quandary.
Indeed, the ability of a de se pronoun to be construed as ‘referring’ to some
individual other than the attitude holder is revealed in the scope of certain attitude
predicates. This behavior is often discussed with reference to the predicates dream and
imagine (Anand, 2006; Percus & Sauerland, 2003b).

53a. Mary dreamed that she was John.
53b. Mary imagined that she was John.
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Replacing she with a first or second person pronoun yields less acceptable sentences.67

54a. ??Mary dreamed that I was John.
54b. ??Mary dreamed that you were John.

55a. ??Mary imagined that I was John.
55b. ??Mary imagined that you were John.

What proxy counterfactuals have in common with the acceptable sentences involving
dream and imagine is that they involve projection of the agent onto some other individual
with the agent hypothetically supposing, dreaming or imagining that she is that
individual. We conclude that this can only happen when the relevant agreement relation
holds – that is, when the variable contributed by the pronoun can be bound, making a de
se construal available.
Before providing the relevant LFs and computations, we should acknowledge the
well-known fact that a broader range of attitude predicates can embed clauses expressing
identity statements than we have so far discussed. In such cases, the agreement
constraint that we are working to understand is absent. Thus the well-known example
Heimson believes that he is Hume (Perry, 1977) is acceptable, as are the following variants on
(54) and (55).

A possible way of ameliorating (55a) is to interpret it with respect to the following context. Mary is
talking to me and is bored with what I’m saying. She would much rather be talking to John, and to while
away the time she imagines that the person in front of her chatting away is John and not me. It seems that
it is possible to describe this situation by saying, Mary imagined that I was John. This seems to be a distinct
use from the one that is of interest in the present context: Mary does not literally imagine that I am John,
but rather imagines that the role that I am currently occupying (that of her interlocutor) were instead
occupied by John.

67
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56a. Mary believed that I was John.
56b. Mary believed that you were John.

That these sentences are acceptable even though the embedded clauses are unacceptable
when they occur as root clauses (assuming that the pairs of individuals mentioned in
these clauses are distinct) is straightforwardly explained by an appropriate theory of de re
attitudes. Thus (56a) means that there is some suitable concept generator G for Mary
such that in all of Mary’s former doxastic alternatives <w, x> the individual picked out
by letting G take the speaker and <w, x> as its arguments is John in w. Since this
individual may not actually be me – indeed it will not be if Mary mistakenly identifies me
as John – this solves the identity statements puzzle without requiring abandonment of
the assumption that pronouns and proper names respect rigidity.
These considerations raise the question of why the route just described for
pronouns in the scope of believe is apparently not available for pronouns in the scope of
dream and imagine, and for pronouns in the antecedent of a proxy counterfactual. That is,
where a pronoun cannot be bound due to feature mismatch, why can’t a de re construal
save the day? We postpone discussion of this issue to Chapter 8, where we claim that
this is related to a puzzle already noted in the literature concerning the so-called Oneiric
Reference Constraint first formulated in (Percus & Sauerland, 2003b) and refined in
(Anand, 2006), and offer an account that solves that puzzle and addresses this issue at
the same time. For our present purposes, it is sufficient to note that the constraints on
the acceptability of proxy counterfactuals that we exemplified with (50-52) are due to the
necessity of the pronouns involved being construed de se, with the de se construal
arising via variable binding in the manner that we have described in the last chapter and
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the current one. For reasons that we investigate more deeply in Chapter 8, the alternative
route of construing these pronouns de re in the absence of phi-feature agreement is
unavailable, an effect that is mirrored by attitude reports involving dream and imagine.
Given the framework that is being assumed, we now have an argument that the
subject of the antecedent of a proxy counterfactual is a variable bound by (i) an
abstractor bearing the feature [1st] in the case of an unembedded declarative sentence, (ii)
an abstractor bearing the feature [2nd] in the case of an unembedded question, or (iii) an
abstractor bearing whatever feature is associated with the DP denoting the designated
argument in the case of an attitude report. This schema predicts precisely the range of
attested configurations.
A promising way to capture this idea is to treat counterfactual conditionals as
involving attitudinal operators. Indeed, following (Kratzer, 1981) we are used to thinking
of certain indicative conditionals in this way; a standard way of analyzing these is to posit
a covert epistemic modal as exemplified below.

57a. If Mary scored more than 90% on the exam, then she got an A.
57b. [[Must [ If!w1 [Mary scored more than 90% on the examw1]]] [ !w2 [she got an Aw2]]]
57c. ⟦57b⟧c, g = "w’: such that it is compatible with what is known in w for w’ to be the
actual world & Mary scored more than 90% on the exam in w’, Mary got an A in w’.

According to this analysis, the antecedent of the conditional restricts a set of worlds
representing a particular body of information: the epistemic state of the relevant agent.
The conditional asserts that in all worlds w’ obtained in this way, the proposition
expressed by the consequent is true in w’.
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Of course, to bring the covert epistemic modal in line with the view of epistemic
operators adopted in the present work, it should be analyzed as a quantifier over worldindividual pairs rather than worlds as displayed in the toy semantics in (57), and as is
usually assumed (Kratzer, 1977; Kratzer, 1981). In the next section we provide an
appropriate semantics for epistemic modals, which as quantifiers over world-individual
pairs take properties rather than propositions as arguments. Correspondingly, if such an
operator is employed in a conditional then the antecedent and the consequent have in
their left periphery individual as well as world abstractors. The antecedent of a
conditional restricts the set of world-individual pairs quantified over by the modal to
only those of which the property expressed by this clause is true; the sentence asserts
that this set is a subset of the set of world-individual pairs of which the property
expressed by the antecedent is true.
Can a similar story be made to work for counterfactual conditionals?
Intuitively, what epistemic indicative and counterfactual conditionals have in common is
that they involve a supposition that a certain state of affairs holds – namely that
identified by the antecedent – and express a commitment regarding what would follow if
that were the case – namely the state of affairs identified by the consequent. With an
indicative conditional it is unknown whether the antecedent is true; (57a) is only
felicitous if it is not known how Mary scored on the exam, for instance. With a
counterfactual conditional it is known that the antecedent is false, and the act of
supposing that the content expressed by the antecedent is true involves consideration of
how things would be if some state of affairs that is known not to obtain did obtain. As
with indicative conditionals, the information state of the agent is still relevant, however:
in the former case the agent adds the content of the antecedent to her information state.
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With counterfactuals on the other hand she makes the minimal alteration to her
epistemic state that is necessary to make the antecedent true, while holding all else
constant. Thus if I want to talk about how things would have been if Hillary Clinton had
been the Democrat nominee in the 2008 presidential election I should assume that John
McCain was the Republican nominee, Sarah Palin his running mate, and so on.
Without pretending to do justice to the complexities involved in the analysis of
counterfactuals, we propose the following rather simple-minded analysis. Like epistemic
indicative conditionals, counterfactual conditionals involve a covert operator, a quantifier
over world-individual pairs. We can call the set of such pairs Counterfactual, and define
it as follows.

58. Counterfactualx,w = {<w’, y>: it is compatible with what x counterfactually
supposes in w for x to be y in w’}

Call the operator which quantifies over members of Counterfactual CF; it can be
defined as follows.

59. ⟦CF⟧c, g = !x!P!Q!w. "<w’, y> $ Counterfactualx,w: P(y)(w’) # Q(y)(w’)

CF takes a covert internal argument x, which plays the role of the agent with respect to
whose mental state the counterfactual alternatives are computed. Since conditionals are
now analyzed in terms of quantification over world-individual pairs rather than worlds,
the next two arguments of CF must have the type of properties rather than propositions,
just as the clausal complements of attitude verbs do. Syntactically, these constituents
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involve not only a world abstractor, but also an individual abstractor; we assume that as
with attitude reports this abstractor is assigned a person feature under agreement with
the designated argument – the individual with respect to whose mental state the
counterfactual alternatives are computed. Now, we are pursuing the idea that the subject
of the antecedent of a proxy counterfactual is a de se pronoun; the individual argument
of CF thus supplies an appropriate attitude holder with respect to which the de se
construal can be computed. This is the designated argument of CF, which it assigns the
feature [att]. The data introduced in (53-55) provide a window onto the nature of this
agent: it bears [1st] with root declaratives, [2nd] with root interrogatives, and whatever
person feature the matrix attitude holder bears in the case of embedding. This follows
quite naturally if this covert argument is bound by the most local abstractor, under
identity of phi-features. Below we provide the relevant computations. (We adopt the
standard assumption that the set expressed by the antecedent of a conditional is
intersected with that introduced by the covert modal, modulo the amendment that these
are sets of world-individual pairs.)

60a. If I were John, I would work hard.
60b. [CP1 !x1[1st] !w2 [[CF[att][1st]w2 x1[att][1st] [CP2 If!x3[att][1st] !w4 [I3[1st] werew4 John]]] [CP3 !x5[att][1st]
!w6 [I5[1st] would work hardw6]]]]
60c. ⟦CP3⟧c, g = !x!w. x works hard in w
60d. ⟦CP2⟧c, g = !x!w. x is John in w
60e. ⟦CP1⟧c, g = !x!w. "<w’, y> $ Counterfactualx,w: y is John in w’ # y works hard in
w’.
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61a. If you were John, would you work hard?
61b. [CP1 !x1[2nd]!w2 [[CF[att][2nd]w2 x1[att][2nd] [CP2 If!x3[att][2nd] !w4 [you3[2nd] werew4 John]]] [CP3
!x5[att][2nd] !w6 [would you5[2nd] work hardw6]]]]
61c. ⟦CP3⟧c, g = !x!w. x works hard in w
61d. ⟦CP2⟧c, g = !x!w. x is John in w
61e. ⟦CP1⟧c, g = {!x!w. "<w’, y> $ Counterfactualx,w: y is John in w’ # y works hard
in w’, !x!w. ¬"<w’, y> $ Counterfactualx,w: y is John in w’ # y works hard in
w’}

62a. Mary thinks that if she were John, she would work hard.
62b. [CP1 !x1[1st] !w2 [Mary[att][3rd] thinks[att][3rd]w2 [CP2 !x3[att][3rd] !w4 [[CF[att][3rd]w4 x3[att][3rd] [CP3
If!x5[att][3rd]!w6 [she5[3rd] werew6 John]]] [CP4 !x7[att][3rd] !w8 [she7[3rd] would work
hardw8]]]]]]
62c. ⟦CP4⟧c, g = !x!w. x works hard in w
62d. ⟦CP3⟧c, g = !x!w. x is John in w
62e. ⟦CP2⟧c, g = !x!w. "<w’, y> $ Counterfactualx,w: y is John in w’ # y works hard in
w’.
62f. ⟦CP1⟧c, g = !x!w. "<w’, y> $ DoxMary, w # [!z!w’’. "<w’’’, u> $
Counterfactualz,w’’: u is John in w’’’ # u works hard in w’’’](y)(w’) =
!x!w. "<w’, y> $ DoxMary, w # "<w’’’, u> $ Counterfactualy,w’: u is John in w’’’ # u
works hard in w’’’
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The resulting interpretations are intuitively correct: (60) expresses the property of being
an x such that for every world-individual pair <w’, y> such that (i) it is compatible with
what x counterfactually supposes for x to be y in w’ and (ii) y is John in w’, y works hard
in w’. Since the sentence is a declarative a truthful utterance of it occurs in a situation
where this property is true of the speaker. Thus the counterfactual alternatives quantified
over by the conditional are those that are compatible with what the speaker
counterfactually supposes; this captures the intuition that in (60a) it is the speaker who
considers how things would be if she were in John’s shoes.68
Since (61a) has interrogative force it denotes a set of properties, with the
addressee being invited to self-ascribe one of these. Each of these properties is
computed by considering possible outcomes in the counterfactual scenario; the
addressee is therefore invited to consider how things would be if she were in John’s
shoes. Finally, (62a) reports Mary’s self-ascription of the property in (62e). The
counterfactual alternatives involved are therefore computed with respect to Mary’s
mental state; this is also as it should be given that according to (62a) it is Mary who
considers how things would be if she were John.

Irene Heim (p.c.) has alerted me to a problem with making the truth conditions of a proxy
counterfactual dependent on the mental state in the way that we have: these can be falsified by facts that
the speaker is unaware of, as in the following dialogue:

68

(i)

A: If I were you, I would buy this car.
B: No, you wouldn’t. Not after test-driving it, which you haven’t yet, but I have.

The solution may lie in intersecting the counterfactual alternatives of the agent with the set of worldindividual pairs that are maximally similar to the pair consisting of the agent and the actual world. The
semantics of CF would be amended as follows.
(ii) ⟦CF⟧c, g = !x!P!Q!w. "<w’, y>: <w’, y> $ Counterfactualx,w & <w’, y> $ Simw,x(P) # Q(y)(w’)
Where Simw,x(P) = {<w’, y>: <w’, y> is maximally similar to <w, x>, such that P(y)(w’)}
Here we employ a static version of the similarity function in (Heim, 1992), adapted so that it takes a
property type rather than propositional argument. We are obviously glossing over many tricky issues in the
semantics of conditionals in general and counterfactuals in particular.
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Thus far we have provided an analysis that predicts that the pronouns in (60-62)
are interpreted de se in the particular configurations in which they occur. It remains to
show what goes wrong when the subject of the antecedent of the conditional bears some
other person feature – [3rd] on a pronoun that occurs in a root declarative, for instance.
Here is an example LF.

63a. ??If she were John, she would work hard.
63b. LF: [CP1 !x1[1st] !w2 [[CF[att][1st]w2 x1[att][1st] [CP2 If!x3[att][1st] !w4 [she*3/7[3rd] werew4 John]]] [CP3
!x5[1st] !w6 [she*5/7[3rd] would work hardw6]]]]

As shown, the third person pronoun cannot be bound in these examples, since this
would violate clause (a) of Feature Deletion under Semantic Binding. A de se construal is
therefore unavailable, ruling out an interpretation where the attitude holder self-ascribes
in her counterfactual alternatives the property of being John.
Let’s now summarize what has been achieved in this section. We have shown
that proxy counterfactuals exhibit a peculiar behavior that receives a straightforward
explanation given the view that the grammar makes available individual abstractors in the
left periphery of root declaratives and interrogatives as well as attitude reports, and that
these abstractors bear the features [1st] for declaratives and [2nd] for questions, with the
person feature associated with the abstractor on embedded C in an attitude report being
determined under agreement with the attitude holder. The generalization is that the
subject of the antecedent of a proxy counterfactual must agree with the most local
abstractor. This is not to say, however, that these pronouns are bound directly by that
operator. Instead, we posited a modal operator CF which takes an individual argument x
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and quantifies over x’s counterfactual alternatives – a peculiar type of doxastic alternative
that encodes what the agent counterfactually supposes to be the case. Notice that sets of
world-individual pairs with these characteristics are independently needed; suppositional
attitude verbs such as imagine and suppose presumably also quantify over such sets, or
something very like them, a point that we return to in Chapter 8. As a doxastic operator,
CF introduces world and individual abstractors for its clausal arguments – the antecedent
and consequent of the conditional – thereby ensuring that the semantic values of these
are of appropriate type. The principle that determines the assignment of phi-features to
the individual abstractor is the familiar one: they host the same feature as the designated
argument of CF bears. The question then is how this argument is computed. Our
framework makes this question easy to answer: it is bound by the most local individual
abstractor, and receives its person feature accordingly. The next section continues our
discussion of modal operators that obligatorily introduce a locally bound variable.

4.2 Epistemic modals

The last section provided evidence for a covert modal operator CF which takes a covert
argument which is bound by the local individual abstractor, ensuring that the individual
with respect to whose mental state the counterfactual alternatives are computed is the
speaker, addressee or attitude holder, depending on the configuration in which CF
occurs. We might ask whether this behavior is simply a special case of the behavior of
attitudinal modals generally. This section will consider the question of whether epistemic
must and might introduce an individual argument which plays the same role as it does for
CF. There is reason to believe that it does.
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Recall from our discussion of predicates of personal taste that (Stephenson,
2007b) discovered that when a taste statement is embedded in the scope of an attitude
predicate it expresses the opinion of the attitude holder (64), and when it is embedded in
the scope of multiple attitude predicates it expresses the opinion of the most local
attitude holder (65).

64a. John claims that this cake is tasty.
64b. John claims that this cake is tasty. #But he doesn’t claim that it is tasty to
him/would be tasty to him.
64c. John claims that this cake is tasty. But he doesn’t claim that it is tasty to me/would
be tasty to me.

65a. Mary claims that John claims that this cake is tasty.
65b. Mary claims that John claims that this cake is tasty. #But she doesn’t claim that
John claims that it is tasty to him/would be tasty to him.
65c. Mary claims that John claims that this cake is tasty. But she doesn’t claim that John
claims that it is tasty to her/would be tasty to her.
65d. Mary claims that John claims that this cake is tasty. But she doesn’t claim that John
claims that it is tasty to me/would be tasty to me.

Stephenson’s solution within the relativist framework that she favors is to posit that the
judge parameter that supplies the value of the internal argument of the PPT is locally
bound, since attitude predicates are quantifiers over world-judge pairs (or world-timejudge triples). While we explicitly deny the need to posit a judge parameter in the analysis
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of predicates of personal taste, this aspect of her proposal carries over straightforwardly
to our framework: we too treat attitude predicates as quantifiers over world-individual
pairs (though in our case the individuals quantified over are not judges), with the effect
of binding of the subject of the identify with relation introduced by an individual-level PPT
or of the argument of the group-formation function introduced by a stage-level PPT
being to let the value of those variables vary with the individual coordinate of such pairs.
A further objective of Stephenson’s work that we have not considered so far is to
provide a parallel treatment of predicates of personal taste and epistemic modals. The
motivations for this are firstly that epistemic modals are like PPTs in that they give rise
to subjective disagreements, and secondly that epistemic modals are also subject to the
immediateness requirement, as displayed in (66-68).

66a. It might be raining.
66b. It might be raining. #But I don’t consider it to be possible that it is raining.

67a. Bill thinks it might be raining.
67b. Bill thinks it might be raining. #But he doesn’t consider it to be possible that it is
raining.
67c. Bill thinks it might be raining. But I don’t consider it to be possible that it is raining.

68a. Sue thinks that Bill thinks it might be raining.
68b. Sue thinks that Bill thinks it might be raining. #But Sue doesn’t think that Bill
considers it to be possible that it is raining.
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68c. Sue thinks that Bill thinks it might be raining. But Sue doesn’t think that she
considers it to be possible that it is raining.
68d. Sue thinks that Bill thinks it might be raining. But Sue doesn’t think that I consider
it to be possible that it is raining.

[Adapted from (Stephenson, 2007b): 131, ex 13]

Intuitively, (66) means that there is a world w’ compatible with the speaker’s knowledge
in the actual world w such that it is raining in w’; (67) that Bill’s belief state entails that
there is a world w’ compatible with Bill’s knowledge such that it is raining in w’; and (68)
that Sue’s belief state entails that Bill’s belief state entails that there is a world w’
compatible with Bill’s knowledge such that it is raining in w’. In general, then, the
individual whose knowledge state is relevant to the truth of an epistemic modal claim is
the speaker for a root sentence and the most local attitude holder in the case of an
attitude report. Notice the parallel with the structural considerations that determine
whose tastes are relevant to the truth of a taste statement, discussed in Chapter 2.
As evidence that epistemic modals give rise to subjective disagreements,
Stephenson offers the following:69

69.

Mary: Where’s Bill?
Sam: I’m not sure. He might be in his office.
Sue: No, he can’t be. He never works on Fridays.
[(Stephenson, 2007a): 492, ex 16]

While we focus on Stephenson’s work here, many more examples making the same point are to be
found in the relativist literature. See for instance (Egan, Hawthorne, & Weatherson, 2005, Kölbel, 2009,
MacFarlane, 2012, MacFarlane, in preparation).

69
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The puzzle is this: intuitively, Sam’s utterance reports the existence of a world
compatible with his belief state in which Bill is in his office. Sue contradicts Sam’s
assertion, as evidenced by her saying, No, he can’t be. As a basis for this contradiction, she
offers the information that Bill never works on Fridays. But if Sam was unaware of this
then what he said ought to have been true: Sue’s information state may be incompatible
with Bill being in his office, but Sam’s is not (or more precisely was not at the time of his
utterance). The problem of reconciling the intuition of disagreement with the intuition of
faultlessness has just the same form as that which was encountered for predicates of
personal taste in Chapter 2.
Unlike with PPTs, however, Stephenson posits no covert argument PROJ which
resolves to the individual fixed by the judge parameter. Her analysis nonetheless makes
reference to this parameter by letting the individual with respect to whose belief state the
modal base is computed be the judge. Here is the lexical entry for epistemic might.

70. Stephenson’s lexical entry for epistemic might
⟦might⟧c; w, j = !p<s,<e,t>>. ,<w’, x> $ Epistw,j: p(w’)(x) = 1
Where Epistw,x = {<w’, y>: it is compatible with what x knows in w that
he/she/it is y in w’}

[Based on (Stephenson, 2007a): 502, ex 44]

Let’s consider how we might recast this proposal in terms of the view that we are
developing. We shall assume, without explicitly arguing for it, that epistemic modals
introduce a syntactically present covert individual argument. This provides for a unified
analysis with that proposed for the covert modal CF associated with counterfactual
conditionals in the last section, but nothing crucial hinges on this assumption. Like
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Stephenson, we assume that the modal base with respect to which the value of an
epistemic modal claim is calculated is a set of world-individual pairs (or more precisely
world-time-individual triples), rather than simply a set of worlds. The new semantics is
given below.

71. Lexical entry for epistemic might
⟦might⟧c, g = !x!P!w. ,<w’, y> $ Epistx,w: P(y)(w’)

We assume as before that the individual argument of the modal is a locally bound
variable. This together with the assumptions already in place is sufficient to derive the
immediateness requirement, as can be verified by examining the following LFs and
interpretations. As shown, since the second argument of the modal is of property rather
than propositional type, it introduces an individual abstractor as well as the usual world
abstractor.

72a. It might be raining.
72b. [!x1[1st] !w2 [Might[att][1st]w2 x1[att][1st] [!x3[att][1st]!w4 [it is rainingw4]]]]
72c. ⟦72b⟧c, g = !x!w. ,<w’, y> $ Epistx,w: it is raining in w’.

73a. Bill thinks it might be raining.
73b. [!x1[1st] !w2 [Bill[att][3rd] thinks[att][3rd]w2 [!x3[att][3rd] !w4 [Might[att][3rd]w4 x3[att][3rd] [!x5[att][3rd]!w6
[it is rainingw6]]]]]]
73c. ⟦73b⟧c, g = !x!w. "<w’, y> $ DoxBill,w # ,<w’’, z> $ Episty,w’ : it is raining in w’’.
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74a. Sue thinks that Bill thinks it might be raining.
74b. [!x1[1st] !w2 [Sue[att][3rd] thinks[att][3rd]w2 [!x3[att][3rd] !w4 [Bill[att][3rd] thinks[att][3rd]w4 [!x5[att][3rd]
!w6 [Might[att][3rd]w6 x5[att][3rd] [!x7[att][3rd]!w8 [it is rainingw8]]]]]]]]
74c. ⟦74b⟧c, g = !x!w. "<w’, y> $ DoxSue,w # "<w’’, z> $ DoxBill,w’ # ,<w’’’, u> $
Epistz,w’’ : it is raining in w’’’.

Inspection of (c) in the above three cases reveals that the epistemic alternatives with
respect to which the contribution of might is calculated are those of the speaker or most
local attitude holder, which is the result needed given Stephenson’s observations.
Why subjective disagreement arises with epistemic might is a thornier problem
that we will not be able to do justice to. We hope that the account sketched here will at
least be compatible with a solution, however. Here is a strategy that may be worth
pursuing in future work.
First, let’s get a little clearer on what the puzzle is. Consider the example in (69),
repeated below.

75.

Mary: Where’s Bill?
Sam: I’m not sure. He might be in his office.
Sue: No, he can’t be. He never works on Fridays.
[(Stephenson, 2007a): 492, ex 16]

Here, Sam self-ascribes the property of having an epistemic alternative in which Bill is in
his office, while Sue self-ascribes the property of having no epistemic alternatives in
which Bill is in his office. The propositions obtained by applying these properties to the
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respective speakers are compatible: there seems to be no a priori reason to think that
there is any systematic relationship between the sets characterizing the epistemic
alternatives of two distinct agents. It is therefore surprising that Sue should be able to
disagree with Sam by self-ascribing the property expressed by her epistemic modal claim.
The puzzle replicates that involved in the case of predicates of personal taste:
there is no incompatibility between Sam having the property of being an individual to
whom the cake is tasty and Sue having the property of being an individual to whom the
cake is tasty. The puzzle also mimics the one we discussed in section 3 concerning seem:
there is no incompatibility between Mary having the property of being an individual to
whom John seems happy and Bill having the property of being an individual to whom
John seems unhappy.
In the case of epistemic modals, like that of seem and taste good the prospects of
finding independent motivation for postulating the generic operator in the syntactic
structure do not look very good. It seems doubtful that the individual- versus stage-level
distinction is even applicable to the case of epistemic modals, which after all are
quantifiers rather than predicates. Furthermore, an additional argument that taste
statements with individual-level PPTs involve generic quantification was made by
appealing to the modal entailments that they carry, as shown for example by (76).

76. (Watching Mary enjoying a cake.) #That cake must be tasty, but I wouldn’t like it.

The infelicity of the continuation in (76) shows that the first clause entails that the
speaker finds the cake tasty in those non-actual worlds in which she tries it. Constructing
analogous examples involving epistemic modals turns out to be a difficult task. The
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problem is that epistemic modal claims are used to speculate about what the actual world
is like, not about other worlds: they report an agent’s beliefs about what may or must be
the case in the actual world given what is known; they do not carry entailments about
what may or must be the case in some counterfactual world.
For these reasons, we are sceptical that the solution to the problem of subjective
disagreements with individual-level predicates of taste based on first person oriented
genericity can be carried over to the analogous problem that arises with epistemic
modals. In this we disagree with (Moltmann, 2010b; Moltmann, 2012), who proposes a
solution to the puzzle of subjective disagreements with epistemic modals based on the
idea that epistemic modal claims display first person oriented genericity. Instead, we shall
again appeal to the group-formation function Gp introduced in Chapter 2 to
accommodate stage-level PPTs, the definition of which is repeated below.

77. The group-formation function ‘Gp’
Gpc(x) = &y: "z 'AT y # I(x, z) & z is relevant in c.
Where x 'AT y iff x is an atomic individual and x is part of y.

Incorporating the Gp function relativizes the epistemic modal base to the contextually
salient group that includes the individual argument of might, rather than confining
attention to the knowledge state of that individual alone. Below we work through an
example.

78a. It might be raining.
78b. [!x1!w2 [Might[att][1st]w2 Gp(x1[att][1st]) [!x3!w4 [it is rainingw4]]]]
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78c. ⟦78b⟧c, g = !x!w. ,<w’, y> $ EpistGpc(x),w: it is raining in w’.

It might be raining now expresses the property of being an individual x such as there is a
world-individual pair among the epistemic alternatives of the salient group of relevant
individuals identified with by x in which it is raining. Likewise, Bill might be in his office
asserts what is possible given the knowledge of the contextually salient group that
includes the speaker. Now, if Sam and Sue are discussing whether Bill is in his office the
group whose epistemic state is relevant to the modal claims that each of them make is
the same; in the scenario in (75) it most likely is just the plural individual consisting of
Mary, Sam and Sue. If so, then the property expressed by Sue when she says that Bill
can’t be in his office is incompatible with that expressed by Sam when he says that he
might be. This justifies her use of No...
Finally, we should consider why intuitions of faultlessness arise with epistemic
modal disagreements. Recall that this was explained in the case of predicates of personal
taste by appealing to an assumption of commonality (Lopez de Sa, 2008) - the working
assumption that interlocutors in a discussion of tastes are alike in tastes. We said that to
the extent that this assumption is justified, a speaker is justified in generalizing from her
own taste experience to a statement that carries entailments about the likely taste
experience of others. Thus for example my inference from the truth of This cake is tasty to
me to This cake is tasty will be justified. We might ask whether an assumption of
commonality is at work in the case of disputes about modal claims too: in this case, this
would take the form of the assumption that one’s epistemic state is shared by one’s
interlocutors. On the fact of it, this looks like a rather strange assumption: there may
very well be no reason to assume that the individual I am talking with has the same
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knowledge state as I do. Indeed, if this were so, it would undermine the notion that the
primary goal of conversation is to share information. Nonetheless, we suggest that in
practice speakers adopt this assumption for the following reason. We have incomplete
knowledge of the epistemic states of the agents with whom we interact, just as we have
incomplete knowledge of their tastes. Nonetheless, the semantics of epistemic modals
requires that we invoke the knowledge state of a group that includes agents other than
ourselves, just as the semantics of PPTs requires that we make commitments about the
taste experiences of others. In these imperfect circumstances, one solution is to assume
that the knowledge state of the group with respect to which our epistemic modal claim is
computed is the same as the speaker’s own knowledge state. Thus while Sam may in fact
speak falsely when he says that Bill might be in his office, owing to some member of the
group having information that renders this impossible, he was nonetheless justified in his
assertion, under the assumption that the Presupposition of Commonality holds. It is this
that is responsible for the intuition of faultlessness, which seems to reflect not our
intuitions about whether an agent spoke truly in a given circumstance, but rather our
intuitions about whether she was justified in saying what she did.
A prediction of this view is that a yes-no question involving epistemic might
should invite the addressee to make a modal claim relative to the belief state of a
contextually salient group that includes herself. This is because the covert internal
argument introduced by might in a question is a variable bound by an individual
abstractor bearing the feature [2nd]. How difficult is it to tell whether this prediction is
borne out? Consider the following example.

79. Might Bill be in his office?
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We might think that if the group whose mental state is relevant to calculating the
meaning of an epistemic modal assertion or question typically includes all conversational
participants – an assumption that we helped ourselves to in order to make sense of
subjective disagreement – then it will be difficult to tell whether the semantics of a
question such as (79) requires that the group returned by the function Gp include the
addressee or the speaker; in practice, we could expect it to include both individuals.
However, it is not difficult to find evidence that this group need not include the speaker,
but must include the addressee.
The first step is to observe that (80) is infelicitous.

80. #I might be having fun.

Whether or not I am having fun is information to which I have privileged access: if I am
having fun, then I am aware of it. The use of epistemic might introduces a suggestion that
I do not know that I am having fun, perhaps in the form of a scalar implicature: if my
epistemic state entails that I am having fun, then it is true that there is at least one
member of my epistemic alternatives in which I am having fun, but the stronger
statement that I am having fun in all of my epistemic alternatives is also true, and
therefore I ought to have made it.
Nonetheless, replacing might with must also yields infelicity:

81. #I must be having fun.
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If we assume that (von Fintel & Gillies, 2010) are correct that epistemic must is a
universal quantifier over epistemic alternatives which in addition communicates that the
agent has indirect evidence for her modal claim, then the problem with (81) is not that it
suggests that the speaker is uncertain about whether she is having fun, but rather that it
suggests that she comes by the information that she is having fun in an indirect way. But
the information that one has an experiential property such as the property of having fun
is information that one necessarily has direct access to; thus the infelicity of (81) is on a
par with that of #This cake must be tasty to me which we encountered in Chapter 2. In both
cases, the problem is a conflict between the signal of indirect evidence carried by must
and our knowledge about the circumstances under which we come to know whether we
are having fun or whether something tastes good to us.
The next step is to observe that (80) is improved by rendering it as an
interrogative.

82. Might I be having fun?

This suggests that what is relevant here is not the speaker’s epistemic state, but rather the
addressee’s: the addressee, unlike the speaker, may not be in a position to have certainty
about whether the speaker is having fun, since she does not have direct access to this
information, and hence there is nothing surprising about the implicature introduced by
might in this case. We should acknowledge, however, that the counterpart of (82) with
must is somewhat degraded:

83. ??Must I be having fun?
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We take it that this does not reflect directly on our central point, but rather is due to it
being generally disprefered to interpret must with respect to an epistemic modal base in
questions. For instance, (84) is difficult to construe as a question about whether what is
known entails that it is raining.

84. Must it be raining?

We conclude that the view that epistemic modals introduce a locally bound variable,
together with our assumptions about the feature make up of abstractors associated with
root declaratives, questions and attitude reports, makes correct predictions about the
behavior of these operators in these environments. Furthermore, a promising path
towards a solution to the puzzle of subjective disagreements is offered by the
assumption that the semantics of these operators requires the application of the groupformation function Gp to these variables.
From the present perspective, the point of interest is that epistemic modals offer
evidence for the employment of individual abstractors bearing the person feature
corresponding to the relevant agent in both root and embedded complementizer
positions. However, we should also take a moment to situate our account in the context
of the current debate concerning subjective disagreement with epistemic modals.
The participants in this debate generally fall into one of two camps.
Contextualists explain subjective disagreement in terms of some argument or component
of the interpretation of an epistemic modal claim that is contextually supplied. As is by
now familiar, relativists on the other hand take subjective disagreement as evidence that
the truth or falsity of an epistemic claim is evaluated not only with respect to a world and
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time, but also in terms of an individual – the judge or assessor. Our proposal is merely an
attempt to implement within our set-up a version of what MacFarlane calls ‘nonsolipstic
contextualism’ – the view that the knowledge relevant to the evaluation of an epistemic
modal claim is that of some contextually salient group, such as the speaker and some
contextually salient others. For more on this view, see (von Fintel & Gillies, 2011) and
references therein.
We will not be able to engage with each of the arguments against nonsolipstic
contextualism adduced by proponents of relativism, but will instead focus on the two
that (Weatherson & Egan, 2011) consider the most compelling.
Firstly, Weatherson and Egan argue that nonsolipstic contextualism runs into
difficulty when one considers certain cases of agreement. In the scenario that they invite
for consideration, Andy reviews the evidence concerning Jack the Ripper, and concludes
that it does not rule out the possibility that Jack the Ripper was Prince Albert Victor. He
hears someone on television saying ‘Prince Albert Victor might have been Jack the
Ripper’, and says ‘That’s true’. The puzzle is that if the modal claim is evaluated with
respect to the epistemic state of some group, then Andy’s own epistemic state should
not provide him with sufficient grounds to agree with it, contrary to our intuitions. What
if some other member of the group has evidence ruling out the possibility that Prince
Albert Victor was Jack the Ripper?
The notion that there is an assumption of commonality at work in conversational
exchanges involving epistemic modal claims may provide an answer to this question.
That is, so long as the discourse proceeds under the working assumption that the
epistemic states of the interlocutors are relevantly alike (in this case, that they are alike
with respect to the facts of the Jack the Ripper case), then any given speaker will be
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justified in making or evaluating an epistemic modal claim on the basis of her own
epistemic state. If it turns out that this assumption is manifestly false – say because a
member of the studio audience introduces into the discussion evidence that entails that
Prince Albert Victor was not Jack the Ripper – then it will also turn out that Andy’s
agreement with the television presenter was unwarranted. This is presumably what lies
behind the intuition that in such a circumstance it would be appropriate for him to say,
‘Oh, then I was wrong’.
Weatherson and Egan also claim that nonsolipstic contextualism runs into
problems in the case of attitude reports. They argue that such a view needs to account
for the intuition that the speaker’s epistemic state is typically relevant to the truth of an
epistemic modal claim, as shown by contrasts such as the following.

85a. Those guys are in trouble, but they don’t know that they are.
85b. ??Those guys are in trouble, but they might not be.
[(Weatherson & Egan, 2011): 11, exs 1, 2]

Yet they note that this property of epistemic modal claims is absent when the modal is
embedded below an attitude predicate. For instance, the following sentence can be
truthfully uttered by someone who knows that most of the students have not failed.

86. Every student fears they might have failed.
[(Weatherson & Egan, 2011): 11]
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Weatherson’s and Egan’s data are of course merely instances of Stephenson’s
immediateness constraint, which we have seen can be handled within our framework on
the assumption that the relevant variables are obligatorily locally bound. We conclude
that the implementation of nonsolipistic contextualism that we have proposed copes well
with the two objections discussed in this section.
The literature on impersonal pronouns such as generic one also offers evidence
for the view we are considering here. The next section discusses this literature.

5. Generic one

We saw in Chapter 2 that the notion of first person oriented genericity was first invoked
to serve as a starting point for the analysis of sentences involving generic one, such as (87)
(Moltmann, 2006).

87. One can see the picture from the entrance.

[(Moltmann, 2006): 258, ex 1]

Moltmann proposes that (87) expresses the property in (88):

88. !z. Gn x can see the picture from the entrance (qua(x, !y. I(z, y)]))
[Moltmann 2010: 207, ex 48]

There are several differences between Moltmann’s implementation of her notion of first
person oriented genericity and the one which was appealed to in (Pearson, 2013) and
discussed in Chapter 2; for instance, the formula in (88) invokes Fine’s qua-objects, while
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no appeal to such objects is made in our analysis of individual-level predicates of
personal taste. Additionally, (Moltmann, 2006) provides an LF for this example where
the operator in the left periphery of the sentence that binds the variable introduced by
one bears the feature [+gn], for ‘generic’. The LF of (87) can be reconstructed as follows:

89. [CP [O[+gn]]i [IP [One[+gn] [+1st]]i can see the picture from the entrance]]
[based on (Moltmann, 2006): 262, ex 13]

This analysis is obviously not available to us: we have said that the relevant operator in
the left periphery of a root declarative sentence always bears [1st], and it seems desirable
to maintain this uniform view, rather than to stipulate that it is positively specified for
genericity under the circumstance that the IP that it introduces contains an occurrence of
generic one. Moreover, it seems that there is reason to think that the generic operator is
introduced into an independent position in the syntactic structure, rather than genericity
being specified as a property of the binder associated with the left periphery of the
clause.
The distribution of generic one is constrained in ways that as far as we know are
not currently well understood. Notice that the environment in which one occurs in (87)
involves a modal of ability. Using a deontic modal also produces a well-formed sentence:

90. One should/ought to look at the picture from the entrance.

Altering the example to an episodic sentence produces an ill-formed result, however:
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91. ??One looked at the picture from the entrance.

This example is improved if it is understood in a generic context, for example one where
the speaker is describing the daily routine at her former place of work. But where the
sentence is obligatorily understood as an episodic statement – for example, where the
verb phrase is modified by yesterday – it is ill-formed.
These observations suggest that the generic operator is required in order to
license generic one. What the well-formed examples in (87) and (90) have in common is
that they express generalizations over situations with a particular property. Intuitively,
(87) says that in any situation in which one stands at the entrance, one can see the
picture, and (90) says that in any situation in which one wants to look at the picture, or
has the intention of looking at the picture, one should stand at the entrance. Contrast
this with the following examples, where one is replaced with a proper name.

92a. Mary can see the picture from the entrance.
92b. Mary should look at the picture from the entrance.

A salient interpretation of (92a) entails that Mary is currently standing at the entrance,
while (92b) seems to take it for granted that Mary wants to look at the picture. Generic
readings are available too: we might interpret (92a) as meaning that any situation in
which Mary stands at the entrance is one in which Mary sees the picture, and (92b) as
meaning that whenever Mary wants to look at the picture she should go to the entrance
to do so. Nothing forces these readings to be assigned to these sentences, however, and
indeed they may not even be the ones that come most readily to mind. By contrast, their
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counterparts with generic one as subject require the construals that involve universal
quantification over situations of the relevant kind.
We take this as evidence that generic one requires the presence of the generic
operator in order to be licensed. In a configuration where the generic operator is
unavailable, such as an episodic sentence, one may not be used. In configurations where a
generic construal would otherwise be optional, such as (92), the presence of one makes it
obligatory. It seems therefore that a straightforward treatment of structures involving
generic one can be provided by positing that GEN is introduced into the syntax in the
manner of other generic sentences, without need to appeal to a special feature [+Gn] on
a co-indexed operator in the left periphery of the sentence in which one occurs. Of
course, we may want to encode on one the information that it is only licensed if GEN
occurs elsewhere in the structure, and we might represent this by positing a feature
[+GEN] on this item. Where Moltmann’s view and ours differ, therefore, is in our
assumptions about where in the syntax the operator that satisfies this requirement is
situated.
We will nonetheless adopt from Moltmann the idea that the representation of
generic one sentences involves appeal to the identify with relation, just as with individuallevel predicates of personal taste. Recall that this relation is defined as follows.

93. I(x, y) = 1 iff x identifies with y.

The idea then will be that One can see the picture from the entrance means roughly that for all
relevant worlds w and all relevant individuals x with whom the speaker identifies, x sees
the picture from the entrance in w. This can be implemented in just the same way as was
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employed for predicates of personal taste, with the subject of the identify with relation
being a variable bound by the most local individual abstractor, and the object being a
variable bound by the generic operator. Here is the entry for one, which we annotate with
the feature [+GEN] encoding the genericity requirement.

94. ⟦onei [+GEN]⟧c, g = !x. I(g(i), x)

Generic one contributes that predicate which is true of individuals identified with by the
relevant agent. Notice the analogy with generic sentences with bare plural subjects,
which have also been argued to contribute a variable that is bound by GEN. (See for
example (Krifka et al., 1995) and references therein.) Here is a sample LF with its
corresponding interpretation:

95a. One can see the picture from the entrance.
95b. [!x1[1st] !w2 [GEN [[!y. I(x1[1st], y)] can seew2 the picture from the entrance]]]
95c. ⟦95b⟧c, g = !x!w. "y"w’ [Acc(w, w’) & T(y, w’) & R2(y, w’) & I(x, y)] [y can see the
picture from the entrance in w’]
Where (i) Acc(w, w’) = 1 iff w’ is accessible from w;
(ii) T(x, w) = 1 iff x is typical in w;
(iii) R2(x, w) = 1 iff x inhabits w and x is relevant in w;
(iv) I(x, y) = 1 iff x identifies with y

(95) expresses the property of being an x such that for every accessible world w’ and
every individual y that is relevant in w’ and such that x identifies with y, y can see the
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picture from the entrance in w’. This provides an implementation of Moltmann’s idea
within the framework developed in this part of the dissertation.
As with predicates of personal taste, this analysis has the consequence that a
generic one sentence typically carries entailments about the speaker, at least when it is
unembedded and has declarative force. (96) shows that this is borne out.

96. #One can see the picture from the entrance, but I can’t.

The deviance of (96) is the consequence of a conspiracy of two factors. Firstly, the
identify with relation is reflexive, so that it will never exclude the individual whom the
property expressed by the first clause of (96) is applied to from the restriction of the
generic operator. Secondly, as argued in (Pearson, 2013) and mentioned in Chapter 2, in
the unmarked case generic sentences behave like universally quantified sentences: a
suitable individual is by default included in the domain of quantification unless explicit
reason is provided not to do so. Thus (96) is improved by the because-clause below.

97a. One can see the picture from the entrance, but I can’t/wouldn’t be able to because I
have poor eyesight.
97b. One must be able to see the picture from the entrance, but I can’t/wouldn’t be able
to because I have poor eyesight.
97c. Apparently one can see the picture from the entrance, but I can’t/wouldn’t be able
to because I have poor eyesight.
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The typicality predicate T ensures that only individuals who are ‘typical’ or ‘ideal’ with
respect to a given property are included in the domain of individuals quantified over by
the generic operator. Recall, for instance, that with taste statements involving individuallevel predicates T excludes individuals who are not in the ‘target audience’ of a particular
item, such as people who do not like marsala wine in the case of tiramisu. Similarly, if I
have poor eyesight then I am not a member of the demographic relevant to determining
whether one can see the picture from the entrance. In such a case, and provided I make
this information known, the typicality predicate serves to exclude me from the domain
of quantification.
Since the subject of the identify with relation introduced by generic one is a variable
bound by the individual abstractor on root declarative C in the above example, a further
prediction is that this individual will be construed de se with respect to the speaker. This
prediction turns out to be rather difficult to test. Suppose we set up a scenario in which
the speaker makes an inference based on some aspect of her own behavior, but she is
unaware that she is the individual in question. For instance, the speaker might conclude
from watching CCTV footage of an individual whom she fails to recognise as herself
that one can see the picture from the entrance. To the extent that the speaker is in a
position to utter (95) in such a situation – and our intuition is that she is – we cannot tell
whether this is because the subject of the identify with relation can after all be construed
de re, contrary to what we predict, or whether this is simply a consequence of the
speaker accidentally being included among the individuals that this relation relates her to.
(Pearson, 2013) circumvents this problem in the case of predicates of personal
taste by exploiting the fact that taste statements are typically made on the basis of the
speaker’s direct experience, and that if this is not the case she should indicate this by
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using a marker such as epistemic must or apparently. Thus if the speaker is unaware that
she is watching herself enjoying some chocolate cake then she should say, The chocolate
cake must be tasty rather than The chocolate cake is tasty. Such a constraint does not seem to
be in effect with generic one; thus while (97b) and (97c) are quite natural, (97a) is also
reasonably acceptable. However, we can replicate the test by investigating what happens
when one is the subject of a predicate that has the crucial property that we identified for
predicates of personal taste. Feel is such a predicate, as noted by (Mitchell, 1986).70
Notice, for example, the somewhat degraded status of the following example.

98. ??Julie felt great after passing the dissertation defense.

The subject of feel is in a situation of epistemic privilege: only she has direct access to
reliable information about how she feels. I may have every reason to believe that Julie
felt great after passing her defense: she may have told me how she felt, I may know how
hard she had worked beforehand, or I may be in a position to judge based on her
demeanour. Nonetheless, use of the following markers of indirect evidence is preferred
to (98):

99a. Julie must have felt great after passing the dissertation defense.
99b. Apparently Julie felt great after passing the dissertation defense.
99c. Julie looked like she felt great after passing the dissertation defense.

Other predicates identified by Mitchell exhibiting the same behavior include bored and hurt. As far as we
know, Mitchell was the first to notice the effects of adding epistemic must discussed here.

70
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Now suppose that we subsitute generic one for ‘Julie’, turning the sentence into a generic
rather than an episodic statement.

100. One feels great after passing the dissertation defense.

Note that (100) would be a rather odd thing for me to say at this moment, since at the
time of writing I have not yet defended my dissertation. Of course, I have every reason
to believe the sentence to be true, but my evidence is indirect. I should therefore utter
one of the variants in (101) instead.

101a. One must feel great after passing the dissertation defense.
101b. Apparently one feels great after passing the dissertation defense.

The question that now arises is whether I would be in a position to utter (101) in the
following scenario. I wake up the day after passing my dissertation defense with a terrible
hangover, and can’t remember what it was that I was celebrating. A colleague was good
enough to record the celebrations for me, but unfortunately the picture is rather blurry
and I can’t recognise myself. Watching the happy figure on the screen sipping
champagne I say, One feels great after passing the dissertation defense. Intuitively, this utterance
is odd: (101a) would have been a better choice, since in this scenario I am not aware that
I am the individual on the basis of whose experience I draw a generalization about how
it feels to pass one’s defense (given that I have forgotten that I have done so). This
suggests that our prediction that the subject of the identify with relation is construed de se
is borne out.
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A second prediction is that when generic one occurs in a question, the sentence
denotes the set of possible properties that the addressee might self-ascribe, rather than a
property self-ascribed by the speaker. Questions are therefore first person oriented with
respect to the addressee, not the speaker. We can test this prediction by considering the
following.

102. Does one feel great after passing the dissertation defense?

Suppose that I ask Julie this question today. The question is felicitous even though I
have not yet passed my dissertation defense, because Julie has, and is therefore in a
position to self-ascribe one of the set of properties that the question denotes. On the
other hand, the question would have been infelicitous two weeks ago, since at that time
Julie had not yet defended her dissertation. We conclude that our analysis makes correct
predictions about the behavior of generic one in root level declarative and interrogative
sentences.
What about attitude reports? Our analysis predicts that where one is embedded
below an attitude predicate, the subject of the identify with relation is the attitude holder.
Consider the following example.

103a. Mary thinks that one can see the picture from the entrance.
103b. LF: [CP1!x1[1st] !w2 [Mary[att][3rd] thinks[att][3rd]w2 [CP2!x3[att][3rd] !w4 [GEN [!y. I(x3[3rd], y)
can seew4 the picture from the entrance]]]]]
103c. ⟦CP2⟧c, g =!x!w. "y"w’ [Acc(w, w’) & T(y, w’) & R2(y, w’) & I(x, y)] [y can see the
picture from the entrance in w’]
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103d. ⟦CP1⟧c, g = !x!w. "<w’, y> $ DoxMary, w # [!z!w’’. "u"w’’’ [Acc(w’’, w’’’) & T(u,
w’’’) & R2(u, w’’’) & I(z, u)] [u can see the picture from the entrance in w’’’]](y)(w’) =
!x!w. "<w’, y> $ DoxMary, w # "u"w’’ [Acc(w’, w’’) & T(u, w’’) & R2(u, w’’) & I(y, u)]
[u can see the picture from the entrance in w’’]

As displayed in (103), the subject of the identify with relation corresponds to Mary’s
doxastic centre – the individual that Mary takes herself to be in each of her doxastic
alternatives. In such a case, the generic statement contributed by the one sentence is
based on a generalization from Mary’s experience rather than the speaker’s. (Moltmann,
2006) provides evidence that this prediction is born out, in the form of examples such as
the following.

104. The politician told his fellow Americans that one should abstain from French
products.
[(Moltmann, 2006): 274, ex 52a]

Moltmann observes that (104) can be felicitously uttered by a French person,
who presumably would not be included among the group that the politician urges to
avoid French products.
Note in addition that the account predicts that the immediateness requirement
should hold for generic one sentences, just as we have seen, following Stephenson’s work,
that it does for predicates of personal taste and epistemic modals. We can check that this
is borne out by considering the following example.
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105. Martin thinks that Hazel thinks that one always eats turkey at Thanksgiving.

Recall that due to a conspiracy between the reflexive nature of the identify with relation
and properties of generic sentences, by default generic one sentences entail that the verb
phrase is true of the subject of the identify with relation, unless explicit reason is provided
for this individual to be excluded from the contextual restriction. If the interpretation of
one is constrained by the immediateness requirement, it will follow that the unmarked
interpretation of (105) is one that entails that Martin’s belief state entails that Hazel
thinks that she always eats turkey at Thanksgiving. An interpretation that does not have
this entailment will only be available if a reason is provided to exclude Hazel from the
group of potential turkey eaters. On the other hand, if the subject of the identify with
relation associated with one can be Martin, then it should be unnecessary to provide such
a reason for excluding Hazel from the group. The data displayed below show that the
first prediction is borne out.

106a. Martin thinks that Hazel thinks that one always eats turkey at Thanksgiving. #But
Martin thinks that Hazel thinks that she doesn’t eat turkey at Thanksgiving.
106b. Martin thinks that Hazel thinks that one always eats turkey at Thanksgiving. But
Martin thinks that Hazel thinks that she doesn’t eat turkey at Thanksgiving, because she
is a vegetarian.

Compare these cases with the following:
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107. Martin thinks that Hazel thinks that one always eats turkey at Thanksgiving. But
Martin thinks that Hazel thinks that Martin doesn’t eat turkey at Thanksgiving.

The contrast between (106a) and (107) shows that in the unmarked case, generic one
sentences embedded below multiple attitude predicates carry entailments about the
behavior of the most local attitude holder. Implementing Moltmann’s analysis within our
framework straightforwardly predicts this, given the assumption that the subject of the
identify with relation is a variable that is obligatorily bound by the most local individual
abstractor. We conclude that generic one is yet another case that demonstrates the
usefulness of positing individual abstractors in root C in declaratives and questions, and
embedded C in attitude reports. In the next section, we turn our attention to crosslinguistic data that illustrate the point further.

6. Cross-linguistic evidence

We have proposed that (i) declarative root C hosts an individual abstractor bearing the
feature [1st]; (ii) interrogative root C hosts an individual abstractor bearing the feature
[2nd] and (iii) embedded C in the scope of an attitude predicate hosts an individual
abstractor bearing the same person feature as that associated with the designated
argument of the verb. Note the different agreement possibilities for each case: in
declaratives we have agreement between the root level individual abstractor and
expressions in its scope that bear [1st], in questions there is agreement between the
abstractor and expressions in its scope that bear [2nd], and in attitude reports there is
agreement between the abstractor and expressions in its scope that bear the same feature
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as the DP denoting the attitude holder. One of the goals of this chapter has been to
investigate the consequences of this distribution of agreement possibilities. We might
now ask whether natural language ever employs a single overt morpheme that is suitable
for each of the cases in (i-iii), and no other. Intuitively, such a morpheme would not
signal agreement in person features, but rather that there is agreement with a local
individual abstractor – and perhaps also binding by that operator. (Wechsler, 2012)
shows that there are languages that have such morphemes, namely, languages with socalled conjunct-disjunct systems. In this section we summarize his findings.
In languages displaying conjunct-disjunct systems, person is not marked on the
verb. Instead, the verb bears either conjunct or disjunct marking, depending on the
configuration. Conjunct marking occurs on first person declaratives, second person
interrogatives and in the scope of attitude reports whose subject agrees with the matrix
attitude holder. Otherwise, disjunct marking is used. According to Wechsler and the
works he cites, examples of languages employing conjunct-disjunct systems include
Newar (Sino-Tibetan), Akhvakh (Nakh-Daghestanian), and Oksapmin (Trans New
Guinea). A sample of relevant data from Lhasa Tibetan is provided below.

Root declaratives

108a. nga
I

bod=pa

yin

Tibetan (person)

be/CJ

‘I am a Tibetan.’
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108b. kho
he

bod=pa

red

Tibetan

be/DJ

‘He is a Tibetan.’

108c. khyed=rang-gis/khos
You-ERG/He-ERG

byas-pa

red

did-PERF DJ

‘You/he did it.’

Root interrogatives

109a. khyed=rang

bod-pa

yin

pas?

You

Tibetan

be/CJ

INT

rgya=mi

red

pas?

Chinese person

be/DJ

INT

kho

bod=pa

yin

zer=gyis

he

Tibetan

be/CJ

say=IMPERF

‘Are you a Tibetan?’

109b. nga
I

‘Am I a Chinese person?’

Attitude reports

110a. khos
he-ERG

‘Hei says that hei is Tibetan.’
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110b. khos
he-ERG

kho

bod=pa

red

zer=gyis

he

Tibetan

be/DJ

say=IMPERF

‘Hei says that hej is Tibetan.’

[(Wechsler, 2012): 23-24, exs 12-14]

Notice what the examples in (108-110) displaying the conjunct form have in common:
the subject of the clause in which the verb bearing this morpheme occurs agrees in
person features with the most local individual abstractor, and therefore can be bound by
it. Wechsler’s analysis of these facts, like ours, is inspired by the view of (Lewis, 1979)
and (Perry, 1979) that attitudes de se involve self-ascription of a property. He proposes
that conjunct morphology indicates that the property expressed by the VP that hosts it is
self-ascribed by the individual denoted by the subject. Like in our system, Wechsler
treats the self-ascriber as the speaker in root declarative sentences, the addressee in root
interrogatives, and the attitude holder in the case of attitude reports. Thus in order for
the VP to be self-ascribed by the subject, the subject must be the speaker, the addressee
or the attitude holder respectively in these three classes of case.
Our view is in the spirit of Wechsler’s, but the implementation is different. If we
understand his idea correctly, sentences have propositional type, but conjunct marking
communicates that the property expressed by the VP is self-ascribed by the relevant
agent. We propose by contrast that clauses express a property that is always self-ascribed
by the relevant agent. We can treat conjunct marking as a special form of agreement
which signals that the subject of the VP on which the conjunct morpheme occurs bears
the same person feature as the most local individual abstractor. This is stated in (111):
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111. The verb bears conjunct marking just in case its subject bears the same person
feature as the individual abstractor associated with the C that heads the smallest clause in
which it occurs. Otherwise, the verb bears disjunct marking.

A related possibility is to treat conjunct marking as a reflex of binding rather than
agreement:

112. The verb bears conjunct marking just in case its subject is bound by the individual
abstractor associated with the C that heads the smallest clause in which it occurs.
Otherwise, the verb bears disjunct marking.

We leave it to future work to refine the options set out in (111) and (112). One question
that bears on the precise formulation of the rule is whether the embedded subject is
obligatorily construed de se in an attitude report with conjunct marking in the embedded
clause. At least at first sight, it seems that (111) predicts that this need not be the case,
but (112) predicts that it is: if agreement in person features is sufficient for conjunct
marking, then this marking will surface whenever feature matching occurs, regardless of
whether the pronoun is bound or free, and therefore regardless of whether the pronoun
is construed de se or not. On the other hand, if the condition for conjunct marking is
stronger – if agreement is not sufficient and there must also be binding – then it seems
to be predicted that conjunct marking forces the subject to be construed de se, with
disjunct marking tolerating coreference between attitude holder and embedded pronoun
provided that the pronoun is construed de re. This idea should be approached with some
caution however: in Chapter 7 we argue that a pronoun may be bound but nonetheless
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be interpreted de re. Nevertheless, further fieldwork on conjunct-disjunct marking
languages with the aim of establishing the distribution of de se construals would be very
welcome.
In the meantime, there are a number of facts about conjunct-disjunct systems
that have already been established in the literature and which we cannot do justice to
here. For instance, following (Hargreaves, 2005), Wechsler notes that conjunct marking
in Newari is restricted to a certain subset of the verbs in this language, which he classifies
as verbs of intentional action, or ‘control’ verbs in Hargreaves’ terminology. Twan-,
‘drink’ and wan- ‘go’ are examples of such items, while then-, ‘arrive’, and thul-,
‘understand’ are classified as non-control verbs, and as such are only compatible with
disjunct morphology, regardless of the configuration in which they occur. An
investigation of how best to reconcile these facts with our proposal is again left for a
future date. We will merely close this section by noticing that the basic conjunct-disjunct
paradigm is on first sight rather surprising, but seems quite natural in the context of the
proposal developed in this portion of the dissertation: conjunct marking is a reflection of
agreement (and possibly binding) of the subject with an individual abstractor hosted by
root or embedded C.
We have discussed a wide range of phenomena that point to the role in the
grammar of natural languages of individual abstraction operators with the properties
identified in the last chapter. The next section is devoted to a comparison with related
proposals.
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7. Comparison with related proposals

7.1 Centred worlds

An alternative to the present approach is to revert to the view that sentences express
propositions rather than properties, but to treat propositions as (characteristic functions)
of sets of world-individual pairs. This would mean that sentence meanings are of type
<e,<s,t>>, exactly as they are for our proposal.71 However, the individual argument is
‘built into’ the meanings of sentences and the constituents of which they are composed,
rather than being introduced via an individual abstractor. Among other consequences,
this would mean that the notion that such abstractors bear person features and therefore
have the potential to enter into agreement relations with other elements within the
constituent over which they take scope would now be unavailable. Furthermore, this
view would have the cost of requiring that the individual argument be added throughout
the inventory of semantic types, so that 1-place predicates now have meanings of type
<e,<e,<s,t>>>, 2-place predicates have meanings of type <e,<e,<e,<s,t>>>> and so
on. (Alternatively, one could posit a new type, cw, the type of centred worlds, and let
propositions be of type <cw,t>, 1-place predicates type <e,<cw,t>>, 2-place predicates
type <e,<e,<cw,t>>> and so on. While this adjustment simplifies the notation, the
complexity of the semantics is retained: the point remains that this view treats
propositions as functions from world-individual pairs to truth values, rather than simply
To be more precise, for Lasersohn and Stephenson sentence meanings are of type <s,<e,t>>. They
assume a system where world variables are encoded as coordinates of the evaluation index rather than
being represented in the syntax. The convention of such a system is that the world argument is the first
rather than the final member of a given type. In this section we switch the order of arguments merely to
make the comparison more transparent.

71
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worlds to truth values.) Our system is simpler in that it does not require modification of
the inventory of semantic types, but it comes with the cost of adding additional
individual abstractors to the syntax, over and above those that are familiar from the
study of quantifier raising and relativization.
Notice, in addition, that the choice between our approach and the centred worlds
view just described is not simplified by asking which implementation has the best chance
of providing a unified semantics for attitude reports. In the last chapter, we motivated
the addition of individual abstractors to root level C by providing an argument that root
level sentences bear an operator that has the semantics of an attitude predicate, and
therefore requires that its clausal argument have a meaning of suitable type. The property
view fulfils this requirement with the pleasing side effect that clauses now receive a
unified analysis, being of type <e,<s,t>> regardless of whether or not they are
embedded. But as Stephenson emphasizes, the view that clauses express propositions,
these being of type <e,<s,t>>, also makes it possible to give a unified type to root and
embedded sentence meanings (Stephenson, 2007a; Stephenson, 2007b; Stephenson,
2010). This is because this view too is compatible with attitude predicates being
quantifiers over world-individual pairs, and therefore expecting an argument of type
<e,<s,t>>. The aim of this section is to gain some clarity about how, if at all, our
approach is superior to one that treats propositions as sets of centred worlds.
We have already made some progress towards answering this question in Chapter
2, where we presented arguments, building on (Pearson, 2013), that a view that posits an
extra individual argument as a component of the Kaplanian index (the so-called ‘judge
parameter’) is not well-suited to handling the behavior of predicates of personal taste.
We can think of this as an argument against a particular instance of the centred worlds
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approach. In the literature we find other cases where the index is treated as having an
individual parameter as well as a world (and time) parameter that are not motivated by a
commitment to the view that truth is relativized to individuals as well as worlds and
times.
For example, (Anand & Nevins, 2004) and (Anand, 2006) propose to enrich the
evaluation index in precisely the way that we are now considering, so that it includes an
individual coordinate in addition to the usual world and time coordinates. In this case,
the motivation is to let contexts and indices be of the same semantic type: both are now
tuples consisting of a world, time and individual. This move is intended to make it
possible to analyze the phenomenon of indexical shift, introduced in Chapter 1. We
provide an example from Zazaki below.

113.

H!senij

(m"k -ra)

va

Hesen.OBL

(I.OBL-to) said

k!

!zj /k

d!wletia

that

I

rich.be-PRES

(i)

Hesen said that I am rich

(ii)

Hesen said that Hesen is rich. [(Anand & Nevins, 2004): 21, ex 4]

Of particular interest is the reading in (ii), whereby Hesen’s reported speech act ascribed
to Hesen, rather than to the speaker, the property of being rich. This violates the socalled Fixity Thesis, which (Schlenker, 2004) emphasizes is a tenet of the Kaplanian view,
and which holds that indexicals must have their value fixed by the utterance context:
intuitively, the availability of reading (ii) suggests that a first person indexical in Zazaki
can denote the speaker in the context of the reported utterance, rather than the speaker
in the actual utterance context.
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Anand and Nevins’ solution to the puzzle of how this comes about is to let (a
circumscribed subset of) attitude predicates in indexical shifting languages optionally
introduce a context overwriting operator which overwrites the coordinates of the
utterance context with that of the evaluation index, as shown:

114. ⟦OP %⟧k,j = ⟦%⟧j,j
"

Any material in the scope of this operator will now be interpreted by letting the referents
of indexical expressions be determined by coordinates of the index (that is, the new
utterance context, obtained via context overwriting), rather than by coordinates of the
utterance context. For instance, if the first person pronoun is in the scope of such an
operator, then its referent will be the author supplied by the index (equivalently, that
supplied by the shifted context), rather than the author of the actual context. This
produces reading (ii) in (113). Below are sample computations provided by Anand and
Nevins. They assume that attitude predicates are quantifiers over indices; that is, over
world-individual pairs (or world-time-individual triples).

115a. ⟦say OP %⟧c,i = !xe. "j compatible with what x says in i, (⟦OP %⟧c,j)
"

"

115b. ⟦OP [I am rich] ⟧c,j = ⟦ [I am rich] ⟧j,j = 1 iff AUTH(j) is rich in j.
"

[(Anand & Nevins, 2004): 27, exs 26, 27]

It should now be clear why it is crucial for Anand and Nevins that the context and the
index should be of the same type: only if this is so can the overwriting operation apply,
letting the author of the context be shifted to the author of the index. They therefore
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postulate that indices include individual as well as world and time coordinates, with the
individual in question corresponding to the ‘author’ in their system, rather than the judge
as for Lasersohn and Stephenson. Anand and Nevins argue that a further advantage of
this proposal is that it makes room for a treatment of obligatorily controlled PRO and
logophoric pronouns in languages such as Ewe. On this view, these denote the author of
the index. Since for them the author of an index i in the domain of an attitudinal
operator is the individual that the attitude holder identifies as herself, this predicts that
PRO and logophoric pronouns are obligatorily de se.72
A second possibility, proposed in (Anand, 2006), is that both binding operations
of the type that we consider in this chapter and context-shifting operators play a role in
grammar. If so, then cases such as indexical shift that Anand argues arise via the latter
rather than the former route must be analyzed within a framework where indices as well
as contexts have an individual coordinate. We postpone discussion of this view until
section 7.2.2.
Notice that the cases where the individual coordinate of the index plays a role
according to (Anand & Nevins, 2004) and (Anand, 2006) involve attitude reports: for
shifted indexicals, the action happens in the scope of an attitude predicate, which
quantifies over triples that include this individual coordinate. Stephenson’s work can be
thought of as an attempt to show that the individual coordinate also plays a role at the
root level, where it makes it possible to define a notion of truth that is relativized to
individuals, thereby accounting for subjective disagreements. If we are correct that it is
preferable on empirical as well as conceptual grounds to analyze predicates of personal
While this prediction is borne out for obligatory control, it is false for logophoric pronouns, at least in
some languages. In Chapter 7 we present evidence that logophoric pronouns in Ewe can receive a de re
interpretation.

72
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taste without appeal to such a parameter, this argument is considerably weakened. It is
therefore worth asking how well the view that propositions are (characteristic functions
of) sets of centred worlds fares in accounting for the root level phenomena identified in
this chapter.
As good a place to start as any is by asking what the individual coordinate of the
evaluation index would be. Since centred worlds are invoked to model the mental state
of some agent in the form of a set of world-individual pairs, the individual coordinate
ought to be the doxastic centre for some agent. Indeed, this is what Anand and Nevins
assume for attitude reports, treating PRO, logophoric pronouns and shifted indexicals as
having semantic values corresponding to the doxastic centre. If root declarative
sentences also report mental states, then the question is whose mental state is described
by such a sentence? Typically, the speaker’s. Hence if the evaluation index incorporates
an individual coordinate, then this individual ought to be the speaker – or at least the
speaker’s doxastic centre, the individual that she takes herself to be.
Notice that this move has the consequence that the identity of the speaker plays
two roles for root declarative sentences: firstly, it supplies the individual coordinate of
the context (thereby determining the referent of first person indexicals), and secondly, it
supplies the individual coordinate of the evaluation index. The relativist project can be
understood as an attempt to show that these distinct contributions are both needed,
while our goal is to show that they can be collapsed, providing a unified treatment of
first person indexicals with various other phenomena.
Couching the debate in terms of the notion that the individual component of the
evaluation index represents the individual whose beliefs the sentence expresses (rather
than the more specific notion of a judge) puts us in a position to highlight how this
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bifurcation of ‘speaker-sensitivity’ introduces redundancy: in root declaratives, the
speaker and the attitude holder are one and the same. Crucially, however, our view
appeals to a binder that bears a person feature and therefore can enter into agreement
dependencies with other expressions that occur in its scope – in the case of root
declaratives, this means with elements that bear the feature [1st]. To the extent that
natural language provides evidence for such dependencies, our account is to be preferred
at least to a ‘pure’ centred worlds view; a mixed view such as that in (Anand, 2006)
which handles certain phenomena by means of binding in the syntax would at least in
principle be able to handle these facts, although something would still have to be said
about the behavior of root declaratives and interrogatives.
In this chapter, we have discussed a variety of facts that provide evidence for the
existence of these agreement-like phenomena. Recall, for example, the data that we
encountered involving proxy counterfactuals. We repeat these here.

116a. If I were John, I would work hard.
116b. ??If you were John, you would work hard.
116c. ??If she were John, she would work hard.

117a. If you were John, would you work hard?
117b. ??If I were John would I work hard?
117c. ??If she were John, would she work hard?
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118a. Mary thinks that if she were John, she would work hard.
118b. ??Mary thinks that if I were John, I would work hard.
118c. ??Mary thinks that if you were John, you would work hard.

Descriptively, what we learned was that proxy counterfactuals are licit only if the subject
of the antecedent clause bears the same person feature as the abstractor on the C that
heads the whole conditional. We captured this by positing a covert modal operator that
quantifies over counterfactual suppositional alternatives of the relevant agent, with that
agent being supplied in the form of a variable bound by the abstractor. Assuming that
what licenses the proxy counterfactual is a de se construal of the subject of the
antecedent, that a de se construal arises via binding, under condition of identity of phifeatures, and that the person feature associated with the lambda operator matches that of
the attitude holder, the observed generalization follows.

7.2 Binding of indexicals

7.2.1 Heim’s ambiguity

Our proposal sits well in the context of approaches concerning the ability of indexicals
to be bound in certain environments (Heim, 2002; Kratzer, 2009; Rullmann, 2004; von
Stechow, 2002; von Stechow, 2003). Consider firstly the following well-known example,
attributed to Heim.

119. Only I did my homework.
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The most salient reading of (119) can be represented as in (120).73

120. "x [x did x’s homework # x = speaker(c)]

(121) also has the following reading, which is merely less plausible.

121. "x [x did speaker(c)’s homework # x = speaker(c)]

Under the reading of (119) displayed in (120), it is true in a context where the speaker is
the only diligent member of the class; everyone else failed to do his or her homework. By
contrast, (121) is true just in case the only individual who did the speaker’s homework is
the speaker herself. Call the reading in (120) the bound variable reading; this is the
reading that arises when my is bound by the quantifier, as the rendering in (120) makes
clear.
As (Schlenker, 2004) emphasizes, the availability of the bound variable reading is
unexpected if, as on the Kaplanian view, an indexical such as a first person pronoun is
directly referential, picking out for any context c the speaker in c. A productive response
to this issue has been to suppose that features on bound variable pronouns are deleted
under binding (Heim, 1994; Heim, 2001; von Stechow, 2002; von Stechow, 2003). Here
again is the relevant rule.

The representations in (120) and (121) are merely meant to encode the intuitive truth conditions; we do
not commit ourselves to any particular semantics for only.

73
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122. Feature Deletion under Semantic Binding
(a) Binding requires agreement of phi-features at S-structure.
(b) Delete the features to all variables that are semantically bound.
[Adapted from (von Stechow, 2002; von Stechow, 2003): ex 5]

Heim’s derivation of the bound variable reading then runs as follows (Heim, 2002).
Assume the existence of a feature percolation mechanism permitting the feature [1st] on I
to be inherited by the larger DP within which it is contained. This DP undergoes
Quantifier Raising, with its index and the feature [1st] adjoining to a lower position,
where it is interpreted as a lambda abstractor and can bind any material in its scope also
bearing [1st]. My is a suitable candidate for binding by this operator, in which case its
person feature is deleted due to Feature Deletion under Semantic Binding. If so, then my
does not bear a person feature at LF, so that effectively it is not interpreted as an
indexical. On the other hand, if my is left free, then Feature Deletion under Semantic
Binding does not apply and it is construed as an ordinary indexical denoting the speaker,
in accordance with our intuitions regarding the reading expressed in (121). The LFs are
provided in (123) and (124).

123a. Only I did my homework.

Bound variable reading

123b. [[Only I[1st]] !x1[1st] t1 did my1[1st] homework]

124a. Only I did my homework.

Non-bound reading

124b. [[Only I[1st]] !x1 [1st] t1 did my2[1st] homework]
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This discussion is useful in that it shows that there is independent reason to believe that
indexicals can be bound. (We leave it to the reader to check that second person
pronouns behave in the same way by verifying that an analogous ambiguity arises with
Only you did your homework.) Thus if a root declarative sentence contains a first person
pronoun, then it is in a position to be bound by the individual abstractor on root C,
given that clause (a) of Feature Deletion under Semantic Binding is satisfied in such a
case. Under such a condition the person feature on the pronoun deletes, with the whole
sentence being interpreted as a property.
As discussed in the Appendix to Chapter 3, we need to maintain the assumption
that first person pronouns can be free, in which case they denote the speaker. One
reason for this is that we have said that interrogative C bears [2nd] rather than [1st]; thus
the pronoun in Am I a linguist? has no binder. Likewise, a second person pronoun in a
root declarative must be free, since in that case root C bears [1st] rather than [2nd]. We
illustrate this with the case of you; when it occurs free, its character is a function from a
context c to the addressee in c:

125. Where free, ⟦you⟧g = !c. addr(c)

The character of a sentence is now a function from contexts to properties. Furthermore,
as discussed in the Appendix to the last chapter in the case of I, unless a nominal
expression is abstracted over, it must be interpreted de re. Since root clauses as well as
embedded clauses are now understood as arguments of attitudinal operators, this holds
for a nominal expression such as a free indexical in a root clause.74
74

I am grateful to Irene Heim for helping me to understand this point.
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126a. You are a linguist.
126b. [!G1!x2[1st] !w3 [G1 You4[2nd] w3 x2 are a linguistt3]]
126c. ⟦126b⟧g = !c!G!x!w. G(addr(c))(w, x) is a linguist in w
126d. ⟦ [Assert[!G1!x2[1st] !w3 [G1 You4[2nd] w3 x2 are a linguistt3]]⟧g(c) is only defined if
,G: G is suitable for speaker(c) in world(c) & "<w’, x> $ Doxspeaker(c),world(c) #
G(addr(c))(w’, x) is a linguist in w.
126e. A speaker speaks truly by uttering (126a) in a context c at a world w iff ,G: G is
suitable for speaker(c) in world(c) & G(addr(c))(world(c), speaker(c)) is a linguist in
world(c).
By reliability, this will only be the case if addr(c) is a linguist in world(c)

You are a linguist can only felicitously be uttered if the speaker believes of the addressee
that she is a linguist. The speaker speaks truly by uttering this sentence just in case the
addressee is a linguist. Both of these results are in accordance with our intuitions.
Notice that we have maintained the Kaplanian distinction between character and
content, although a character is now a function from contexts to properties. The novel
component of our set-up is the presence of abstractors over individual variables and
concept generator variables in root C. One might hope that with the addition of this
apparatus, we could do without the distinction between character and content. We do
not currently see any way of implementing this idea without losing the account of the
data that motivated Kaplan’s two-dimensional framework in the firstplace. For instance,
we wish to maintain the result that I am here now is an a priori truth but not a necessary
truth. We hope that future work will improve on our analysis of de re indexicals in root
sentences, using the tools that we have put in place.
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Another question is whether we are introducing redundancy into our system by
postulating two ways of interpreting indexical pronouns. This is of particular concern
given that we have claimed that one of the advantages of our view is that it has the
consequence that there is only one form of ‘speaker-sensitivity’, unlike with the relativist
stance which holds that the identity of the speaker can determine truth both by (i) fixing
the value of first person indexicals and (ii) fixing the value of the judge parameter. We
might wonder whether by introducing two routes to the interpretation of I, we too
introduce two forms of speaker-sensitivity.
Two considerations show that matters are not that serious. Firstly, note that
while we have two different routes to determining the value for I, in many cases the
outcome is the same. This is because the property expressed by a first person indexical is
applied to the speaker of the context in order to obtain a truth-evaluable object. Thus I
am a linguist is a truthful utterance in a context c just in case the speaker in c is a linguist.
Regardless of whether the first person pronoun is bound or free, then, the context must
supply its speaker coordinate in order to yield a truth evaluable object. What we have
then are two routes to the same destination, unlike with the relativist view which holds
that supplying the value of a first person indexical and assigning an autocentric
interpretation to a taste statement are two different beasts entirely.
Secondly, we have independent evidence that the two routes to the interpretation
of an indexical that our set-up makes available are both required: without them the
ambiguity of a sentence such as Only you did your homework would not be predicted. Note
moreover that a relativist or centred-worlds based view still needs these two routes in
order to grapple with the same data; it seems unlikely that adding an extra individual
argument will be much help in explaining Heim’s ambiguity. One way of thinking of our
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proposal then is as a fairly natural extension of technical apparatus that we have
independent reason to believe is needed.75
Before moving on, we should provide the LFs corresponding to readings (i) and
(ii) in our new system. (We ignore world variable for these purposes.)

127a. Only I did my homework.

Bound variable reading

127b. [ !x1[1st] !w2 [[Only I1[1st]] !x3[1st] t3 did my3[1st] homeworkw2]]
127c. ⟦127b⟧g(c) = !x!w. "y [y did y’s homework in w # y = x]

As shown, both occurrences of the first person pronoun are bound: I by the root level
individual abstractor, and my by the abstractor introduced as a consequence of QR of the
DP. In fact, the non-bound reading can also be derived by letting both pronouns be
bound; what is crucial is that they are both bound by the same operator, namely the root
level abstractor:

128a. Only I did my homework.

Non-bound reading: v1

128b. [ !x1[1st] !w2 [[Only I1[1st]] !x3[1st] t3 did my1[1st] homeworkw2]]
128c. ⟦108b⟧g(c) = !x!w. "y [y did x’s homework in w # y = x]

If (128b) is a possible LF for (128a), this would suggest that binding of my is not subject
to locality: either of the two abstractors is a possible binder for this element, it being

Note in addition that, as is well known, bound variable readings with indexicals are a sub-case of a
broader phenomenon, as revealed by (i).
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(i) Only John did his homework. (Therefore Mary did not do hers.)
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sufficient that they both bear [1st]. Note however that if the possibility of a first person
pronoun being directly referential is always available, then this provides an alternative
route to deriving the non-bound reading, as illustrated below.

129a. Only I did my homework.

Non-bound reading: v2

129b. [ !x1[1st] !w2 [[Only I1[1st]] !x3[1st] t3 did my4[1st] homeworkw2]]
129c. ⟦129b⟧g(c) = !x!w. "y [y did speaker(c)’s homework in w # y = x]

We are therefore not in a position to drawn any conclusions about whether the range of
binding possibilities our system introduces is constrained by locality, a task we shall have
to leave for future work. It is worth emphasizing, however, that in order to derive the
non-bound reading of the interrogative in (130a), my will have to be a free variable, given
that the root level abstractor bears [2nd] rather than [1st].

130a. Did only I do my homework?

Non-bound reading

130b. [ !x1[2nd] !w2 [ Did [only I3[1st]] !x4[1st] t4 do my3[1st] homeworkw2]]
130c. ⟦130b⟧g(c)= {!x!w. "y [y did speaker(c)’s homework in w # y = speaker(c)],
!x!w. ¬"y [y did speaker(c)’s homework in w # y = speaker(c)]}

The option of deriving the non-bound reading without any of the indexicals being free
therefore cannot be the only one; at a minimum, an indexical will have to be treated as
directly referential whenever its phi-features mismatch that of the root level abstractor
and the LF contains no other potential binder with the same phi-features.
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7.2.2 Indexical shift

The reader may well have noticed that our view makes unavailable the analysis of
indexical shift in (Anand & Nevins, 2004) and (Anand, 2006). This is because we
maintain that the evaluation index lacks an individual argument. Consequently, there is
no candidate author coordinate associated with the evaluation index that can be
overwritten by the author coordinate of the context under pressure from a shifting
operator. Instead, we shall appeal to von Stechow’s analysis of indexical shift (von
Stechow, 2002; von Stechow, 2003), which is in the spirit of our approach in that it
appeals to mechanisms of variable binding.
Von Stechow’s observation is that the behavior of shifted indexicals can
straightforwardly be accounted for if they are treated as bound variables. Consider the
following Zazaki example again.

Zazaki
131.

H!senij

(m"k -ra)

va

Hesen.OBL

(I.OBL-to) said

k!

!zj /k

d!wletia

that

I

rich.be-PRES

(i)

Hesen said that I am rich

(ii)

Hesen said that Hesen is rich. [(Anand & Nevins, 2004): 21, ex 4]

Reading (ii) reports Hesen’s self-ascription, in the form of a speech act, of the property
of being rich. This follows if the first person pronoun in the embedded clause is bound
by an individual abstractor in the left periphery, thereby producing the interpretation,
!x!w. x is rich in w. From this perspective, what is surprising about the existence of
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reading (ii) is that it suggests that Zazaki has a different agreement mechanism from
English, such that an embedded pronoun can be construed de se (can be bound) even if
it bears a different person feature from the attitude holder. Like us, von Stechow treats
attitude predicates as quantifiers over world-individual pairs; he posits a rule that permits
any such quantifier to delete the feature [1st] of a bound variable, regardless of the
availability of agreement:

132. The 1st person parameter
Verbal quantifiers in indexical shifting languages delete (LF) the feature 1st of the person
variable they bind, regardless of what their person checkee is.
[Adapted from (von Stechow, 2003): ex 48]

Reading (ii) will then receive the following interpretation.

133a. Hesen says that IHesen am rich.
133b. ⟦133a⟧c, g = !x!w. "<w’, x> $ sayHesen,w # [!y!w’’. y is rich in w’’](x)(w’) =
!x!w . "<w’, x> $ sayHesen,w # x is rich in w’.
Where sayx,w = {<w’, y>: it is compatible with what x says in w for x to be y in w’}

The availability of indexical shift in a given language is thereby construed as a matter of
the conditions determining possible binding configurations in that language, rather than
revealing the existence of shifting operators. If this is correct, we have additional
confirmation of the idea that by postulating the possibility of indexical pronouns being
bound by root level individual abstractors, we merely extend to the root level the
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coverage of a mechanics that is independently thought to be available - namely the
binding of embedded pronouns.
We should acknowledge, however, that von Stechow’s analysis may be limited in
the following way. On the basis of evidence from Slave and Zazaki, Anand and Nevins
propose that indexical shifting is constrained by the rule in (134).

134. Shift-Together Constraint
All indexicals within a speech-context domain must pick up reference from the same context.
[(Anand & Nevins, 2004): 5, ex 16]

Thus if, for example, a clausal complement of an attitude predicate contains two first
person indexicals, either both of them shift or neither of them do. This generalization
follows quite naturally from a theory of indexical shift based on overwriting of the
context parameter: if a clause falls within the scope of an operator that overwrites the
context parameter, then each indexical in that clause must be interpreted with respect to
the shifted context. By contrast, von Stechow’s account does not immediately provide a
principled explanation for Shift-Together.
On the basis of Shift-Together and other properties of indexical shifting languages
that we will not be able to discuss here, (Anand, 2006) concludes that a context shifting
mechanism based on a centred worlds semantics is needed alongside dedicated de se LFs
of the kind that we have been considering. We think that it would be desirable on
grounds of theoretical parsimony to show that the former type of apparatus is not
needed, but we will leave to future work the chance of showing in detail how von
Stechow’s proposal might be adapted to accommodate the range of phenomena
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uncovered by Anand and Nevins and others.76
In the meantime, we note that an account of indexical shift that is based on
variable binding is not in principle incompatible with Shift-Together, as Anand and
Nevins acknowledge. They suggest that one might appeal to the following principle, for
example:

135. Constraint on Shifting (proposed addition to Schlenker and von Stechow):
All indexicals within the same modal-domain must be bound by the same context.
[(Anand & Nevins, 2004): 26, ex 22]

We conclude that an account along the lines of that proposed by von Stechow is
compatible with our general view of the interpretation of indexicals, and leave to future
work the task of developing a less stipulative account of Shift-Together within this
framework, and of understanding better the parametrized nature of the agreement
mechanism involved in binding, as revealed by indexical shift.

8. A puzzle about ellipsis

(Percus, 2011) calls attention to a fact about ellipsis that can be exemplified as follows.

This section has not begun to do justice to the wealth of literature on indexical shift, and the growing
number of languages that are known to exhibit it. The proposals discussed in this section seem to us to be
the most relevant to our discussion, but the reader should keep in mind that they are not the only options.
See for example (Schlenker, 1999, Schlenker, 2003) on Amharic, (Quer, 2005) on Catalan Sign Language,
(Sudo, 2010) on Uyghur and (Deal, 2011) on Nez Perce. (Schlenker, 1999, Schlenker, 2003) also proposes
that indexical shifting is available in English and French, although not with person indexicals, which are
the topic of primary interest here

76
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136. A:
B:

John hates me.
Mary doesn’t.

[(Percus, 2011): 7, ex 14]

B’s utterance means that Mary doesn’t hate A; it cannot mean that Mary doesn’t hate B.
This is unexpected if me can be bound. What rules out the following?

137. A:
B:

[!x1[1st] !w2 [John hatesw2 me1[1st] ]]
[!x1[1st] !w2 [Mary doesn’t hatew2 me1[1st]]]

Notice that in the LF corresponding to B’s utterance the syntactic material that
undergoes ellipsis is identical to the verb phrase in A’s utterance, modulo the different
indices. Thus our account seems to predict that the unattested interpretation of (136)
should be available. We do not know how this fact could be accounted for given the setup defended in this part of the dissertation.

9. Conclusion

The work of the last chapter was to provide a motivation for the idea that sentences
express properties rather than propositions that extends beyond Stojanovic’s arguments
presented in Chapter 2 and beyond the advantages of such a view for the analysis of
predicates of personal taste. In the last chapter we noted that a unified analysis of the
meanings of clauses – treating them as expressing properties regardless of their position
– is not only conceptually appealing but seems particularly coherent as an idea if clauses
are introduced by attitudinal operators at both the root and embedded level. Indeed, we
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argued that positing covert operators of this sort at the root level provides an appealing
analysis of examples displaying Moore’s paradox. We said that if the property type
argument that an attitudinal operator requires is obtained by means of abstraction
operators, and if individual abstractors bear person features corresponding to the
attitude holder, then it follows that root declarative C hosts an abstractor bearing [1st],
and that root interrogative C hosts an abstractor bearing [2nd]. Given standard
assumptions about conditions on variable binding, formulated in terms of Feature
Deletion under Semantic Binding, it follows that (i) first person pronouns can be bound
in root declaratives, (ii) second person pronouns can be bound in root interrogatives, (iii)
pronouns bearing the same feature as the designated argument of the attitude verb can
be bound in attitude reports, and (iv) pronominal elements that do not as a type have
person features of their own can be bound by any abstractor.
This chapter presented a series of case studies of phenomena that display the
employment of these resources in natural language. In many cases the strategy was to
identify parallels between the behavior of first person elements in root declaratives,
second person elements in root interrogatives and agreeing elements in attitude reports.
We saw for instance that reflexives with these properties can in a restricted range of
circumstances be licensed in these environments even without the presence of a suitable
DP to satisfy Principle A. In such a case, the presence of an abstractor with the
appropriate person feature seems to be sufficient to license the reflexive.
We also argued that the repertoire of abstractors we identify provides binders for
covert arguments, such as the subject of the identify with relation associated with
individual-level predicates of personal taste and generic one, and the argument of the
group-formation function that serves as the covert argument of stage-level predicates of
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personal taste, seem and epistemic modals. Note in this respect that the following
constraint seems to hold: if an element that is obligatorily bound by an individual
abstractor is syntactically represented but not pronounced, it must be bound locally. This
we already know to be true of obligatorily controlled PRO: it must be bound by the
abstractor hosted by the head of the clause introduced by the attitude predicate, and not
by a higher operator. This yields both the obligatory control effect and the requirement
that PRO be obligatorily construed de se. But the same also seems to go for the the
subject of the identify with relation and the argument of the group-formation function .
We return to the question of what determines whether an expression is obligatorily
construed de se in Chapter 8.
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Part II: Embedded clauses
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Chapter 5
Partial control: background and a
critical review of the literature

1. Introduction

Control has for some time been recognised as the paradigm case of a linguistic
configuration that obligatorily expresses an attitude de se (Chierchia, 1990; Morgan,
1970). That controlled PRO is unlike overt pronouns in that it is obligatorily construed
de se can be seen by comparing the sentences in (1a) and (1b).

1. Context: John is an amnesiac. He reads a linguistics article that he himself wrote, although he has
forgotten this fact. Impressed, he remarks, ‘The author of this paper is a great linguist’.
a. John claimed [PRO to be a great linguist].
b. John claimed [that he was a great linguist].

(1a) is false in the context described, but there is a reading upon which (1b) is true.
Control sentences are therefore subject to the awareness condition that characterizes
attitudes de se: the content of the attitude must not only be ‘about’ the attitude holder,
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but the attitude holder must also be aware of this fact. That John is unaware that his
remark is about himself in the context described in (1) is what renders the control
sentence false in this scenario.
One of the challenges faced by a semantic theory of control is therefore to
capture the fact that obligatorily controlled PRO must be construed de se. In the
literature we find two major families of proposals regarding the proper semantic
treatment of control infinitives and gerunds: those that analyze them as expressing
properties (Bach, 1979; Chierchia, 1984; Chierchia, 1989; Chierchia, 1990; Clark, 1990;
Dowty, 1985; Lebeaux, 1985; Williams, 1980), and those that treat them as expressing
propositions (much work in syntactic theory seems to take this as a given; (Landau,
2000) explicitly argues for this view). Within this classification, there are further variants
that classify control predicates according to whether they take a property type or
propositional complement (Wurmbrand, 2002), a topic that we shall return to in section
2.2.
In (2) we provide an LF for (1a) that is commensurate with the view that control
infinitives are interpreted as properties.

2. [CP1 !w1 [John claimedw1 [CP2 !x2!w3 [IP PRO2 to be a great linguistw3]]]]

The left periphery of the embedded clause is occupied by abstractors over worlds and
individuals which bind co-indexed elements of the appropriate type in their scope.
According to this view, PRO is an obligatorily bound variable, and the infinitive winds
up expressing a property of individuals, type <e,<s,t>>.
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If (Lewis, 1979) was correct that an attitude de se involves self-ascription of
some property on the part of the attitude holder, then (2) appears to be a promising way
to represent the structure that is passed to the semantic component: if ‘John claimed to
VP’ reports an event of John self-ascribing, in the form of a speech act, a property
expressed by [to VP], then lambda abstraction over world and individual variables by
suitable operators should yield a structure that is assigned the intuitively correct
interpretation.
To check whether this is so, we will need a lexical entry for the control predicate
that takes an argument of the appropriate type, <e,<s,t>>, in addition to the individual
argument for the attitude holder. Claim therefore denotes a relation between an
individual and a property:

3. ⟦claim⟧c, g = !P<e,<s,t>>!xe!ws. claimw(x, P)

We can think of (3) as expressing that ‘DP claims to VP’ just in case the individual
denoted by the DP stands in the claim relation to the property expressed by ‘to VP’; in
the still fairly informal terms in which we are thinking of this, this means that the subject
of claim self-ascribes, in the form of a speech-act, the property expressed by ‘to VP’.
One way to make the content of this relation more explicit is to adopt from
traditional work in philosophy of language (Hintikka, 1969) the view that attitude
predicates are modal quantifiers. However, the quantification involved is over sets of
world-individual pairs rather than worlds; this assumption ensures that the property
argument that is fed to the attitude predicate is of the appropriate type. (4) is the revised
lexical entry for claim.
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4. ⟦claim⟧c, g = !P<e,<s,t>>!xe!ws. "<w’, y> $ claimx,w ⟶ P(y)(w’)
Where claimx,w = {<w’, y>: it is compatible with what x claims in w for x to be y
in w’}

According to this implementation, claim denotes that relation R that holds between a
property P and an individual x just in case every claim-alternative for x <w’, y> is such
that y has the property P in w’. A claim-alternative for x according to this view is a more
complex entity than just a world; it is instead a world-individual pair such that for all x
claims, x might be y in w’. This invocation of so-called ‘centred worlds’ captures the fact
that, as (Lewis, 1979) emphasized, attitudes de se do not merely involve locating oneself
within a world, but furthermore require the ability to identify oneself (the individual one
takes oneself to be) in that world. What goes wrong in the context in (1), for instance, is
that because John lacks some piece of information about himself – in this case, the
knowledge that he is the author of the paper he has been reading – he is not in a position
to identify himself as the individual who wrote the paper in his candidate worlds.
We shall assume, therefore, an equivalence between the relational view of control
predicates exemplified in (3) and the quantificational view in (4), and can re-state the
lexical entry of claim as follows.

5. ⟦claim⟧c, g = !P<e,<s,t>>!xe!ws. claimw(x, P)
Where claimw(x, P) iff "<w’, y> $ claimx,w ⟶ P(y)(w’) = 1
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We shall henceforth regard the relational view and the quantificational view as essentially
interchangeable, although the more explicit nature of the latter means that it will often be
convenient to adopt it in what follows.
We are now in a position to provide the truth conditions for the LF in (6a).77

6a. [CP1 !w1 [John claimedw1 [CP2 !x2!w3 [IP PRO2 to be a great linguistw3]]]]
6b. ⟦CP2⟧c, g = !x!w. x is a great linguist in w
6c. ⟦CP1⟧c, g = !w. "<w’, y> $ claimx,w ⟶ y is a great linguist in w’

This lets us understand why (1a) is false in the context described in (1). In this context,
John said of the person who wrote the paper that he was a great linguist, unaware that he
was the individual he was referring to. Therefore, there are members of the set of worldindividual pairs <w, x> quantified over by claim such that x is not a great linguist in w that is, where application of the property expressed by the embedded clause to w and x
yields falsehood. This is sufficient to falsify the sentence.
So much for the property view. Now let us consider the possibility that control
complements instead express propositions (Landau, 2000). This would mean that PRO is
not a bound variable, but rather enters directly into an antecedency relationship with the
controller, which determines its referent. The embedded clause is of type <s,t>, and the
control predicate is a classical modal quantifier. The LF is provided in (7).

7. [CP1 !w1 Johni claimed [CP2 !w2 [IP PROi to be a great linguistw2]]]
For the purposes of Part II of the dissertation, we omit from root C the individual abstractor that we
argued for in Part I. The proposals in these chapters are compatible with this view, but since nothing we
say here depends on it, we set it aside at this point.

77
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We assume a rule that establishes that an element that is coindexed with a referential DP
has the denotation of that DP.

8. Let % be an anaphoric element of type e that occurs in the configuration: [DPi … %i].
⟦%i⟧c, g = ⟦DPi⟧c, g

The new lexical entry for claim is provided in (9) and the truth conditions for (7) are
stated in (10)

9. ⟦claimPROPOSITIONAL⟧c, g = !p<s,t>!xe!ws. "w’ compatible with what x claims in w ⟶
p(w’)

10. ⟦7⟧c, g = !w. "w’ compatible with what John claims in w ⟶ [!w. John is a great
linguist](w’) =
!w. "w’ compatible with what John claims in w ⟶ John is a great linguist in w’.

These truth conditions are inadequate to predict the falsity of (1a) in the context
provided in (1): the quantification over worlds is too coarse-grained to ensure that the
attitude reported is not only about John, but moreover that John is aware that it is about
himself. If one wished to maintain that control infinitives express propositions rather
than properties, one could address this problem by treating controlled PRO as a de re
expression construed under the special acquaintance relation ‘SELF’. According to this
view, an individual x bears an attitude towards a proposition whose content has to do
with an individual y in virtue of x standing an acquaintance relation to y – being y’s son,
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for instance, or seeing y at the beach, or hearing y’s voice on the radio. We might
suppose that that there is a distinguished acquaintance relation SELF, which x bears to y
just in case x thinks of y as herself.

11. SELF(x, y) = 1 iff x thinks of y as herself

The idea, then is, that John claimed to be a great linguist is true just in case John claimed of
John, under the SELF acquaintance relation, that John is a great linguist:78

12a. [CP1 !w1 [Johni claimedw1 [CP2 !w2 [PROi to be a great linguistw2]]]
12b. ⟦ [CP1 !w1 [Johni claimedw1 [CP2 !w2 [PROi to be a great linguistw2]]] ⟧c, g = !w. "w’
compatible with what John claimed in w ⟶ &y: SELF(John, y) is a great linguist in w’.

In general, one might say that the interpretation of control sentences is constrained in
the following way:

13. ⟦DPi V PROi to VP⟧c, g = !w. "w’ compatible with what ⟦DP⟧c, g V-s in w ⟶ ⟦VP⟧c, g
(&y: SELF(⟦PROi⟧c, g, y))(w’) = 1

The above representation of a de re attitude ascription is in many ways incomplete: it
sets aside, for example, some rather vexing questions about how expressions that are
interpreted de re are represented at LF, such as whether they move outside the scope of
The representation of de re attitudes offered here is very crude, though it is enough for our present
purposes. The more refined analysis of attitudes de re that we favor is based on the notion of a concept
generator proposed in (Percus & Sauerland, 2003a), and is discussed in Chapters 3 and 7.
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the attitude predicate (Heim, 1994) or remain below it (Percus & Sauerland, 2003a;
Sharvit & Charlow, 2011). Moreover, there is plenty more to say about the nature of
acquaintance relations, which have been regarded variously in the literature as definite
descriptions that are either existentially quantified over (Kaplan, 1968) or supplied by the
context (Heim, 1998), and more recently, in terms of the notion of concept generators
introduced in Part I and discussed in (Anand, 2006; Percus & Sauerland, 2003a; Sharvit
& Charlow, 2011). Nonetheless, (13) should suffice for our purposes.
We have now presented the two major candidate semantics for obligatory
control sentences. In the next chapter, we offer a novel empirical argument in favor of
the property view. In the mean time, let us review some observations in the existing
literature in support of this position.
Firstly, the treatment of obligatorily controlled PRO as a variable that is
necessarily abstracted over by the most local individual abstractor correctly predicts that
given a sentence that involves embedding of multiple attitude predicates, PRO refers to
the closest attitude holder:

14. Mary thinks that John claimed [PRO to be a great linguist].

(14) cannot mean that Mary thinks that John claimed that she was a great linguist. This
follows directly from the property view in conjunction with the assumption that PRO’s
binder must be the closest available abstractor: the property expressed by the infinitive is
applied to the world-individual pairs associated with John’s claim-alternatives and not
Mary’s doxastic alternatives (that is, the alternatives involved in the semantics of think),
and hence the understood subject is associated with John rather than Mary; more
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precisely, it is associated with the individual that John takes himself to be rather than the
individual that Mary takes herself to be. (15) provides the relevant computations.

15a. [CP1 !w1 [IP1 Mary thinksw1 [CP2 !x2!w3 [IP2 John claimedw3 [CP3 !x4!w5 [IP3 PRO4 to be a
great linguistw5]]]]]]
15b. ⟦CP3⟧c, g = !x!w. x is a great linguist in w
15c. ⟦CP2⟧c, g = !x!w. "<w’, y> # claimJohn,w ⟶ [!z!w’’. z is a great linguist in
w’’](y)(w’) = !x!w. "<w’, y> # claimJohn,w ⟶ y is a great linguist in w’
15d. ⟦CP1⟧c, g = !w. "<w’, z> # DoxMary, w ⟶ "<w’’, y> # claimJohn,w’ ⟶ y is a great
linguist in w’’.

By (5), we can re-write (15d) somewhat more perspicuously, as follows:

16. ⟦CP1⟧c, g = !w. thinkw(Mary, !x!w’. claimw’(John, !y!w’’. y is a great linguist in w’’))

What (16) illustrates is that the semantics ensures that the property expressed by the
clause containing PRO is related by claim to John, rather than by think to Mary, hence
there is no possibility of PRO being interpreted as ‘referring’ to Mary.
The property view ensures that the correct ‘antecedent’ for PRO is chosen not
only in the presence of an additional argument in a higher clause, but also when the
control predicate itself takes a second individual argument in addition to the subject. In
such a circumstance, whether PRO is controlled by the subject, as in (17a), or the object,
as in (17b), depends on the control predicate in question.
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17a. Tomi promised Billj [PROi/*j to study hard].
17b. Tomi persuaded Billj [PRO*i/j to study hard].

A reasonable conclusion to draw from the existence of both subject and object control
verbs among the set of 3-place control predicates is that which option is chosen for a
given item is a lexical idiosyncrasy. A pleasing result would be, however, that whether
that item is a subject or object control predicate is predictable from its semantics, rather
than being entirely arbitrary. The property view has precisely this consequence.
The idea is this: a 3-place control predicate exhibits subject control just in case
the world-individual pairs it quantifies over are those associated with the mental state or
communicative behavior of the denotation of the subject; it exhibits object control just
in case the world-individual pairs it quantifies over are those associated with the mental
state or communicative behavior of the denotation of the object. A subject control
predicate is therefore used to report the mental state or communicative behavior of the
subject, while an object control predicate is used to report the mental state or
communicative behavior of the object. Controller choice is therefore merely a special
case of specifying which argument of an attitude predicate is its ‘designated argument’;
we argued in Chapter 3 that this information must in any case be encoded in the
grammar, regardless of whether the attitude predicate takes a finite or infinitival
complement. (18) and (19) illustrate the idea with promise and persuade. (The lexical entry
for promise is essentially the same as that given in Chapter 3, where we discussed the
behavior of this verb with finite complements, while the entry for persuade is specific to
its control variant.)
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18. ⟦promise⟧c, g = !xe!P<s,<e,t>>!ye!ws. "<w’, z> $ promisey,x,w ⟶ P(z)(w’)
Where promisey,x,w = {<w’, z>: it is compatible with what y promises x in w for
y to be z in w’}

19. ⟦persuadeINF⟧c, g = !xe!P<s,<e,t>>!ye!ws. in w, y communicates with x in a way that
causes it to be the case that "<w’, z> # Intendx,w ⟶ P(z)(w’)
Where Intendx,w = {<w’, y>: it is compatible with what x intends in w for x to
be y in w’}

[Adapted from (Stephenson, 2010) p. 424, ex 53]

A happy consequence of the property view is therefore that at least in simple cases it
systematically predicts which DP serves as the controller.79 The propositional view is of
course compatible with a theory of controller choice, but it does not provide one for
free, chiefly because on the propositional view, control predicates are plain modals,
rather than quantifiers over centred worlds. The issue of how the controller is
determined can then be considered a syntactic question, and there have been various
attempts to answer it by appealing to a locality principle such as the Principle of Minimal
Distance (Rosenbaum, 1967). These attempts run into the problem that a locality
principle such as Rosenbaum’s is apparently violated by 3-place subject control
predicates such as promise, prompting researchers to either dismiss such cases as being in

So called ‘controller shift’ cases present challenges for both property-based and propositional analyses of
control. For instance, while ask is canonically a subject control verb, in certain contexts an object control
interpretation can be assigned, as in (i) below.
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(i) The prisoner asked the guard to smoke a cigarette.
We have nothing to offer by way of a solution to this puzzle, but refer the reader to (Farkas, 1988, Landau,
2000, Uegaki, 2011) for discussion.
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some sense exceptional (Hornstein, 1999; Rosenbaum, 1967), or conclude that controller
choice is an arbitrary lexical property (Landau, 2000). The account of controller choice
that follows from the property view seems to us to be more principled than any of these
attempts.
Finally, the property view correctly predicts that there is no strict/sloppy
ambiguity when PRO occurs in a constituent that undergoes VP ellipsis; only the sloppy
reading is available in such a configuration. This is exemplified in (20), where the second
conjunct can only mean that Bill wanted to study hard; the interpretation that Bill wanted
Tom to study hard is unavailable.

20. Tom wanted to study hard and Bill did too.

Sloppy readings are generally accepted to be diagnostic of the availability of a bound
variable configuration; a pronominal that only receives the sloppy reading must be
obligatorily bound. If (Chierchia, 1990) is correct that PRO is necessarily bound by a
local individual abstractor, the restriction exemplified in (20) follows.
The property view therefore seems well worth defending. This chapter and the
next one are concerned with a phenomenon that has in recent work been used as a basis
on which to mount an attack on the property view (Landau, 2000), namely so-called
partial control. (21) offers a definition and (22) an example.

21. Partial control (PC) A partial control configuration is one in which the individual
denoted by the controller is a proper subset of the understood subject of the embedded
clause.
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22. The chairman wanted to gather at 6.

(Landau, 2000) argues that the existence of partial control is a serious, perhaps even fatal
problem for the property view. The aim of this chapter and the next one is to defend the
property view against this charge.
The majority of literature on partial control has been concerned with
understanding what determines whether a given control predicate permits partial control
or not. This work contributes to that endeavour, and in doing so gives an explicit
semantics for partial control – a task that until now has received relatively little attention
– thereby adding to what is known about the semantics of control generally. What we
will learn is that the existence of partial control is not only compatible with the property
view, but that an account that adequately distinguishes predicates that permit partial
control from those that do not crucially depends on that view.
First, though, we will provide a little more background on the characteristic
properties of partial control. We will then turn in the following sections to discuss
previous work on this topic. Our own proposal is the subject of the next chapter.
We start with some examples.

23a. John wanted to assemble in the hall.
23b. John expected to go on vacation together.
23c. John voted to work on the problem as a team.
23d. John promised to move the piano without damaging it.
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Partial control interpretations most naturally arise when the embedded clause includes a
plurality-seeking predicate such as a collective predicate (23a), a predicate that includes
together (23b), or a predicate that includes a group noun (23c). However, contextual
factors may also be sufficient to make available a partial control reading: our knowledge
that John is unlikely to be able to move the piano on his own tells us that the promise
reported in (23d) must have been of form We will move the piano without damaging it, not I’ll
move the piano without damaging it.
The existence of partial control presents a series of challenges for theories of
both the syntax and semantics of control. Such theories must account, for example, for
the fact that the understood subject in a PC configuration behaves in some ways like a
plural expression and in others like a singular expression. (23a-c) provides the motivation
for thinking that the understood subject is plural-like: it can be the subject of a predicate
that otherwise can only take pluralities or certain group nouns as its argument. On the
other hand, (Landau, 2000) shows convincingly that the understood subject fails to
license a whole range of configurations associated with plural subjects: reciprocals (24a),
plural reflexives (24b), predicates including plural morphology (24c) and floated
quantifiers (24d).

24a. *John wanted to meet each other in the hall.
24b. *John expected to pamper themselves on vacation.
24c. *John voted to become members of the new club.
24d. *John promised to all be careful when they moved the piano.
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The second challenge is to explain which control predicates license partial control, and
which do not. We have already seen that want, expect, vote and promise fall into the first
class. Landau shows that try, manage, and dare are among the predicates in the latter
category (25). (26) shows that the minimal variation of switching the singular controller
in (25) for a plural one produces grammatical sentences.

25a. *John tried to assemble in the hall.
25b. *John managed to go on vacation together.
25c. *John dared to work on the problem as a team.

26a. John and Mary tried to gather in the hall.
26b. John and Mary managed to go on vacation together.
26c. John and Mary dared to work on the problem as a team.

(26) exemplifies what Landau calls exhaustive control (EC), defined in (27).80

27. Exhaustive control (EC) An exhaustive control configuration is one in which the
individual denoted by the subject is coreferential with the understood subject of the
embedded clause.

From a semantic point of view, this statement of the definition of exhaustive control is a little sloppy: it
will not do to talk of coreferentiality when the controller is a quantified DP. We take it that the idea is
intuitively clear, however, and we in any case confine our attention to referential controllers.

80
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(25) and (26) show that try, manage and dare license only exhaustive control; partial control
is disallowed. Landau calls predicates of this class exhaustive control predicates. We
should like to understand what distinguishes EC from PC predicates.
Broadening our focus slightly to include raising as well as control, we should also
like to know why there is no ‘partial raising’ – that is, why the examples in (28) are
ungrammatical, despite the acceptability of the examples in (29).

28a. *John seemed to assemble in the hall.
28b. *John is likely to go on vacation together.
28c. *John appeared to work on the problem as a team.

29a. John and Mary seemed to assemble in the hall.
29b. John and Mary are likely to go on vacation together.
29c. John and Mary appeared to work on the problem as a team.

This chapter is structured as follows. In section 2, we consider previous theories of
partial control. On the syntactic side, we shall look at recent proposals by Landau,
Wurmbrand, Grano and van Urk, while the semantic side will be represented by
Stephenson. We identify shortcomings of each of these proposals in turn, concluding
that none can provide a truly satisfactory theory of partial control.
One of the guiding assumptions of this project will be that partial control is an
instance of obligatory control (OC) and not non-obligatory control (NOC). In this we
side with (Landau, 2000) and against (Wurmbrand, 2002). Here we review Landau’s
reasons for concluding that partial control is a species of obligatory control. Landau
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identifies four properties that are jointly necessary and sufficient for diagnosing partial
control. They are listed in (30).

30. Properties of obligatory control
a. Arbitrary control is impossible in OC (but possible in NOC).
b. Long-distance control is impossible in OC (but possible in NOC).
c. The strict reading of PRO is impossible in OC (but possible in NOC).
d. Obligatorily controlled PRO must be interpreted de se (but it may be interpreted de re
in NOC).

[Adapted from Landau 2000: 31, 9]

We exemplify these points taking try as a prototypical obligatory control verb, and expect
as a prototypical partial control verb. (31) illustrates the exclusion of arbitrary control in
OC in general (31a), and in partial control in particular (31b).

31a. *John tried [PROarb to be quiet].

[Landau 2000: 34, ex 18a]

31b. *John expected [PROarb to be quiet together].

That obligatorily controlled PRO requires a local antecedent – that is, that long-distance
control is impossible in OC – is shown in (32a). (32b) establishes that the same thing is
true of PC.81

In (32b) we adopt Landau’s practice of signalling that the understood subject in a partial control
configuration includes the controller by writing, ‘PROi+’, where the controller is marked with subscript i.
We do not mean to assign any theoretical status to these indices, but are merely interested in signalling
which interpretations are available.

81
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32a. *Maryi knew that John tried [PROi to perjure herselfi].
[Adapted from Landau 2000: 34, ex 20a]
32b. *Maryi knew that John expected [PROi+ to be found guilty as a group].

As we have seen already, OC only permits a sloppy interpretation of PRO. (33a)
illustrates the point. In (33b), we rely on the world knowledge that Obama and McCain
are members of different political parties in order to rule out the interpretation where
they are both included in the understood subject of both the first occurrence of PRO,
and the second, elided one. The only reading that remains is one where Obama expected
the Democrats to succeed and McCain expected the Republicans to succeed. The
reading where McCain expected that the Democrats would succeed is excluded.

33a. John tried [PRO to leave early], and Bill did too.

[Landau 2000: 35, ex 35]

33b. Obama expected [PRO to succeed as a party], and McCain did too.

To illustrate (30d) I shall use claim rather than try, a predicate that is better suited to
testing for de se readings. The scenario against which the sentences in (34) should be
evaluated for truth or falsity is the familiar one. John is an amnesiac. He is watching
footage of an Olympic event in which he competed, although he has forgotten this fact,
and does not even recognise himself on the screen. Bill enters the room just as the
closing credits begin, and says, ‘Well, who won the medal?’ For reasons of his own, John
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points at the guy who didn’t win the medal, who happens to be himself, and says, ‘He
did’.82 These events can be truthfully reported by (34b), but not by (34a).

34a. John claims to have won the medal.
34b. John claims that he won the medal.

Now suppose that John also competed in an event that involves teamwork with a
partner – figure skating, say. He watches the routine of himself and his partner, once
again unaware that he is watching himself. He says, ‘I think that team is going to win the
medal, look how well they work together’. His expectation could be reported by (35b),
but not by (35a). For (34a) to be true, John would have to be well informed as to whom
he is watching on the screen. This is because the understood subject in a partial control
configuration is obligatorily interpreted de se. Or perhaps more accurately, the
component of the understood subject that is coreferential with the controller is
obligatorily interpreted de se.

35a. John expects to win the medal by working well together.
35b. Johni expects that theyi+ will win the medal by working well together.

We conclude that partial control is a species of obligatory control. We should note that
this is not an uncontroversial classification. (Wurmbrand, 2002) for example claims that
obligatory control configurations do not permit partial control, instances of which are

We add this little piece of deception to the scenario only because we suspect that the use of claim rather
than say suggests that the speaker is not convinced that the subject is telling the truth.

82
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instead categorized as non-obligatory control. We think that this way of dividing things
up overlooks the striking similarities between partial control and other examples of
obligatory control that we have just discussed. Since these similarities, particularly the
one involving obligatory de se readings, are of interest to us, it will be worthwhile to
adopt a classification that emphasizes them.
The final piece of groundwork that remains to be laid involves consideration of
which predicates permit partial control (the PC class) and which do not (the EC class).
At this stage, we again follow Landau, although in what follows we will identify various
places in which his taxonomy falls down.
Landau claims that there are four types of control predicates that license partial
control: factive, propositional, desiderative and interrogative. Partial control examples
from each class are given in (36).

36a. John regrets assembling in the hall.
36b. John denies/imagined assembling in the hall.
36c. John wants/prefers/voted to assemble in the hall.
36d. John wondered/asked/found out whether to assemble in the hall.

Under the heading, ‘EC predicates’ Landau places implicative, aspectual and modal
control predicates. (37) provides the relevant data.

37a. *John dared/managed/forgot to assemble in the hall.
37b. *John began/started to assemble in the hall.
37c. *John had/needed/was able to assemble in the hall.
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With the basics now in place, we shall move on to consider particular theories of control
and partial control, beginning with that proposed in (Landau, 2000).

2. Previous work on the syntax and semantics of (partial) control

2.1 (Landau, 2000)

Landau takes seriously the dual life of the understood subject of a partial control
sentence as behaving like a plural DP in some respects, and like a singular one in others.
He rightly observes that this behavior is reminiscent of certain group nouns. Like
partially controlled PRO, group nouns like the committee can serve as the subject of a
plural predicate (38), yet seem to exhibit the properties of a singular DP according to
syntactic tests (39).

38a. The committee gathered in the hall.
38b. The committee went on vacation together.
38c. The committee worked on the problem as a team.
38d. The committee moved the piano without damaging it.

39a. *The committee met each other in the hall.
39b. *The committee pampered themselves on vacation.
39c. *The committee became members of the new club.
39d. *The committee were all careful when they moved the piano.
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Following (Munn, 1999), Landau takes it that the data in (38) and (39) point to the
existence of two flavors of plurality, a syntactic one and a semantic one. The data in (38)
can be accounted for by assuming that the committee is semantically plural, while those in
(39) can be captured by assuming that it is syntactically singular. The notions of semantic
versus syntactic plurality are in turn captured by introducing the feature [±SP] (where SP
stands for ‘semantic plurality’) in addition to the feature responsible for syntactic
number. Crucially, however, this feature is not a formal phi-feature in the sense that its
value is determined in the lexical entry rather than being picked up when the lexical item
enters the derivation. Partially controlled PRO is taken to be a covert counterpart of a
group noun DP, so that it too bears [+SP] along with being possibly syntactically
singular. A singular controller in a partial control configuration is taken to be both
syntactically and semantically singular, suggesting that when PRO occurs in the
complement of a partial control predicate, it inherits syntactic singularity from its
controller but does not necessarily inherit semantic singularity.
Landau’s next observation is roughly this: if a partial control predicate is used,
the event described in the embedded clause may occur at a different time from the
matrix event. His evidence comes from the ability of incompatible temporal adverbials
such as yesterday and tomorrow to occur in the main and embedded clauses, as shown in
(40). Exhaustive control predicates do not permit this, as shown in (41).

40. Yesterday, John wanted/expected/voted/promised to wash the dishes tomorrow.

41. *Yesterday, John tried/managed/dared to wash the dishes tomorrow.
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Landau concludes from this that the complements of partial control predicates are
tensed, while the complements of exhaustive control predicates are untensed. He
attempts to derive the existence of partial control from this generalization, coupled with
his assumptions concerning number features.
Landau takes it that the crucial difference between a tensed and an untensed
infinitival clause is that T-Agr (the phi-features associated with T) raises to C in the
former but stays in situ in the latter. With EC predicates, an Agree relation is established
between a matrix functional head (T for subject control, v for object control) and PRO,
but with PC predicates, the Agree relation is between the functional head and T-Agr in
its displaced position below C. In effect, T-Agr winds up being higher than PRO,
precluding the possibility of the latter entering into an Agree relation with matrix T or v.
T-Agr may optionally bear a semantic plurality feature, valued by agreement with a
lexical DP. That is, if the DP with which it agrees bears [+SP], it too will bear [+SP]. If it
is [-SP], T-Agr will remain as [∅SP], which is assumed to be non-distinct from the
negative value of this feature on a functional head. In this circumstance, if PRO is
selected from the lexicon bearing [+SP], a partial control configuration will result. The
intervention of T-Agr as the element that enters into Agree with the relevant matrix
functional head permits the controller and PRO to bear different values of the semantic
plurality feature, giving rise to the interpretation that we find with partial control.
Several considerations cast doubt on Landau’s proposal. Firstly, in treating
partially controlled PRO as an unpronounced correlate of a group noun DP, he makes a
prediction that is not borne out. Landau reminds us that in British English, group nouns
can bind plural anaphors and tolerate plural morphology or floated quantifiers within the
predicate. That is, the examples in (39) are grammatical in British English. Landau
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assumes that this is because in British English, semantic plurality can license syntactic
plurality (Elbourne, 1999). If so, then for British English speakers, partially controlled
PRO should exhibit the same liberality as group nouns do with respect to configurations
requiring syntactic plurality: the [+SP] feature should license syntactic plurality. That is,
examples such as those in (24) (repeated here as (42)), are predicted to be grammatical
for British English speakers.

42a. *John wanted to meet each other in the hall.
42b. *John expected to pamper themselves on vacation.
42c. *John voted to become members of the new club.
42d. *John promised to all be careful when they moved the piano.

Landau claims that this prediction is borne out, citing judgments from Paul Elbourne
(p.c.). However, a little more investigating with a larger pool of consultants suggests that
the class of sentences exemplified in (42) are ungrammatical for British as well as
American English speakers. That is, a partial control sentence with a plural reciprocal in
the embedded clause is ungrammatical in British English.
(Pearson, 2007) reports the results of a questionnaire in which British English
speakers were asked to rate sentences for grammaticality on a scale of 1-6, with a
completely unacceptable sentence being rated 1 and a perfect sentence being rated 6.
The questionnaire was in two parts, with Part A being used to exclude any participants
who did not share the judgments discussed above concerning the ability of group noun
DPs to license syntactic plurality. Only those subjects who assigned these sentences a
mean rating of 4 or above were included in the results of Part B of the study, which was
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concerned with partial control in particular. One participant was excluded on this basis,
leaving a total of ten subjects. In Part B, participants were asked to rate sentences in each
of the three conditions listed in (42).

43. British English questionnaire: sentence conditions for Part B
43a. Partial control with a plural anaphor in the embedded predicate.
43b. Partial control without a plural anaphor in the embedded predicate.
43c. Exhaustive control with a group noun DP serving as controller and a plural anaphor
in the embedded predicate.

(42a) is the critical condition, with (42b) and (42c) serving as controls. (43) provides an
example of each sentence type. The italicized sentence was provided in order to establish
a context for the target sentence.

44a.

Tony and Gordon were fed up of working together.
Gordon hoped to release each other from the agreement soon.

44b.

Tony and Gordon were fed up of working together.
But Tony hoped to cooperate again in the future.

44c.

Everyone in the band was fed up of working together.
The band hoped to release each other from the contract soon.
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For every subject, the mean rating assigned to sentences in condition (a) was lower than
that for the (b) or (c) type sentences. (44) summarizes the results.

45a. Mean rating for condition (a), across all participants: 1.46
45b. Mean rating for condition (b), across all participants: 3.56
45c. Mean rating for condition (c), across all participants: 4.5

It’s worth acknowledging that partial control sentences without an embedded anaphor
were not rated highly, although they did receive higher ratings than their counterparts
with an embedded anaphor. We checked whether this had any effect on ratings of
sentences in the (a) condition by excluding participants whose mean rating of (b) type
sentences was less than 4. Among the four remaining participants a marked dislike for
sentences in the critical condition remained: the mean rating for these sentences across
these subjects was 1.45. While research using more sophisticated quantitative methods is
needed, we can preliminarily conclude that partial control with an embedded plural
anaphor is not acceptable in a British English grammar where semantic plurality licenses
syntactic plurality. Sentences of this category are degraded with respect to both (i) PC
configurations with no anaphor, and (ii) sentences where PRO is genuinely semantically
plural and syntactically singular, with a plural anaphor in the lower clause – that is,
exhaustive control sentences where the controller is a group noun DP and PRO binds a
reciprocal or plural reflexive.
We take these results to show that Landau’s theory makes a prediction that is not
borne out. He could, of course, retain his analysis of the feature specification of partially
controlled PRO but abandon his view that PRO in partial control is the unpronounced
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correlate of a group noun DP. To do so, he would merely need to give up his
assumption that group nouns are semantically plural and syntactically singular. But then
the basis on which to suppose that there are distinct features for syntactic and semantic
number would be weakened, and his analysis would begin to look rather more
stipulative.
In fact, we would question whether the positing of distinct features for syntactic
and semantic number is well motivated in the first place. The view that group nouns are
syntactically singular and semantically plural is by no means the only available analysis for
these expressions. For example, (Pearson, 2011) proposes that a group noun DP such as
the committee has as its intension a function from worlds w to the set of members of the
committee in w. The intension is therefore singular, while the extension is typically
plural, depending on how many members the committee has in w. On this view, it is no
more necessary to posit that a group noun DP bears a positive semantic plural feature
along with a singular phi-feature than it is to attribute the same feature make up to a
singular kind-referring DP such as that kind of animal. Indeed, an analysis along these lines
arguably fares rather better than an analysis that treats group nouns as semantically
plural. The former can accommodate predicates that can be true of the committee but not
of the members of the committee as in (45), but the latter cannot: if a group noun is specified
as being semantically plural, it is surprising that there should be cases where it behaves as
though it denotes a singularity.

46a. The committee was founded in 1911.
46b. *The members of the committee were founded in 1911.
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Our second group of objections to Landau’s proposal concerns his reliance on the
notion that the complements of EC predicates are untensed, and the complements of PC
predicates are tensed. Recall that on Landau’s view, the availability of partial control
depends on the possibility of T-Agr moving to C, forming an Agree relationship with the
relevant matrix functional head F and thereby preventing such a relationship being
formed between F and PRO. Landau takes it that T to C movement only occurs in
tensed clauses, so that it is predicted that only those control predicates that take tensed
clausal complements will permit partial control. Moreover, tolerance of mutually
incompatible temporal modifiers in the matrix and embedded clauses is taken to be
diagnostic of the clausal complement being tensed.
A problem with this view is that there are control predicates that do not pass the
mismatching temporal modifiers test but nonetheless permit partial control. (47) applies
the test to these predicates, while (48) shows their tolerance of partial control.

47a. *Yesterday, John enjoyed washing the dishes tomorrow.
47b. *Yesterday, John liked to wash/washing the dishes tomorrow.
47c. *Yesterday, John loved to wash/washing the dishes tomorrow.
47d. *Yesterday, John hated to wash/washing the dishes tomorrow.

48a. John enjoyed assembling in the hall.
48b. John liked to assemble/assembling in the hall.
48c. John loved to assemble/assembling in the hall.
48d. John hated to assemble/assembling in the hall.
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Equally problematic are cases where the opposite problem holds: control predicates that
pass the test with temporal modifiers but do not permit partial control. Deserve is a case
in point. The relevant examples are presented in (49) and (50). (51) shows that
counterparts of (50) with a plural controller are acceptable.

49a. Today, John deserves to go to the movies tomorrow.
49b. Yesterday, John deserved to go to the movies tomorrow.

50a. *John deserves [PRO to assemble in the hall].
50b. *John deserves [PRO to go to the movies together].

51a. The students deserve [PRO to assemble in the hall].
51b. The students deserve [PRO to go to the movies together].

We take it that these two types of concerns – the status of semantic number and the
dependence on a notion of a tensed infinitive – are serious problems for Landau’s
analysis.
We close this subsection by raising some considerations that suggests that a
purely syntactic account of partial control will be insufficient.
We have been talking as though partial control does not arise when both the
controller and the understood subject have a plural denotation. Such a case would seem
to be an instance of exhaustive control, as exemplified in (51a), for example. Certainly,
since the requirement of assemble that it have a plurality-denoting subject is satisfied in
(51a) by virtue of the controller being plural, there is no grammatical requirement that
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the sentence receive a partial control interpretation. This is not to say that one is
unavailable, however. Suppose that everyone in the linguistics department is discussing
where to hold a meeting that everyone is to attend. The students’ preference is for the
hall, but the professors’ preference is for the classroom. This situation could be reported
by (52), where the understood subject of the first embedded clause includes but is not
limited to the students, and the understood subject of the second embedded clause
includes but is not limited to the professors.

52. The students voted/wanted/preferred [PRO to assemble in the hall]. But the
professors decided [PRO to assemble in the classroom], so that’s where the students had
to go.

Since Landau’s account would assign to PRO and the controller the same feature
specification, it does not predict the existence of the reading we have identified for (52).
Of course, it does not exclude it either: we simply need a suitable semantics that permits
the denotation of the controller to be properly included in that of the understood
subject. But then it is difficult to see what work the distinction between semantic and
syntactic plurality is doing for us, particularly given the concerns that we raised above.
There is a second type of case involving a plural controller and plural understood
subject that I shall argue is also an instance of partial control, or at least a close relative
of it. This case can be identified by investigating what happens when a distributive
marker such as floated each is included in the matrix clause and there is an embedded
collective predicate. With partial control predicates, this produces grammatical sentences,
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as shown in (53). This is not so with exhaustive control predicates, as shown in (54),
even though their counterparts without each are grammatical (55).

53a. The students each wanted to assemble in the hall.
53b. The students each expected to assemble in the hall.
53c. The students each voted to assemble in the hall.
53d. The students each promised to assemble in the hall.

54a. *The students each tried to assemble in the hall.
54b. *The students each managed to assemble in the hall
54c. *The students each dared to assemble in the hall.

55a. The students tried to assemble in the hall.
55b. The students managed to assemble in the hall.
55c. The students dared to assemble in the hall

A syntactic treatment of partial control that takes it to involve a mismatch in semantic
number between the controller and the understood subject cannot account for these
facts: on such an account, the addition of each should not be expected to make a
difference. Let’s assume that each has the semantics given in (56).83

56. ⟦each⟧c, g = !P!x. "y [AT(y) & y ⩽ x ⟶ P(y)]
This is of course a simplification of the semantics of each. There are good reasons to think that
distribution is not always down to atoms (Schwarzschild, 1996). The entry in (56) will suffice for our
purposes, however.

83
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We take it that each is a predicate modifier that combines with a predicate P and an
individual x to yield a sentence that is true just in case every atomic subpart of x is P.
(53a) is therefore true just in case wanted PRO to assemble in the hall is true of every
individual student. This is a clue as to the reason for the ungrammaticality of the
examples in (54). From a syntactic point of view, they do not look like partial control:
the controller and the understood subject are coreferential. But there is partial control
involved in the computation of the truth conditions, since it requires attributing to an
atomic individual the property of standing in some relation (determined by the choice of
control predicate) to whatever the denotation of PRO to assemble in the hall is. Again, this
does not falsify Landau’s theory, but it suggests that a purely syntactic account of partial
control will not be sufficient to explain the full range of attested readings.
In the next section, we turn to another recent (predominantly) syntactic account
of partial control - that proposed in (Wurmbrand, 2002).

2.2 (Wurmbrand, 2002)

Recall that Wurmbrand classifies partial control differently from Landau: she considers it
a species of non-obligatory control rather than obligatory control. Her view is that what
differentiates NOC from OC is that in the former case, the relationship between
controller and PRO is a syntactic dependency, while in the latter one it is determined
semantically, via the semantics of the control predicate. More precisely, Wurmbrand
argues that OC predicates optionally select for a complement that is too small to include
PRO; she provides evidence from German that these are restructuring predicates. The
option of selecting for a (non-finite) clausal complement may also be available, in which
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case PRO will of course be inserted and the control relationship may be established as a
syntactic dependency, however this will be redundant: because OC predicates can take
complements that do not include PRO, the control relationship must be determined by
the semantics of the predicate. On this view, this relationship is merely the attribution of
the property denoted by the complement to the controller.
Wurmbrand’s evidence that obligatory control predicates take (or can take) VPs
as their complements is convincing. The evidence comes from German, and is based
primarily on the German long passive, binding and strict/sloppy ambiguities with itanaphors. We shall illustrate her idea by providing some of her data concerning the long
passive. Only restructuring verbs – that is, only obligatory control predicates in
Wurmbrand’s terminology – can participate in this construction. Examples include
beginnen (‘begin’), versuchen (‘try’), vergessen (‘forget’) and wagen (‘dare’), all of which are
exhaustive control predicates in English as well as in German. (57) illustrates the
phenomenon.

57.

Der Lastwagen und der Traktor wurden / *wurde zu reparieren versucht
[the truck and the tractor]-NOM were/*was

to repair

tried

‘They tried to repair the truck and the tractor.’ [(Wurmbrand, 2002), ex 8a]

As shown by the gloss, the object of reparieren (‘repair’), der Lastwagen und der Traktor (‘the
truck and the tractor’), receives nominative case, while the matrix auxiliary wurden is
obligatorily plural, due to its agreeing with the object of the embedded verb. Wurmbrand
takes this to show that the object has moved to a matrix A-position, an operation that
would be impossible for locality reasons if there were a subject position in the infinitive
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occupied by PRO. On the basis of this and other pieces of syntactic evidence, she
concludes that obligatory control predicates can take VPs as their complements,
implying that in such cases there is no syntactic dependency formed between a controller
and an unpronounced element in the lower clause.
If this is correct, then the only way for the control relationship to be established
is by its having been predetermined by the lexical entry of the control predicate, as
Wurmbrand rightly points out. She adopts from (Chierchia, 1984) the proposal that this
is accomplished via meaning postulates, so that, for example, ‘x tries (to) P’ entails that
P(x) is true in all situations in which x is successful, as shown in (58).

58a. try’ (P) (x) ⟶ % j P (x)
_

58b. whenever x tries to bring about P, then in all the contextually relevant situations
(namely those where what x tries actually succeeds) x does P
[(Wurmbrand, 2002), ex 7; cited from (Chierchia, 1984)]

According to Wurmbrand, this is what lies behind the inability of obligatory control
predicates to license partial control: if the control relation is an entailment of the
predicate, then there is simply no option for the predicate denoted by the infinitive to be
applied to any individual other than the controller.
There is much that is appealing about this proposal. It provides a principled
account of the mapping between syntax and semantics in this domain: the possibility of a
property type meaning for the infinitive arises when it combines with a predicate that can
optionally select a VP complement. In such a case, there is simply no room for the
control relation to be established in the syntax, and it is up to the semantic component
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to do the job, via the lexical entry of the control predicate itself. Seen in this light, it
seems no wonder that partial control should be excluded with these predicates.
Note that in adopting the view that the complements of partial control predicates
are propositional and those of exhaustive control predicates are (or can be) propertydenoting, Wurmbrand draws a rather different lesson from the existence of partial
control than does Landau, who takes it that the possibility of partial control implies that
the property view is wrong: if control complements express properties then there is
simply no ‘room’ for them to have a subject that is anything other than coreferential with
the controller. Where Landau and Wurmbrand agree, however, is in supposing propertytype complements to be in principle irreconcilable with partial control configurations.
We shall take issue with this view in the next chapter.
For now, we should like to note two limitations of Wurmbrand’s study. Since her
focus is German it will be worth investigating to what extent the proposal is applicable
to English, and indeed other languages. That the division between EC and PC predicates
seems to fall in the same place in both languages gives us reason to be optimistic on this
score. Secondly, we should acknowledge that Wurmbrand does not actually provide a
theory of partial control. Rather, hers is a theory of what precludes certain control
predicates from entering into PC configurations. It does not tell us how partial control
arises, and as a consequence it cannot explain why there is no ‘partial raising’, a question
that we will also address in the next chapter.
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2.3 Recent attempts: (Grano, 2012; van Urk, 2010)

In this section, we discuss two recent attempts to explain the exhaustive/partial control
distinction by concluding that there is no single, unitary obligatory control relation in
syntax, but rather that OC may be instantiated either as raising or as control of a PRO
subject (Grano, 2012; van Urk, 2010).
(Grano, 2012) argues in favor of a movement-based analysis for exhaustive
control predicates, and a PRO-based one for partial control verbs. According to this
view, in cases where partial control is unavailable – that is, where the matrix predicate
belongs to the EC class – the understood subject in the embedded clause is not PRO but
rather DP-trace. The idea draws on the suggestion in (Cinque, 2006) that exhaustive
control is in fact a case of restructuring, with the control predicate occupying the
position of a functional head that takes as its complement a vP. This constituent does
not contain a PRO, but rather the trace of a DP that moves to the subject position:

59. John [FP begin [vP John to each lunch]]

By contrast, PC predicates take a clausal complement, a constituent that is large enough
to introduce a controlled PRO. Which of the two configurations a given predicate enters
into is determined by two factors: (i) the place that the functional head that matches it in
meaning occupies within Cinque’s hierarchy of functional heads and (ii) whether or not
the predicate is subject-oriented. Grano’s generalization is stated as follows.
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60. Restructuring generalization
A verb V restructures just in case V matches the meaning of an inflectional-layer
functional head F, and either F is below Tense or V is non-subject-oriented.
[(Grano, 2012): 112, ex 73]

Grano assumes that subject-oriented predicates incorporate as part of their meaning an
individual variable that is obligatorily bound by the closest potential binder – the subject,
within his set-up.84 He reasons that if a subject-oriented verb such as claim sits above
Tense, and if the landing site of a subject is [Spec, TP], then this variable will fail to be
bound. Such a predicate therefore cannot restructure, but must instead take a clausal
complement that has PRO as its subject. The auxiliary assumption that partial control is
available whenever PRO is present in the structure, and only then, predicts that such a
predicate will belong to the PC class.
One concern about this analysis is that it predicts that claim is a partial control
predicate. Contra (Landau, 2000), claim does not in fact license partial control in the
unmarked case:

61a. *John claimed to assemble in the hall (on Mondays).
61b. The students claimed to assemble in the hall (on Mondays).

62a. *John claimed to live together.
62b. John and Mary claimed to live together.

84

A verb is subject-oriented just in case it entails something about its subject.
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Unlike the ungrammatical examples above, the cases provided by Landau and Grano
involving claim in which partial control is possible involve overt aspectual marking.
Indeed, adding the perfect marker have improves the examples in (61) and (62).

63. John claimed to have assembled in the hall.

64. John claimed to have lived together.

Simply classifying claim as a partial control predicate fails to shed any light on why partial
control sentences involving this predicate are unacceptable unless aspectual marking is
added. We shall therefore classify claim as an exhaustive control predicate; the account
proposed in the next chapter will have something to say about the cases in which partial
control with this verb are rendered acceptable.
For our present purposes, it is sufficient to note that Grano’s view fails to predict
that claim is relatively intolerant of partial control. The same problem arises with believe,
which is classified as belonging to Modepistemic, a functional head that, like Moodspeech act,
sits above T, but which is nonetheless is like claim in requiring overt aspectual marking in
order to license partial control in the languages in which it can take an infinitival
complement. We conclude that the correlations that Grano identifies between the ability
to license partial control and height in Cinque’s system are suggestive but imperfect.
Van Urk’s proposal is similar to Grano’s in that he argues for a movement
analysis of control in the case of exhaustive control predicates, and additionally claims
that partial control predicates take a clausal complement with PRO in subject position.
Unlike Grano, however, PC predicates are also taken to permit a control configuration
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obtained by A-movment, with control sentences involving these predicates being
structurally ambiguous. Moreover, van Urk does not appeal to Cinque’s hierarchy of
functional heads, and therefore the theory is not susceptible to the problem we have just
discussed. The empirical basis of the argument instead concerns three correlates of the
A-movement versus PRO distinction in the derivation of control sentences: case-sharing,
the availability of partial control and the availability of inherent case. Let’s consider each
one in turn.
Case-sharing obtains when a higher and a lower argument position bear the same
case. Since it obtains in raising, van Urk takes it that the availability of case-sharing with a
given control predicate diagnoses the suitability of a movement based analysis for
control configurations involving this predicate. To diagnose the presence of case-sharing,
van Urk presents data involving a case-marked secondary predicate in the infinitive or
gerund; if the secondary predicate bears the same case as the controller, then there must
be case-sharing between the DP occupying the understood subject position and the
controller. On this basis, van Urk shows that in languages such as Russian, some control
predicates are compatible with both case-sharing and case-independence (67), but that
partial control excludes case-sharing with the same predicates, rendering caseindependence obligatory (68).85 This is just what is expected if partial control is
correlated with PRO-control rather than with movement.

Maria Polinsky tells me that these facts are narrowly confined to higher register Russian, however, and
are not attested in spoken varieties.

85
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65a.

Ona

proposila

ego

ne

ezdit’ tuda

odnogo

she.NOM

ask.PAST

he.ACC

not

go.INF there

alone.ACC

‘She asked him not to go there alone.’
[Russian. Van Urk 2010: 5, ex 4a. Taken from Landau 2008: 886.]

65b.

Ona

proposila

ego

ne

ezdit’ tuda

odnomu

she.NOM

ask.PAST

he.ACC

not

go.INF there

alone.DAT

‘She asked him not to go there alone.’
[Russian. Van Urk 2010: 7, ex 6c. Taken from Landau 2008: 886]

66a.

Ona

predpocla

ne

sobirat’sja

*vse/vsem

v

she.NOM

ask.PAST

not

gather.INF

all.NOM/all.DAT

at

sest
six
‘She preferred to not all gather at six.’

66b.

Ona

proposila

predsedatelja ne

sobirat’sja

She.NOM

ask.PAST

chair.ACC

gather.INF

*vsex/vsem

v

sest

all.NOM/all.DAT

at

six

‘She asked the chair not to all gather at six’.
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Secondly, van Urk argues that a verb that assigns inherent case to its subject can only
occur in the embedded clause in a control sentence if the predicate is one that is
amenable to PRO-control rather than movement-derived control. His evidence comes
from Icelandic, where the matrix subject of a control sentence with a quirky case
assigning verb in the lower clause must bear nominative; it cannot bear quirky case. The
embedded subject nonetheless bears quirky case, as shown by patterns of case marking
on modifiers in the same clause.

67a.

Eg

vona!ist

til

a!

ver!a

vitja!

I.NOM hope.PAST

for

to

become.INF

visit.PART

aliens

a

morgun

all.alone.GEN

at

morning

‘I hope to be visited all alone in the morning.’

67b.

*Min

vona!ist

til

a!

ver!a

vitja!

I.GEN hope.PAST

for

to

become.INF

visit.PART

aliens

a

morgun

all.alone.GEN

at

morning

‘I hope to be visited all alone in the morning.’
[Icelandic. Van Urk 2010: 17, exs 21c,d. (Unclear what the source is.)]
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Given that the availability of inherent case for the embedded subject is diagnostic of the
presence of PRO, then if as van Urk argues partial control is available whenever PRO is,
inherent case and PC ought to be correlated. Van Urk shows that this prediction is borne
out:

68.

Eg

helt

a!

hann

vona!ist

til

a!

I.NOM

think.PAST

C

he.NOM

hope.PAST

for

C

bor!a

saman

eat.INF

together

‘I thought that he hoped to eat together.’
[Icelandic. Van Urk 2010: 30b, ex 30a. (Unclear what the source is.)]

Here is a way to think of the logic underlying van Urk’s proposal. The existence of
partial control has often been taken to be a significant problem for attempts to reduce
control to movement (Landau, 2003). Prima facie, then, it looks like a sensible response is
to say that the class of control predicates which raise this problem – the PC class –
should be analyzed by postulating PRO rather than a trace of A-movement in the subject
position of their clausal complement. If so, then we should expect that whatever other
empirical problems stand in the way of a movement analysis of control should arise with
partial control predicates but not with exhaustive control predicates. This is not what we
find, however. Here we discuss one of the problems that (Landau, 2003) raises for the
Movement Theory of Control that apply to exhaustive as well as partial control
predicates.
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The problem concerns the availability of overt complementizers in control
complements in some languages. Landau points out that raising verbs do not license an
overt complementizer in the same languages, a fact that is difficult to explain under the
Movement Theory of Control. If control sentences formed with exhaustive control
predicates involve movement and control sentences formed with partial control
predicates involve PRO, then we should expect the former class to pattern with raising
in disallowing an overt complementizer in the embedded clause. This is not what we
find.
Landau illustrates the point with data concerning aspectual predicates in Hebrew,
which have both raising and control variants. Landau notes that the choice between the
two variants is conditioned by animacy: the raising predicate takes an inanimate subject
while the control verb takes an animate subject. This distinction is in turn correlated with
the presence or absence of an overt complementizer. With an inanimate subject the
complementizer is disallowed, while it is available with an animate subject, as shown
below.

69a. Rina xadla
Rina stopped

(me-)le'acben

et

(from-)to-irritate acc

Gil.
Gil

‘Rina stopped irritating Gil.’

69b. Ha-muzika
the-music

ha-ro'eset

xadla

(*me-)le'acben

et

Gil.

the-noisy

stopped

(*from-)to-irritate

acc

Gil

‘The loud music stopped irritating Gil.’
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[(Landau, 2003): 488-489, ex 34]

As Landau notes, this contrast is difficult to explain if the predicates in question involve
movement regardless of the animacy of their subject.
We would not wish to claim, of course, that this is an insurmountable problem
for van Urk’s analysis. Considerations such as this one do remind us, however, of the
significant empirical challenges faced by attempts to assimilate control to movement. As
long as there are challenges of this sort that do not respect the distinction between
exhaustive and partial control, obstacles to an implementation of van Urk’s idea will
remain. It is therefore worth attempting to formulate a solution to the question of what
determines whether a given predicate licenses partial control that does not appeal to a
movement analysis for (exhaustive) control predicates.

2.4 Stephenson (2010)

Now let us turn to one of the few proposals that we find in the literature regarding the
semantics of partial control. (Stephenson, 2010) proposes to treat all control
complements as having propositions as their semantic intensions. In her view, however,
a proposition is not the characteristic function of a set of worlds, but rather should be
modeled as the characteristic function of a set of centred worlds, where a centre is an
individual, type e. A proposition is therefore a function from worlds to individuals to
truth values, type <s,<e,t>>, or, if wished, a function from worlds to times to
individuals to truth values, type <s,<i,<e,t>>>. (For our purposes, we shall
systematically ignore times in this chapter.) An index (the argument of a semantic
intension) is an ordered pair <w, j>, where j is the so-called ‘centre’, the choice of letter
being intended to evoke the notion of ‘judge’ familiar from the study of predicates of
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personal taste (see Chapter 2). Concomitantly, the interpretation function is relativized to
world and judge parameters, along with a context parameter. In some cases, the value of
the judge parameter will have no effect on truth value, as when we are dealing with a
matrix sentence that contains no judge-dependent expressions. (70) is an example.

70. ⟦John loves Mary⟧c; w,j = 1 iff John loves Mary in w.

However, Stephenson treats control sentences as a case where the judge parameter has a
role to play. In fact, this comes as no great surprise: centred worlds were in effect
invoked in (Chierchia, 1990) in order to handle the de se nature of attitudes reported by
control sentences. The difference in implementation is that whereas in Chierchia’s
system centred worlds are invoked only in order to define the doxastic alternatives that
enter into the statement of the lexical entry of the attitude predicate, Stephenson invokes
them not only for this purpose but also quite generally, treating the judge parameter as
determining the semantic value of PRO. To see this, we consider firstly the point of
agreement between Chierchia’s and Stephenson’s systems: in the definition of the
doxastic alternatives. We take as our example the buletic alternatives associated with the
lexical entry of want and other desiderative predicates, defined in (71). Want is treated as a
universal quantifier over the elements of the set Bulx,w ,where x is the subject of want and
w is the evaluation world. The difference between the two systems is merely that in
Chierchia’s want relates the attitude holder to a property, while in Stephenson’s it relates
that individual to a proposition. Since propositions are taken to be sets of centred
worlds, however, the actual type of the infinitive is the same in each case, <s,<e,t>>. We
illustrate this by providing the lexical entries in (72).
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71. Bulx,w = {<w’,x’>: it is compatible with what x wants in w for x to be x’ in w’}

72a. ⟦wantCHIERCHIA⟧c, g; w = !P<s,<e,t>>!xe. "<w’, x’> $ Bulx,w ⟶ P(w’)(x’)
72b. ⟦wantSTEPHENSON⟧c, g; w,j = !p<s,<e,t>>!xe. "<w’, j’> $ Bulx,w ⟶ p(w’)(j’)

If want is to take a proposition rather than a property as its first argument, PRO cannot
simply be abstracted over. Stephenson’s solution is to let PRO denote the judge at the
index, as shown in (73). In (74) we work through an example by providing truth
conditions for John wants to wash the dishes, beginning in (74b) with the truth conditions of
PRO to wash the dishes, and working upwards to compute the meaning of the whole
sentence (74c).

73. ⟦PROJ⟧c; w, j = j

74a. John wants to wash the dishes.
74b. ⟦PRO to wash the dishes⟧c; w, j = 1 iff j washes the dishes in w
74c. ⟦John wants to wash the dishes⟧c; w, j = 1 iff "<w’, j’> $ BulJohn,w ⟶ j’ washes the
dishes in w’.

What about partial control? Stephenson assumes that there is a second, plural version of
PRO with the semantics stated in (75). We work through an example in (76).

75. ⟦PROPLURAL⟧c, g; w,j = G(j)
Where for any x, G(x) is the contextually salient group including x.
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76a. John wants to assemble in the hall.
76b. ⟦PROPLURAL to assemble in the hall⟧c, g; w, j = 1 iff G(x) assembles in the hall in w.
76c. ⟦John wants PROPLURAL to assemble in the hall⟧c, g; w, j =1 iff "<w’, j’> $ BulJohn,w ⟶
G(j’) assembles in the hall in w’.

(76a) is true just in case at each of John’s buletic alternatives <w’, x> the contextually
salient group that includes x assembles in the hall. What is intuitively rather appealing
about this idea is that it renders the plural version of PRO very similar to a first person
plural pronoun. It has been noticed that we cannot simply denote a plurality of speakers:
we rarely employ it in contexts in which a group of us is talking in unison, although of
course we can (Kratzer 2009). Similarly, the understood subject in partial control is not a
plurality of attitude holders, but rather a group that includes the attitude holder.86
Now let’s consider the limitations of the proposal. One obvious one is that, as
Stephenson acknowledges, it provides no explanation of what determines whether a
control predicate belongs to the EC class or the PC class. Additionally, there is no
account of why partial control complements do not tolerate plural agreement. If partially
controlled PRO is indeed plural, we should expect that it can bind a plural anaphor, for
example.
Secondly, the semantics that Stephenson assigns to partially controlled PRO is
rather strong: it renders the item definite, so that it carries a presupposition that there is
some unique, salient group that includes the judge in the context. The following
examples suggest that this is not in fact required.

Stephenson’s G function also bears some commonalities with the group-formation function Gp
discussed in Part I of the present work.

86
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77a. John enjoys working as a team.
77b. John wants [PRO to work on the syntax paper as a class] and [PRO to work on the
phonology paper as a class].

(77a) is a felicitous sentence out of the blue, even though there is no salient group of
which John is a part that could serve as the subject of ‘PRO working as a team’.
Moreover, (77b) is felicitous in a context in which John is taking a syntax class and a
phonology class, and he is the only student who is taking both. The desire of John’s
reported in (77b) is that he and his syntax classmates work together on one paper, and
that he and his phonology classmates work together on the other paper. The two
occurrences of PRO must therefore refer to different plural individuals; they overlap
only insofar as John is part of both groups. Yet according to Stephenson’s analysis, the
context is supposed to determine a unique salient group of which John is a member. The
only way that this requirement could be reconciled with the interpretation assigned to
(77b) in the context we are considering is if there is a change in context between the first
and second conjuncts, so that the context that determines the value of the first
occurrence of PROPLURAL is a different context from the one that determines the value of
the second occurrence of PROPLURAL. Such things do happen: suppose John is talking to
his syntax and phonology classmates, and he utters (78). Like PRO in (77b), each
occurrence of us in (78) has a different intended referent. But unless John brings about
the required change in context by, for example, pointing or turning his body towards
each of the groups he has in mind, the intended interpretation will not be assigned to
(78). This is not so in (77b): no context change is needed in order to ensure that the
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understood subject refers to different groups, contrary to what Stephenson’s analysis
predicts.

78. I want us to work on the syntax paper as a class, and I want us to work on the
phonology paper as a class.

3. Conclusion

There currently appears to be no satisfactory theory of the syntax of control that
completely captures the empirical profile of partial control and predicts whether a given
predicate will be an exhaustive or a partial control predicate. We cannot provide an
argument that any future attempt to attribute the exhaustive/partial control divide to
syntactic factors is doomed to failure. Our objective has merely been to demonstrate that
despite the existence of a small but significant industry devoted to this topic in the past
decade, there is much about partial control that remains to be understood. In the next
chapter, we identify two semantic properties that are jointly necessary and sufficient to
diagnose whether a given predicate will permit partial control. The task before us will
then be to explain why these properties should be implicated in the EC/PC distinction,
in the course of which we will develop a novel semantics for partial control. The
resulting picture will rescue the property view of the semantics of control infinitives and
gerunds from the charge that it is incompatible with the existence of partial control.
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Chapter 6
A New Analysis of Partial Control

1. Introduction: surveying the empirical landscape

Our criticisms of existing accounts of partial control have done some of the groundwork
for us in preparing to formulate a theory of what distinguishes predicates that only allow
exhaustive control (EC predicates) from those that additionally allow partial control (PC
predicates). Every partial control predicate we encountered is an attitude predicate:

1a. John wanted to assemble in the hall.
1b. John expected to go on vacation together.
1c. John voted to work on the problem as a team.
1d. John promised to move the piano without damaging it.

In fact, every member of the PC class as enumerated by (Landau, 2000) is an attitude
predicate:
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2. Landau’s PC class
Factives
glad, sad, regret, like, dislike, hate, loath, surprised, shocked, sorry, rememberPC.87

Propositional
believe, think, suppose, imagine, say, claim, assert, affirm, declare, deny.

Desideratives
want, prefer, yearn, arrange, hope, afraid, refuse, agree, plan, aspire, decide, mean, intend,
resolve, strive, demand, promise, choose, offer, eager, ready

Interrogatives
wonder, ask, find out, interrogate, inquire, contemplate, deliberate, guess, grasp,
understand, know, unclear.

[(Landau, 2000): 38, ex 29]

While we agree for the most part with Landau’s useful taxonomy, we argued in the
previous chapter that believe and claim in fact belong with the EC class; in the unmarked
case, partial control is not permitted with these predicates, though the relevant examples
are improved with the addition of certain aspectual markers, a property that we would
like to understand better.

There are two variants of remember, one that takes a gerundive complement and a second that takes an
infinitival complement. The former but not the latter belongs to the PC class. We differentiate them with
the subscripts ‘PC’ and ‘EC’.

87
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3a. *John claimed [PRO to assemble in the hall (on Mondays)].
3b. The students claimed [PRO to assemble in the hall (on Mondays)].

4a. ?John claimed [PRO to have assembled in the hall].
4b. The students claimed [PRO to have assembled in the hall].

5a. *John claimed [PRO to live together].
5b. John and Mary claimed [PRO to live together].

6a. ?John claimed [PRO to be living together].
6b. John and Mary claimed [PRO to be living together].

Moreover, pretend – a predicate that Landau does not consider, but which presumably
belongs among his propositional predicates - behaves like claim with respect to partial
control.

7a. *John pretended [PRO to assemble in the hall].
7b. The students pretended [PRO to assemble in the hall].

8a. ?John pretended [PRO to have assembled in the hall].
8b. The students pretended [PRO to have assembled in the hall].

9a. *John pretended [PRO to live together].
9b. John and Mary pretended [PRO to live together].
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10a. ?John pretended [PRO to be living together].
10b. John and Mary pretended [PRO to be living together].

Finally, in a language such as Italian where believe is a control verb, partial control is
impossible with this predicate:

11a.

*Gianni

crede di

vivere insieme

John

believe COMPL

live

together

Intended: ‘Johni believes that theyi+ live together.’

11b.

Gianni e

Maria credono

di

vivere insieme

John

Mary

COMPL

live

together

and

believe.3PL

‘John and Maryi believe that theyi live together’.

12a.

Gianni

crede di

alzare

il

piano

John

believe COMPL

lift

the

piano

(i)

Johni believes that hei lifts the piano.

(ii)

*Johni believes that theyi+ lift the piano
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12b.

Gianni

e

Maria credono

di

alzare il

John

and

Mary

COMPL

lift

believe.3PL

the

piano
piano
‘John and Mary believe that they lift the piano.’

We draw the following conclusion:

13. Licensing Partial Control: first step
In order for a given control predicate P to be a partial control predicate, it is necessary
but not sufficient that P be an attitude predicate.

A significant portion of the work of this chapter will be to understand why (13) should
hold, and to identify the other condition which along with (13) is jointly necessary and
sufficient for a control predicate to be a partial control predicate. Furthermore, given
that we classify claim, pretend and believe as exhaustive control predicates, we should like to
understand the factors that conspire to ameliorate partial control sentences involving
these predicates when an overt aspectual marker occurs in the embedded clause. Success
in these tasks will put us in a position to give a principled explanation of what
determines whether a given predicate is an exhaustive or partial control predicate. The
account proposed yields a semantics for partial control that is compatible with the view
defended in this dissertation that control complements, qua arguments of attitude
predicates, express properties. Indeed, our semantics of partial control crucially depends
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on the status of partial control predicates as quantifiers over world-individual pairs rather
than simply worlds. If we are correct in this, then the existence of partial control turns
out to be an argument in favor of a Lewis-style view of the semantics of attitude reports,
rather than an argument in favor of the propositional view as claimed in (Landau, 2000).
The next step is to examine what the members of the EC class have in common.
We once again turn to Landau for a list of relevant items.

14. Landau’s EC class
Implicatives
dare, manage, make sure, bother, rememberEC, get, see fit, condescend, avoid, forget, fail,
refrain, decline, neglect, force, compel, try.

Aspectual
begin, start, continue, finish, stop, resume.

Modal
have, need, may, should, is able, must.

In the last chapter, we also saw that another modal, deserve, belongs with the EC class:

15a. *John deserved [PRO to go to the concert together].
15b. The students deserved [PRO to go the concert together].
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16a. *John deserved [PRO to live together].
16b. John and Mary deserved [PRO to live together].

Unlike with claim, believe and pretend, aspectual markers bring about no improvement in
this case:

17a. *John deserves [PRO to have gone to the concert together].
17b. The students deserve [PRO to have gone to the concert together].

18a. *John deserves [PRO to be living together].
18b. ?John and Mary deserve [PRO to be living together].

This is expected if the unavailability of partial control with deserve has a different source
to that with believe, claim and pretend: in the former case, it is because deserve is not an
attitude predicate, and in the latter case, some additional condition that we are yet to
identify fails to be satisfied.
A few more words about the EC class are in order. Like deserve, several other
members of this class are clearly not attitude predicates. To this category belong the
following predicates:

19. Members of Landau’s EC class that are clearly not attitude predicates
force, compel, fail, begin, start, continue, finish, stop, resume, have, need, may, should, is
able, must, deserve.
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(20) provides data that justify the inclusion of these items in this list. In each of these
sentences, there is no entailment concerning the mental state of the controller.

20a. Mary forced John to leave.
20b. Mary compelled John to leave.
20c. John failed to leave.
20d. Mary began to shiver involuntarily.
20e. Mary started to shiver involuntarily.
20f. Mary continued to shiver involuntarily.
20g. Mary finished shivering involuntarily.
20h. Mary stopped shivering involuntarily.
20i. Mary resumed shivering involuntarily.
20j. Mary had to leave.
20k. Mary needed to leave.
20l. Mary may leave.
20m. Mary should leave.
20n. Mary is able to lave.
20o. Mary must leave.
20p. Mary deserves to leave.

We are therefore already in a position to rule out the possibility that the control
predicates in (19) permit partial control, although of course we do not yet know why this
should be: since they are not attitude predicates, they fail to satisfy at least one of the
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necessary conditions for belonging to the PC class. Matters are rather more complicated
with the remaining members of Landau’s EC class, however, which we list below.

21. Members of Landau’s EC class that may be attitude predicates
dare, manage, make sure, bother, rememberEC, get, see fit, condescend, avoid, forget,
refrain, decline, neglect, try.

The predicates in this list are arguably all attitude predicates, and we shall therefore have
to say something more about why they do not permit partial control. One of the
observations that this discussion will take into account is due to (Sharvit, 2003), who
notes that (a certain class of) control sentences involving try and an existential DP in the
complement clause entail the existence of the object named by the existential DP:

22. #John tried to ride a unicorn.

In this respect, try behaves unlike the canonical attitude predicates:

23a. John wanted to ride a unicorn.
23b. John hoped to ride a unicorn.
23c. John promised to ride a unicorn.
23d. John claimed to be riding a unicorn.
23e. John pretended to ride a unicorn.
23f. John believed himself to be riding a unicorn.
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As Sharvit notices, these facts are puzzling if try is taken to be an attitude predicate, or at
least to incorporate the expression of an attitude - namely intention - into its semantics.
The predicates listed in (21) share with try the property of being exhaustive control verbs
that appear to involve the expression of an attitude associated with the controller – in
many cases an intention, as with try. Embedding of a unicorn below these predicates also
yields infelicity, as with try:

24a. #John dared to ride a unicorn.
24b. #John managed to ride a unicorn.
24c. #John made sure to ride a unicorn.
24d. #John remembered to ride a unicorn.
24e. #John got to ride a unicorn.
24f. #John saw fit to ride a unicorn.
24g. #John condescended to ride a unicorn.
24h. #John didn’t bother to ride a unicorn.
24i. #John avoided riding a unicorn.
24j. #John forgot to ride a unicorn.
24k. #John refrained from riding a unicorn.
24l. #John declined to ride a unicorn.
24m. #John neglected to ride a unicorn.

Note that there may be an independent explanation for these facts, at least in some
cases: all of the verbs except those in (24d) and (24j) are implicatives, which assert or
deny the truth of their complements. (24a-c, e-g) entail that John rode a unicorn, which
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of course can only be true if there are such things as unicorns. The deviance of these
examples may therefore be no more surprising than the deviance of their counterparts
with factive attitude predicates, where it is presupposed that John rode a unicorn,
yielding undefinedness:

25a. #John enjoyed riding a unicorn.
25b. #John regretted riding a unicorn.
25c. #John remembered riding a unicorn.

Just as the infelicity of these cases is not an argument against treating the control
predicates in (25) as attitude predicates, so one might persist in treating the implicative
verbs in (24) as attitude predicates also. Such an approach obviously will not work for try,
however, which carries no commitment as to the success or otherwise of the attempt
described. Moreover, it will not work for the cases in (24h,i,k,lm), where the predicates
involved deny rather than assert the truth of their complements.
We shall tentatively conclude that there is a class of exhaustive control
predicates, comprising implicatives and try, that exhibit behavior atypical of intensional
predicates, but which nonetheless seem to incorporate into their semantics an attitude
associated with the controller DP. We shall call these ‘non-canonical attitude predicates’.
(Wurmbrand, 2011) noticed that Sharvit’s observations may extend to roughly this class
of predicates, her interest in this class deriving from the inability of its members to admit
a future-oriented infinitive, as in *Yesterday, John tried to sing in the shower next week, as well
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as their intolerance of partial control.88 One of the contributions of the present chapter is
to sketch a semantics for these predicates that illuminates the reasons for their
membership of the EC class.
Note, however, that not every attitude predicate that fails to license partial
control is a non-canonical attitude predicate: believe, claim and pretend behave as we expect
intensional predicates to, as shown in (23d-f) above. Of these predicates we shall say that
they satisfy only one of the necessary conditions for being a partial control predicate,
namely being an attitude predicate. For the non-canonical attitude predicates, by
contrast, it seems worth entertaining the possibility that whatever is responsible for their
atypical behavior with respect to canonical intensional properties is also responsible for
their intolerance of partial control. Section 5 pursues this direction further.
We are now in a position to divide into subcategories the predicates that we have
seen tolerate partial control in the unmarked case and those that do not.

26. Partial control predicates
glad, sad, regret, like, dislike, hate, loath, surprised, shocked, sorry, enjoy, imagine, deny,
want, prefer, yearn, arrange, hope, afraid, refuse, agree, plan, aspire, decide, mean, intend,
resolve, strive, demand, promise, choose, offer, eager, ready, wonder, ask, find out,
interrogate, inquire, contemplate, deliberate, guess, grasp, understand, know, unclear.

Wurmbrand’s list of such predicates, which she calls ‘non-/semi-intensional’, is not quite identical to
ours. Included on her list are raising verbs such as seem and aspectual verbs such as begin. We omit these
from our list because their meanings do not involve an attitudinal component – and of course because seem
is not a control predicate. This is not to suggest that Wurmbrand’s non-/semi- intensional predicates do
not have important characteristics in common; it merely reflects our interest in the semantics of attitude
predicates and its role in generating partial control interpretations.

88
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27. Exhaustive control predicates
Canonical attitude predicates (PC improved with addition of aspectual markers)
believe, claim, pretend

Non-canonical attitude predicates (PC ruled out altogether)
try, dare, manage, make sure, bother, rememberEC, get, see fit, condescend, avoid, forget,
refrain, decline, neglect.

Non-attitudinal predicates (PC ruled out altogether)
force, compel, fail, begin, start, continue, finish, stop, resume, have, need, may, should, is
able, must, deserve.

The task before us is to (i) explain why only attitude predicates tolerate partial control;
(ii) explain why certain canonical attitude predicates do not tolerate partial control unless
overt aspectual markers are present; (iii) explain what is atypical about non-canonical
attitude predicates such that they do not tolerate partial control; and (iv) provide a
semantics for partial control. The remainder of this chapter is devoted to these tasks. We
begin by investigating the properties of the canonical attitude predicates that in the
unmarked case fail to license partial control. Section 3 is concerned with the differences
between partial control predicates and believe, claim and pretend, while section 4 identifies
the second condition that is necessary for a control predicate to belong to the PC class,
and offers a semantics for partial control. Temporal and aspectual properties take centre
stage here, but we do not appeal to Landau’s distinction between tensed and untensed
complements. The task of section 5 is to explain what is atypical about non-canonical
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attitude predicates such that they do not license partial control. Section 6 identifies some
consequences of the analysis and section 7 concludes.

2. Canonical attitude predicates in the EC class: believe, claim and pretend

2.1 Oveview

The intuition concerning the canonical attitude predicates that do not permit partial
control that we shall explore in this section is the following: believe, claim and pretend are
used to report attitudes about the here and now. If I claim to be a good linguist, my
claim is that I am at present a good linguist, not that I was one in the past or that I will
be one in the future. If I pretend to be a good linguist, the pretence that I am keeping up
is that I am at present a good linguist; likewise, if I believe myself to be a good linguist, I
believe that I am a good linguist right here and right now. In this respect, these
predicates are unlike many of the partial control predicates, which can be used to report
attitudes concerning how things might be in the future, as with decide, promise, intend, hope
and want, or to report attitudes concerning how things were in the past, as with remember
and regret.
It has already been noted in the literature that many partial control predicates are
future-oriented: they can be used to report attitudes concerning how things might be in
the future, as with decide, promise, intend, hope and want. Likewise some partial control
predicates are past-oriented: they can be used to report attitudes concerning how things
were in the past, as with remember and regret (Landau, 2000). This sets these predicates
apart from believe and claim, which are sometimes referred to as ‘simultaneous’ predicates
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(Abusch, 2004; Wurmbrand, 2011). We add pretend to this class. In this section, we build
on the literature on simultaneous predicates with the aim of understanding better what it
means for a control predicate to report attitudes about the here and now. Our empirical
focus consists of data from (Abusch, 2004; Wurmbrand, 2011) that show that infinitival
complements of believe and claim behave like root present tense sentences in English, to
which we add novel observations concerning the aspectual classes of predicates that can
be embedded below believe, claim and pretend.89 The past- and future-oriented predicates
feature in section 3.

2.2 Basic data

We know that in root sentences, predicates that are used to describe activities receive a
habitual interpretation when they bear present tense morphology:

28. John writes #(every day).

Predicates that denote states are of course acceptable in the simple present (29a), but
accomplishments and achievements are not (29b,c).

29a. John is a writer.
29b. #John writes a PhD dissertation.
29c. #John finds the book that he needs.

For further detailed discussion of the data pertaining to claim, see (Grano, 2012), which also builds on
Wurmbrand’s work.

89
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The present progressive can be used to bring about an eventive rather than habitual
interpretation of a sentence containing an activity predicate, or to improve a sentence
with an accomplishment predicate:

30a. John is writing.
30b. John is writing a PhD dissertation.

Here is the crucial observation. These classes of predicate behave in just the same way
when they occur in a clause embedded below believe or claim.90 91

31a. John believes himself/Mary to write (every day).
31b. John believes himself/Mary to be a writer.
31c. #John believes himself/Mary to write a PhD dissertation.
31d. #John believes himself/Mary to find the book that he needs.

32a. John believes himself/Mary to be writing.
32b. John believes himself/Mary to be writing a PhD dissertation.

Since believe is not a control verb in English, we use exceptional case marking sentences to provide the
relevant data, assuming that the semantics of control and ECM are alike at least with respect to temporal
properties.

90

Here we merely expand on observations from (Abusch, 2004, Wurmbrand, 2011) by providing
paradigms across the full range of aspectual classes and tenses, rather than concentrating on the
stative/eventive distinction as Wurmbrand does. The key observation - that the complement of these
predicates must be stative – is due to them.

91
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33a. John claims to write #(every day).
33b. John claims to be a writer.
33c. #John claims to write a PhD dissertation.
33d. #John claims to find the book that he needs.

34a. John claims to be writing.
34b. John claims to be writing a PhD dissertation.

Note, moreover that this pattern obtains regardless of the tense of the matrix predicate:

35a. John believed himself/Mary to write (every day).
35b. John believed himself/Mary to be a writer.
35c. #John believed himself/Mary to write a PhD dissertation.
35d. #John believed himself/Mary to find the book that he needed.

36a. John believed himself/Mary to be writing.
36b John believed himself/Mary to be writing a PhD dissertation.

37a. John claimed to write (every day).
37b. John claimed to be a writer.
37c. #John claimed to write a PhD dissertation.
37d. #John claimed to find the book that he needed.
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38a. John claimed to be writing.
38b. John claimed to be writing a PhD dissertation.

39a. John will believe himself/Mary to write (every day).
39b. John will believe himself/Mary to be a writer.
39c. #John will believe himself/Mary to write a PhD dissertation.
39d. #John will believe himself/Mary to find the book that he needs.

40a. John will believe himself/Mary to be writing.
40b. John will believe himself/Mary to be writing a PhD dissertation.

41a. John will claim to write (every day).
41b. John will claim to be a writer.
41c. #John will claim to write a PhD dissertation.
41d. #John will claim to find the book that he needs.

2.3 Syntactic and semantic assumptions

These facts can be explained within the following framework. Suppose that in addition
to bearing a world abstractor, a root clause bears an abstractor over time intervals in its
left periphery.92 We adopt from (Bennett & Partee, 1972) the idea that temporal notions

We set aside the root level individual abstractor argued for in Part I of the dissertation, whose presence
or absence is irrelevant to the arguments presented in this chapter. The assumption that there is a root
level time interval abstractor is uncontroversial given the extensional framework we assume, and is
compatible with the traditional view that sentence meanings are of propositional type.

92
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are encoded in natural language with reference to time intervals – sets of moments in
time. These have a part-whole structure, so that for any time interval t we can talk of
subintervals and superintervals of t; t can also be ordered with respect to other time
intervals in terms of precedence. Let’s therefore introduce into the meta-language the
basic type i, the type of time intervals. The type of a root sentence is <i,<s,t>>, a
function from time intervals to worlds to truth values (or type <e,<i,<s,t>>> if we
adopt from Part I the proposal that there is also an individual abstractor in the left
periphery of the root clause). Finally, we take it that the present tense PRES is vacuous;
its entry is provided below.

42. ⟦PRES⟧c, g = !.<i,<s,t>>!ti!ws. .(t)(w)

(43) provides an example with a stative sentence.

43a. John is a writer.
43b. [CP !t1!w2 [IP PRES John is a writert1,w2]]
43c. ⟦IP⟧c, g = ⟦PRES⟧(!t!w. John is a writer in w at t)(g(1))(g(2)) =
[!t!w. John is a writer in w at t](g(1))(g(2)) =
John is a writer in world g(2) at time g(1)
43d. ⟦CP⟧c, g = !t!w. John is a writer in w at t

The truth value of (43a) is obtained by applying the property in (43c) to the world and
time of the context. In order to capture the parallels between root present tense
sentences and infinitives embedded below believe and claim, we shall assume that clauses
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embedded below attitude predicates have a similar structure to that which we have just
illustrated for root clauses, with abstractors over worlds, times and individuals in their
left periphery. (See (Abusch, 1997) for extensive argumentation in favor of this view.)
This requires attitude predicates to be treated as quantifiers over world-time-individual
triples. An attitude report therefore identifies not only an agent’s candidates for herself
and the actual world, but also candidates for the actual time. We exemplify the idea with
claim.

44. ⟦claim⟧c, g = !P<e,<i,<s,t>>> !xe!ti!ws. "<w’, t’, y> $ claimx,w,t & P(y)(t’)(w’)
Where claimx,w,t = {<w’, t’, y>: it is compatible with what x claims in w at t for x
to be y in w’ and for t to be t’}

In the last chapter we saw that if there is a distinction between tensed and untensed
infinitival complements in English, the EC and PC classes cannot be characterized by
appeal to this distinction. The foundation of our account of the EC/PC distinction will
be a theory that derives the temporal properties of the relevant predicates solely in terms
of the lexical entries of those predicates, without appeal to semantically contentful tense
in the clauses that they embed. As far as believe and claim go, we find a precedent to the
idea that the infinitive does not have contentful tense in (Wurmbrand, 2011). Partly in
reaction to data like (31)-(41), she treats the infinitival complements of believe and claim as
involving a ‘zero’ tense, which is like embedded tense in a sequence of tense
configuration in that it is semantically vacuous. We shall adopt her proposal here.
Predicates such as be a writer introduce time interval arguments which are simply bound
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by the most local time interval abstractor. Below we work through the idea with an
example.

45a. John claims to be a writer.
45b. [CP1 !t1!w2 [IP1 John claimst1,w2 [CP2 !x3!t4!w5 [IP2 PRO3 to be a writert4,w5]]]]
45c. ⟦CP2⟧c, g = !x!t!w. x is a writer in w at t
45d. ⟦CP1⟧c, g = !t!w. "<w’, t’, y> $ claimJohn,w,t # y is a writer in w’ at t’.

This provides the foundation for an analysis of the structure and interpretation of
control sentences involving believe and claim. The prospects of capturing the parallels
between infinitival complements of believe and claim and unembedded present tense
sentences also seem good, given that both cases involve semantically vacuous tense. A
complete analysis should also incorporate pretend, the third member of the class of
canonical attitude predicates that do not allow partial control, which we have so far been
ignoring. In fact, pretend does not behave quite like believe and claim with regards to the
aspectual classes of the predicates it can embed: control sentences with pretend tolerate
the full range of predicate types in the embedded clause:

46a. John pretended to write.
46b. John pretended to be a writer.
46c. John pretended to write a PhD dissertation.
46d. John pretended to find the book that he needed.
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47a. John pretended to be writing.
47b. John pretended to be writing a PhD dissertation.

The challenge, then, is to provide an LF and semantics for control sentences with pretend
that predict its relative liberality with respect to the predicates it can embed, compared to
believe and claim. We will show that the assumption that the structure of an infinitival
complement of pretend is essentially the same as that of believe and claim is compatible with
an explanation of the difference between pretend on the one hand and believe and claim on
the other.

2.4 An analysis

Our starting point is to investigate the interpretations that are associated with pretend
sentences in the presence or absence of progressive marking in the embedded clause. Of
particular interest are the cases involving the predicate write a PhD dissertation, which we
repeat here to facilitate a direct comparison of the effects of tense marking.

48a. ?John pretends to write a PhD dissertation.
48b. John pretends to be writing a PhD dissertation.

49a. John is pretending to write a PhD dissertation.
49b. John is pretending to be writing a PhD dissertation.
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50a. John pretended to write a PhD dissertation.
50b. John pretended to be writing a PhD dissertation.

In each of these pairs, the sentence in (a) has a subtly different meaning from that in (b):
the former case requires that the behavior that John exhibits in engaging in his pretence
communicates that he completes the act of writing a dissertation. In the (b) cases, John’s
behavior must merely communicate that he is engaged in the act of writing a PhD
dissertation. This difference can be further highlighted with the assistance of temporal
modifiers:

51a. John pretended for a minute to write a PhD dissertation.
51b. John pretended for a minute to be writing a PhD dissertation.

It is quite easy to imagine a verifying scenario for (51b): John, who in fact is not a
student, spends one minute sitting at a desk in a university library, surrounded by books,
typing. A scenario in which (51a) is true is rather more difficult to conceive of: a minute
is an impossibly short time in which to write a PhD dissertation. A verifying scenario
would be a rather comical one where John performs a condensed version of the process
of writing a PhD dissertation in the space of one minute.
What we learn, then, is that the time interval during which an event described by
an infinitive embedded below pretend takes place must be of the same duration as the
event of pretending itself. This is why the ‘speeded-up pretense’ scenario has to be
invoked in order to verify (51a): the modification of pretend with for a minute tells us that
the pretense only lasted one minute, which in turn has the consequence that there was
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only one minute in which to act out the writing of a PhD dissertation. This analysis is
corroborated by the degraded status of #John pretended for a minute to write a PhD dissertation
for a year; the pretending events and the dissertation-writing events cannot have different
durations. We can capture this with a syntax and semantics that is quite similar to that
provided for claim, with the differences between the two predicates arising as a
consequence of the potentially differing durations of claiming events and pretending
events.93

52. ⟦pretend⟧c, g = !P<e,<i,<s,t>>> !xe!ti!ws. "<w’, t’, y> $ pretendx,w,t & P(y)(t’)(w’)
Where pretendx,w,t = {<w’, t’, y>: it is compatible with what is communicated by
how x behaves in w at t for x to be y in w’ and for t to be t’ }

Acts of pretending have durations, which may be seconds, minutes, months or years. We
make the plausible assumption that for any time interval t which is the maximal interval
at which an individual x engages in a given pretence, the time interval t’ such that it is
compatible with how x behaves at t for t to be t’ must be of the same duration as t. Let’s
work through (51a) as an example.
In order to do this, we shall need a semantics for the past tense, which we
assume induces an existential quantification over time intervals prior to that contributed
by the temporal argument with which it combines.

Our lexical entry is simplified in that it fails to capture the intuition that pretence involves
communicating something false. We set aside the question of whether this is best modeled as an
entailment or a presupposition, and of whether what is communicated must actually be false, or whether it
is sufficient for it to be false according to the attitude holder’s belief state.

93
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53. ⟦PAST⟧c, g = !.<i,<s,t>>!ti!ws. ,t’ <precedes t: -(t’)(w)

54a. John pretended for a minute to write a PhD dissertation.
54b. [CP1 !t1!w2 [IP1 PAST John pretended for a minutet1,w2 [CP2 !x3!t4!w5 [IP2 PRO3 to
write a PhD dissertationt4,w5]]]]
54c. ⟦CP2⟧c, g = !x!t!w. x writes a PhD dissertation in w at t
54d. ⟦CP1⟧c, g = !t!w. ,t’’ <precedes t: one minute(t’’) & "<w’, t’, y> $ pretendJohn,w,t’’ & y
writes a PhD dissertation in w’ at t’.

We can imagine ways John might behave that communicate that the time is some time
other than what it actually is, for example if John pretends to be a World War I army
officer. However we cannot imagine ways in which John might behave that
communicate that the length of time at which he engages in this behavior is different
from the length of time in which he actually engages in the behavior. Hence if John
pretended to write a PhD dissertation then the time interval to which the property of
writing a PhD dissertation is applied must be of the same duration as that at which John
engaged in the pretense. This is what lies behind the intuition that (51a) suggests that
John performed a ‘speeded-up’ version of the process of writing a dissertation.
We are now in a position to explain why pretend is more liberal than believe and claim with
respect to the Aktionsarten of the predicates it embeds. The goal is to show that this can
be done without abandoning the assumption that these predicates are alike in that the
clauses they introduce do not bear contentful tense. The syntax and semantics we put in
place are sufficient to derive the result that believe, claim and pretend are all simultaneous
predicates.
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As a reminder, (55)-(57) provide a comparison between pretend, claim and believe,
with the matrix predicate in the past tense.

55a. John pretended to write.
55b. John pretended to be a writer.
55c. John pretended to write a PhD dissertation.
55d. John pretended to find the book that he needed.

56a. John claimed to write #(every day).
56b. John claimed to be a writer.
56c. #John claimed to write a PhD dissertation.
56d. #John claimed to find the book that he needed.

57a. John believed Mary to write #(every day).
57b. John believed Mary to be a writer.
57c. #John believed Mary to write a PhD dissertation.
57d. #John believed Mary to find the book that he needed.

Take the case of claim first. Unlike pretending events, claiming events have a tightly
constrained duration: the length of time it takes to utter the sentence in question,
typically not more than a few seconds. Here are the computations for the example in
(56a), which is degraded unless a habitual interpretation is assigned to the embedded
predicate.
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58a. #John claimed to write.
58b. [CP1 !t1!w2 [IP1 PAST John claimedt1,w2 [CP2 !x3!t4!w5 [IP2 PRO3 to writet4,w5]]]]
58c. ⟦CP2⟧c, g = !x!t!w. x writes in w at t
58d. ⟦CP1⟧c, g = !t!w. ,t’’ <precedes t: "<w’, t’, y> $ claimJohn,w,t’’ & y writes in w’ at t’.

Roughly speaking, (58) reports a speech event e whereby John ascribed to the time of e
the property of being a time at which he writes. As noted by (Taylor, 1977), an interval
of time must have a certain minimal duration in order for it to count as a time at which
an activity such as writing, walking or dancing takes place. If I am writing then at any
given moment I may be lifting my pen, placing the tip down on the page, or producing a
stroke, but intuitively none of these actions qualifies as writing on their own; it is only in
aggregate that they do so. It seems then that a time interval at which John produces a
speech act may be too short for it to be ascribed the property of being a time interval at
which John writes. We take it that this is responsible for the degraded status of (56a).
Likewise, to write a dissertation in the length of time that it takes to utter a sentence
would be quite a feat. This is what underlies the unacceptability of (58a).94
The other side of this issue is presented by (56d), which reports a speech event
whereby John ascribed the time of the speech event the property of being a time at
which he finds the book that he needs. But if (Vendler, 1957) is correct that

Notice a parallel between our account of the incompatibility of claim with accomplishment predicates
and that given by (Bennett & Partee, 1972) for the inability of such predicates to occur in the simple
present. They argue that in order for a sentence such as John writes a PhD dissertation to be true, the time of
the described event must coincide with the time of the utterance.

94
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achievements such as finding a book are instantaneous events, then they cannot occur at
a longer time interval, such as the (still very short) time that it takes to utter a sentence.
The account that we have just described cannot be extended to the set of facts
involving believe (57). This is because the account depends on claiming events having a
relatively short duration, while we can hold beliefs for days, months or years. A natural
explanation of the inability of believe to embed activity, accomplishment or achievement
predicates is nonetheless readily available. Unlike claim, believe is a stative predicate. As
such, sentences whose matrix predicate is believe have the so-called ‘subinterval property’,
defined below.

59. The subinterval property
A tenseless sentence - has the subinterval property iff the truth of - with regard to some
interval t guarantees the truth of - with regard to all the subintervals of t.
[(Ogihara, 2007): 399, ex 17, summarizing previous work by (Bennett & Partee, 1972;
Taylor, 1977; Vlach, 1981)]

By the semantics of believe, if at t John believed Mary to be a writer, then for all <w’, t’,
y> that are included in John’s doxastic alternatives at t, t’ is a time at which Mary is a
writer. Moreover, by (59), any subinterval t’’ of t is such that for all <w’, t’, y> that are
among John’s doxastic alternatives at t’’, t’ is a time at which Mary is a writer.
Consider, however, what it would take for the degraded sentence #John believed
Mary to write to be true, setting aside its habitual reading. If at t John believed Mary to
write, then at each of his doxastic alternatives <w’, t’, y>, t’ is a time at which Mary
writes. By (59), for every subinterval t’’ of t, each of John’s doxastic alternatives <w’’, t’’’,
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z> at t’’ is such that Mary writes at t’ in w’. Let us adopt the simplifying assumption that
John is not mistaken about what time it is. Then if <w’, t’, y> is among John’s doxastic
alternatives at t and <w’’, t’’’, z> is among his doxastic alternatives at t’ and t’ is a
subinterval of t, then t’’’ is a subinterval of t’. In order for John to have consistent beliefs
then, his belief state must ascribe to the time t at which he locates himself the property
of being a time at which Mary writes, and it must ascribe the same property to all
subintervals of t. But we have just seen that this is not in the nature of activities: if Mary
writes at t then there must be subintervals of t at which she does not write. This is the
source of the degraded status of (57a).
The explanation for (57c) has a similar structure: if at t John believed Mary to
write a PhD dissertation, then for all <w’, t’, y> that are included in John’s doxastic
alternatives at t, t’ is a time at which Mary writes a PhD dissertation. But by (59), any
subinterval t’’ of t is such that for all <w’, t’, y> that are among John’s doxastic
alternatives at t’’, t’ is also a time at which Mary writes a PhD dissertation. Since write a
PhD dissertation is an accomplishment, this condition cannot possibly be satisfied, given
the definition in (60).

60. Accomplishment
- is an accomplishment only if the truth of - at t guarantees the falsity of - at all proper
subintervals of t.

[Ogihara (2007): 401, ex 20, drawing on a wealth of earlier work.]

(57c) therefore assigns to John an incoherent belief: one that is only satisfied if the
property of being a time at which Mary writes a PhD dissertation is true of all the
subintervals of the time intervals identified by John’s doxastic alternatives. Because write
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a PhD dissertation is an accomplishment, this condition cannot be satisfied. It is this that is
responsible for its degraded status.
Finally, we need to say what is wrong with #John believed Mary to find the book that
he needed. Given the subinterval property the truth of this sentence would require John’s
doxastic state at t to have located him at a time at which Mary finds the book, and for
John’s doxastic state at all subintervals of t to have located him at a time at which Mary
finds the book. But if finding a book is an achievement – an instantaneous event – then
there is no way for this to be satisfied. In general, the only way that a belief sentence can
have the subinterval property without yielding incoherence is if the embedded predicate
is stative. From this requirement can be deduced precisely the above set of facts.
By contrast, since pretend is an activity predicate, the subinterval property does
not hold of it. It is therefore possible for a given time interval t to be one at which John
pretends to write a PhD dissertation, without any subinterval t’ being one at which John
pretends to write a dissertation. This seems correct: any such subinterval may be one at
which John behaves in such a way as to communicate that he is in the process of writing
a dissertation, but not that he accomplishes the act of writing a dissertation. That pretend
lacks the subinterval property explains why the sentences in (55) do not fall victim to the
problems that their counterparts involving believe are susceptible to.
Additionally, we need to explain why the factors constraining the predicates that
claim can embed do not apply to pretend-sentences. Since claim is not stative, we cannot
blame the subinterval property. Instead, the culprit is the differing durations of claiming
events, which we have said are very brief, and pretending events, which may be of any
duration. Consequently, there is nothing to prevent John from pretending to write, to
write a dissertation, or to find the book that he needs. In the first two cases, the only
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condition that needs to be fulfilled is that the time interval at which the pretence takes
place must be of long enough duration for it to be possible for an event of writing or
writing a dissertation to take place at that interval. This is why, for instance, it would be
odd for John to pretend for a minute to write a PhD dissertation. On the other hand,
since in principle there is no lower bound on the duration of an act of pretending, it is
coherent to say that John pretended to find the book that he needed. In order for the
sentence to be true, John’s pretence would necessarily be of very short duration.

2.5 Summary

We have provided a syntax and semantics for the interpretation of sentences involving
matrix believe, claim and pretend and an infinitival complement. The treatment is essentially
the same for each case, with the divergence of believe/claim and pretend in the types of
predicates that they embed being due to their Aktionsarten and to the duration of the
events they describe. If temporal and aspectual properties are relevant to the licensing of
partial control, we might expect the proposed analysis to be unsuitable for partial control
predicates: after all, the goal is to understand what it is that separates believe, claim and
pretend from the PC class. The next section shows that this is exactly what we find. We
shall identify the crucial factor that differentiates these predicates from the class of
canonical attitude predicates that do not permit PC, and use this as a starting point for
our analysis of partial control.
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3. Canonical attitude predicates in the PC class: separating partial control
predicates from believe, claim and pretend

3.1 Overview

Recall our set of partial control predicates.

61. Partial control predicates
glad, sad, regret, like, dislike, hate, loath, surprised, shocked, sorry, enjoy, imagine, deny,
want, prefer, yearn, arrange, hope, afraid, refuse, agree, plan, aspire, decide, mean, intend,
resolve, strive, demand, promise, choose, offer, eager, ready, wonder, ask, find out,
interrogate, inquire, contemplate, deliberate, guess, grasp, understand, know, unclear,
rememberPC.

Although we identified limitations of Landau’s analysis of partial control in the last
chapter, we think his insight that a considerable subset of partial control predicates admit
mismatching temporal modifiers in the matrix and embedded clause is important. One
of the observations that prompted us to reject his analysis in the end was that some
partial control predicates, such as enjoy, lack this property, making them look rather more
like the simultaneous predicates we have just discussed. Nonetheless, the starting point
for this section will be to investigate and refine Landau’s generalization, by asking what
constrains which pairs of modifiers can co-occur with the partial control predicates that
do permit mismatching temporal modifiers.
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3.2 Future- and past-oriented partial control predicates

A significant proportion of partial control predicates allow a future adverbial in the
embedded clause to coincide with a past or present one in the main clause. Here are
some examples.

62a. Yesterday/Today, John wanted to go to the movies tomorrow.
62b. Yesterday/Today, John arranged to go to the movies tomorrow.
62c. Yesterday/Today, John hoped to go to the movies tomorrow.
62d. Yesterday/Today, John was afraid to go to the movies tomorrow.
62e. Yesterday/Today, John refused to go to the movies tomorrow.
62f. Yesterday/Today, John agreed to go to the movies tomorrow.
62g. Yesterday/Today, John decided to go to the movies tomorrow.
62h. Yesterday/Today, John intended to go to the movies tomorrow.
62i. Yesterday/Today, John promised to go to the movies tomorrow.
62j. Yesterday/Today, John was eager to go to the movies tomorrow.

For each of these predicates, it is impossible to embed a past modifier when the matrix
includes a present or future modifier.

63a. *Today, John wants/Tomorrow, John will want to go to the movies yesterday.
63b. *Today, John is arranging/Tomorrow, John will arrange to go to the movies
yesterday.
63c. *Today, John hopes/Tomrrow, John will hope to go to the movies yesterday.
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63d. *Today, John is afraid/Tomorrow, John will be afraid to go to the movies
yesterday.
63e. *Today, John is refusing/Tomorrow, John will refuse to go to the movies yesterday.
63f. *Today, John agrees/Tomorrow, John will agree to go to the movies yesterday.
63g. *Today, John decides/Tomorrow, John will decide to go to the movies yesterday.
63h. *Today, John intends/Tomrrow, John will intend to go to the movies yesterday.
63i. *Today, John promises/Tomorrow, John will promise to go to the movies yesterday.
63j. *Today, John is eager/Tomorrow, John will be eager to go to the movies yesterday.

The subset of partial control predicates that exhibit this pattern are called future-oriented
predicates. Below we give a more complete list.

64. Future-oriented partial control predicates
want, prefer, yearn, arrange, hope, afraid, refuse, agree, plan, aspire, decide, mean, intend,
resolve, demand, promise, choose, offer, eager, ready, wonder, ask, find out, inquire,
contemplate, deliberate, inquire, guess, grasp, understand, know, unclear, vote.

The inverse pattern of temporal modification is exhibited by so-called past-oriented
partial control predicates, as illustrated in (65)-(66).

65a. Today, John regrets/Tomorrow, John will regret going to the movies yesterday.
65b. Today, John denies/Tomorrow, John will deny going to the movies yesterday.
65c. Today, John remembers/Tomorrow, John will remember going to the movies
yesterday.
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66a. #Yesterday/Today, John regretted going to the movies tomorrow.
66b. #Yesterday/Today, John denied going to the movies tomorrow.
66c. #Yesterday/Today, John remembered going to the movies tomorrow.

This rather smaller class is listed in (67).95

67. Past-oriented partial control predicates
regret, deny, rememberPC

3.3 A puzzle about emotive factives

What we have seen so far is that a significant number of the partial control predicates –
those that are future- or past-oriented – do not require the event described by the
embedded predicate to be simultaneous with the event described by the embedding
predicate. Note, moreover, that in the examples encountered, no overt tense or aspect
marking is needed to achieve this disjoint temporal meaning. On the face of it, however,
this property does not hold of the remainder of the partial control predicates, which
happen to all be emotive factives. The predicates are listed in (68), and the relevant data
provided in (69) and (70).

95

There is at least one predicate that can be either future- or past-oriented, namely imagine:
(i)

Today John is imagining going to the movies twenty years from now.

(ii) Today John is imagining going to the movies twenty years ago.
It too is a partial control predicate, as expected; Landau includes it among his ‘propositional’ PC
predicates.
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68. Emotive factives: partial control predicates that are neither future- nor past-oriented
glad, sad, like, dislike, hate, loath, surprised, shocked, sorry, enjoy

69a. *Yesterday/Today, John was glad to go to the movies tomorrow.
69b. *Yesterday/Today, John was sad to go to the movies tomorrow.
69c. *Yesterday/Today, John liked to go to the movies tomorrow.
69d. *Yesterday/Today, John disliked going to the movies tomorrow.
69e. *Yesterday/Today, John hated going to the movies tomorrow.
69f. *Yesterday/Today, John was loath to go to the movies tomorrow.
69g. *Yesterday/Today, John was surprised to go to the movies tomorrow.
69h. *Yesterday/Today, John was shocked to go to the movies tomorrow.
69i. *Yesterday/Today, John was sorry to go to the movies tomorrow.
69j. *Yesterday/Today, John enjoyed going to the movies tomorrow.

70a. *Today, John is glad/Tomorrow, John will be glad to go to the movies yesterday.
70b. *Today, John is sad/Tomorrow, John will be sad to go to the movies yesterday.
70c. *Today, John likes/Tomorrow, John will like to go to the movies yesterday.
70d. *Today, John dislikes/Tomorrow, John will dislike going to the movies yesterday.
70e. *Today, John hates/Tomorrow, John will hate going to the movies yesterday.
70f. *Today, John is loath/Tomorrow, John will be loath to go to the movies yesterday.
70g. *Today, John is surprised/Tomorrow, John will be surprised to go to the movies
yesterday.
70h. *Today, John is shocked/Tomorrow, John will be shocked to go to the movies
yesterday.
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70i. *Today, John is sorry/Tomorrow, John will be sorry to go to the movies yesterday.
70j. *Today, John enjoys/Tomorrow, John will enjoy going to the movies yesterday.

In order to understand what separates the predicates in (68) from the canonical attitude
predicates that do not permit partial control, we shall therefore have to appeal to some
property other than the modifiers that they and the predicates they embed can co-occur
with. The goal is to show that contrary to what the data in (69) and (70) suggest, these
predicates should not receive the same syntactic and semantic analyses as we proposed
for believe, claim and pretend – they are not simultaneous predicates. We shall employ the
strategy we used earlier for believe, claim and pretend: namely, to check which Aktionsarten
can be embedded below the control predicates in question. It turns out that the partial
control predicates that are neither future- nor past-oriented are fairly liberal in this
respect, as examination of the examples below reveals.

71a. ?John is glad to write (to Mary).
71b. John is glad to be a writer.
71c. ?John is glad to write a PhD dissertation.
71d. ?John is glad to find the book that he needs.

72a. John is glad to be writing (to Mary).
72b. John is glad to be writing a PhD dissertation.

73a. John was glad to write (to Mary).
73b. John was glad to be a writer.
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73c. John was glad to write a PhD dissertation.
73d. John was glad to find the book that he needed.

74a. John will be glad to write (to Mary).
74b. John will be glad to be a writer.
74c. John will be glad to write a PhD dissertation.
74d. John will be glad to find the book that he needs.

Although the present tense examples are somewhat degraded with activity,
accomplishment and achievement predicates (71), their counterparts with matrix past or
future are perfect (73)-(74). In addition, emotive factives such as glad tolerate conditional
would (75).

75a. John would be glad to write (to Mary).
75b. John would be glad to be a writer.
75c. John would be glad to write a PhD dissertation.
75d. John would be glad to find the book that he needs.

Finally, note that glad is stative, as shown by the impossibility of present progressive
morphology:

76. *John is being glad to write (to Mary)/be a writer/write a PhD dissertation/find the
book that he needs.
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The partial control predicates in (68), all of which are emotive factives, behave in the
same way, with some caveats which we shall discuss as they arise.
Like, dislike and hate frequently give rise to generic interpretations. For instance,
(77a) means roughly that any occasion on which John writes (to Mary) is pleasant to him.
Like can take both an infinitival and a gerundive complement, and the generic
interpretation persists more strongly with the former. We take it that this is behind the
infelicity of the variants of (77c), (79c) and (80c) that involve infinitives: a generic
quantification over events of John writing a PhD dissertation is induced, but such an
event typically does not occur repeatedly over an individual’s lifetime. With these
qualifications in mind, we note that like is like glad with respect to its tolerance of a
variety of Aktionsarten, across the range of tenses.

77a. John likes to write (to Mary)/writing (to Mary).
77b. John likes ?to be a writer/being a writer.
77c. John likes #to write a PhD dissertation/writing a PhD dissertation.
77d. John likes to find the book that he needs/finding the book that he needs.

78a. ?John likes to be writing.
78b. ?John likes to be writing a PhD dissertation

79a. John liked to write (to Mary)/writing (to Mary).
79b. John liked ?to be a writer/being a writer.
79c. John liked #to write a PhD dissertation/writing a PhD dissertation.
79d. John liked to find the book that he needed/finding the book that he needed.
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80a. John will like to write (to Mary).
80b. John will like ?to be a writer/being a writer.
80c. John will like #to write a PhD dissertation/writing a PhD dissertation.
80d. John will like to find the book that he needs/finding the book that he needs.

81a. John would like to write (to Mary).
81b. John would like to be a writer.
81c. John would like to write a PhD dissertation.
81d. John would like to find the book that he needs.

Moreover, like, like glad, is stative:

82a. *John is liking to write (to Mary)/be a writer/write a PhD dissertation/find the
book that he needs.
82b. *John is liking writing (to Mary)/being a writer/writing a PhD dissertation/finding
the book that he needs.

Finally, consider the case of enjoy.

83a. John enjoys writing (to Mary).
83b. John enjoys being a writer.
83c. John enjoys writing a PhD dissertation.
83d. ?John enjoys finding the book that he needs.
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84a. John enjoyed writing (to Mary).
84b. John enjoyed being a writer.
84c. John enjoyed writing a PhD dissertation.
84d. ?John enjoyed finding the book that he needed.

85a. John will enjoy writing (to Mary).
85b. John will enjoy being a writer.
85c. John will enjoy writing a PhD dissertation.
85d. ?John will enjoy finding the book that he needs.

86a. John would enjoy writing (to Mary).
86b. John would enjoy being a writer.
86c. John would enjoy writing a PhD dissertation.
86d. ?John would enjoy finding the book that he needs.

For the most part, enjoy is like glad and like in the variety of Aktionsarten that it tolerates
in its complement. We find the (d) examples above involving the achievement predicate
find the book that he needs somewhat degraded. However, we think that other achievement
predicates may be more compatible with enjoy; consider the following examples.

87a. John enjoys reaching the top of the mountain.
87b. John enjoyed reaching the top of the mountain.
87c. John will enjoy reaching the top of the mountain.
87d. John would enjoy reaching the top of the mountain.
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In the last section we adopted the view that achievements involve instantaneous changes
of states: when John finds the book that he needs his state changes in an instant from
one where he does not know where the book that he needs is, to one where he does;
when he reaches the top of the mountain, in an instant he goes from not being at the top
of the mountain to being at the top of the mountain. We suspect that there are some
such changes of states that can plausibly be enjoyed; the satisfaction to be had from
reaching the top of a mountain may put it in this category. On the other hand, finding a
book that one needs may be a relief, but is not typically the kind of thing that one would
class as enjoyable. With this caveat in mind, we suggest that enjoy can embed at least
some achievement predicates in its complement.
The pattern then, is that enjoy, along with the other emotive factive partial control
predicates, exhibits considerable flexibility with respect to the Aktionsarten of the
predicates it embeds. Enjoy is exceptional in its class, however, in not being stative:

88. John is enjoying writing (to Mary)/being a writer/writing a PhD dissertation/finding
the book that he needs.

This characteristic of the emotive factive partial control predicates differentiates it from
the canonical attitude predicates that do not permit partial control, believe and claim which,
recall, canonically embed a stative predicate in their clausal complement. With these two
verbs, embedding an activity predicate produces a habitual interpretation at best, while
an ungrammatical result is obtained with accomplishment and achievement predicates.
The reader may have noticed that this pattern seems to group the emotive factives with
pretend, which we saw was also tolerant of a greater range of predicates in its complement
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clause. Crucially, however, we were able to attribute this to the fact that pretend is nonstative, which is not true of any of the emotive factives other than enjoy. We therefore
need a formal rendering of control sentences with emotive factives that explains what
makes it possible to embed a variety of predicate types in their complement. In the next
section, we provide such an account, and show how it can be extended to the other
partial control predicates – those that are future- or past-oriented. We will then be in a
position to state what the second condition is for a given control predicate to license
partial control, beyond the requirement that it be an attitude predicate. With these pieces
in place, we will finally be able to understand what determines whether a given control
predicate belongs to the EC or PC class, and why.
Firstly, however, we shall show more explicitly what the problem presented by
the stative emotive factives is, by working through an example.

89. John was glad to write a letter to Mary.

Firstly, let’s provide a lexical entry for glad.96

90. Glad: first version
⟦glad⟧c, g = !P<e,<i,<s,t>>>!xe!ti!ws: "<w’, t’, y> $ Doxx,w,t & P(y)(t’)(w’). "<w’, t’, y> $
gladx,w,t & P(y)(t’)(w’)
Where gladx.w,t = {<w’, t’, y>: being in a position to identify herself as y in w’
and t as t’ makes x feel glad in w at t}

This rather simple-minded semantics glosses over many issues, such as those discussed in (von Fintel,
1999).

96
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Here is the LF and intepretation associated with (89).

91a. [CP1 !t1!w2 [IP1 PAST John was glad to write a letter to Maryt1,w2 [CP2 !x3!t4!w5 [IP2
PRO5 to write letter to Maryt4,w5]]]]
91b. ⟦CP2⟧c, g = !x!t!w. x writes a letter to Mary in w at t
91c. ⟦CP1⟧c, g = !t!w: ,t” < t: "<w’, t’, y> $ DoxJohn,w,t’’ & y writes a letter to Mary in
w’ at t’. ,t’’ < t: "<w’, t’, y> $ gladJohn,w,t & y writes a letter to Mary in w’ at t’.

Since glad is stative, a control sentence in which it serves as the matrix predicate is
expected to have the subinterval property, repeated in (92).

92. The subinterval property
A tenseless sentence - has the subinterval property iff the truth of - with regard to some
interval t guarantees the truth of - with regard to all the subintervals of t.

If at t John is glad to write a letter to Mary, then for every <w’, t’, y> such that being in a
position to identify himself as y in w’ and t as t’ makes John feel glad at t, y writes a letter
to Mary in w’ at t’. Then by the subinterval property, any subinterval t’’ of t should be
such that for every <w’, t’, y> such that being in a position to identify himself as y in w’
and t’’ as t’ makes John feel glad at t’’, y writes a letter to Mary in w’ at t’. We assume, as
we did for believe, that if an agent takes the time at t to be t’, then t and t’ are of the same
duration. Hence for any subinterval t’’ of t, writes a letter to Mary should be true of the
relevant alternatives, which cannot be the case given that write a letter to Mary is an
accomplishment. John was glad to write a letter to Mary is therefore incorrectly predicted to
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pattern with John believed himself to write a letter to Mary and John claimed to write a letter to Mary.
The next subsection proposes to take care of this problem via an amendment.

3.4 Rehabilitating emotive factives: an amendment

Recall from section 2 that the way to ameliorate sentences with the stative predicate
believe that embed a non-stative in their infinitival complement is via overt progressive
morphology.97 We exemplify this with data involving the accomplishment predicate write
a letter to Mary.

93a. *John believes Bill to write a letter to Mary.
93b. John believes Bill to be writing a letter to Mary.

94a. *John believed Bill to write a letter to Mary.
94b. John believed Bill to be writing a letter to Mary.

95a. *John will believe Bill to write a letter to Mary.
95b. John will believe Bill to be writing a letter to Mary.

We have seen that bare accomplishment predicates bearing no progressive morphology
are acceptable with emotive factives even though, with the exception of enjoy, they are all
statives. A reasonable conclusion to draw is that the semantic contribution made by the
This is unsurprising given that believe and claim can only embed statives, and progressive morphology
‘stativizes’ predicates belonging to other Aktionsarten in that it yields sentences with the subinterval
property (Dowty, 1986).

97
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progressive that rescues (93-95) is already present for control sentences involving
emotive factives.98 This is the idea that will be pursued in this subsection.
What we need, then, is a semantics for the progressive. The following is
sufficient for our needs. It guarantees the truth of a sentence at t in w just in case there is
a time t’ of which t is a proper subinterval such that the relevant property holds of t’ in
w.99

96. ⟦PROG⟧c, g = !.<i,<s,t>>!ti!ws. ,t’: t ) t’ & .(t’)(w)

Let’s check that this semantics predicts that the addition of progressive morphology
rescues control sentences involving believe with an embedded accomplishment predicate.

97a. John believed Bill to be writing a letter to Mary.
97b. [CP1 !t1!w2 [IP1 PAST John believet1,w2 [CP2 !x3!t4!w5 [IP2 PROG Bill to write a letter to
Maryt4,w5]]]]
97c. ⟦IP2⟧c, g = ⟦PROG⟧c, g[!t!w. Bill writes a letter to Mary in w at t](g(4))(g(5)) =
,t’: g(4) ) t’ & Bill writes a letter to Mary in world g(5) at t’
97d. ⟦CP2⟧c, g = !x!t!w. ,t’: t ) t’ & Bill writes a letter to Mary in w at t’

Since enjoy is not stative, we do not have an argument that the proposed amendment to the semantics of
emotive factives necessarily applies to enjoy; it could instead be given the same analysis as pretend. The best
we can do at present is to say that extending the analysis proposed in this subsection to enjoy makes way for
a unified semantics for emotive factives.

98

The semantics is based on (Bennett & Partee, 1972), although we abstract away from their condition
that the orginal interval must be a non-final subinterval of the shifted one. We also set aside many other
interesting issues, merely referring the reader to (Ogihara, 2007) for an overview.

99
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97e. ⟦CP1⟧c, g = !t!w. ,t’’ <precedes t: "<w’, t’, x> $ DoxJohn,w,t’’ # [!y!t!w. ,t’’’: t ) t’’’ &
Bill writes a letter to Mary in w at t’](x)(t’)(w’) =
!t!w. ,t’’ <precedes t: "<w’, t’, x> $ DoxJohn,w,t’’ # ,t’’’: t’ ) t’’’ & x writes a letter to Mary
in w’ at t’’’.
Where Doxx,w,t = {<w’, t’, y>: it is compatible with what x believes in w at t for x
to be y in w’ at t’}

Suppose that in some world, John believes Bill to be writing a letter to Mary is true of t. Then
since believe has the subinterval property, any subinterval t’ of t is such that at any <w’, t’’,
x> compatible with John’s beliefs at t’, Bill is writing a letter to Mary in w’ at t’’; more
precisely, there is a t’’’ of which t’ is a subinterval such that Bill writes a letter to Mary in
w’ at t’’’. To see that this allows the subinterval property of believe to be satisfied without
any incoherence arising, suppose that t and t’ are a pair such that t is a subinterval of t’
and Bill writes to Mary at t’. Then at t, there is a t’ of which t’ is a subinterval and at
which Bill writes to Mary. If so, then for any subinterval t’’ of t, there is a t’ of which t’’ is
a subinterval and at which Bill writes to Mary. Thus even though write a letter to Mary is an
accomplishment predicate, the subinterval property of believe is satisfied, by virtue of the
contribution of the progressive.
Recall that the challenge is to explain why an example such as John was glad to write
a letter to Mary is grammatical even though glad is stative, write a letter to Mary is an
accomplishment predicate and furthermore bears no progressive morphology. The idea
is to build a meaning akin to that of the progressive directly into the semantics of glad,
with existential quantification over superintervals of the time that the attitude holder
takes to be the actual time:
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98. Glad: second version
⟦glad⟧c, g = !P<e,<i,<s,t>>>!xe!ti!ws: "<w’, t’, y> $ Doxx,w,t & ,t’’: t’ ( t’’ & P(y)(t’’)(w’).
"<w’, t’, y> $ gladx,w,t & ,t’’: t’ ( t’’ & P(y)(t’’)(w’)
Where gladx.w,t = {<w’, t’, y>: being in a position to identify herself as y in w’
and t as t’ makes x feel glad in w at t}

The attentive reader will notice that the set of intervals existentially quantified over by
this semantics is a larger one than that involved in the semantics of the progressive itself,
since the former involves the subset relation but the latter involves the proper subset
relation. This innocuous amendment is intended to ensure that glad is still compatible
with predicates that do not combine with the progressive, such as the achievement
predicate find the book that he needs. With this in place, it’s now time to check that our
semantics predicts that glad can embed a predicate such as write a letter to Mary, even
though it is stative.

99a. John was glad to write a letter to Mary.
99b. [CP1 !t1!w2 [IP1 PAST John be gladt1,w2 [CP2 !x3!t4!w5 [IP2 PRO3 to write a letter to
Maryt4,w5]]]]
99c. ⟦CP2⟧c, g = !x!t!w. x writes a letter to Mary in w at t
99d. ⟦CP1⟧c, g = !t!w: ,t’ <precedes t: "<w’, t’’, y> $ DoxJohn,w,t & ,t’’’: t’’ ( t’’’ &
y writes a letter to Mary in w’ at t’’’. ,t’ <precedes t: "<w’, t’’, y> $ gladJohn,w,t’ & ,t’’’: t’’ (
t’’’ & y writes a letter to Mary in w’ at t’’’.
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As anticipated, the explanation for why (99a) is acceptable even though glad is stative is
essentially the same as that given for the acceptability of John believed Bill to be writing a letter
to Mary. Suppose that John be glad to write a letter to Mary is true of t. Then for any
subinterval t’ of t, John be glad to write a letter to Mary is true of t’. The world-time-individual
triples quantified over by glad will not be the same at t as they are at t’; the time interval
will be longer in the former case than in the latter case, for instance. Nonetheless, the
time interval that satisfies the existentially quantified component of the semantics may be
the same, since if t is a subinterval of t’’, then t’ is also a subinterval of t’’. Hence the
subinterval property is satisfied without violating the rule that if John writes a letter to Mary
is true at t, then it is false of all subintervals of t.

3.5 Extending the analysis to the PC class

Since the class of emotive factive control predicates is contained within a larger class –
the class of partial control predicates – it would be a pleasing result if the semantics we
have provided could be extended to the rest of this class. Recall that if a partial control
predicate is not an emotive factive, it is either a past-oriented or future-oriented
predicate. We shall continue to assume that the complements of control predicates are
untensed. The task is to explain the ability of past-oriented control predicates to
combine with a past modifier such as yesterday, regardless of the tense of the embedding
clause, or the temporal modifiers that it introduces, and the ability of future-oriented
control predicates to do likewise with future modifiers such as tomorrow. The plot will
once again be to explain this difference between the predicates in question and the verbs
in the class of canonical attitude predicates that do not license partial control. Let’s firstly
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check that the latter are more restrictive with regards to the temporal modifiers they
embed. The ungrammaticality of the examples in (100) shows that the behavior of pastoriented partial control predicates deviates from that of believe, claim and pretend, while
that of future-oriented PC predicates is also unlike with these verbs, as shown by (101).

100a. *Today, John believes/Tomorrow, John will believe himself to go to the movies
yesterday.
100b. *Today, John claims/Tomorrow, John will claim to go to to the movies yesterday.
100c. *Today, John is pretending/Tomorrow, John will pretend to go to the movies
yesterday.

101a. *Yesterday, John believed/Today, John believes himself to go to the movies
tomorrow.
101b. *Yesterday, John claimed/Today, John claims to go to the movies tomorrow.
101c. *Yesterday, John pretended/Today, John is pretending to go to the movies
tomorrow.

Indeed, it is fairly easy to see that importing the semantics we provided for believe, claim
and pretend directly into the analysis of the past- and future-oriented control predicates
will not work. Recall that in the former case, the time interval coordinate of the worldtime-individual triple that these verbs quantify over represents the time that the attitude
holder takes to be the actual time, as exemplified in (102). But if I remember going to the
movies, then the event of going to the movies that I recall does not take place at the time
that I take to be the actual time, but rather at some time prior to that; we remember past
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events, not current ones. (103) would therefore be an inadequate semantics for
rememberPC.100

102. ⟦claim⟧c, g = !P<e,<i,<s,t>>> !xe!ti!ws. "<w’, t’, y> $ claimx,w,t & P(y)(t’)(w’)
Where claimx,w,t = {<w’, t’, y>: it is compatible with what x claims in w at t for x
to be y in w’ and for t to be t’}

103. RememberPC: first attempt
⟦rememberPC⟧c, g = !P<e,<i,<s,t>>> !xe!ti!ws. "<w’, t’, y> $ rememberx,w,t & P(y)(t’)(w’)
Where rememberx,w,t = {<w’, t’, y>: it is compatible with what x remembers in
w at t for x to be y in w’ and for t to be t’}

Another clue is provided by the following equivalences:

104a. John remembers going to the movies yesterday.
104b. John remembers having gone to the movies yesterday.

105a. John regrets going to the movies yesterday.
105b. John regrets having gone to the movies yesterday.

106a. John denies going to the movies yesterday.
106b. John denies having gone to the movies yesterday.

100

We set aside the factivity of rememberPC.
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An intriguing property of the past-oriented partial control predicates is that they permit
perfect marking in their complement, but that such marking does not make a difference
to the interpretation.101 That a past-oriented interpretation of a control sentence
involving a past-oriented predicate is available even without have suggests that there is a
variant of these predicates where the meaning introduced by the perfect is built directly
into the lexical semantics. Call this variant, rememberPC’.102

107. ⟦rememberPC’⟧c, g = !P<e,<i,<s,t>>>!xe!ti!ws. "<w’, t’, y> $ rememberx,w,t & ,t’’: t’’
<precedes t’ & P(y)(t’’)(w’)
Where rememberx,w,t = {<w’, t’, y>: it is compatible with what x remembers in
w at t for x to be y in w’ and for t to be t’}

John remembers going to the movies yesterday is correctly predicted to be compatible with a past
temporal modifier:

In the case of statives embedded below deny, this is a simplification. The following pair are not
equivalent.

101

(i)

John denies being a linguist.

(ii) John denies having been a linguist.
This difference between the behavior of statives and eventives below deny merits further study, but for
now this would take us too far afield.
Ultimately, it would of course be desirable to dispense with the need to have multiple remembers. What
we do here is sufficient to get our proposal off the ground, but it may be that further work on the finegrained semantics of remember would lead to a more elegant implementation.

102
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108a. John remembers going to the movies yesterday.
108b. [CP1 !t1!w2 [IP1 PRES John rememberst1,w2 [CP2 !x3!t4!w5 [IP2 PRO3 going to the
movies yesterdayt4,w5]]]]
108c. ⟦IP2⟧c, g = g(3) goes to the movies in world g(5) at time g(4).
108d. ⟦CP2⟧c, g = !x!t!w. yesterday(t) & x goes to the movies in w at t.
108e. ⟦CP1⟧c, g = !t!w. "<w’, t’, y> $ rememberJohn,w,t & ,t’’: t’’ <precedes t’ &
yesterday(t’’) & y goes to the movies in w’ at t’’.

In the case of future-oriented control verbs, we have been able to find no overt marking
that yields equivalances of the kind we observed when have is added to control sentences
involving regret, remember and deny. We can think of two likely candidates to serve the
function of introducing a future shift analogous to the past shift induced by have. One is
the progressive, which is known to have a futurate reading (Dowty, 1979; Landman,
1992), and the other is the expression be about to. The accomplishment predicate write his
PhD dissertation is well-suited to showing that the introduction of these markers does not
yield sentences whose meaning is equivalent to their counterparts where the embedded
clause includes only the bare predicate. (109a) reports John’s intention to make some
progress with the process of working on his PhD dissertation tomorrow, whereas (109c)
has the more far-fetched meaning that he intends to write his dissertation in one day. On
the other hand (109b) suggests, rather oddly, that John plans to spend tomorrow being
on the brink of writing his PhD dissertation.
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109a. John intends to be writing his PhD dissertation tomorrow.
109b. John intends to be about to write his PhD dissertation tomorrow.
109c. John intends to write his PhD dissertation tomorrow.

We therefore need only posit a single version of the future-oriented control predicates –
one where the future meaning is directly encoded in the meaning of the verb:

110. ⟦intend⟧c, g = !P<e,<i,<s,t>>>!xe!ti!ws. "<w’, t’, y> $ intendx,w,t & ,t’’: t’ <precedes t’’ &
P(y)(t’’)(w’)
Where intendx,w,t = {<w’, t’, y>: it is compatible with what x intends in w at t for
x to be y in w’ and for t to be t’}

Finally, we check that this predicts that a past or present tense sentence involving a
future-oriented control predicate is grammatical even when there is a future time
adverbial in the embedded clause.

111a. John intends to go to the movies tomorrow.
111b. [CP1 !t1!w2 [IP1 PRES John intendst1,w2 [CP2 !x3!t4!w5 [IP2 PRO3 to go to the movies
tomorrowt4,w5]]]]
111c. ⟦IP2⟧c, g = tomorrow(g(4)) & g(3) goes to the movies in world g(5) at time g(4).
111d. ⟦CP2⟧c, g = !x!t!w. tomorrow(t) & x goes to the movies in w at t.
111e. ⟦CP1⟧c, g = !t!w. "<w’, t’, y> $ intendx,w,t & ,t’’: t’ <precedes t’’ & tomorrow(t’’) &
y goes to the movies in w’ at t’’.
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There is no incompatibility between tomorrow and the matrix present tense: the predicate
of which this modifier is a constituent ends up contributing to the property that takes
the future-shifted time interval as its argument, rather than that which encodes the time
that John takes himself to be at. We take it that this is an adequate semantics for futureoriented partial control predicates.

4. Towards a unified analysis of partial control predicates

4.1 Identifying the second condition

We are now in a position to say what the members of the PC class have in common,
aside from being attitude predicates. The lexical entry of each one shifts the time interval
coordinate, so that the property expressed by the embedded clause ends up being applied
to this shifted time interval, rather than directly to time interval coordinates quantified
over by the control predicate. We illustrate this by repeating our semantics for glad,
remember and intend, with the relevant portion of the lexical entry highlighted in bold.

112. ⟦glad⟧c, g = !P<e,<i,<s,t>>>!xe!ti!ws: "<w’, t’, y> $ Doxx,w,t & ,t’’: t’ ( t’’ &
P(y)(t’’)(w’). "<w’, t’, y> $ gladx,w,t & ,t’’: t’ ( t’’ & P(y)(t’’)(w’)
Where gladx.w,t = {<w’, t’, y>: being in a position to identify herself as y in w’
and t as t’ makes x feel glad in w at t}
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113. ⟦rememberPC’⟧c, g = !P<e,<i,<s,t>>>!xe!ti!ws. "<w’, t’, y> $ rememberx,w,t & ,t’’: t’’
<precedes t’ & P(y)(t’’)(w’)
Where rememberx,w,t = {<w’, t’, y>: it is compatible with what x remembers in
w at t for x to be y in w’ and for t to be t’}

114. ⟦intend⟧c, g = !P<e,<i,<s,t>>>!xe!ti!ws. "<w’, t’, y> $ intendx,w,t & ,t’’: t’ <precedes t’’
& P(y)(t’’)(w’)
Where intendx,w,t = {<w’, t’, y>: it is compatible with what x intends in w at t for
x to be y in w’ and for t to be t’}

In this chapter we adopt the orthodox assumption that in principle there are two types
of formal relation that a time interval t can bear to another time interval t’. The first
arises as a consequence of construing time intervals as sets of moments: this creates a
part-whole structure that can be modeled in terms of set-theoretic inclusion. This type of
relation is involved in the semantics of progressive morphology, and in the semantics of
emotive factives, as exemplified in (112). The second type of relation arises as a
consequence of the fact that intervals of time not only have durations, but are also
located within an ordering that reflects informal notions such as ‘earlier’/ ‘later’ and
‘before’/ ‘after’. This means that t may stand in a precedence relation to t’, or vice versa.
These ordering relations are involved in the semantics of past and future tense
morphology, and in the semantics of past-oriented and future-oriented control
predicates such as (113) and (114).
What partial control predicates have in common, then, is that their semantics
involves existential quantification over time intervals that stand in a particular relation to
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to a time interval coordinate quantified over by the predicate. The relations in question
are naturally made available by the logic of temporality that we assume: set-theoretic
inclusion and precedence. There is a gap, however: there appears to be no partial control
predicate whose semantics requires the property expressed by the embedded clause to be
applied to a time interval that is a subinterval of the time interval coordinate associated
with the alternatives quantified over by the predicate. We do not have an explanation for
this, although it is tempting to say that it reflects the fact that natural language apparently
does not have any tense or aspectual markers that work this way either. That is, there is
no inverse progressive, which would have the semantics in (115):

115. ⟦INVERSE-PROG⟧c, g = !.<i,<s,t>>!ti!ws. ,t’: t 0 t’ & .(t’)(w)

We are now in a position to state the two conditions that are jointly necessary and
sufficient for a control predicate to license partial control.

116. Licensing partial control
A control predicate P is a partial control predicate iff:
(I) it is a canonical attitude predicate and
(II) its semantics introduces an existential quantification over time intervals that include,
precede or are preceded by a time interval that the attitude holder takes to be a candidate
for the actual time.
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4.2 Explaining the second condition

Our strategy will be to examine why condition II should hold, trusting that our answer
will also provide a way of understanding condition I. The reader may by now have
noticed a parallel between the way we have been talking about how the time interval
argument of a predicate embedded below a partial control predicate is supplied, and how
the individual argument is supplied in a partial control sentence: in both cases, the
argument is not simply that supplied by the time or individual abstractor, but rather is an
interval or individual that stands in a particular relation to the interval or individual
encoded by the abstractor. We might also think of this from the opposite direction and
sum up what we have learned about the canonical attitude predicates that do not license
partial control – the simultaneous predicates believe, claim and pretend. In those cases, the
time interval argument is simply that which is supplied by the temporal abstractor, and
cannot be shifted by means of existential quantification over time intervals that stand in
a particular relation to the original one. Two observations entitle us to make this
assumption. Firstly, if this were not the case, we would not be in a position to explain
why believe and claim are relatively intolerant of activity, accomplishment and achievement
predicates in their clausal complements. If it were possible to resort to existential
quantification over time intervals that include those introduced by the time abstractor,
then these predicates would behave like the stative emotive factives in licensing these
aspectual classes. Secondly, the possibility of shifting to a future or past time interval in
the case of future- and past-oriented control predicates explains the acceptability of
mismatching temporal adverbials in control sentences that employ those verbs. That
such modifiers are not tolerated in control sentences built from believe, pretend or claim
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suggests that the existential quantification that induces this shift is not possible in these
cases. This is in turn paralleled by the behavior of the individual argument associated
with the predicate in a clause introduced by these verbs: here too, there is no other
possibility than for it to be determined under binding by an appropriate abstractor; no
operator is available that would let the individual argument instead be a group that
includes the attitude holder. To sum up: simultaneity is the requirement that the
temporal argument of a predicate is necessarily the time coordinate of the triples
canonical attitude predicates quantify over. Failure to license partial control reflects this
requirement in the domain of individuals: it arises when the individual argument is
necessarily the individual coordinate of the relevant triples. Property II tells us that nonsimultaneity and the availability of partial control go hand in hand. This is expected if the
existential quantification involved in the semantics of predicates that satisfy property II is
not merely over time intervals that bear a certain relation to the time interval coordinate,
but rather over world-time-individual triples that bear a certain relation to the three
coordinates taken as a unit.
Further suggestive evidence in favor of this view is provided by the observation
that the gap that we encountered in the range of relations that the temporal coordinate
may bear to the shifted time interval finds an analogue in the domain of individuals.
Recall that the shifted time interval cannot be a subinterval of the time coordinate.
Likewise, the subject of a control sentence cannot stand in the part of relation to the
individual coordinate: there is no inverse partial control, as (Landau, 2000) points out.103

In this example, the introduction of the control sentence with The chair was glad that… is intended to
supply a suitable individual to be picked out by PRO. We have altered Landau’s notation slightly; indices
merely indicate the intended construal and are not meant to have theoretical status.

103
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117. *The chairi was glad that the committeei+ had agreed [PROi to wear a tie].
[(Landau, 2000): 53, ex 76b]

We conclude that whatever mechanism permits the temporal shift involved in the
computation of the truth conditions of a control sentence with a partial control predicate
also permits a relaxation of the strict relationship between controller and understood
subject that we find with partial control. This will be the case if the world-time-individual
triples that attitude predicates quantify over are able to behave as a unit in the sense that
an operation that a member of the triple is subject to applies to the whole triple. Under
such a scenario, the existential quantification that we have argued is built in to the
semantics of partial control predicates is in fact over world-time-individual triples, and
not merely over times. Let us say that for any base triple <w, t, x> that is universally
quantified over by an attitude predicate, we can define an extension of <w, t, x>, <w’, t’,
y>. The existential quantification introduced by partial control predicates is over such
extensions. (118) provides a definition of an extension.

118. Extension
For any pair of world-time-individual triples <w, t, x> and <w’, t’, y>, <w’, t’, y> is an
extension of <w, t, x> iff for every %, * such that % is a coordinate of <w, t, x> and * is a
coordinate of <w’, t’, y> of the same type as %, either:
(i) % ⩽ *;
(ii) % <precedes *; or
(iii) * <precedes %
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One way world arguments differ from temporal and individual arguments is that the
latter can have parts that are non-identical with themselves, whereas world arguments
cannot, owing to the fact that only a single world can saturate the world argument of a
given property. Consequently, the world coordinate of an extension of <w, t, x> will
only ever be itself. Given that for any two worlds w and w’ such that w = w’, w ⩽ w’,
such a pair always satisfys clause (i) of (118). On the other hand, time intervals and
individuals may enter into more complex part-whole relationships. We let the part of
relation ‘⩽’ be defined over both sets and plural individuals, the latter being objects
constructed via the sum formation operator ‘+’. This lets us say the following:

119. The part of relation
a. For any two sets P and Q, P ⩽ Q iff P ( Q.
b. For any two individuals a and b, a ⩽ b iff a + b = b.

Clause (i) is also the part of (118) that is relevant to satisfying the definition of extension
with respect to the individual coordinate: individuals are not the kinds of objects that can
stand in precedence relations to one another. Thus <w’, t’, y> is an extension of <w, t,
x> only if x + y = y.
A glance at (118) reveals that in the case of time intervals, the extension relation
can be satisfied by a greater range of circumstances than is the case for individuals.
Standing in a part-whole relation of the relevant kind is sufficient, but clauses (ii) and (iii)
reveals the additional possibility that one time interval might stand in the precedence
relation to the other. The former scenario suffices in the case of emotive factives, which
we argued have a meaning component akin to that of the progressive. However, the
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second scenario is needed in order to make sense of future- and past-oriented partial
control predicates. It should be clear why this scenario is not available in the domain of
individuals: these are not the kinds of objects that stand in precedence relations. In
general, conditions that enter into determining what constitutes an extension are
constrained by the relations that are made available by the logic that underpins the
domain in question: part-whole structures feature in both the logic of time and the
structure of the domain of individuals, whereas precedence relations figure in the former
but not the latter.
We are almost ready to give a revised semantics for glad, remember and intend that
incorporates the notion of an extension of a world-time-individual triple. Each of these
predicates involve existential quantification over a particular type of extension. We
define these first:

120. Progressive extension
For any pair of world-time-individual triples <w, t, x> and <w’, t’, y>, <w’, t’, y> is a
progressive extension of <w, t, x> iff
(i) <w’, t’, y> is an extension of <w, t, x>

and

(ii) t ( t’

121. Past-oriented extension
For any pair of world-time-individual triples <w, t, x> and <w’, t’, y>, <w’, t’, y> is a
past-oriented extension of <w, t, x> iff
(i) <w’, t’, y> is an extension of <w, t, x>

and

(ii) t’ <precedes t
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122. Future-oriented extension
For any pair of world-time-individual triples <w, t, x> and <w’, t’, y>, <w’, t’, y> is a
future-oriented extension of <w, t, x> iff
(i) <w’, t’, y> is an extension of <w, t, x>

and

(ii) t <precedes t’

Here are the sample lexical entries, revised one last time.

123. Glad: final version
⟦glad⟧c, g = !P<e,<i,<s,t>>>!xe!ti!ws: "<w’, t’, y> $ Doxx,w,t & ,<w’’, t’’, z>: <w’’, t’’, z>
is a progressive extension of <w’, t’, y> & P(z)(t’’)(w’’). "<w’, t’, y> $ gladx,w,t &
,<w’’, t’’, z>: <w’’, t’’, z> is a progressive extension of <w’, t’, y> & P(z)(t’’)(w’’)

124. RememberPC’: final version
⟦rememberPC’⟧c, g = !P<e,<i,<s,t>>>!xe!ti!ws. "<w’, t’, y> $ rememberx,w,t & ,<w’’, t’’,
z>: <w’’, t’’, z> is a past-oriented extension of <w’, t’, y> & P(z)(t’’)(w’’)

125. Intend: final version
⟦intend⟧c, g = !P<e,<i,<s,t>>>!xe!ti!ws. "<w’, t’, y> $ intendx,w,t & ,<w’’, t’’, z>: <w’’, t’’,
z> is a future-oriented extension of <w’, t’, y> & P(z)(t’’)(w’’)

These entries gloss over many nuances: for instance, we shall ultimately need to
incorporate the fact that some past-oriented control predicates can also embed a
predicate that describes an event that is simultaneous with the matrix time. This is true
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of deny, for instance, but not of remember; (126a) is roughly equivalent to (126b), whereas
(127a) is interpreted as (127b).

126a. John denies being a thief.
126b. John denies that he is a thief.

127a. John remembers being a thief.
127b. John remembers that he was a thief.

Additionally, the future-oriented control predicates are like the past-oriented ones in that
some but not all of them also license simultaneous interpretations. Consider the
following example, from (Abusch, 2004).

128a. #Sitting on the train and looking at the landscape, Monique decided to be in
France.
128b. Sitting on the train and looking at the landscape, Monique decided that she was in
France.

The infelicity of (128a) compared to its counterpart with a finite clause indicates that
when decide takes an infinitival complement, it necessarily has a future interpretation. This
is not true of hope, on the other hand:

129a. ?Monique did not know where she was, but she hoped to be in France.
129b. Monique did not know where she was, but she hoped that she was in France.
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It will therefore need to be specified in the lexical entry for decide that the proper initial
subinterval and the interval to which the relevant property is applied must be distinct,
whereas this constraint appears not to hold for hope.

4.3 A semantics for partial control

We next check that what we have put in place is sufficient to provide adequate truth
conditions for partial control sentences. We do so by working through an example.

130a. John intends to go to the movies together.
130b. [CP1 !t1!w2 [IP1 PRES John intendst1,w2 [CP2 !x3!t4!w5 [IP2 PRO3 to go to the movies
togethert4,w5]]]]
130c. ⟦IP2⟧c, g = g(3) go to the movies together in world g(5) at time g(4).
130d. ⟦CP2⟧c, g = !x!t!w. x go to the movies together in w at t.
130e. ⟦CP1⟧c, g = !t!w. "<w’, t’, y> $ intendx,w,t & ,<w’’, t’’, z>: <w’’, t’’, z> is an
extension of <w’, t’, y> & z go to the movies together in w’’ at t’’.

<w’, t’, y> may of course be an extension of <w, t, x> if x = y (provided that the
conditions on the world and time coordinates are also satisfied). However, assuming
that any individual that John takes himself to be among the world-time-individual triples
compatible with the fulfilment of his intentions is a singular individual – and anything
else seems highly implausible – such a scenario would result in a clash in the case of
(130), given that go to the movies together is a collective predicate, requiring a plural subject.
(130) will therefore be verified by a scenario in which all of John’s intention alternatives
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<w, t, x> are such that there is a <w’, t’, y> such that (i) w = w’; (ii) t’ is later than t; (iii)
x is a proper part of y, and (iv) y go to the movies together in w’ at t’. This seems
intuitively correct: John intends to go to the movies together is true just in case the fulfilment of
John’s intentions entails there being some future time at which a group that includes
John go to the movies together.
An objection that might be raised at this stage is that partial control sentences are
typically only felicitous if there is a unique contextually salient group that includes the
referent of the controller that can plausibly serve as subject of the embedded predicate.
One might wonder whether the semantics we have given is too weak in this respect: it
merely requires there to be some group that includes John and to which the relevant
property can be applied. We think that the impression that this is too weak is an artefact
of the use of together, however. Recall that we saw in the last chapter examples where
partial control is available in the absence of a unique contextually salient plural individual
to serve as a suitable argument. We repeat the relevant examples here.

131a. John enjoys working as a team.
131b. John wants [PRO to work on the syntax paper as a class] and [PRO to work on
the phonology paper as a class].

We argued, for instance, that (131b) is acceptable even if John is the only student who is
taking both syntax and phonology, and therefore the groups that can serve as suitable
subjects for the two embedded clauses are necessarily distinct. We conclude that the
relatively weak semantics we have provided is adequate for our purposes, and we leave it
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to future work to examine the exact nature of the constraints that are added by material
occurring within the partial control infinitive, such as together.
We have made considerable progress: we have provided a descriptively adequate
semantics for partial control, a configuration that arises whenever the lexical semantics
of the control predicate allows for existential quantification over extensions of the base
world-time-individual triples that are universally quantified over in the usual way of
attitude predicates. It follows that the only predicates that permit partial control are
those that introduce this existential quantification, that is, those that permit a range of
temporal interpretations beyond the simultaneous interpretations of believe, claim, and
pretend.
We are also in a position to understand why it is only attitude predicates that can
belong to the PC class: only these are quantifiers over world-time-individual triples, while
ordinary modals such as deserve merely quantify over worlds, or perhaps world-time pairs.
One way to see this is to recall from Chapter 1 that the move to assign embedded
clauses a property type meaning is motivated by the insight that reports of attitudes de se
are reports of self-ascriptions of properties by an agent (Lewis, 1979). This in turn
prompted attitude predicates to be treated as quantifiers over world-individual pairs or
world-time-individual triples, thereby making it possible to give a semantics for
sentences that report attitudes de se. Notice, though, that with modal verbs that are not
attitude predicates such as deserve, the question of whether an attitude de se is reported
does not even arise. Consider the following, for example.

132. John deserves to go to the movies.
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In this case an attitude of the controller is not reported. Instead, (132) reports the
speaker’s opinion of whether John ought to be allowed or have the opportunity to go to
the movies; John’s mental state is irrelevant to the truth of the sentence.
If there is no individual coordinate included in the structures that deserve
quantifies over, then there is no possibility to introduce an extension of these structures
that would make it possible to extend the subject of the embedded predicate to be a
group that includes the controller, rather than merely the controller itself. This predicate,
and indeed any predicate that is not an attitude predicate, is correctly predicted not to
license partial control.
A trickier case is what we called the non-canonical attitude predicates such as try
and manage, which we saw are also exhaustive control predicates. In these cases, one’s
intuition is that their semantics involves the attribution of an attitude to the controller,
such as intention. The work of the next section is to understand why this is not sufficient
to enable these predicates to serve as partial control predicates.

5. Non-canonical attitude predicates

For reference, we repeat here the list of non-canonical attitude predicates, all of which
are exhaustive control verbs.

133. Non-canonical attitude predicates
dare, manage, make sure, bother, rememberEC, get, see fit, condescend, avoid, forget,
refrain, decline, neglect, try
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Recall that we saw in the introduction that these are unlike canonical attitude predicates
in that they produce infelicity when they embed an existential DP that does not refer to
any object in the actual world. Here again are the relevant examples:

134a. #John dared to ride a unicorn.
134b. #John managed to ride a unicorn.
134c. #John made sure to ride a unicorn.
134d. #John remembered to ride a unicorn.
134e. #John got to ride a unicorn.
134f. #John saw fit to ride a unicorn.
134g. #John condescended to ride a unicorn.
134h. #John didn’t bother to ride a unicorn.
134i. #John avoided riding a unicorn.
134j. #John forgot to ride a unicorn.
134k. #John refrained from riding a unicorn.
134l. #John declined to ride a unicorn.
134m. #John neglected to ride a unicorn.
134n. #John tried to ride a unicorn.

Focusing on the case of try, (Sharvit, 2003) articulates why such cases of infelicity with a
predicate whose semantics apparently involves mental attitudes should warrant our
attention: if attitude predicates quantify over worlds compatible with an agent’s mental
state, there ought to be no requirement that the sentences in which they occur carry
entailments about the existence of mentioned individuals in the actual world. Sharvit
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notes that the behavior of try is surprising from this point of view, and we submit that
this observation extends to each of the exhaustive control predicates that on first blush
seem to be attitude predicates, with the exception of believe, claim and pretend. The latter
three attitude predicates behave as expected:

135a. John believed himself to have ridden a unicorn.
135b. John claimed to have ridden a unicorn.
135c. John pretended to have ridden a unicorn.

Since we already have an explanation of why these predicates do not permit partial
control, we set them aside, focusing our attention in this section on the non-canonical
attitude predicates.
A property shared by some of these verbs is the introduction of entailments
about the (non)-occurrence of some event in the actual world. Dare, manage, make sure, get
to, see fit, and condescend all require that the event described by their complement occurs in
the actual world, at least in positive sentences. Seen in this light, it is perhaps less
surprising that the resulting sentences containing a unicorn are infelicitous: they can never
be true in the actual world. Similarly, didn’t bother, avoid, refrain from, decline and neglect
require that the relevant event does not occur in the actual world; hence (135h,i,k,l,m)
can never be false. This leaves rememberEC, forget and try. I may remember to do something,
but not actually do it, because I get waylaid (136a). On the other hand, I may forget to
do something, but nonetheless end up doing it by accident (136b).
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136a. John remembered to be outside the church at 3pm, but he didn’t make it in time
because his car broke down.
136b. John forgot to be outside the church at 3pm, but as it happened he was there at
that time anyway.

Finally, there are situations in which I try to be outside the church at 3pm in which I end
up there at the appointed time, and situations where I try to be outside the church at
3pm where I fail to do so. However, (Sharvit, 2003) and (Grano, 2011) convincingly
argue that despite appearances, control sentences involving try do in fact carry
entailments about the occurrence of an event that may not be the one described by the
complement, but nonetheless stands in a systematic relationship to it. We shall describe
Grano’s proposal, suggest how it might be extended to the other verbs in this class, and
then say why the resulting semantics precludes the possibility of partial control.
Like Sharvit, Grano proposes that the semantics of try is akin to that of
progressive aspect, with two modifications. Firstly, he draws on work in action theory
that suggests that volitional events may have a preparatory stage representing a mental
action that serves as a precondition for carrying out the action in question. Suppose that
John is charged with the task of opening a door, for example. During the preparatory
stage, before John’s hand has touched the doorknob, it is false that John is opening the
door. It may nonetheless be true, however, that John is trying to open the door; in order
to make this point, Grano provides scenarios where John is physically paralyzed but
nonetheless attempts to persuade his arm to carry out the requisite motion. The first
difference, then, between progressive aspect and try is that the realization of the
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preparatory sentence of an event may be sufficient to make a sentence involving try true,
but not to verify its counterpart with progressive aspect.
Secondly, a control sentence with try involves an intention on the part of the
subject. Recall that it is this component of the meaning of try that renders it noteworthy
that try should behave differently from (other) attitude predicates with respect to
canonical intensional properties such as existence entailments. The following example
isolates this meaning component:

137. John did not try to cross the street; he crossed the street accidentally.
[(Grano, 2011): 439, ex 36b]

Grano’s starting point is the semantics for the progressive proposed in (Condoravdi,
2009). An event semantics is employed along with the assumption that events can be
realized to greater or lesser degrees; an event that is realized only as far as the initial stage
is realized to a lesser degree than one that is ongoing or that reaches its endpoint.
Additionally, Kratzerian ordering sources are invoked to provide rankings of worlds
according to the definition in (138).

138. u ⩽o(w) v 1 {p: p $ o(w) & v $ p} ( {p: p $ o(w) & u $ p} where o(w) is the set
of propositions that are true relative to an ideal in w.

Here is Condoravdi’s semantics for the progressive, (139), and Grano’s semantics for try
(140).
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139. PROG(e,P) is true in w relative to c with contextual standard dc iff:
a. Degree of realization: for some d, P(w, e, d) and d ⪰ dc.
b. Ordering source: there are e’, d’ and w’ such that e )nf e’, d ⪯ d’, w’ ⩽oi(w) w, and P(w’,
e’, d’)
Where e )nf e’ iff e is a non-final sub-stage of e’.
[(Condoravdi, 2009), 14]

140. try(e, P, a) is true in w iff:
a. Degree of realization: for some d, P(w, e, d) and d > 0.
b. Ordering source: there are e’, d’ and w’ such that e )nf e’, d ⪯ d’, w’ ⩽oa(w) w, and P(w’,
e’, d’)
where oa is an ordering source based on a’s intentions.
[(Grano, 2011): 13, ex 32]

For our purposes, two consequences of Grano’s semantics for try stand out: (i) John tried
to go to the movies entails that an event of John going to the movies was realized to some
degree greater than 0, and (ii) John tried to go to the movies entails that John intended to go
to the movies, however the intention is encoded via the ordering source rather than via
quantification over world-time-individual triples compatible with the realization of
John’s intentions. It seems to us that either of these is sufficient to rule out the
possibility of partial control with try: (i) requires the application of the property
contributed by the complement of try to the denotation of the controller, in the actual
world. There appears to be no room for this property to be applied to some group
including the individual denoted by the subject, as would be required for partial control.
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Moreover, (ii) ensures that no recourse to the notion of an extension of an ‘intend’
alternative is available.
We propose that a suitable semantics for the other predicates in (134) can be
obtained via modification of Grano’s semantics for try, thereby ruling out the possibility
of any of them serving as control predicates. The intuition here is that each of these
predicates are used to report an event described by their complement occurring to some
(possibly zero) degree, and that they also add some extra information. John managed to go to
the movies, for instances, reports that an event of John going to the movies was
completed, and that John intended to go to the movies, and it presupposes that there
was some difficulty or effort associated with his doing so. A few modifications of the
semantics of try yield this result:

141. manage(e, P, a) is only defined in a context c and a world w if in w there is some
effort or difficulty involved in being the agent of e for a.
manage(e, P, a) is true in w iff:
a. Degree of realization: for some d, P(w, e, d) and d = 1.
b. Ordering source: there are e’, d’ and w’ such that e )nf e’, d ⪯ d’, w’ ⩽oa(w) w, and P(w’,
e’, d’)
where oa is an ordering source based on a’s intentions.

John avoided going to the movies, by contrast, reports that John didn’t go to the movies, and
that it was his intention not to go to the movies:
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142. avoid(e, P, a) is true in w iff:
a. Degree of realization: P(w, e, d) for d = 0.
b. Ordering source: there are e’, d’ and w’ such that e )nf e’, d ⪯ d’, w ⩽oa(w) w’, and P(w’,
e’, d’)
where oa is an ordering source based on a’s intentions.

We have seen that several of the non-canonical attitude predicates in the EC class can be
analyzed by appeal to intention-based ordering sources. This is not the only option,
however. If John remembered to go to the movies, then there is some obligation on
John to go to the movies. The truth conditions are computed with respect to an ordering
source based on what John remembers. We assume also that remembering to go to the
movies entails that the movie-going event is realized to some degree, even if only at the
initial stage, as with try.

143. remember(e, P, a) is only defined in a context c and a world w if in w there is some
obligation on a to be the agent of e.
remember (e, P, a) is true in w iff:
a. Degree of realization: for some d, P(w, e, d) and d > 0.
b. Ordering source: there are e’, d’ and w’ such that e )nf e’, d ⪯ d’, w’ ⩽oa(w) w, and P(w’,
e’, d’)
where oa is an ordering source based on what a remembers in w.

A pleasing aspect of this approach is that it provides meanings for the relevant predicates
based on minor adjustments to the semantics of try according to (i) what the predicate
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presupposes, (ii) the degree to which the predicate requires that a given event be realized,
and (iii) the nature of the ordering source. It should be clear that the analysis cannot be
extended to the canonical attitude predicates, all of which license partial control with the
exception of believe, claim and pretend: these predicates say nothing about an event being
realized to any degree in the actual world. We can conclude that the failure of the noncanonical attitude predicates to induce quantification over doxastic alternatives, or any
other flavor of world-time-individual triple, means that the notion of extension of such a
triple upon which partial control depends is not available in these cases.
We close this section by noticing that every exhaustive control predicate with the
exception of believe, claim and pretend is not a canonical attitude predicate, regardless of
whether it makes reference to the intentions of the controller, as try does, or not, like
deserve. While the classes exemplified by these two predicates seem different, therefore,
the explanation for their failure to tolerate partial control is the same. The next task is to
investigate the consequences of this account.

6. Questions and consequences

6.1 Explaining ‘syntactic singularity’

As discussed at some length in the last chapter, Landau argues that partially controlled
PRO is syntactically singular and semantically plural. The intuition underlying this idea is
clear: with respect to syntactic properties, partially controlled PRO behaves as thought it
were singular, and with respect to semantic properties, it behaves as though it were
plural. Indeed, this observation is part of the puzzle: why is it that the understood
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subject of a partial control sentence can combine with a collective predicate, but cannot
license a plural anaphor? An advantage of our proposal is that it makes available a natural
answer to this question without resorting to a distinction between syntactic and semantic
number features. Consider the following sentence, which for Landau would serve to
motivate the notion that PRO is syntactically singular.

144. *John intends to meet each other in the hall.

Why does PRO fail to license the reciprocal in its clause? The starting point for an
answer to this question lies in understanding how embedded C comes to receive phifeatures. In order to do this, we appeal to the apparatus laid out in Chapter 3, which built
on (Heim, 2002; von Stechow, 2002; von Stechow, 2003). The lexical entry of an attitude
predicate tells us which of its arguments is the ‘designated argument’, and assigns this
argument the feature [att] via an instance of Agree which results in the verb bearing the
designated argument’s phi-features. Like other quantifiers that for type reasons introduce
an individual abstractor into the LF, the attitude predicate passes its phi-features to this
operator, which in this case sits in embedded C.
What does this predict about the phi-features on PRO in (144)? The first step in
the derivation is an instance of Agree between the control verb and its designated
argument, John. The verb acquires the phi-features associated with John, among them
[sing]. Embedded C acquires these phi-features, and hence comes to bear [sing]. PRO is
born without phi-features, and as such inherits them from the abstractor that binds it,
located on C (Kratzer, 2009). Consequently, PRO bears [sing], and cannot bind the
reciprocal, resulting in a Principle A violation:
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145a. *John intends to meet each other.
145b. [CP !t1!w2 [TP John[att][sing] intends[att][sing]t1,w2 [CP !x3[att][sing]!t4!w5 [TP PRO3[sing] to
meett1,w2 each other*3]]]]

On this view, there is no distinction between syntactic and semantic plurality: PRO in a
partial control sentence bears whatever number feature specification its controller does.
Neither does it denote a plurality: it is simply a variable that is abstracted over, with its
phi-features being deleted due to Feature Deletion under Semantic Binding. The
question is whether the resulting property is applied to an atomic individual or a plural
individual. One way in which the latter scenario may come about is if the infinitive or
gerund is introduced by a predicate whose semantics appeals to the notion of an
extension, the individual coordinate of which may be a plurality. This explains the
apparent tension between the singular-like and plural-like behavior of partially controlled
PRO.

6.2 No partial raising

We saw in the last chapter that there is no partial raising: sentences such as the following
are ungrammatical:

146a. *John seemed to assemble in the hall.
146b. *John is likely to go on vacation together.
146c. *John appeared to work on the problem as a team.
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The question of why likely does not permit partial raising can be quickly disposed of: it is
not an attitude predicate, but rather a plain modal like possible or probable. Consequently,
the notion of extension that is crucial to our semantics for partial control is inapplicable
in this case. On the other hand, it would be possible to treat seem and appear as attitudinal
operators: the attitude holders in these cases are provided by the (overt or covert)
Experiencer argument. Here is a toy semantics for an example with seem to illustrate this
point. The truth conditions are those that are needed to capture the meaning of this
sentence; we will not go into details about the LFs of raising sentences.104

147a. John seemed to Mary to be in the hall.
147b. !t!w. "<w’, t’, y> $ seemMary,w,t # [!x!t!w. John is in the hall in w at t](y)(t’)(w’)
= "<w’, t’, y> $ seemMary,w,t # John is in the hall in w’ at t’.
Where seemMary,w,t = {<w’, t’, y’>: it is compatible with what seems to Mary to be
the case in w at t for Mary to be y in w’ at t’}

Let us say then that at least some raising verbs are attitude predicates. Suppose that some
of these also had the non-simultaneity property that we said was necessary to license
partial control. Still a ‘partial raising’ interpretation would be impossible. In a control
sentence, the understood subject is necessarily the attitude holder’s mental candidates for
herself. This is not the case with raising. Consequently, existential quantification over
extensions of the base world-time-individual triples quantified over by the attitude
predicate would make no difference to the interpretation of the understood subject.

One of the details that is glossed over here is that in order for this analysis to work, John must be
construed de re. We set aside the question of how this is comes about.

104
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Suppose for the sake of argument that the semantics of seem did indeed appeal to
extensions. Still (148a) would be expected to be ungrammatical:

148a. *John seemed to Mary to assemble in the hall.
148b. !t!w. "<w’, t’, y> $ seemMary,w,t # ,<w’’, t’’, z>: <w’’, t’’, z> is an extension of
<w’, t’, y> & [!x!t!w. John assembles in the hall in w at t](y)(t’)(w’) =
"<w’, t’, y> $ seemMary,w,t # ,<w’’, t’’, z>: <w’’, t’’, z> is an extension of <w’, t’, y> &
John assembles in the hall in w’ at t’.

In general, in order for any attitude predicate that takes an infinitival complement to
license partial control, its designated argument (the attitude holder) must be the
‘antecedent’ of the understood subject. Attitudinal raising verbs as a class lack this
property. To see this, consider that the core syntactic difference between raising and
control verbs is that raising establishes a dependency between two A-positions, only one
of which is occupied by a DP bearing a theta-role, whereas in control, both controller
and PRO are assigned distinct theta-roles. This property of raising verbs precludes the
attitude holder from being the antecedent of the understood subject: in such a
configuration, the attitude holder would be assigned the Experiencer theta role, while the
understood subject would be assigned whatever theta role was appropriate given the
embedded predicate. Consequently, there can be no partial raising.
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6.3 The status of extensions

One of the necessary conditions for being a partial control predicate is to have a
semantics that induces quantification over time intervals that are in some sense
‘extensions’ of the time that the attitude holder takes herself to be at. A striking contrast
between these predicates and believe, claim and pretend is that the latter enter into a ‘tighter’
relationship with the time interval argument associated with the embedded predicate: this
must simply be bound, and cannot be shifted as it can with emotive factives and futureor past-oriented control predicates. We decided that it is no coincidence that these three
predicates also enter into a tight relationship with the individual argument of the
embedded predicate, in that it cannot be expanded to a larger group that includes but is
not limited to the denotation of the controller. Our conclusion was that the world-timeindividual triples quantified over by attitude predicates behave like a unit in that when
their coordinates shift they do as a triple, rather than one by one. It would be nice to
have some independent evidence that this is indeed the case. In this section, we offer
two such pieces of evidence.
(Percus, 2011) discusses the semantics of come, which in root sentences
introduces a presupposition that the speaker or addressee is at the location argument
introduced by this verb.

149. John came to Boston yesterday.

Percus additionally observes that when come is embedded, the presupposition it
introduces may, but need not, concern the location of the attitude holder rather than that
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of the speaker or addressee. Finally, he notes that when come is embedded, the
presupposition of the resulting sentence is different depending on its tense
configuration.

150a. John thought that Graham will come to Ljubljana on August 1.
150b. John thought that Graham would come to Ljubljana on August 1.

(150a) is an example of a present under past sentence, where the embedding predicate is
in the past tense, and the lower predicate is in the present tense. In (150b), on the other
hand, the embedded tense is dependent upon the higher one, so that the future time at
which Graham is expected to be in Ljubljana is in the future with respect to the time at
which John locates himself in the reported thought act, rather than being in the future
with respect to the present. Hence (150b) is felicitous if it is uttered on August 5, but
(150a) is not. Percus’ intuition is that (150b) presupposes that John is in Ljubljana; that
is, the effect of binding of the embedded tense is to force the presupposition associated
with come to be calculated with respect to the attitude holder. We are not sure whether
this fact is actually about the effect of the present under past configuration: (150a) seems
to us to be felicitous only if the speaker or addressee is in Ljubljana. More work needs to
be done to establish what the data are, but let us for now assume that the tendency is for
an indexical tense in the embedded clause to cause the presupposition associated with
come to be resolved indexically (with respect to the speaker or addressee), and a bound
tense in the embedded clause causes this presupposition to be resolved under binding by
the individual abstractor associated with the attitude holder. We assume the following
lexical entry for come:
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151. ⟦comei⟧c, g = !x!y!t!w: g(i) is at x in w at t. y travels to x in w at t.

The variable introduced by come may be bound or free; if free, it is associated with the
speaker or attitude holder. The LFs for the sentences in (150) can be stated as follows.

152a. John thought [!x1!t2!w3 [FUT Graham come to Ljubljana on August 1t2,w3]]
152b. John thought [!x1!t2!w3 [WOULD2 Graham come1 to Ljubljana on August 1t2,w3]]

Examination of (152) reveals that either embedded tense and the variable introduced by
come are both free, or they are both bound. (Percus, 2011) suggests that these cases may
constitute an example of the constraint Shift-Together identified in (Anand & Nevins,
2004) and (Anand, 2006). As discussed in Chapter 4, this constraint states that in a
language in which the semantic values of indexicals may shift in attitude reports, either
they must all shift in an embedded clause that contains more than one indexical, or none
of them do. However, given that English is not an indexical shifting language, it seems to
us that a more conservative approach would be to formulate the phenomenon in terms
of ‘binding together’, whereby either embedded tense and individual arguments are both
bound locally, or neither of them are. If so, then this constitutes a second case, in
addition to the one we have discovered involving partial control, where world-timeindividual triples introduced by attitude predicates behave as a unit. In this case, it may
be that instead of postulating three distinct abstraction operators in the left periphery of
clauses introduced by attitude predicates, we should simply postulate a single abstractor
over world-time-individual triples, written !<x, t, w>, which bears a single index and can
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bind coindexed variables of type e, i or s. These speculations fall far short of an analysis
of Percus’ data, however, which is a task we must leave to future research.
A second case of the present under past configuration affecting the
interpretation of material in the embedded clause was noticed in (Stephenson, 2007b).

153a. Last summer Sam discovered that rollerblading is fun.
153b. Last summer Sam discovered that rollerblading was fun.

Here too we are concerned with the presuppositions introduced by these sentences, in
this case as a consequence of the use of the factive verb discover. Stephenson notes that
(153a) presupposes that the speaker finds rollerblading fun, while (153b) does not. Recall
from Chapter 2 our proposal that predicates of personal taste such as fun introduce a
variable restricted to individuals identified with by the speaker or attitude holder, which
is in turn generically bound.105 Whether the relevant individual is the speaker or attitude
holder is determined under binding by the most local abstractor. Additionally, the identify
with relation is reflexive, so barring special circumstances taste statements carry
entailments about the speaker or attitude holder’s own tastes. It appears that when a
taste predicate is embedded below a factive, the calculation of the presupposition is
based on the subject of the identify with relation being either the speaker or the attitude
holder, depending on whether the tense is indexical or bound by the local time interval
abstractor. Once again, we have a case of a temporal argument and an individual
argument either both being bound locally, or both resolving to the speaker and utterance

We set aside the cases where predicates of personal taste do not behave like individual-level predicates
and the generic analysis does not apply.

105
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time. Again, the two arguments behave as a unit. We hope that future research will
provide a unified account of the two sets of facts described in this section.

6.4 Cases of amelioration with believe, claim and pretend

We noticed that adding overt aspectual markers in the complement clauses of believe,
claim and pretend somewhat ameliorates partial control with these predicates:

154a. *John claimed to live together.
154b. ?John claimed to have lived together.
154c. ?John claimed to be living together.

155a. *John pretended to live together.
155b. ?John pretended to have lived together.
155c. ?John pretended to be living together.

It is as though the progressive and perfect markers employed in the (b) and (c) examples
above introduce into the structure the semantics that is automatically contributed by
partial control predicates. That is, the aspectual items seem to introduce an existential
quantification over extensions of the base world-time-individual triples contributed by
the attitude predicate. This is a rather surprising result, which we take to be an indication
in favor of the account that we have proposed. Consider the details.
Recall that we proposed that as far as the temporal component goes, the
semantics of partial control predicates incorporates the semantic effects of progressive
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marking in the case of emotive factives, and perfect marking in the case of past-oriented
control predicates. By virtue of this, they ‘loosen’ the tight relationship encoded in local
binding of the temporal argument of the embedded predicate, which facilitates an
analogous liberation of the individual argument from being identified with the controller,
to being a larger group that includes the controller. The (b) and (c) examples above
suggest that overt progressive and perfect marking can perform the same function. That
is, they can optionally be interpreted as existential quantifiers over world-time-individual
triples, rather than only over time intervals. We provide the modified semantics below.

156. Progressive, version 2
⟦PROG⟧c, g = !P<e,<i,<s,t>>>!xe!ti!ws. ,<w’, t’, y>: <w’, t’, y> is a progressive extension
of <w, t, x> & P(y)(t’)(w’)

157a. ?John claimed to be living live together.
157b. [CP1!t1!w2 [IP1 John claimedt1,w2 [CP2 !x3!t4!w5 [IP2 PRO3 PROG to live
togethert4,w5]]]]
157c. ⟦IP2⟧c, g = ,<w’, t’, y>: <w’, t’, y> is a progressive extension of <g(5), g(4), g(3)>
& P(y)(t’)(w’)
157d. ⟦CP2⟧c, g = !x!t!w. ,<w’, t’, y>: <w’, t’, y> is a progressive extension of <w, t, x>
& P(y)(t’)(w’)
157e. ⟦CP1⟧c, g = !t!w. "<w’, t’, x> $ claimJohn,w,t # ,<w’’, t’’, y>: <w’’, t’’, y> is a
progressive extension of <w’, t’, x> & y live together in w’’ at t’’.

Suppose we adopt the following rather simple-minded semantics of the perfect.
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158. Perfect: version 1
⟦PERF⟧c, g = !P<e,<i,<s,t>>>!xe!ti!ws. ,t’: t’ <precedes t & P(y)(t’)(w’)

This can be modified in a similar way as we did for the progressive; this time the
extensions quantified over are past-oriented:

159. Perfect: version 2
⟦PERF⟧c, g = !P<e,<i,<s,t>>>!xe!ti!ws. ,<w’, t’, y>: <w’, t’, y> is a past-oriented extension
of <w, t, x> & P(y)(t’)(w’)

The following computations show how this idea captures the partial control reading of
(154b).

160a. ?John claimed to have lived together.
160b. [CP1!t1!w2 [IP1 John claimedt1,w2 [CP2 !x3!t4!w5 [IP2 PRO3 PERF to live togethert4,w5]]]]
160c. ⟦IP2⟧c, g = ,<w’, t’, y>: <w’, t’, y> is a past-oriented extension of <g(5), g(4),
g(3)> & P(y)(t’)(w’)
160d. ⟦CP2⟧c, g = !x!t!w. ,<w’, t’, y>: <w’, t’, y> is a past-oriented extension of <w, t,
x> & P(y)(t’)(w’)
160e. ⟦CP1⟧c, g = !t!w. "<w’, t’, x> $ claimJohn,w,t # ,<w’’, t’’, y>: <w’’, t’’, y> is a
past-oriented extension of <w’, t’, x> & y live together in w’’ at t’’.
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The notion of tense or aspect markers being able to quantify over more complex
elements than merely time intervals is an unorthodox innovation; we leave it to future
work to look for independent arguments in favor of or against it.

7. Conclusion

We have identified four classes of control predicate. Partial control predicates such as
want, hope, remember, enjoy and regret have in common the following two characteristics.

161. Licensing partial control
A control predicate P is a partial control predicate iff:
(I) it is a canonical attitude predicate and
(II) its semantics introduces an existential quantification over time intervals that include,
precede or are preceded by a time interval that the attitude holder takes to be a candidate
for the actual time.

We said that the properties in I and II are jointly necessary and sufficient in order for a
given control predicate to license partial control. The first property is required because
the availability of partial control is dependent on quantification over (extensions of)
world-time-individual triples and only canonical attitude predicates are quantifiers over
such triples. The second property is required because the existential quantification over
time intervals can be manifested as existential quantification over world-time-individual
triples; we saw that in this respect such triples can behave as a unit.
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The attitude predicates believe, claim and pretend exhibit property I but not property
II, and therefore do not permit partial control. Our evidence for this comes from the
inability of believe and claim to embed accomplishment and achievement predicates in a
bare infinitival complement that lacks overt aspectual (progressive or perfect) markers.
Pretend is more tolerant in this respect, a fact that we attributed to its being eventive
rather than stative, along with the fact that the duration of pretending events is relatively
unconstrainted. Additionally, none of these three predicates can bear a temporal
modifier in the embedded clause that is mismatched with the matrix tense or a matrix
temporal modifier. Believe, claim and pretend therefore cannot license partial control unless
there is overt aspectual marking in the embedded clause. When this is available, it seems
that it is at least marginally possible for this go proxy for property II.
Non-canonical attitude predicates such as try, manage and rememberEC exhibit
neither property I not property II. What makes them atypical as attitude predicates is
that their semantics do not involve quantification over world-time-individual triples; the
attitudinal component instead arises in the form of an ordering source based on, for
example, the subject’s intentions. Furthermore, the truth conditions of sentences
involving these predicates require that an event determined by the meaning of the
complement be realized in the actual world to some degree. The non-canonical attitude
predicates thus have a fundamentally different semantics from the canonical attitude
predicates, making partial control impossible with these verbs.
Finally, there are some control predicates that do not have an attitudinal meaning
component at all, and as such do not license partial control. Some of these, such as
deserve, may however have property II: we saw in the last chapter that deserve allows a
mismatching temporal modifier in its complement, as in Yesterday John deserved to go to the
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movies tomorrow. Since deserve does not exhibit property I it is immaterial for our purposes
whether its future-orientation is built into its semantics as with that of members of the
PC class.
We close this chapter by noting that to the extent that the account that we have
given is correct, it vindicates the view that control complements express properties
rather than propositions. Not only is the semantics that we have given compatible with
this view, but it crucially depends upon it: it requires that true attitude predicates be
quantifiers over world-time-individual triples, which in turn requires that their
complements have a property-type rather than propositional meaning. Furthermore, the
explanation for the failure of EC predicates other than believe, claim and pretend to license
partial control appeals to the fact that these items are not quantifiers over centred
worlds. Treating all control predicates as ordinary modal quantifiers, taking arguments of
type <s,t> or <i,<s,t>>, would therefore fail to provide a semantics that is fine grained
enough to draw the distinctions between EC and PC predicates in the right places. We
conclude that the property view of the semantics of control, motivated by the
interpretation of PRO in the complement of attitudinal control predicates, is not only
compatible with the existence of partial control, but in fact finds additional support from
this quarter.
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Chapter 7
Logophoric pronouns in Ewe

1. Introduction

The topic of this chapter is the so-called ‘logophoric’ pronoun in the West African
language Ewe. We present data based on consultant work with a native speaker of this
language that at first sight seem to present a challenge to the view with which the present
work aligns itself – namely, that (at least some) de se construals arise via dedicated LFs in
the form of lambda abstraction over the pronoun, resulting in a property that is selfascribed by the relevant agent (Anand, 2006; Chierchia, 1990; Percus & Sauerland,
2003a; Percus & Sauerland, 2003b).106 We present an analysis of the logophoric pronoun
in Ewe that is after all compatible with this view, and call attention to some facts about
this expression that would be difficult to accommodate in a different framework. We
begin by considering what the alternative to this view might be: conceivably, de se
interpretations are simply a special case of de re interpretations under the acquaintance
relation SELF (Boër & Lycan, 1986; Reinhart, 1990; Schlenker, 2003). According to this
view, there is no need to appeal to ambiguity in order to account for the observation
We shall see in Chapter 8 that Percus and Sauerland propose that property abstraction involves
movement rather than binding of the pronoun. We nonetheless class their work among this family of
proposals since it retains the notion that there are dedicated de se LFs whereby the clause introduced by
the attitude predicate is interpreted as being of property-type.
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introduced in Chapter 1 that overt pronouns can receive both de se and de re construals.
As a reminder, notice that the sentence in (1) is true in both Scenario 1 and Scenario 2,
described below.

1. Johni said that hei was clever.
Scenario 1: John has just found an old paper that he wrote. He reads it and is proud of
what a good paper it is. He says, “I am clever’’.
Scenario 2: John has just found an old paper that he wrote, but he doesn’t realize that he
is the author of the paper. He reads it and is impressed by what a good paper it is. He
says, “Whoever wrote this paper is clever”.

John is in a different mental state in Scenario 1 and Scenario 2, and correspondingly
exhibits different behavior. In Scenario 1, he experiences a feeling of pride in his work
and self-ascribes in the form of a speech act the property of being clever, an act that
some people might consider boasting. In Scenario 2, there is no feeling of pride since
John is unaware that he is reading his own work, and his speech act merely describes
some individual as clever. Since he is not aware that he is the individual whose work he
praises, his action cannot be charactierized as a boast. Crucially, (1) (has a reading upon
which it) is true in both Scenario 1 and Scenario 2, indicating that the pronoun in the
embedded clause can be construed either de re or de se.
In order to show that the compatibility of (1) with both scenarios can be
captured without employing a dedicated LF mechanism to obtain the de se construal instead letting the pronoun be construed de re in both cases - we need a theory of de re
attitude ascription. We continue to use the one employed throughout this work, which is
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based on the notion of a ‘concept generator’ introduced by (Percus & Sauerland, 2003a)
and discussed further in (Anand, 2006; Charlow & Sharvit, to appear).
If de se construals only ever arise as a special case of de re construals, attitude
predicates can simply be treated as quantifiers over world-time pairs rather than worldtime-individual triples; there is no individual abstractor in the complement clause, which
expresses a proposition rather than a property. The following definition is compatible
with this idea.

2. G is a concept generator for individual % in w at t iff
(i) G is a function from individuals to individual concepts;
(ii) Dom(G) = {z: % is acquainted with z in w at t}
[based on (Percus & Sauerland, 2003a) 237: fn 16]

A de re belief ascription is generated when the interpretation of a DP in the scope of the
attitude predicate is mediated by a concept generator that is ‘acquaintance-based’ in the
following sense.107

As clause (ii) in (3) reveals, for the purposes of this toy de re semantics we abandon the assumption that
individuals do not inhabit more than one world. Clause (ii) should more accurately read as follows.

107

(ii’) the concepts G yields are “acquaintance-based” in the sense that "z $ Dom(G), there is some
acquaintance relation R such that x bears R uniquely to z in w at t, and "<w’, t’> $ Doxx,w,t, x’s
counterpart in w’ bears R uniquely to G(z)(w’, t’) in w’ at t’.
This of course leaves unanswered the thorny question of what constitutes an appropriate counterpart
relation.
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3. G is an acquaintance-based concept generator for individual % in w at t iff
(i) G is a concept generator for % in w at t;
(ii) the concepts G yields are “acquaintance-based” in the sense that "z $ Dom(G),
there is some acquaintance relation R such that % bears R uniquely to z in w at t, and
"<w’, t’> $ Dox ,w,t, % bears R uniquely to G(z)(w’, t’) in w’ at t’.
%

Where Dox ,w,t = {<w’, t’>: it is compatible with what % believes in w at t for w’
%

to be w and t’ to be t.}
[based on (Percus & Sauerland, 2003a) 237: fn 16108]

This definition makes it possible to capture the notion, familiar from older work on de re
belief, that the concept that an agent associates with a given individual (the ‘res’) is based
on her being acquainted with that individual in a certain way (Kaplan, 1968). For
example, when John reads the old paper that he has found, he becomes acquainted with
its author under the description, ‘the author of the paper’. In both Scenario 1 and
Scenario 2, this description picks out John himself in the actual world, a fact that John is
aware of in Scenario 1 but unaware of in Scenario 2. Thus in the latter scenario, the
individual associated with John’s concept, ‘the author of the paper’ in his doxastic
alternatives is someone other than John. It is this individual to whom John intends to

In fact, since Percus and Sauerland subscribe to the view that the clausal complements of attitude
predicates express properties rather than propositions, we have had to modify their semantics so that, for
example, doxastic alternatives are world-time pairs rather than world-time-individual triples. Our aim is
simply to establish that it is possible to account for de se construals in a theory of de re belief such as one
that appeals to concept generators, without appeal to a notion of property self-ascription. (Charlow &
Sharvit, to appear) implement a concept generator-based theory of de re attitude reports where attitude
predicates take arguments of propositonal type, although they acknowledge that this is a simplification if a
Lewis-style views of attitude reports is correct.
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ascribe the property of being a good author, unaware that in fact the individual he is
describing in this way is himself. On the other hand, in Scenario 1 John has a second
concept for the author of the paper, since in that scenario he is aware that he himself is
that individual. This concept can be characterized as ‘the individual that is identical to
John’, which we shall say is a concept based on a SELF-acquaintance relation, a notion
that we define as follows.

4. SELFw,t(x, y) iff x = y

The next step is to provide a semantics for (1), keeping in mind that the goal is to show
that a single interpretation can capture the intuition that this sentence is true in both
Scenario 1 and Scenario 2. We will need a lexical entry for say.
We are used to thinking of attitude predicates such as say as quantifiers over
world-time-individual triples that have a certain property. According to this view, say
quantifies over world-time-individual triples <w’, t’, x> such that it is compatible with
what the subject says in the actual world at the actual time for her to be x in w’ and for t
to be t’:

5. ⟦say⟧c, g = !P<e,<i,<s,t>>> !xe !ti !ws. "<w’, t’, y> $ Sayx,w,t # P(y)(t’)(w’)
Where Sayx,w,t = {<w’, t’, y>: it is compatible with what x says in w at t for x to
be y in w’ and for t to be t’}

This semantics is unsuitable to illustrate the point that we are interested in in this section,
for two reasons. Firstly, it assumes that the clausal complement of an attitude predicate
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expresses a property rather than a proposition. Secondly, it does not incorporate the
concept generator introduced by attitude reports involving an embedded DP construed
de re. In order to overcome these problems, the meaning of the embedded clause can be
treated as a function from concept generators to propositions, rather than as a property
as before. The variant of say that is appropriate for de re cases is that shown in (6).

6. ⟦sayde re⟧ = !$<<e,<s<i,e>>>,<i,<s,t>>>!xe !ti !ws. there is some suitable acquaintance-based
concept generator G for x in w at t such that "<w’, t’> $ Sayx,w,t # $(G)(t’)(w’)
[Based on (Percus & Sauerland, 2003a): 240, ex 22]

(6) reveals that attitudes de re involve existential quantification over acquaintance-based
concept generators of a particular sort: those that are suitable for the attitude holder. The
notion of suitability is in turn dependent on that of reliability, defined below.109

7a. A concept generator G is suitable for % in w at t only if it is reliable in w at t.
7b. A concept generator G is reliable in w at t only if "x $ Dom(G) # G(x)(w, t) = x
The relevance of reliability can be appreciated by revisiting Quine’s famous example of
Ralph and Ortcutt (Quine, 1956).

8. Ralph believes that Ortcutt is a spy and that he is not a spy.

We gloss over other conditions for suitability such as ‘vividness’: the requirement that the acquaintance
relation satisfying clause (ii) of (3) be sufficiently vivid, in the sense of (Kaplan, 1968).
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Recall that the puzzle posed by (8) is how it can be true without entailing that Ralph has
contradictory beliefs. Quine provides the following example of a scenario in which this is
the case. Ralph saw a man in a brown hat acting suspiciously, and formed the belief that
he was a spy. On a separate occasion, he saw a man at the beach, who seemed to him to
be a straightforward chap. What Ralph believes, then, is that the man he saw in the
brown hat is a spy, and the man he saw at the beach is not a spy. What he doesn’t know
is that one and the same individual answers to both of these descriptions – namely
Ortcutt. Thus Ralph believes of Ortcutt that he is a spy, and he believes of Ortcutt that
he is not a spy. What entitles the speaker to assert (8) in this scenario is that while the
descriptions ‘the man in the brown hat’ and ‘the man at the beach’ pick out distinct
individuals in Ralph’s doxastic alternatives, they both pick out Ortcutt in the actual
world. By requiring that a concept generator be reliable, we ensure that this is the case;
that is, we ensure that any concept it associates with any given individual returns that
individual at the utterance world and the utterance time.
We are almost ready to provide an LF and corresponding truth conditions for
(1). Since the meaning of the embedded clause is taken to be a function from concept
generators to propositions, we follow Percus and Sauerland in introducing an abstractor
over concept generators, in addition to abstractors over time intervals and worlds. A DP
that is construed de re is embedded in a larger structure that we call resP, taking our cue
from (Anand, 2006). This structure includes a concept generator variable, along with
variables over worlds and time intervals. Semantically, a resP not only introduces the
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concept generator, but also provides its world and time arguments. Here are the
computations.110

9a. John says that he is clever.
9b. [CP1 !t1!w2 [John8 sayst1,w2 [CP2 !G4!t5!w6 [ [resP G4 he8 w6 t5] is clevert5,w6]]]]
9c. ⟦CP2⟧c, g = !G!t!w. G(g(8))(w, t) is clever in w at t.
9d ⟦CP1⟧c, g = !t!w. ,G: "<w’, t’> $ SayJohn,w,t # [!G!t!w. G(g(8))(w, t) is clever in w
at t.](G)(t’)(w’) =
!t!w. ,G: "<w’, t’> $ SayJohn,w,t # G(g(8))(w’, t’) is clever in w’ at t’ =
!t!w. ,G: "<w’, t’> $ SayJohn,w,t # G(John)(w’, t’) is clever in w’ at t’

Intuitively, what (9d) says is the following. There is some suitable acquaintance-based
concept generator G for John such that in all of John’s say-alternatives <w’, t’>, the
individual obtained by applying G to John, w’ and t’ is clever in w’ at t’.111 Notice the
existential quantification. The truth conditions say nothing about what concept the
concept generator should pick for John, merely that there must be one. Suppose we pick
a concept generator G for John that is SELF-based in the sense that for each of John’s
doxastic alternatives <w’, t’> the acquaintance relation SELF holds in w’ at t’ between
John and G(John)(w’, t’). Such a concept generator verifies (9) in a scenario such as
We focus our attention on a present tense version of the report for simplicity; the same strategy is
adopted throughout this chapter wherever tense is not of primary interest. Additionally, we omit the root
level individual abstractor argued for in Part I, which is mostly irrelevant to the arguments presented in
this chapter, though we revisit it in the concluding section.
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Here and from now on our formulas for de re attitude reports involve an existential quantification over
concept generators; this is an abbreviation intended to keep the formulas manageable. The existential
quantification should be understood as restricted to acquaintance-based concept generators that are
suitable for the attitude holder.
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Scenario 1 where John ascribes cleverness to the individual that is identical to himself at
his say-alternatives – that is, where John self-ascribes the property of being clever.
In Scenario 2, the concept ‘the author of the paper’ applied to the actual world
and time returns John. (It is of course immaterial that John is unaware of this fact; what
matters is that the speaker should be aware of it.) Moreover, among John’s sayalternatives it selects the individual to whom John ascribes cleverness by saying, Whoever
wrote this paper is clever. (1) is therefore also true in Scenario 2.
We have shown that it is possible to account for the possibility of pronouns in
the scope of attitude predicates being read either de re or de se by means of a single LF
and corresponding truth conditions.112 According to this view, a de se reading of a
pronoun arises as a special case of a de re reading, under the SELF-acquaintance relation.
Of course, this view runs counter to the approach we argue for in this dissertation in that
(i) there is no individual coordinate associated with the elements quantified over by the
attitude predicate and concomitantly, (ii) the clausal complement of an attitude predicate
expresses a proposition rather than a property, and (iii) there is no individual abstractor
binding the de se pronoun.
Partly as a consequence of the possibility of deriving de se construals of
pronouns as a special case of de re, proponents of the view that the grammar makes
available dedicated de se LFs where the expression in question is treated as a variable
bound by an abstractor in the left periphery of the embedded clause have looked for

When we talk of whether a pronoun is read de se or de re we are of course being a little sloppy with
terminology: if de se construals can arise as a special case of de re, then a de se reading does not exclude a
de re reading. Where there is no danger of confusion, we use the term ‘de re reading’ as a shorthand for
‘de re reading under an acquaintance relation other than SELF’.
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linguistic expressions that are obligatorily understood de se.113 Such expressions would
receive a straightforward analysis in terms of variable binding. Moreover, it would be
simpler to analyze an obligatorily de se expression in terms of variable binding than by
appeal to de re interpretation under the SELF acquaintance relation: taking the latter
route would require the stipulation that this is the only suitable acquaintance relation
with respect to which the expression can be interpreted, whereas the former one merely
requires us to say that the expression is interpreted as a variable that is bound by an
individual abstractor.
In this work we have already encountered a number of elements that are
necessarily construed de se. The best known of these is obligatorily controlled PRO,
which has been known since (Morgan, 1970) to have this property. More recent work
(Stephenson, 2007a; Stephenson, 2007b) has suggested that predicates of personal taste
and epistemic modals have a de se component, and we have provided additional
arguments in favor of that view in Part I. At this point, we would like to add the case of
so-called ‘logophoric pronouns’ to the mix.114

Of course, obligatorily de se expressions are not the only argument that we find in the literature for
dedicated de se LFs. In addition to constraints on the interpretation of dream reports discussed in section
3 of this chapter and section 4 of Chapter 8, the interpretation of attitude reports with quantificational
subjects in ‘mixed’ de re/de se scenarios has also furnished data in favor of this view (Percus & Sauerland,
2003a). See also (Charlow, 2010) for an argument based on the inability of de re pronouns to bind de se
anaphors.
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In fact, there is a second, related research tradition within which the existence of logophoric pronouns
has generated significant interest. This is the body of work on shifted indexicals in languages such as
Amharic, Slave and Zazaki that takes this phenomenon as evidence that Kaplanian contexts can be shifted.
One line of thought in this area has been to model shifting in terms of quantification over contexts by the
attitude predicate (Schlenker, 2003), or by appeal to context overwriting operators (Anand & Nevins,
2004, Anand, 2006). These theories generate derived contexts in which the value of the author coordinate
is the attitude holder rather than the speaker; logophoric pronouns are analyzed as elements that are
required to pick out the author of such derived contexts. For discussion of this family of theories and the
data that they are intended to accommodate, see section 3 of Chapter 1 and section 7 of Chapter 4.
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The discovery of the existence of languages that have logophoric pronouns was
greeted with a considerable degree of excitement by scholars working on the semantics
of attitude reports, precisely because they look like excellent candidates as obligatory de
se expressions. The terms ‘logophor’ and ‘logophoric’ are used in a range of ways in the
literature, but here we will confine ourselves to a specific type of pronoun that is
commonly associated with West African languages.115 Logophoric pronouns have the
properties that (i) they obligatorily occur in the scope of an attitude predicate and (ii)
they are obligatorily construed as referring to the attitude holder. The topic of this
chapter is the logophoric pronoun in Ewe, which takes the form yè in the singular and
yèwo in the plural. The pronouns e (singular) and ewo (plural) are like English third person
pronouns in that their distribution is not confined to attitude reports; we refer to
members of this latter class as plain pronouns. The examples below illustrate that
properties (i) and (ii) hold of yè but not of e.

10.

Kofi

be

yè

dzo

Kofi

say

LOG leave

‘Kofii said that hei/*j left.’

11.

*yè

dzo

LOG leave

We are thinking, for example of discussions concerning the long-distance reflexives of Icelandic
(Maling, 1984), Japanese (Kuno, 1986) and Chinese (Huang & Liu, 2000).
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12.

Kofi

be

e

dzo

Kofi

say

3SG

leave

‘Kofii said that hei/j left.’

13.

e

dzo

3SG

leave

‘He left.’

In some respects yè resembles obligatorily controlled PRO: it can only occur in an
embedded clause, and when it does it obligatorily refers to some designated individual
contributed by the embedding clause. Unlike PRO, however, in the case of yè the
embedding verb must be an attitude predicate; the class of control predicates is less
restricted in English, with examples like force – an ordinary modal – taking an infinitival
complement. All this makes it tempting to conclude that logophoric pronouns can be
expected to give rise to obligatory de se interpretations: one might think that their
restriction to the scope of attitude predicates is due to their being obligatorily bound by
the individual abstractor that the attitude predicate, qua quantifier over world-individual
pairs, introduces. This would correspond to precisely the LF that we think underlies de
se construals.
In fact, there is a philosophical tradition that precedes both linguistic work on
the semantics of de se attitude reports and the seminal work of (Clements, 1975) on
logophoric pronouns in Ewe that treats pronouns in an artificial language that exhibit
properties (i) and (ii) as de se expressions. Castañeda famously postulated a pronoun he*
which could occur in a configuration such as the following.
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14. The Editor of Soul knows that he* is a millionaire. [(Castañeda, 1968): 440, ex 3]

(14) is taken to report an attribution of self-knowledge to the Editor of Soul, with
Castañeda stipulating that ‘he* is used to attribute, so to speak, implicit indexical
references to the Editor of Soul; that is, if the Editor were to assert what, according to…
[(14)]… he knows, he would use the indicator I, where we, uttering… [(14)] … have
used he*’ (Castañeda, 1968). Of course, if the Editor is prepared to say, ‘I am a
millionaire’, then his knowledge that he is a millionaire is an attitude de se.
The unearthing of the existence of logophoric pronouns, firstly in Mundung and
Ewe, and later in Mupun, Gokana and Yoruba, was taken as evidence that Castañeda’s
he* exists after all (Schlenker, 1999; Schlenker, 2003).116 The temptation to assume that
these pronouns are obligatorily de se elements was perhaps made more acute by the fact
that Castañeda invoked he* as a means not only of indicating that the pronoun takes the
attitude holder as its antecedent, but also of indicating that the reported attitude is about
the self. In this chapter, we present evidence that this assumption was incorrect;
logophoric pronouns are not obligatorily de se, at least in Ewe.117 This finding is rather
surprising, and at first sight appears to undermine the view that logophoricity involves
obligatory binding by an individual abstractor introduced by an attitude predicate. If so,
then an argument in favor of dedicated de se LFs based on the logophoric pronoun in
Ewe could no longer be made. However, we propose that yè is after all obligatorily
For discussion of logophoric elements in other languages see (Hagège, 1974) on Mundung, (Frajzyngier,
1985) on Mupun, (Hyman & Comrie, 1981) on Gokana, (Anand, 2006) on Yoruba and (Haida, 2009) on
Tangale.
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There may well be languages in which the logophoric pronoun is obligatorily de se, however.
Preliminary data suggesting that this is true of Yoruba, Tangale and Bafut is found in (Anand, 2006, Haida,
2009, Kusumoto, 1998) respectively.
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bound by the attitude predicate, and offer an explanation of why it can nevertheless be
construed de re. We show that a number of facts that would otherwise be rather
puzzling follow from this idea. If we are correct, then the mistake made in earlier work
on this topic was not so much the assumption that logophoric pronouns are obligatorily
de se, but rather the notion that operator binding configurations of the kind we are
considering invariably give rise to de se construals. Our conclusions sit well with the
approach defended in this dissertation, whereby attitudes de se involve self-ascription of
properties, with the embedded clause that expresses the content of the reported attitude
receiving a property-type interpretation by means of abstraction by an operator in its left
periphery.
This chapter is organized as follows. Section 2 provides some background on
Ewe and the speaker whose judgments we report, along with some elementary data
concerning yè. The evidence that the logophor is not obligatorily read de se is described
in section 3, while section 4 offers a solution to the puzzle posed by this data. Sections 5
and 6 identify some extensions of the analysis; section 5 shows how it provides the
starting point for a solution to a puzzle concerning the behavior a certain type of
comparative sentence when embedded below an attitude predicate in Ewe, while section
6 applies the approach to the Binding Theoretic effects arising with de re pronouns and
reflexives in English discussed in (Heim, 1994; Sharvit, 2011). Section 7 is the
conclusion.
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2. Background on Ewe and basic data

2.1 Background on the language and speaker

Ewe is a Niger-Congo language spoken in Ghana and Togo. The data reported here
were collected in a series of elicitation sessions with a native speaker of the language now
living in Cambridge, Massachusetts. Our consultant is a bilingual speaker of Ewe and
French born in Lomé, Togo, and a near-native speaker of English, having moved to the
US at the age of twelve. Although the language of instruction during the portion of his
education that took place in Togo was French, Ewe was the language of his home
environment, and he continues to speak it regularly with his parents. Our data were
supplemented with judgments collected from another Ewe speaker from Togo, and
some speakers from Ghana. Appendix I provides a detailed description of our elicitation
method.

2.2 Basic data concerning the distribution of yè

The pioneering work of (Clements, 1975) established a number of generalizations
concerning the distribution of the logophoric pronoun yè in Ewe.118 These
generalizations are mostly corroborated by our findings, but there is one significant area
of divergence. First, the confirmed observations.

More recent fieldwork on yè is reported in (Orita, 2009). Orita did not investigate whether the logophor
is obligatorily construed de se, however.
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The restriction of yè to the scope of attitude predicates is a robust fact. Thus the
following examples are grammatical.119 120

15a.

Kofi

be

yè

dzo

Kofi

say

LOG leave

‘Kofii said that hei/*j left.’

15b.

E

koudron

be

yè

la

va.

3SG

dream

COMPL

LOG INGR come

‘Hei dreamed that hei/*j will come.’

15c.

John

bòu

be

John

think COMPL

yè

nyi

LOG COP

honvi
stupid

‘Johni thinks that hei/*j is stupid.’

By constrast, yè cannot occur in a matrix clause (16a) or in a relative clause (17a). In the
(b) examples, the counterparts of these sentences with plain pronouns are provided,
showing that such pronouns are acceptable in the environments that exclude yè.

119

All unattributed data in this chapter are reported on the basis of work with our consultants.

One of the facts that can be gleaned from the data in (15) is that be can apparently be used as a verb
meaning ‘say’ (15a), and as a complementizer (15b,c). On the other hand, our consultant’s intuitions about
cases of the former type is that a verb meaning ‘say’ has been deleted, and that be means roughly ‘that’ in
these cases too. We have not investigated the properties of the two uses of be in sufficient depth to justify
one analysis over the other.
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16a.

*yè

dzo

LOG leave

16b.

e

dzo

3SG

leave

‘He left.’

17a.

!okui.

*Kofi nyi

nusu

ke

dzodzi na

yè

Kofi

man

REL.PR

please PRP

LOG REFL

COP

Intended: ‘Kofi is the man who likes himself.’

17b.

Kofi

nyi

nusu

ke

dzodzi na

e

!okui.

Kofi

COP

man

REL.PR

please PRP

3SG

REFL

‘Kofi is the man who likes himself.’

Additionally, (18a) shows that when the embedding verb is not an attitude predicate, yè is
unavailable. The sentence providing the intended meaning is given in (18b).121

Purpose clauses arguably constitute an exception to the generalization that yè must occur in the scope of
an attitude predicate:

121

(i)

e
3SG

yi
go

be
yè
COMPL LOG

la
FUT

kpo
see

Koku
Koku

‘He went to see Koku.’
The availability of yè in this example is unsurprising given that purpose clauses involve intentions, and
hence presumably incorporate an attitudinal operator in their semantics. Just what is the best way to
formalize this idea is is a question that we leave open.
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18a.

*Kofi w"

be

Marie yè

Kofi

COMPL

Mary

do

dzo.

LOG leave

Intended: ‘Kofi caused Mary to leave.’

18b.

Kofi

w"

be

Marie dzo

Kofi

do

COMPL

Mary

leave

‘Kofi caused Mary to leave.’

Our data also verify Clements’ claim that logophoric pronouns are used ‘to distinguish
reference to the individual whose speech, thoughts, or feelings are reported or reflected
in a given linguistic context, from reference to other individuals’. Thus revisiting the data
in (15), one notices that yè necessarily refers to the reported speaker, dreamer or thinker.
This pattern extends to attitude reports involving predicates that take two nominal
arguments. In the example below yè necessarily refers to the reported speaker rather than
the addressee.

19a.

Kofi

gblon na

Marie be

yè

Kofi

say

Mary

LOG leave

PRP

COMPL

dzo

‘Kofi told Marie that he/*she left.’

19b.

Kofi

gblon na

Marie be

e

dzo

Kofi

say

Mary

3SG

leave

PRP

COMPL

‘Kofi told Marie that he/she left.’
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That said, Clements already noted an important way in which the generalization that yè
can only occur in the scope of an attitude predicate must be qualified. Yè may occur in
an unembedded sentence if the sentence preceding it contains an attitude predicate, in
which case it must denote the attitude holder associated with the predicate in this earlier
sentence. Our data support this claim:

20a.

Kofi

koudrin

be

yè

bidzi. Marie zu

Kofi

dream

COMPL

LOG angry Mary

yè.

insult LOG

‘Kofii dreamed that hei was angry. Mary insulted himi.’

20b.

Kofi

be

ye

bidzi. Mary

Kofi

say

LOG angry. Mary

zu

ye.

insult LOG.

‘Kofii said that hei was angry. Mary insulted himi.’

Note moreover that this configuration has semantic consequences: our consultant
reports that (20a) requires that Mary’s insult took place in the dream rather than in the
actual world, and that (20b) requires that Kofi said that Mary insulted him.122

An additional interpretive effect of these configurations is that, at least with some attitude predicates,
the report communicates a causal relationship between the event reported by the complement of the verb
and the event reported in the following sentence. This is revealed by comparison between the following
examples with yè and e.

122

(i)

#Kofi
Kofi
nukenti
because

be
say

yè
LOG

bidzi.
angry

Mary
Mary

Mary
Mary

zue
insult-3SG

zu
insult

yè.
LOG

Voa
but

Kofi
Kofi

mbidzi
NEG.angry

o.
NEG

‘Kofi said that hei was angry. Mary insulted him. But Kofi was not angry because Mary insulted
him’.
(Contradictory)
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Clements also observed that when yè occurs below multiple attitude predicates, it
can refer to any of the higher attitude holders; thus the requirement that yè find a higher
antecedent appears not to be restricted by locality. Our data corroborate this finding:

21a.

Marie be

Kofi

x"se

Mary

Kofi

believe COMPL

say

be

yè

na

LOG give

yè
LOG

cadeau.
gift

(ii)

(i)

‘Mary said that Kofi believed that she gave him a gift.’

(ii)

‘Mary said that Kofi believed that he gave her a gift.’

Kofi
Kofi

be
say

nukenti
because

yè
LOG

bidzi.
angry

Mary
Mary

Mary
Mary

zue
insult-3SG

zu
insult

e.
3SG

Voa
but

Kofi
Kofi

mbidzi
NEG.angry

o.
NEG

‘Kofi said that he was angry. Mary insulted him. But Kofi was not angry because Mary insulted
him’.
(Non-contradictory)
The inference of causality is absent with dream reports, however:
(iii)

Kofi
Kofi

koudrin be
dream COMPL

Kofi
Kofi

mbidzi
NEG.angry

yè
LOG
nukenti
because

bidzi.
angry

Marie
Mary

zu
insult

Marie
Mary

zue
insult-3SG

yè.
LOG

Voa
but

o.
NEG

‘Kofi dreamed that hei was angry. Mary insulted himi. But Kofi wasn’t angry because Mary
insulted himi’.
(Non-contradictory)
We do not have an explanation of these facts, and would welcome efforts to establish the semantic or
pragmatic status of these inferences in future work on Ewe.
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21b.

Marie x"se
Mary

be

Kofi

be

yè

na

believe COMPL

Kofi

COMPL

LOG give

yè
LOG

cadeau.
gift
(i)

‘Mary believed that Kofi said that she gave him a gift.’

(ii)

‘Mary believed that Kofi said that he gave her a gift.’

Finally, yè preferentially occurs with a third person antecedent. This is a somewhat
different finding from that reported in Clements, which was that yè may have either a
second or third person antecedent. For our consultant, examples where the attitude
holder is in the first or second person are degraded:123

My consultant’s judgments concerning the ability of yè to take a second person antecedent are not
uniform. For example, he found (i) acceptable, but only if it reports the addressee’s words faithfully. For
instance, (i) is unacceptable in a scenario where the verb used by the addressee was yi, ‘go’ rather than dzo,
in which case (ii) should be used instead.

123

(i)
(ii)

O
gblon be
2SG
say
COMPL?
‘You said that you left.’
O
gblon be
2SG
say
COMPL?
‘You said that you left.’

yè
LOG

dzo.
leave

o
LOG

dzo.
leave

We do not have an account of these facts, but they suggest that in addition to its use in indirect discourse,
a (semi-) quotational use of yè may be marginally available. This chapter crucially assumes that yè can be
used non-quotationally, a point that is already suggested by its ability to be read de re and to occur in the
scope of attitude predicates that do not typically introduce quoted speech or thoughts, such as dream and
want. The validity of this assumption is confirmed by data in Appendix II, which provide the results of
applying a set of diagnostics for indirect discourse.
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22a.

*M

x"se

be

yè

1SG

believe COMPL

nyi

LOG COP

sukuvi

nyoe

de

student

good

ART

Intended: ‘I believe that I am a good student.’

22b.

M

x"se

be

1SG

believe COMPL

m

nyi

sukuvi

nyoe

de

1SG

COP

student

good

ART

la

‘I believe that I am a good student.’

23a.

*M

be

yè

le

1SG

say

LOG COP

cleva
clever

Intended: ‘I say that I am clever.’

23b.

M

be

m

le

cleva

1SG

say

1SG

COP

clever

‘I say that I am clever.’

24a.

*M

koudron

be

yè

va.

1SG

dream

COMPL

LOG INGR come

Intended: ‘I dreamed that I would come.’

24b.

M

koudron

be

m

la

1SG

dream

COMPL

1SG

INGR come

‘I dreamed that I would come.’
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va.

25a.

*O

x"se

be

yè

2SG

believe COMPL

nyi

LOG COP

sukuvi

nyoe

de

student

good

ART

Intended: ‘You believe that you are a good student.’

25b.

O

x"se

be

2SG

believe COMPL

o

nyi

sukuvi

nyoe

de

2SG

COP

student

good

ART

‘You believe that you are a good student.’

26a.

*O

be

yè

le

cleva

2SG

say

LOG COP

clever

Intended: ‘You say that you are clever.’

26b.

O

be

o

le

cleva

2SG

say

2SG

COP

clever

‘You say that you are clever.’

27a.

*O

koudron

be

yè

la

va.

2SG

dream

COMPL

LOG INGR come

Intended: ‘You dreamed that you would come.’

27b.

O

koudron

be

o

la

2SG

dream

COMPL

2SG

INGR come

‘You dreamed that you would come.’
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va.

Now let’s turn to the main point of divergence between our data and Clements’.
Clements reported that where the plain pronoun is used in the scope of an attitude
predicate, it cannot denote the attitude holder. This construal is available for our speaker,
however:

28a.

Kofi

be

e

dzo

Kofi

say

3SG

leave

‘Kofii said that hei/j left.’

28b.

E

koudron

be

e

la

va.

3SG

dream

COMPL

3SG

INGR come

e

nyi

honvi

3SG

COP

stupid

‘Hei dreamed that hei/j will come.’

28c.

John

bòu

be

John

think COMPL

‘Johni thinks that hei/j is stupid.’

We see three possible explanations for this divergence in findings. The first is that there
is a semantic constraint on the range of contexts in which e can be coreferential with the
attitude holder, and that Clements’ speakers were not able to access these contexts, say
because they were in some way unusual. The second possibility is that we are looking at a
case of dialect variation; Clements’ fieldwork was carried out in Ghana, while our
consultant is from Togo. Finally, it may be that the language has undergone or is
undergoing a period of change with respect to its tolerance of plain pronouns taking the
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attitude holder as antecedent. We have encountered two pieces of evidence in favor of
this interpretation. Firstly, our primary consultant reports that his mother finds this
configuration impossible.124 Secondly, our second consultant from Togo, whose
judgments corresponded to those of our primary consultant in this matter, reported that
the requirement to use yè rather than e in those contexts where yè is available is associated
with an old-fashioned form of Ewe.
Let’s sum up the findings of the present section by listing the properties of yè
that we have encountered so far.

29. Properties of the Logophoric Pronoun in Ewe
(i) yè is restricted to attitudinal environments: canonically, embedded clauses introduced
by attitude predicates.
(ii) yè obligatorily denotes the attitude holder associated with an attitude predicate that
introduces it.
(iii) The attitude holder that serves as the antecedent of yè may but need not be the most
local attitude holder in cases of multiple embedding.
(iv) The antecedent of yè should be in the third person.
(v) Yè and the plain pronoun e are not in complementary distribution: e can also occur in
the scope of an attitude predicate and pick out the attitude holder.

With the exception of establishing the new generalization in (v), all we have done so far
is to verify with an additional speaker claims that have already been made in Clements’

It is possible that the reported judgment is a prescriptive one, however, since the speaker is an Ewe
teacher. It may be, for instance, that there are stylistic reasons for dispreferring e when yè is available.

124
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work. The next section presents the data that lies at the core of the novel empirical
contribution of the present chapter. This data shows that, contrary to expectations, yè is
not obligatorily construed de se.

3. Evidence that yè is not obligatorily construed de se

We have two different types of evidence that yè is not obligatorily interpreted de se. The
first is that an attitude report involving yè can truthfully be used to describe a scenario
where the awareness condition that lies at the heart of attitudes de se is not satisfied. We
refer to such scenarios as de re scenarios. The second type of evidence is that in dream
reports, yè does not behave as we would expect it to if it were obligatorily de se. The
following subsections present both classes of data in turn.

3.1 Acceptability of yè in de re contexts

We opened this chapter with a discussion of the ability of English pronouns to occur in
attitude reports that are true in both de se and de re scenarios: that is, in scenarios where
the awareness condition that is the hallmark of attitudes de se is satisfied, and those
where it is not. Here is the relevant example once again.

30. Johni said that hei was clever.
Scenario 1: John has just found an old paper that he wrote. He reads it and is proud of
what a good paper it is. He says, “I am clever’’.
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True.

Scenario 2: John has just found an old paper that he wrote, but he doesn’t realize that he
is the author of the paper. He reads it and is impressed by what a good paper it is. He
says, “Whoever wrote this paper is clever”.

True.

We already know that yè is not like an English (overt) pronoun: its distribution is
considerably more restricted. In fact, so far it looks as though e, not yè, can reasonably be
thought of as the counterpart of an English third person pronoun. If an additional
difference between he and yè were that yè is obligatorily interpreted de se, then the Ewe
counterpart of (30) involving the logophoric pronoun could not be used to truthfully
describe Scenario 2. This is not what we find, however: (31) is true in both scenarios.

31.

John

be

yè

le

John

say

LOG COP

cleva
clever

‘John said that he was clever.’
Scenario 1: John has just found an old paper that he wrote. He reads it and is proud of
what a good paper it is. He says, “I am clever’’.

True.

Scenario 2: John has just found an old paper that he wrote, but he doesn’t realize that he
is the author of the paper. He reads it and is impressed by what a good paper it is. He
says, “Whoever wrote this paper is clever”.

True.

We took advantage of our consultant’s near-native competence in English to verify that
he had understood the two situations under consideration. We asked him to consider the
sentence in (30).
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32. John claimed to be clever.

Since (32) is a control sentence, it is true in Scenario 1 but false in Scenario 2. Our
consultant shared this intuition, suggesting that his evaluation of (31) as true in both
scenarios was not due to any problems with the way they were presented to him.
In the remainder of this subsection, we illustrate the point further by providing
more examples of de re scenarios which were judged to be truthfully characterized by an
attitude report involving yè. These data also serve to verify that the relevant judgments
are not confined to sentences where yè is introduced by the verb be, ‘say’.

33a.

John

bòu

be

John

think COMPL

yè

nyi

LOG COP

honvi
stupid

‘Johni thinks that hei is stupid.’
Scenario: John is in the grocery store. He sees a trail of sugar going up and down the
aisles. He realizes it must have been made by someone carrying a bag of sugar with a
hole in it. He wonders who the shopper with the torn bag of sugar is, so that he can tell
him. He thinks that that guy, whoever he is, is stupid. What he doesn’t realize is that the
guy with the torn bag of sugar is him!125

True.

The scenario is based on a narrative employed by Perry to illustrate the de se nature of the first person
indexical (Perry, 1979).

125
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33b.

John

be

yè

nyi

honvi

John

COMPL

LOG COP

stupid.’

‘John said that he was stupid.’
Scenario: As in (31a), except that John articulates out loud his thought that the shopper
with the torn bag of sugar is stupid.

True.

34a.

John

gblon be

yè

John

say

LOG COP

COMPL

nyi

fianfit".
thief

‘John said that he was a thief.’
Scenario: ‘We interview John, but while we interview him, a hidden camera photographs
him from the back. Meanwhile, this image is projected in front of him, and presented as
though it is prefilmed footage of another person. We ask John his impression of that
person in the film, and he says “It’s a criminal.”’

True.

[Scenario quoted from (Percus & Sauerland, 2003a): 228]

34b.

John

x"se

be

yè

John

believe COMPL

nyi

LOG COP

fianfit".
thief

‘John believes that he is a thief’.
Scenario: As in (34a), except that instead of John saying that the person in the film is a
criminal, he merely thinks it.

True.
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34c.

John

ke

x"se

be

yè

nyi

John

ASP

believe

COMPL

LOG COP

fianfit"
thief

‘John used to believe that he was a thief.’
Scenario: As in (34b), except that we have now moved on to a later time at which John
has learned that the individual he was looking at was himself, and revised his beliefs
accordingly.

35.

True.

Sodza

x"se

be

Policeman

believe COMPL

yè

nyi

LOG COP

fianfit".
thief

‘The policemani believed that hei was a thief.’
Scenario: Following a spate of burglaries, a policeman was alerted by CCTV operators that
someone was acting suspiciously, and chased after that individual, unaware that it was
himself.126

True.

Altogether, then, we have a significant amount of evidence that attitude reports
involving yè are judged true in de re scenarios.

3.2 Behavior of yè in dream reports

A property of dream reports discussed in (Lakoff, 1970; Percus & Sauerland, 2003b) is
their ability to be used to describe scenarios where the counterpart of the attitude holder

This is an event that actually happened. Instead of describing the story to our consultant we had him
read a short news report about it. This article is provided in Appendix III.

126
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in the dream is some individual other than himself. Lakoff’s well-known Brigitte Bardot
sentence is a case in point.

36. I dreamed that I was Brigitte Bardot and I kissed me.

(Lakoff, 1970)

A salient reading of this sentence is that in the dream, the speaker’s ‘dream-self’ is
Brigitte Bardot, and this individual kisses the speaker’s ‘actual self’. A common way of
describing this reading is to say that the second occurrence of I is construed de se, and
me is construed de re. In fact, once it has been established that the speaker’s dream-self is
Brigitte Bardot, then any pronoun in this environment that is construed de se cannot fail
to pick out Bardot. Let’s take a moment to consider why this should be.
To simplify matters, we shall set aside for a moment the de re pronoun me,
modifying the example as follows.

37. In my dream I was Brigitte Bardot. I dreamed that I won an Oscar.

We also assume the following lexical entry for dream:

38. ⟦dream⟧c, g = !P!x!t!w. "<w’, t’, y> $ dreamx,t,w # P(y)(t’)(w’)
Where dreamx,t,w = {<w’, t’, y>: it is compatible with what x dreams in w at t for
x to be y in w’ and t to be t’}
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This puts us in a position to provide an LF and truth conditions for (37). Since the case
of interest is the one where I is construed de se, we let the pronoun be bound by the
individual abstractor introduced by dream, causing deletion of its person feature.127

39a. (In my dream I was Brigitte Bardot). I dreamed that I won an Oscar.
39b. [!t1!w2 [I dreamedt1,w2 [!x3[1st]!t4!w5 [I3[1st] won an Oscart4,w5]]]]
39c. ⟦39b⟧c, g = !t!w. "<w’, t’, y> $ dreamspeaker(c),t,w# y wins an Oscar in w’.

As usual, the dream report involves a quantification over world-time-individual triples
<w’, t’, y> such that it is compatible with what the attitude holder dreams for her to be y
in w’ and for t to be t’. But we have set up a context that entails that in the speaker’s
dream, she is Brigitte Bardot. Thus any world-time-individual triple <w’, t’, y> that is a
member of the speaker’s dream-alternatives has the property that y is the counterpart of
Bardot in w’. It is this individual that wins an Oscar according to the dream report. This
is sufficient to show that if a pronoun is construed de se in a dream report, and if in the
dream the dreamer is some individual other than who she is in the actual world, then the
pronoun must pick out that other individual.
This makes a clear prediction regarding yè: if it is obligatorily construed de se,
then in dream reports that have the property just discussed, yè should pick out the
individual that the attitude holder dreams that she is. This prediction is not borne out.
Consider the sentence in (40), which has the readings listed in (i-iv).
Readers may recall that in Part I we analyzed the first person pronoun in root declaratives as optionally
bound by an individual abstractor in C. Since this issue is independent of the matter at hand we have not
appealed to this view here, assuming instead that I in the embedding clause in (39) has a Kaplanian
semantics. On the other hand, one could if wished adopt the bound variable analysis without undermining
the line of argument pursued here.

127
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40.

John

koudrin

be

yè

John

dream

COMPL

LOG COP

koudo yè

na

CONJ LOG give

yè

nyi

Barack Obama
Barack Obama

!okui cadeau

LOG REFL gift

‘John dreamed that he was Barack Obama and he gave himself a gift’.
(i)

In the dream, Obama gave Obama a gift.

(ii)

?In the dream, John gave John a gift.

(iii)

In the dream, Obama gave John a gift.

(iv)

%In the dream, John gave Obama a gift.

Focus on the reading in (iii), which provides the clearest evidence that the prediction
concerning the behavior of yè in dream reports is not borne out. The availability of this
reading shows that the third occurrence of yè in (40) can be construed de re, since this
occurrence of yè picks out John rather than John’s dream-self, Barack Obama. Reading
(ii) makes the same point, although given the somewhat marginal status of this reading
we shall avoid leaning on it too heavily. The availability of reading (i) simply shows that
both yè’s can be construed de se, while we have marked reading (iv) with ‘%’ to indicate
that our consultant accepted it, but that his judgments were not consistent across
elicitation sessions. We return to reading (iv) in the concluding chapter.
In order to show that this effect is not confined to structures in which yè occurs
as a reflexive, with Principle A being satisfied by the occurrence of a second yè in subject
position, we can consider (41).
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41.

John

koudrin

be

yè

John

dream

COMPL

LOG COP

koudo yè

na

CONJ LOG give

e

cadeau

3SG

gift

nyi

Barack Obama
Barack Obama

‘John dreamed that he was Barack Obama and he gave himself a gift.’
(i) *In the dream, Obama gave Obama a gift.
(ii) *In the dream, John gave John a gift.
(iii) *In the dream, Obama gave John a gift.
(iv) In the dream, John gave Obama a gift.

The availability of the reading in (iv) is particularly striking in light of the issues we are
pursuing in this chapter. (Schlenker, 2011) makes the rather plausible conjecture that if
logophoric pronouns are obligatorily de se, then plain pronouns may after all be
permitted in the configurations in which logophors occur, under the condition that they
are construed de re. If it were the case that yè was necessarily a de se element, then it
would be quite plausible that when e occurs in the scope of an attitude report and
denotes the attitude holder, it should obligatorily be read de re: yè and e could be
considered competitors for the same position, with yè winning out unless there is some
reason why it cannot be used. The need for a de re construal might be such a reason, in
which circumstance e would be employed.
It would be no surprise that Clements’ speakers found such sentences
unacceptable, since homing in on de re construals requires elaboration of a rich and
unusual context; in the absence of such a context, a pronoun is typically construed de se.
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Given the goals of Clements’ fieldwork and the state of the art at the time that the
research was conducted, it did not involve the fine-grained semantic judgments necessary
to tease apart such a construal from a de re one. Consequently, it is likely that his
speakers would have simply reported that the sentences in question were ruled out
altogether.
What is striking about reading (iv) is that it is predicted to be ruled out if this
account is along the right lines. According to this view, the sentence ought to report a
dream in which the dream-self, Obama, gives the dreamer, John, a gift. Reading (iv)
reverses these roles. The predicted reading, reading (iii), is ruled out altogether. The
comments that our consultant supplied about readings (i) and (ii) suggest that they are
excluded for independent reasons to do with a general dispreference for switching
between yè and e when talking about the same individual.
In sum, the dream report data offer additional evidence that yè is not obligatorily
interpreted de se. The data in (40) and (41) seem to us to be quite effective in illustrating
this point, but they do not exhaust the possible combinations of yè and e in the sentence
type considered in this section. We provide this data in Appendix IV, acknowledging
that in the present work we will not be able to account for the intricate array of possible
and impossible readings associated with these sentences. On the other hand, Chapter 8
outlines a proposal concerning the relationship between obligatorily controlled PRO and
yè that makes predictions concerning a particular subset of our dream report data. We
shall show that these predictions are indeed borne out.
Returning to the topic at hand, the next section discusses the puzzle raised by the
ability of yè to be construed de re, and proposes a solution to it.
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4. A solution to the puzzle of de re construals of logophoric pronouns

Had we found that yè was indeed an obligatorily de se expression, we would have been in
a position to give a straightforward account of why yè has the distribution that it does.
On such a view, yè obligatorily occurs in the scope of an attitude predicate because it is a
variable that must be bound by the individual abstractor that such a predicate introduces.
Where researchers have assumed in the absence of evidence to the contrary that
logophoric pronouns are indeed de se elements, they have in several cases proposed a
version of this idea.
For instance, (Heim, 2002; von Stechow, 2002; von Stechow, 2003) propose that
logophoric pronouns and PRO both bear a feature [log], which requires that they be
bound by an attitude predicate.128 This idea provides an elegant treatment of the
distribution of logophors, and arguably captures the parallel between these elements and
PRO.129 For instance, the proposal predicts that relative clauses do not license
logophoric pronouns, even though they too introduce individual abstractors that one
might think could serve as potential binders: the feature [log] requires that the binder
should be (the abstractor introduced by) an attitude predicate.

A note on terminology: Heim’s and von Stechow’s approaches emphasizes the status of attitude
predicates as ‘verbal quantifiers’ – quantifiers over world-individual pairs. They can therefore bind
variables in their scope. Our talk of binding by the individual abstractor introduced by the attitude
predicate, rather than by the predicate itself, is merely a technical variant. The distinction parallels that
between our talk of quantificational DPs binding pronouns in their scope and the technical
implementation of the idea in theories that appeal to a rule of Quantifier Raising: within such an approach,
the quantifier is not the binder, but rather the abstractor that is adjoined above the sister of the DP.

128

Note, however, that in the next chapter we give an argument against assigning PRO and yè the same
feature, based on the observation that the distribution of PRO is not confined to the scope of attitude
predicates.

129
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Note in addition that the idea that logophoric pronouns come with a formal
requirement that they be bound by a quantifier over world-individual pairs (or worldtime-individual triples) provides a semantic means of formulating a constraint that has
identifiable semantic consequences. Recall, for instance, the modal subordination facts
discussed in section 2.2, repeated below.

42.

Kofi

be

yè

bidzi. Marie zu

Kofi

say

LOG angry. Mary

yè.

insult LOG.

‘Kofii said that hei was angry. Mary insulted himi.’

Due to the use of yè in the second sentence, (42) requires that Kofi said that Mary
insulted him. This is reminiscent of the well-known phenomenon of modal
subordination, discussed in (Roberts, 1989).

43. A thief might break into the house. He would take the silver.

Intuitively, the second sentence in (43) is interpreted with respect to those worlds
identified by the modal quantification in the first sentence – that is, those in which a
thief breaks into the house. Similarly, the second sentence in (42) is interpreted with
respect to the (centred) worlds identified by the quantification over Kofi’s sayalternatives in the first sentence. In both cases, it seems as though the scope of the
modal quantifier is extended over the second sentence. The presence of yè forces this to
be the case, presumably because of the requirement that it be interpreted with respect to
an attitudinal environment. This idea can be formulated in Heim’s and von Stechow’s
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terms by saying that the requirement of binding by an attitude predicate imposed by the
feature [log] on the logophor can under certain circumstances be satisfied by an attitude
predicate in a preceding sentence. While more would need to be said about precisely
how this comes about, there is independent evidence from other corners of the grammar
that the scope of modal operators can sometimes be ‘extended’ across sentences, and
therefore an approach along these lines seems quite promising.
An additional advantage of the Heim-von Stechow view is that it provides a
means of explaining why yè is not licensed in the scope of ordinary modal quantifiers
that are not attitude predicates. The following example repeated from section 2.2
reminds us of this constraint.

44a.

*Kofi w"

be

Marie yè

Kofi

COMPL

Mary

do

dzo.

LOG leave

Intended: ‘Kofi caused Mary to leave.’

44b.

Kofi

w"

be

Marie dzo

Kofi

do

COMPL

Mary

leave

‘Kofi caused Mary to leave.’

Notice that Mary’s mental state need not be relevant to the truth of (44b): Kofi’s actions
may cause her to leave without producing in her any intention to leave, just as I may
cause a piece of paper to drop on the floor. In both cases, the exertion of physical force
would be sufficient to bring about the relevant state of affairs. Thus w! can be treated as
an ordinary modal quantifier rather than an attitude predicate, and therefore introduces a
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world abstractor but not an individual abstractor. The feature [log] requires an individual
abstractor, since yè is not of an appropriate type to be bound by a world variable. Hence
in (44a) the licensing condition on yè is correctly predicted not to be satisfied. Notice that
a syntactic condition requiring yè to occur in an embedded clause would not be enough
to explain the facts in (44): the distribution of yè is constrained not merely by the
configurations in which it can occur, but by the semantics of the predicate that
introduces it, and hence a theory of this distribution should make reference to semantic
notions.130
Finally, the Heim-von Stechow view makes it possible to account for the
observation that when yè is introduced by an attitude predicate taking two nominal
arguments, it is the DP that contributes the holder of the reported attitude that acts as
the antecedent. Here is a reminder of the relevant data.

45a.

Kofi

gblon na

Marie be

yè

Kofi

say

Mary

LOG leave

PRP

COMPL

dzo

‘Kofi told Marie that he/*she left.’

45b.

Kofi

gblon na

Marie be

e

dzo

Kofi

say

Mary

3SG

leave

PRP

COMPL

‘Kofi told Marie that he/she left.’

In this respect yè is different from obligatorily controlled PRO, whose distribution is not confined to
attitude reports. We return to this point in Chapter 8.

130
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The requirement that yè be bound by an individual abstractor straightforwardly predicts
the impossibility of yè picking out Mary in (45a). To show this, we need a lexical entry for
the variant of say that takes two nominal arguments (46). (47) computes the
interpretation.

46. ⟦say⟧c, g = !x!P!y!t!w. "<w’, t’, z> $ Sayy,x,w,t # P(z)(t’)(w’)
Where Sayy,x,w,t = {<w’, t’, z>: it is compatible with what y says to x in w at t for
y to be z in w’ and for t to be t’}

47a. Kofi says to Mary that yè left.
47b. [CP1!t1!w2 [Kofi sayst1,w2 to Mary [CP2!x3!t4!w5 [yè3 leftt4,w5]]]]
47c. ⟦CP2⟧c, g = !x!t!w. x left in w at t
47d. ⟦CP1⟧c, g = !t!w. "<w’, t’, z> $ sayKofi,Mary,w,t # z left in w’ at t’

(47d) reveals that the property expressed by the embedded clause in (47a) is self-ascribed
by Kofi, not Mary. Thus if yè is abstracted over, then the resulting interpretation cannot
fail to be one where, intuitively, Kofi is the antecedent of yè. Once again, the view that yè
is obligatorily bound by the individual abstractor introduced by an attitude predicate
makes the right prediction.
There is therefore a great deal that is appealing about the Heim-von Stechow
view, and we should like to pursue it if possible. However, the discovery that logophoric
pronouns can be construed de re looks like a significant obstacle to this project. We
suggest that this obstacle can be overcome if one abandons the assumption that the
operator-variable dependencies we have been discussing always give rise to de se
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construals. In their purest form, of course, this is the case, but what if there were some
additional mechanism that could mediate between these dependences and de re
interpretations? We propose that there is, and in fact we already have most of the
requisite theoretical apparatus at our disposal.
The crucial notion is that of a concept generator, which is adopted in this
dissertation as an appropriate way to model de re attitude ascriptions. When we
introduced concept generators in section 1 of this chapter, we assumed for argument’s
sake that attitude predicates are quantifiers over world-time pairs rather than world-timeindividual triples. Since our objective is to rescue the view that the attitude predicate
introduces an individual abstractor that obligatorily binds yè, we revert to the semantics
of such predicates assumed throughout this dissertation, whereby they quantify over
world-time-individual triples. Correspondingly, we amend the definition of concept
generator given in the introduction as follows.

48. Concept generator: revised
G is a concept generator for individual % in w at t iff
(i) G is a function from individuals to functions from world-time-individual triples to
individuals;131
(ii) Dom(G) = {z: % is acquainted with z in w at t}
[Based on (Percus & Sauerland, 2003a): 237, fn 16]

We can continue to think of concept generators as functions from individuals to individual concepts,
but it should be kept in mind that these are individual concepts of a peculiar kind, whose argument
includes an individual coordinate rather than merely being a world-time pair. I am grateful to Irene Heim
for helping me to get to grips with the technical issues involved here.

131
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49. Acquaintance-based concept generator: revised
G is an acquaintance-based concept generator for individual % in w at t iff
(i) G is a concept generator for % in w at t;
(ii) the concepts G yields are “acquaintance-based” in the sense that
"z $ Dom(G), there is some acquaintance relation R such that % bears R uniquely to z
in w at t, and "<w’, t’, y > $ Dox ,w,t, y bears R uniquely to G(z)(w’, t’, y) in w’ at t’.
%

[Based on (Percus and Sauerland, 2003): 237, fn 16]

Logophoric pronouns will be taken to be elements obligatorily bound by an individual
abstractor introduced by an attitude predicate. In the case of multiple attitude predicates,
there is no constraint on which abstractor must be the binder. Additionally, yè may occur
within a resP, in which case it sits alongside a variable over concept generators, as well as
world, time and individual variables. The ability of yè to occur within a resP is what
permits it to be construed de re.
Consider, for example, (31), repeated below.

50.

John

be

yè

le

John

say

LOG COP

cleva
clever

‘John said that he was clever.’

Recall that we found that this example is true in either of the following scenarios.

Scenario 1: John has just found an old paper that he wrote. He reads it and is proud of
what a good paper it is. He says, “I am clever’’.
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True.

Scenario 2: John has just found an old paper that he wrote, but he doesn’t realize that he
is the author of the paper. He reads it and is impressed by what a good paper it is. He
says, “Whoever wrote this paper is clever”.

True.

We are now in a position to postulate two distinct LFs for (50); these differ minimally
from one another in that one involves a concept generator variable, and the other does
not. In both cases, yè is bound by the individual abstractor introduced by say. In the case
of the LF corresponding to Scenario 2, an additional abstractor is introduced which
binds the concept generator variable. Concomitantly, the type of say is different in the
two cases. Call the variant of say that is appropriate for Scenario 1 sayde se and that which
is appropriate for Scenario 2 sayde re. The lexical entries are provided in (51) and (52)
respectively. Sayde re is modified from section 1 to let say-alternatives be world-timeindividual triples rather than world-time pairs.

51. ⟦sayde se⟧c, g = !P!x!t!w. "<w’, t’, y> $ Sayx,w,t # P(y)(t’)(w’)
Where Sayx,w,t = {<w’, t’, y>: it is compatible with what x says in w at t for x to
be y in w’ and for t to be t’}

52. ⟦sayde re⟧c, g = !$<<e,<s,<i,<e,e>>>>,<e,<i,<s,t>>>>!x!t!w. there is a suitable acquaintancebased concept generator G for x in w at t such that "<w’, t’, y> $ Sayx,w,t#
$(G)(y)(t’)(w’)
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Finally, we need to modify the definition of reliability to accommodate the fact that the
second argument of a concept generator is now a world-time-individual triple rather than
a world-time pair. Recall that reliability is a precondition for suitability:

53. Suitability and reliability: revised
a. A concept generator G is suitable for % in w at t only if it is reliable for % in w at t.
b. A concept generator G is reliable for % in w at t only if "x $ Dom(G) # G(x)(w, t, %)
=x

(54) provides the computations for the reading of (50) upon which it is true in Scenario
1, and (55) provides the computations for the reading upon which it is true in Scenario 2.

54a. John says that yè is clever.
54b. [CP1!t1!w2 [John sayst1,w2 [CP2!x3!t4!w5 [yè3 is clevert4,w5]]]]
54c. ⟦CP2⟧c, g = !x!t!w. x is clever in w at t
54d. ⟦CP1⟧c, g = !t!w. ⟦sayde se⟧ (!x!t!w. x is clever in w at t)(John)(t)(w)
= !t!w. "<w’, t’, y> $ SayJohn,w,t # y is clever in w’ at t’

55a. John says that yè is clever.
55b. [CP1 !t1!w2 [John8 sayst1,w2 [CP2!G4!x5!t6!w7 [ [resP G4 yè5 w7 t6 x5] is clevert6,w7]]
55c. ⟦CP2⟧c, g = !G!x!t!w. G(x)(w, t, x) is clever in w at t.
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55d ⟦CP1⟧c, g = !t!w. ⟦sayde re⟧(!G!x!t!w. G(x)(w, t, x) is clever in w at t)(John)(t)(w)
= !t!w. ,G: "<w’, t’, y> $ SayJohn,w,t # [!G!x!t!w. G(x)(w, t, x) is clever in w at
t.](G)(y)(t’)(w’) =
!t!w. ,G: "<w’, t’, y> $ SayJohn,w,t [!x!t!w. G(x)(w, t, x) is clever in w at t](y)(t’)(w’)
!t!w. ,G: "<w’, t’, y> $ SayJohn,w,t # G(y)(w’, t’, y) is clever in w’ at t’

(54) is the familiar de se case: the speaker reports John’s self-ascription, in the form of a
speech act, of the property of being clever. The sentence is true on this reading in
Scenario 1, but not in Scenario 2. For the latter case, the concept generator comes to the
rescue, as in (55). This is essentially the proposal for how yè can be construed de re.
Inspection of this example reveals a problem, however: since yè is bound by the
individual abstractor introduced by say, the individuals over which it ranges are not in the
domain of any concept generator. This is because a variable that is bound by such an
operator ranges over the individual coordinates of the attitude holder’s say-alternatives. If
we continue to assume that there are no inhabitants of more than one world, then such
individuals cannot inhabit the actual world. Yet as it stands, the definitions of concept
generator and of reliability requires that the domain of a concept generator include only
inhabitants of the actual world.132 Let’s remind ourselves of why.

I am grateful to Irene Heim for alerting me to this problem. The proposed solution is based on a
suggestion from her.

132
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56. Concept generator
G is a concept generator for individual % in w at t iff
(i) G is a function from individuals to individual concepts;
(ii) Dom(G) = {z: % is acquainted with z in w at t}
[Based on (Percus & Sauerland, 2003a): 237, fn 16]

57. Acquaintance-based concept generator
G is an acquaintance-based concept generator for individual % in w at t iff
(i) G is a concept generator for % in w at t;
(ii) the concepts G yields are “acquaintance-based” in the sense that "z $ Dom(G),
there is some acquaintance relation R such that % bears R uniquely to z in w at t, and
"<w’, t’, y> $ Dox ,w,t, y bears R uniquely to G(z)(w’, t’, y) in w’ at t’.
%

[Based on (Percus and Sauerland, 2003): 237, fn 16]

58. Suitability and reliability
a. A concept generator G is suitable for % in w at t only if it is reliable for % in w at t.
b. A concept generator G is reliable for % in w at t only if "x $ Dom(G) # G(x)(w, t,
%) = x

The culprits are the pieces of bolded material in clause (ii) of (56), clause (ii) of (57), and
(58b). Given that one can only be acquainted with one’s world-mates, (56) and (57)
require that the domain of a concept generator only include world-mates of the attitude
holder – that is, inhabitants of the actual world. Furthermore, since an individual
returned by applying a concept to a world-time-individual triple <w, t, %> is an
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inhabitant of w, (58b) requires that x be an inhabitant of w. Let’s make the minimal
adjustments necessary to overcome this problem: we broaden the definitions so that the
domain of a concept generator includes in addition to world-mates of the attitude
holder, individual coordinates of the attitude holder’s doxastic alternatives.

59. Concept generator: final version
G is a concept generator for individual % in w at t iff
(i) G is a function from individuals to individual concepts;
(ii) Dom(G) = {z: % is acquainted with z in w at t} 2 {z: ,w’, t’: <w’, t’, z> $ Dox ,w,t}
%

60. Acquaintance-based concept generator: final version
G is an acquaintance-based concept generator for individual % in w at t iff
(i) G is a concept generator for % in w at t;
(ii) the concepts G yields are “acquaintance-based” in the sense that "x $ Dom(G),
either
(a) there is some acquaintance relation R such that % bears R uniquely to x in w
at t, and "<w’, t’, y> $ Dox ,w,t, y bears R uniquely to G(x)(w’, t’, y) in w’ at t’or
%

(b) ,w’, t’: <w’, t’, x> $ Dox ,w,t and there is some acquaintance relation R
%

such that % bears R uniquely to % in w at t, and "<w’, t’, y> $ Dox ,w,t, y
%

bears R uniquely to G(x)(w’, t’, y) in w’ at t’, and y bears R uniquely to
G(%)(w’, t’, y) in w’ at t’.
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61. Suitability and reliability: final version
a. A concept generator G is suitable for % in w at t only if it is reliable for % in w at t.
b. A concept generator G is reliable for % in w at t only if "x $ Dom(G),
(i) G(x)(w, t, %) = x

either

or

(ii) ,w’, t’: <w’, t’, x> $ Dox ,w,t & G(x)(w, t, %) = %
%

Notice that (b.ii) in (61) entails (62).

62. If G is an acquaintance-based concept generator for individual % in w at t then:
"x $ Dom(G) such that ,w’, t’: <w’, t’, x> $ Dox ,w,t G(x)= G(%).
%

This is because the only way for % to bear an acquaintance relation R to uniquely to x in
w at t and to y in w at t is for x to be identical to y. In the case at hand, the way to
guarantee this is to ensure that the concept returned by applying a concept generator G
to an attitude holder % is the same as the output of applying it to some individual
coordinate z of %’s doxastic alternatives.
In section 6, we offer independent arguments in favor of this package of
amendments. In the meantime, let’s return to the question of how the proposal can
accommodate the de re reading of yè in (55), repeated below.133
A worry remains about the LF in (63b): since the resP contains a pronominal that c-commands a
pronominal that is coindexed with it the structure is expected to induce a Principle B violation. A possible
response is that the troublemaker in this instance - the covert element that provides the individual
coordinate of the world-time-individual triple that feeds the concept generator - is permitted to be
anaphoric, rendering Principle B irrelevant. Another possibility is to abandon the assumption that concept
generator variables are introduced in the syntax, and simply leave it to the semantics of the attitude
predicate to introduce these elements. This idea is adopted in (Santorio, 2012), for instance. However, this
would require a reformulation of the rule ‘Economy of Concept Generators’ proposed in the next section,
which as it stands is a constraint on the syntactic configurations that concept generator variables may enter
into.

133
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63a. John says that yè is clever.
63b. [CP1 !t1!w2 [John8 sayst1,w2 [CP2!G4!x5!t6!w7 [ [resP G4 yè5 w7 t6 x5] is clevert6,w7]]
63c. ⟦CP2⟧c, g = !G!x!t!w. G(x)(w, t, x) is clever in w at t.
63d ⟦CP1⟧c, g = !t!w. ⟦sayde re⟧(!G!x!t!w. G(x)(w, t, x) is clever in w at t)(John)(t)(w)
= !t!w. ,G: "<w’, t’, y> $ SayJohn,w,t # [!G!x!t!w. G(x)(w, t, x) is clever in w at
t.](G)(y)(t’)(w’) =
!t!w. ,G: "<w’, t’, y> $ SayJohn,w,t [!x!t!w. G(x)(w, t, x) is clever in w at t](y)(t’)(w’)
!t!w. ,G: "<w’, t’, y> $ SayJohn,w,t # G(y)(w’, t’, y) is clever in w’ at t’

Recall that the goal is to show that the semantics predicts that (63) is true in Scenario 2 –
the scenario in which John’s reads a paper that he has no memory of writing and
remarks that its author is clever. On the reading provided by this semantics, the sentence
is true just in case there is some concept generator G such that in all of John’s sayalternatives <w’, t’, y>, the individual picked out by G applied to y at <w’, t’, y> is clever
in w’ at t’. This is a case where (62) applies: G(y) = G(John). Consequently, G(y)(w’, t’,
y’) = G(John)(w’, t’, y). In Scenario 2, a salient acquaintance relation is that relation R
that % bears to x in w at t just in case % is reading x’s paper in w at t. In Scenario 2, John
bears R to himself. Let G be that concept generator such that John bears R to himself in
the actual world at the utterance time, and for each of John’s doxastic alternatives <w’,
t’, y>, y bears R to G(John)(w’, t’, y) in w’ at t’. If so, then at each of John’s doxastic
alternatives <w’, t’, y>, y bears R to G(y)(w’, t’, y) in w’ at t’. Such a G verifies (63) in
Scenario 2, as needed.
We now have an explanation of the surprising fact that yè can be construed de re.
In fact, this discovery no longer seems so surprising: the assumption that binding by the
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individual abstractor introduced by an attitude predicate necessarily induces a de se
reading seems incorrect once we consider the possibility that an element that is so bound
can be embedded within a resP. This proposal retains the virtues of Heim’s and von
Stechow’s idea. As with their proposals, the explanation of why yè must be embedded
below an attitude predicate and must pick out the attitude holder is simply that yè is
obligatorily bound by an individual abstractor introduced by an attitude holder. The
observed distribution then follows in essentially the same manner as it does according to
the Heim-von Stechow view.
A more formal statement of the licensing condition is provided in section 7. In
the meantime, it suffices to say that yè is obligatorily bound by an attitude predicate. In
the next section, we show that this proposal paves the way for an explanation of an array
of facts that would otherwise be rather puzzling.

5. Yè in embedded comparatives: a case study

5.1 The puzzle

There is a class of sentences that at first sight suggest that use of yè gives rise to an
obligatory de dicto reading of the clause in which it occurs. The crucial fact concerns the
class of comparative sentences which when embedded below an attitude predicate give
rise to so-called ‘Russell ambiguities’, discussed in Chapter 3 in relation to Moore’s
paradox. Here is an example.

64. John thinks that his yacht is longer than it is.
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Russell’s observation is that (64) has two distinct readings. The first reading is brought
out (though not made obligatory) by adding the modifier actually: John thinks that his yacht
is longer than it actually is. According to this reading, the height that John’s yacht is
according to his beliefs is greater than it actually is. This reading entails that John is
incorrect about how long his yacht is. According to the second reading, John has an
incoherent thought, namely, ‘My yacht is longer than it is’. Since comparative relations
such as longer than are irreflexive, there is no world in which this thought is true. This is
of course the de dicto reading of (64).
Intuitively, the difference between the first and second readings is that the first
reading is obtained via an LF for the embedded clause involving two distinct world
variables, while the second is obtained via an LF with only one world variable in the
embedded clause. That is, the first reading involves comparing the length of the yacht in
John’s belief worlds with the length of the yacht in the actual world, while the second
one involves comparing the length of the yacht in John’s belief worlds with the length of
the yacht in John’s belief worlds - hence the contradiction. The difference between the
two readings therefore has to do with whether the than-clause is interpreted with respect
to the actual world or John’s belief worlds.
In this section, we gloss over debates concerning whether the first reading is
obtained by scoping material in the than-clause above the attitude predicate, or whether
this material remains in situ. Since we are assuming an extensional semantics with explicit
quantification over worlds and binding of world variables in the syntax we need not
appeal to movement, and in this we are in good company (Heim, 1985). Additionally, we
take it that the grammar incorporates variables of type d (the type of degrees), and
abstractors over them. Comparative morphemes like the English suffix –er are
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quantifiers over degrees and as such undergo Quantifier Raising, creating property
abstracts in the usual way. Than-clauses contribute a set of degrees that restrict these
quantifiers. The meaning of the first reading of (64) can be given as follows.

65a. John thinks that his yacht is longer than it is.

First reading

65b. [CP1!t1!w2 [John thinkst1,w2 [CP2!x3!t4!w5 [ [-er than [!d6 his yacht is d6-longt1,w2]] [!d7
it is d7-longt4,w5]]]
65c. ⟦CP2⟧c, g = !x!t!w. max({d: John’s yacht is d-long in w at t}) > max({d: John’s
yacht is d-long in world g(1) at time g(2).
65d. ⟦CP1⟧c, g = !t!w. "<w’, t’, x> $ DoxJohn,w,t # max({d: John’s yacht is d-long in w’
at t’}) > max({d: John’s yacht is d-long in w at t})

This says that at each of John’s doxastic alternatives, the maximal degree d to which
John’s yacht is long is greater than the maximal degree d’ to which John’s yacht is long in
the actual world at the actual time. Intuitively, this is correct.
The second reading is obtained via a minimal alteration: this time, the world and
time variables in the than-clause are locally bound, as shown below.

66a. John thinks that his yacht is longer than it is.

Second reading

66b. [CP1!t1!w2 [John thinkst1,w2 [CP2!x3!t4!w5 [ [-er than [!d6 his yacht is d6-longt4,w5]] [!d7
it is d7-longt4,w5]]]
66c. ⟦CP2⟧c, g = !x!t!w. max({d: John’s yacht is d-long in w at t}) > max({d: John’s
yacht is d-long in w at t
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66d. ⟦CP1⟧c, g = !t!w. "<w’, t’, x> $ DoxJohn,w,t # max({d: John’s yacht is d-long in w’
at t’}) > max({d: John’s yacht is d-long in w’ at t’})

This ascribes to John the incoherent thought that his boat is longer than it is. Notice that
this reading requires that John has a comparative thought, namely, ‘My boat is longer
than it is’. By contrast, the first reading does not require that John has a comparative
thought; indeed, the embedded clause does not single out any particular thought of
John’s at all. Instead we can think of this reading as ascribing to John’s belief state a
particular property – namely, the property of assigning John’s yacht a length that
happens to be greater than the yacht’s actual length. There are of course any number of
beliefs that John could have that satisfy this property; he simply has to have
overestimated the length of his yacht. We shall call this first reading the ‘noncomparative reading’, since it does not involve the ascription of a comparative
thought.134 The second reading we call the de dicto reading, following tradition.
Russell ambiguities can of course be replicated by comparing other objects along
other dimensions. Here is another example, a third person variant of the first person
attitude reports discussed in relation to Moore’s paradox in Chapter 3.

67. Johni thinks that hei is taller than hei is.

We leave it to the reader to verify that both the non-comparative reading and the de
dicto reading are available for this sentence, regardless of whether he refers to John or to
The non-comparative reading is often referred to as the ‘de re’ reading, the idea being that it involves a
de re interpretation of the material in the than-clause. We depart from this terminology in order to avoid
confusion with the use of the term ‘de re’ to describe construals of nominals.

134
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some other individual. (The important condition is of course that the two occurrences of
he must be coreferential.) Now, here is the crucial fact about Ewe: no Russell ambiguity
arises with the Ewe counterpart of (67) that is obtained by replacing he with yè,
schematized below.

68. John thinks that yè is taller than yè is.

With a sentence of this form, only the de dicto reading is available. Here are the relevant
judgments.

69.

John

x"se

be

John

believe COMPL

yè

koko

LOG tall

wu

yè

nyi

COMP

LOG COP

‘Johni believes that hei is taller than hei is.’
Scenario 1: John is a crazy guy prone to having irrational thoughts. He thinks, ‘I am taller
than I am.’

True.

Scenario 2: John believes that he is 6 feet tall, but in fact he is only 5 feet 11 inches tall.
False

The reaction of our consultant to this sentence was that it is acceptable but attributes an
irrational thought to John. He was unable to assign it the sensible non-comparative
reading. We considered the possibility that the reading might nonetheless be there, but
that for some reason the consultant was having difficulty detecting it. We therefore
checked his intuitions concerning a variant of (69) with a word meaning ‘actually’ added
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to the than-clause; recall that this serves to bring out the non-comparative reading in
English. Here is the example in Ewe.

70.

John

x"se

be

John

believe COMPL

yè

koko

LOG tall

wu

yè

nyi

COMP LOG COP

ntotoa.
actually

‘John believes that he is taller than he actually is.’
Scenario 1: John is a crazy guy prone to having irrational thoughts. He thinks, ‘I am taller
than I actually am.’

True.

Scenario 2: John believes that he is 6 feet tall, but in fact he is only 5 feet 11 inches tall.
False

As shown, the addition of ntotoa, ‘actually’, does not affect the truth value judgments
assigned to the two scenarios. In fact, our consultant judged that if anything, it makes the
sentence worse. This is presumably because actually, a world indexical picking out the
actual world, serves to emphasize that the material in the than-clause is to be interpreted
with respect to the actual world, but this is impossible in Ewe.
It seems, then, that the use of yè in a comparative clause that might be expected
to give rise to Russell ambiguities forces the clause to be read de dicto. Of course, we
have not yet checked what happens when the plain pronoun is used instead to refer to
the attitude holder. For comparison, here is a complete paradigm showing our
consultant’s judgments concerning the four possible combinations of yè and e in the
sentence type that we are interested in.
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71a.

71b.

71c.

71d.

??Johni x"se

be

yèi

koko

wu

ei

nyi

John

believe COMPL?

LOG tall

COMP

3SG

COP

Johni

x"se

ei

koko

wu

ei

nyi

John

believe COMPL?

3SG

tall

COMP

3SG

COP

Johni

x"se

yèi

koko

wu

yèi

nyi

John

believe COMPL?

LOG tall

COMP

LOG COP

ei

koko

wu

yèi

3SG

tall

COMP

LOG COP

??Johni x"se
John

be

be

be

believe COMPL?

nyi

(71a) and (71d) receive question marks for reasons that seem to be orthogonal to the
matter at hand: there is a dispreference for switching between e and yè to pick out the
same individual. To the extent that (71a) was accepted, it appears that it can be assigned
the non-comparative reading, unlike what we have seen with the example with two
occurrences of yè. On the other hand, where the switch is from e to yè as in (71d), the
sentence still seems to attribute an incoherent thought to John. The fact that (71a) and
(71d) are degraded in the first place makes truth value judgments for these sentences
unreliable, and we shall avoid leaning heavily on these data in our analysis. We believe
however that if it is the case that (71a) admits the non-comparative reading and (71d)
does not, our proposal can account for this, although we leave it to the reader to verify
this claim.
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So far, then, we are in a position to say with some confidence that when there are
two occurrences of yè in the type of comparative sentence we are considering, the clause
must be read de dicto. This looks like a straightforward case of a constraint on local
binding of all world variables in a certain domain (say, the minimal clause in which yè
occurs). But not so fast. A minimal change makes the non-comparative reading available.
All we need to do is force the sentence to be understood with respect to the past rather
than the present, either by adding an aspectual marker (72), or by employing a pastoriented temporal modifier (73).

72.

John

ke

x"se

be

yè

John

ASP

believe COMPL

koko

LOG tall

wu

yè

nyi.

COMP LOG COP

‘John used to believe that he was taller than he was.’
Scenario 1: John is a crazy guy prone to having irrational thoughts. He thinks, ‘I am taller
than I am.’

True.

Scenario 2: John believes that he is 6 feet tall, but in fact he is only 5 feet 11 inches tall.
True.

73.

Eso

John

x"se

be

yè

Yesterday

John

believe COMPL

koko

LOG tall

COP
‘Yesterday John believed that he was taller than he was.’
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wu

yè

COMP LOG

nyi.

Scenario 1: John is a crazy guy prone to having irrational thoughts. He thinks, ‘I am taller
than I am.’

True.

Scenario 2: John believes that he is 6 feet tall, but in fact he is only 5 feet 11 inches tall.
True.

These are surprising facts. If yè does indeed impose a constraint requiring world variables
in its clause to be locally bound, it is not obvious why this constraint should be relaxed
when there is a past-oriented operator in the next clause up. Yet the truth of (73) in
scenario 2 suggests that in these cases, the world variable in the than-clause can indeed by
bound by the root level world abstractor. We suggest that our account, together with an
additional assumption that seems quite plausible, can account for the unavailability of the
comparative reading in present-oriented belief reports, and the availability of this reading
in past-oriented belief reports.

5.2 A solution

Let’s take the present-oriented case first. We have said that yè is obligatorily bound by an
individual abstractor introduced by an attitude predicate. For simplicity’s sake, we
confine our attention to de se contexts in considering the interpretation of our crucial
example in (71c), repeated below.
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74.

John

x"se

be

John

believe COMPL

yè

koko

LOG tall

wu

yè

nyi

COMP LOG COP

‘John believes that he is taller than he is.’
(i) *Non-comparative reading
(ii) " De dicto reading

As we are in a de se context, let’s suppose simply that both occurrences of yè are bound
by the individual abstractor, without the interference of a concept generator variable.
Since we are trying to understand why the non-comparative reading is ruled out in this
case, we shall also let the world and time variables in the than-clause be bound by the
root level abstractors, in the hope of understanding what goes wrong with such a
configuration.

75a. John believes that yè is taller than yè is.
75b. [CP1 !t1!w2 [John believest1,w2 [CP2 !x3!t4!w5 [ [-er than [!d6 yè3 is d6-tallt1,w2]] [!d7 yè3 is
d7-tallt4,w5]]]
75c. ⟦CP2⟧c, g = !x!t!w. max({d: x is d-tall in w at t}) > max({d: x is d-tall in world g(1)
and time g(2)})
75d. ⟦CP1⟧c, g = !t!w. "<w’, t’, x> $ DoxJohn,w,t # max({d: x is d-tall in w’ at t’}) >
max({d: x is d-tall in w at t})

This says that at each of John’s doxastic alternatives <w’, t’, x>, x’s height in w’ at t’ is
greater than x’s height in the actual world at the actual time. But this is impossible: x is a
counterpart of John among his candidates for the actual world; x is not an individual that
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inhabits the actual world. We take it that the grammar rules out LFs that give rise to this
problem.
If we want to derive the LF corresponding to the non-comparative reading, then,
we shall have to appeal to the concept generator variable. The occurrence of yè in the
than-clause is therefore embedded within a resP. Additionally, we need a lexical entry for
the de re variant of believe, which we provide below. The computations are displayed in
(77).

76. ⟦believede re⟧ = !$<<e,<s<i,<e,e>>>>,<e,<i,<s,t>>>!x!t!w. there is a suitable acquaintancebased concept generator G for x in w at t such that "<w’, t’, y> $ Doxx,w,t,
$(G)(y)(t’)(w’) = 1

77a. John believes that yè is taller than yè is.
77b. [CP1!t1!w2 [John !x10 t10 believest1,w2 [CP2 !G8!x3!t4!w5 [ [-er than [!d6 [resP G8 yè3 w2 t1
x10] is d6-tallt1,w2]] [!d7 yè3 is d7-tallt4,w5]]]
77c. ⟦CP2⟧c, g = !G!x!t!w. max({d: x is d-tall in w at t}) > max({d: G(x)(g(2), g(1),
g(10)) is d-tall in world g(2) and time g(1)})
77d. ⟦CP1⟧c, g = !t!w. ,G: "<w’, t’, x> $ DoxJohn,w,t # max({d: x is d-tall in w’ at t’}) >
max({d: G(x)(w, t, John) is d-tall in w at t})

Notice that on this occasion we have given a slightly more articulated structure with an
individual abstractor immediately below the matrix subject, introduced via Quantifier
Raising. This makes available a binder for the individual variable within the resP; the
lower individual abstractor cannot bind this element since this would result in an
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interpretation where the argument of the individual concept is an ill-formed triple: an
individual coordinate of John’s doxastic alternatives cannot be an inhabitant of the actual
world. Plausibly, where the world and time coordinates are the actual world and
utterance time, the individual argument is the attitude holder.
(77) produces the non-comparative reading. The sentence winds up saying that
there is some concept generator G such that the height John’s self-ascribes is greater
than the height of the individual returned by letting G take as its arguments John’s
doxastic centre, the actual world and the actual time. Given our definitions of suitability
and reliability, that individual is John himself. This, then, looks like the right LF to
associate with the non-comparative reading of (74). What rules it out?
The problem, we suggest, arises as a consequence of the reliability condition on
concept generators. Recall our definitions once again.

78. Suitability and reliability
a. A concept generator G is suitable for % in w at t only if it is reliable for % in w at t.
b. A concept generator G is reliable for % in w at t only if "x $ Dom(G),
(i) G(x)(w, t, %) = x

either

or

(ii) ,w’, t’: <w’, t’, x> $ Dox ,w,t & G(x)(w, t, %) = %
%

The following is a consequence of (78).

79. If G is a suitable concept generator for % in w at t, then "x $ Dom(G), either
(i) G(x)(w, t, %) = x

or

(ii) G(x)(w, t, %) = %
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(79) reveals that it is redundant to introduce a concept generator which takes as its
second argument a triple consisting of the actual world, utterance time and attitude
holder. The individual returned will be either the individual that served as the first
argument of the concept generator, or the attitude holder. In either case, a simpler
representation would achieve the same result: the individual in question could simply be
introduced by whatever DP denotes it, with no need for it to be embedded in a resP.
Now, one of the achievements of generative grammar of the past twenty years has been
to show that natural language tends to dislike redundancy. In particular, given a choice
between two competing LFs . and 3 that give rise to equivalent interpretations,
whichever is the more complex is ruled out. Suppose that economy considerations
likewise constrain the set of possible LFs that incorporate concept generator variables. If
so, then a resP that introduces the actual world and time and the attitude holder as the
second argument of the concept generator will be ruled out. We propose that the
following is a rule of the grammar.

80. Economy of concept generators
*[resP Gi DP wj tk xl ]
Where (i) wj is bound by a root level world abstractor; (ii) tk is bound by a root
level temporal abstractor and (iii) xl is bound by an abstractor introduced via
Quantifier Raising of the DP denoting the attitude holder.

Notice that the addition of a concept generator variable adds several forms of
complexity. Not only does it require embedding of the DP within a resP and the
introduction of a binder for the concept generator, but it also forces the attitude
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predicate to be of a more complex type – one that incorporates existential quantification
over concept generators in addition the usual universal quantification over doxastic
alternatives. It therefore seems quite plausible that the addition of a concept generator
variable should be ruled out when it leads to redundancy. Crucially, however, the
condition that rules it out operates blindly: what we have is a simple LF constraint that
does not pay attention to whether the introduction of a concept generator might make a
difference further down the line. In the case of Ewe comparatives involving yè, the
concept generator would make a difference: it would make the non-comparative reading
available. But, we suggest, such an LF is simply never generated.
Consequently, yè in the than-clause cannot be embedded within a resP in (77).
Nor, we observed, could it simply be bound by the individual abstractor. Are there any
other options? No: anything else would result in yè not being bound by an individual
abstractor introduced by an attitude predicate, which is precisely the licensing condition
that we have said it is subject to. This correctly establishes that there is no way to obtain
the non-comparative reading in the present-oriented case.
What about the past-oriented one? We shall focus on the example involving
aspectual marking, repeated here.

81.

John

ke

x"se

be

John

ASP

believe COMPL

yè

koko

LOG tall

wu

yè

nyi.

COMP LOG COP

‘John used to believe that he was taller than he was.’

The crucial fact is that this sentence admits both the non-comparative and de dicto
construals. Let’s check that we predict this.
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In order to establish a candidate LF for (81), and in particular to understand the
status of the copula nyi, we need to understand better the temporal interpretation of the
material in the than-clause. Notice that there are two possible ways of rendering (81) in
English: with the translation we gave above, as in (82a), or alternatively with the present
tense, as in (82b).

82a. John used to believe that he was taller than he was.
82b. John used to believe that he was taller than he is.

The first rendering involves Sequence of Tense, while the second one is an example of a
so-called double access sentence, discussed in (Abusch, 1997; Ogihara, 1996). With the
examples chosen, the associated meanings are near equivalent. But suppose we choose a
different predicate.

83a. John used to believe that he was more sick than he was.
83b. ??John used to believe that he was more sick than he is.

(83b) is less than perfect, and gets even worse with certain modifiers:

84. #Two years ago, John used to believe that he was more sick than he is.

This is as expected given that (83b) and (84) are double access sentences. As argued by
(Abusch, 1997), such sentences require that the relevant state – being sick in the case at
hand – extends over a period that includes both the utterance time and the time at which
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the attitude took place. This is quite plausible in the case of height, which typically stays
constant over extended periods of time, but less so with questions of health, which may
be in greater flux.135
We can use these observations to diagnose the status of nyi in (81). Since Ewe
has Aorist tense marking, we cannot immediately tell whether nyi receives a present- or
past-oriented interpretation in this case. (85) is ambiguous, for instance.

85.

John

nyi

ame

koko.

John

COP

person tall

‘John is a tall person. / John was a tall person.’

If in (81) the than-clause is construed in the present, then its counterpart employing sick
instead of tall should be infelicitous. This is not what we find.

86.

John

ke

x$se

be

John

ASP

believe COMPL

yè

lé

LOG COP

d$

wu

yè

sick

COMP LOG

lé.
COP
‘John used to believe that he was sicker than he was.’

135

(84) is somewhat ameliorated in a context where John is suffering from a chronic illness, as expected.
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Our consultant judged the non-comparative reading to be available with this sentence,
just as we have already seen that it is with its counterpart involving tall. We take this as
evidence that lé in the than-clause can be construed with respect to the past, and infer
from this that the copula nyi is interpreted in the same way in (81). It is of course
unfortunate that our diagnosis is based on a different variant of the copula. Since the
choice between the lè and nyi tracks the stage-level/individual-level distinction, we do not
see a way around this problem, since our diagnostic is itself based on the behavior of
embedded comparatives when a stage-level predicate is employed.
With this piece in place, we are ready to consider what the LF that gives rise to
the non-comparative reading of (81) might be. Here is our attempt.

87a. John used to believe that he was taller than he was.
87b. [CP1!t1!w2 [John !x10 t10 used to believet1,w2 [CP2 !G8!x3!t4!w5 [ [-er than [!d6 [resP G8 yè3
w2 t4 x10] is d6-tallt4,w2]] [!d7 yè3 was d7-tallt4,w5]]]
87c. ⟦CP2⟧c, g = !G!x!t!w. max({d: x is d-tall in w at t}) > max({d: G(x)(g(2), t, g(10)) is
d-tall in world g(2) at time t})
87d. ⟦CP1⟧c, g = !t!w. ,t’ <precedes t & ,G: "<w’’, t’’, x> $ DoxJohn,w,t’ # max({d: x is dtall in w’’ at t’’}) > max({d: G(x)(w, t’’, John) is d-tall in w at t’’})

A glance at (87d) reveals that Economy of Concept Generators is not violated in this
case. The world variable within the resP is the actual world (or more precisely it is bound
by the root level world abstractor); however, the time interval variable is locally bound.
Now, there is a second way to construe the time reference associated with the than-clause
in the past: it could be referentially dependent on the past time introduced via an
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existential quantification in the higher clause. This would not change the outcome,
however: the LF would still be licit since the rule in (80) would be respected. This, then,
is the solution to the puzzle presented by the contrast between attitude reports involving
embedded comparatives with yè in the present versus the past. It has two ingredients: the
assumption that the logophoric pronoun must be bound by an individual abstractor
introduced by the attitude predicate, and the rule of Economy of Concept Generators.
While this rule is a novel component of our analysis, we note that it seems particularly
plausible given what has been learned in recent work about the role of economy
considerations in determining constraints on possible LFs.136
In the next subsection, we identify a prediction of the analysis we have just
described and present evidence that it is borne out.

5.3 A prediction

The problem with the present-oriented belief report that we have considered is that
there is no coherent comparative thought of form ‘x is taller than x is’: the height of x in
w at t cannot be greater than the height of x in w at t. By manipulating the world or time
variables in the embedded clause it should therefore be possible to produce a report of a

It would be worthwhile to compare the behavior of yè in comparatives with that of the German
Konjunktiv I (Schlenker, 1999, Schlenker, 2003). Schlenker presents data concerning embedded
comparatives, and notes that when the than-clause includes Konjunktiv I mood marking, the comparative
is obligatorily construed de dicto. His data involve belief reports in the present tense; it would be useful to
investigate whether the Konjunktiv I behaves like yè in past tense belief reports, and with other attitude
predicates. We leave this task to future research, along with the task of considering the implications of our
findings for Schlenker’s idea that the Konjunktiv I is the analogue of the logophoric pronoun in the
domain of mood. I am grateful to Philippe Schlenker for discussing the relationship of logophoricity and
the Konjunktiv I with me at an early stage of this project.

136
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coherent attitude. We suggest that this is precisely what happens when the attitude verb
is dzi, meaning ‘want’ or ‘wish’. Here are the key examples.

88.

?John dzi

be

yè

John

COMPL

LOG INGR tall

want

la

koko

wu

yè

nyi.

COMP LOG COP

‘John wants to be taller than he is.’

89.

John

dzi

be

yè

ke

John

want

COMPL

LOG ASP

koko

wu

yè

nyi

tall

COMP LOG COP

‘John wants to be taller than he is.’

In neither of these cases did our consultant find that an incoherent desire is attributed to
John. (88) was judged slightly degraded in that it suggests that there is something that
John can do about his height, but when presented in a context where John has been
granted wishes by a genie, the consultant found the sentence felicitous. Let’s check how
our account can handle this fact first.
We shall assume, rather simplistically, that the ingressive marker la is an
existential quantifier over future time intervals. More precisely, it is bound by the time
abstractor, and induces existential quantification over later time intervals.

90. ⟦la⟧c, g = !-!t!w. ,t’: t <precedes t’ & -(t’)(w)

We also need a lexical entry for dzi, ‘want’. This requires defining the set of buletic
alternatives as follows.
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91. Bulx,t,w = {<w’, t’, y>: <w’, t’, y> $ Doxx,t,w and it satisfies x’s desires in w at t for x
to be y in w’ and t to be t’ at least as well as any other member of Doxx,t,w}
[Based on (Portner, 1997): 174, ex 16]

According to this view, one’s buletic alternatives are a subset of one’s doxastic
alternatives. Our lexical entry incorporates this set in the usual way:

92. ⟦want⟧c, g = !P!x!t!w. "<w’, t’, y> $ Bulx,t,w # P(y)(t’)(w’)

Here is the derivation for (88).

93a. John wants that yè la taller than yè is.
93b. [CP1!t1!w2 [John wantst1,w2 [CP2!x3!t4!w5 [[-er than [!d6 yè3 is d6-tallt4,w5]] [!d7 la yè3 d7tallt4,w5]]]
93c. ⟦ [!d7 la yè5 d7-tallt4,w5] ⟧c, g = !d. ,t’ >later than g(4): g(5) is d-tall in world g(5) at t’
93d. ⟦CP2⟧c, g = !x!t!w. max({d: ,t’ >later than t: x is d-tall in w at t’}) > max({d: x is d-tall
in w at t})
93e. ⟦CP1⟧c, g = !t!w. "<w’, t’, y> $ wantJohn,t,w # max({d: ,t’’ >later than t’ & y is d-tall in
w’ at t’’}) > max({d: y is d-tall in w’ at t’})

This captures the notion that (88) reports John’s desire to become at some future time
taller than he believes himself to be currently, which is of course an odd desire for an
adult to have. However, the reported desire is judged coherent in a suitable context, such
as a fairy tale. Notice that we were able to derive this result without appeal to concept
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generators – each occurrence of yè is simply bound by the local abstractor. Thus there is
no question of (88) violating Economy of Concept Generators. The noncontradictoriness of the embedded content is due instead to the possibility of being
different heights at different times in the same world. Indeed, avoiding binding the world
and time variables in the than-clause from the root level is precisely what is needed, given
that (88) expresses a comparative thought, while we have seen that letting the material in
the than-clause depend on the actual world and time produces non-comparative
thoughts.
Notice that it appears to be a general property of want and believe that they differ
with respect to the behavior of comparative sentences in their scope. The following
contrast is a case in point.

94a. John wants to be taller.
94b. John wishes that he were taller.

95. #John believes that he is taller.

Out of the blue, (95) is infelicitous, since there is no contextually salient standard of
comparison. (94a) and (94b) are perfectly interpretable in any context, however.
Here is a second contrast between want/wish and believe. Notice that the following
examples are true in either of the following scenarios.

96a. John wants to be taller than he is.
96b. John wishes that he were taller than he is.
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Scenario 1: John needs to be a certain height in order to join the police force, but his
height is a little below this target. He thinks to himself, ‘I wish I were taller than I am!’

Scenario 2: John sees recorded footage of a guy whom he fails to recognise as himself, and
is told that this individual is just a little too short to join the police force. Knowing that
he too does not meet the required standard, he thinks that if only he were a centimetre
or so taller than the guy on the screen, he would be tall enough to be admitted. He
thinks, ‘I wish I were taller than that guy!’

We submit that this shows that the pronoun in the than-clause can be construed
either de re or de se. Now, if the world and time variables in the than-clause resolved to
the actual world, then no such ambiguity would arise: he would simply denote John in the
actual world. This is expected under our view: the pronoun cannot be construed de se,
since it would pick out an individual that does not inhabit the actual world. We have
seen, furthermore, that applying the concept generator to the actual world and time
simply yields the actual world counterpart of the individual in question, because of the
condition of reliability associated with concept generators. Thus regardless of whether
we are correct that there is such a rule as Economy of Concept Generators, there is no
scope for a detectable de re construal of the pronoun in the than-clause: with or without
the concept generator, it simply denotes John. The ability of the pronoun in the thanclause to be construed either de re or de se therefore suggests that the world and time
variables do not resolve to the actual world and time in (96a) and (96b) – or at least that
they don’t have to. There is of course a third reading under which John is incorrect
about how tall he is and happens to have the desire to be greater than that height; on this
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reading, he does have a non-comparative thought, but this reading is independent of
those we are interested in. All this adds further evidence to our case that with the
sentence types in question there are coherent comparative desires, but not coherent
comparative thoughts.
These pieces allow us to get a little closer to understanding why (97) is acceptable
and need not be read as attributing an incoherent desire to John:

97.

John

dzi

be

yè

ke

John

want

COMPL

LOG ASP

koko

wu

yè

nyi

tall

COMP LOG COP

‘John wants to be taller than he is.’

Note that this sentence is only slightly different from the present-oriented belief report
that we have been interested in in this section:

98.

John

x"se

be

John

believe COMPL

yè

koko

LOG tall

wu

yè

nyi

COMP

LOG COP

‘Johni believes that hei is taller than hei is.’

The crucial question is why (98) attributes irrationality to John, but (97) does not. Our
account of belief reports took it for granted that the only way to avoid such a reading is
for the material in the than-clause to be interpreted with respect to the actual world and
time. We then developed an explanation of why this is not possible with a belief report
involving yè. What we have been discovering in the case of want/wish is that there is a way
to avoid attributing a contradictory desire to the attitude holder that does not require
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binding of the world and time variables in the than-clause at the root level. This is
evidenced by the fact that desire reports of this type involve a coherent comparative
thought, and that the pronoun in the than-clause displays a de se/de re ambiguity. We
shall leave it to future work to develop a precise semantics that reflects this idea, but the
intuition should be fairly clear. When I wish that I were taller than I am, my desire
involves a comparison of the height that I believe myself to be with the height that I
would like to be. The worlds involved are therefore distinct – my height in my belief
worlds is compared with my height in counterfactual worlds in which I am taller. No
incoherence arises as a result: the irreflexivity of the taller than relation applies only with
respect to the same individual in the same world, and not the same individual in different
worlds. Indeed, the morpheme ke in (97) appears to be a counterfactual marker in this
case, shifting the world variable to a counterfactual world. That such a marker should be
employed to express counterfactual desires is expected in Ewe given that the language
apparently does not have a lexicalized distinction between want and counterfactual wish.
We conclude that our proposal is effective in accounting for two intricate arrays
of facts: the ability of yè to be construed de re despite the fact that its distribution is
restricted to attitudinal environments, and the constraint on interpretations of attitude
reports where the embedded sentence is a comparative involving yè. What we learned in
this section is that in a fairly narrowly defined set of cases, the clause is obligatorily
construed de dicto: this is true of present-oriented belief reports, but not of pastoriented ones or of desire reports. Our account of these facts has three ingredients: the
assumption that yè is obligatorily bound by an individual abstractor introduced by an
attitude predicate, but that it can in addition be embedded within a resP; a constraint on
possible configurations of resP which we called Economy of Concept Generators; and a
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set of observations concerning the difference between doxastic and buletic attitude
predicates. To the extent that this is the correct analysis of this class of attitude reports, it
lends support to our view that yè is obligatorily bound by an attitude predicate. In the
next section, we explore an application of these ideas to two related puzzles concerning
attitude reports in English.

6. An Extension: Two English puzzles

Here is a way to think about the line of argument we have pursued. That yè can be
construed de re is surprising given the following assumptions. Firstly, yè obligatorily
occurs in the scope of an attitude predicate. A natural explanation of this fact is that, as
Heim and von Stechow suggested, the logophor is obligatorily bound by (the abstractor
introduced by) such a predicate. Secondly, this sort of binding always results in a de se
construal. Our response is to abandon the second assumption. Binding by an attitude
predicate need not result in an obligatory de se interpretation of an element if it is
embedded within a resP. A consequence of this move is that we are required to modify
the definition of concept generator in order to let such a function include elements that
are not world-mates of the attitude holder, but rather correspond to the individual
coordinate of the attitude holder’s doxastic alternatives. Here is a reminder of the revised
definitions:
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99. Concept generator: final version
G is a concept generator for individual % in w at t iff
(i) G is a function from individuals to individual concepts;
(ii) Dom(G) = {x: % is acquainted with x in w at t} 2 {x: ,w’, t’: <w’, t’, x> $
Dox ,w,t}
%

100. Acquaintance-based concept generator: final version
G is an acquaintance-based concept generator for individual % in w at t iff
(i) G is a concept generator for % in w at t;
(ii) the concepts G yields are “acquaintance-based” in the sense that "x $ Dom(G),
either
(a) there is some acquaintance relation R such that % bears R uniquely to x in w
at t, and "<w’, t’, y> $ Dox ,w,t, y bears R uniquely to G(x)(w’, t’, y) in w’ at t’or
%

(b) ,w’, t’: <w’, t’, x> $ Dox ,w,t and there is some acquaintance relation R
%

such that % bears R uniquely to % in w at t, and "<w’, t’, y> $ Dox ,w,t, y
%

bears R uniquely to G(z)(w’, t’, y) in w’ at t’, and y bears R uniquely to
G(%)(w’, t’, y) in w’ at t’.

101. Suitability and reliability: final version
a. A concept generator G is suitable for % in w at t only if it is reliable for % in w at t.
b. A concept generator G is reliable for % in w at t only if "x $ Dom(G),
(i) G(x)(w, t, %) = x

or

(ii) ,w’, t’: <w’, t’, x> $ Dox ,w,t & G(x)(w, t, %) = %
%
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either

It is worth asking whether there is evidence that this theoretical apparatus is employed in
any other corner of the grammar. In this section, we argue that there is, and that our
approach makes available a natural account of two such cases.
The first case is Heim’s famous puzzling reflexives in de se reports. Here is one
of her examples.

102. John dreamt he kissed himself.

[(Heim, 1994): 4, ex 31]

Suppose that John dreamed that he was James Dean and that he, James Dean, kissed
John. (102) is true in such a scenario. This shows that he can be construed de se and
himself can be construed de re. The puzzle is this: how is it that the two pronouns can be
assigned these construals without a Principle A violation arising? Given orthodox
assumptions about (both syntactic and semantic) binding, the LF that permits he to be
construed de se and himself to be bound in its local domain is the one displayed below.

103. [CP1 !t1!w2 [ John dreamtt1,w2 [CP2 !x3!t4!w5 [he3 kissedt4,w5 himself3]]]]

In (103), he is bound in the usual way, letting it be construed de se. If himself is to stand a
chance of being syntactically bound, it must be coindexed with he. But then the property
expressed by the embedded clause is the one given below.

104. ⟦CP2⟧c, g = !x!t!w. x kissed x in w at t
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But this is not the reading that we are after: for one thing, it would mean that some selfkissing went on in the dream, which is not true of the scenario that we have in mind.
Heim considers two solutions to this problem. One is that himself is not bound in the
embedded clause in which it occurs, but rather from a distance, as shown below.

105. [CP1 !t1!w2 [John !x3 t3 dreamtt1,w2 [CP2 !x4!t5!w6 [he4 kissedt5,w6 himself3]]]]

As Heim notes, however, this analysis gives rise to a question about the circumstances
under which long-distance binding can occur; something needs to be said about why an
example such as the following is ruled out.

106a. *John dreamt that his mother kissed himself.
106b. *[CP1 !t1!w2 [John !x3 t3 dreamtt1,w2 [CP2 !x4!t5!w6 [his mother kissedt4,t5 himself3]]]]

Heim’s suggestion is that the long distance binding configuration is only available if the
subject is construed de se, but if this is right then it remains to be understood why it
should be.
A related idea is to have the reflexive raise out of the complement clause, letting
it be bound locally in the matrix clause; this requires an explanation of why the presence
of a de se subject renders the reflexive susceptible to such a movement operation.
Heim’s facts are considerably less puzzling from the perspective developed in
this chapter. There is no puzzle as to how Principle A is satisfied because the de re
reflexive is indeed coindexed with the de se subject. It just so happens that this DP is
embedded within a resP, making a de re interpretation available. Here is the LF.
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107. [CP1 !t1!w2 [John dreamtt1,w2 [CP2 !G3!x4!t5!w6 [he4 kissedt5,w6 [resP G3 himself4 w6 t5
x4]]]]]

We leave the reader to verify that the interpretation of this LF is the desired one. The
crucial point is that the configuration ensures that he is interpreted de se and himself is
interpreted de re, while nonetheless letting these elements be coindexed.
Notice that on this account, the ungrammaticality of (106a) is no longer a fact
that calls for explanation. Regardless of whether himself in this example is interpreted de
se or de re, the problem is simply the usual one for a structure such as this: because the
pronoun is embedded within a larger DP, it cannot syntactically bind the reflexive, and
Principle A is violated.
(Sharvit, 2011) discusses a set of facts related to Heim’s that can be accounted
for in the same way. Her examples involve de re interpretations of reflexives where the
subject of the clause in which they occur is obligatorily controlled PRO. Here is an
example.

108. McCain convinced Palin to vote for herself.

[(Sharvit, 2011): 55, ex 1a]

Sharvit observes that this example is true in the following scenario.

109. Sarah Palin, who is running for president, wakes up from a coma and suffers from
severe memory loss: she doesn’t remember that she is running for president and perhaps
doesn’t even know who she is. McCain visits her in the hospital, and she says to him: “I
don’t know who to vote for.” While the two of them look at a picture of her in the
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newspaper, he says to her: “You must vote for this woman.” Palin, who doesn’t
recognize herself in the picture, says: “You are right; I will vote for this woman. She
seems reliable.”

[(Sharvit, 2011), 56]

The form of the puzzle is the same as that arising with Heim’s dream report examples: a
de se pronoun c-commands a de re reflexive and Principle A is nonetheless satisfied. In
this case, the subject pronoun is not merely construed de se in the context, but is
obligatorily de se, given what we know about obligatorily controlled PRO. Our account
is the same: herself is indeed coindexed with the subject, enabling Principle A to be
satisfied, but in addition it is embedded within a resP, enabling it to be read de re.

110. [CP1 McCain convinced Palin [CP2 !G1!x2!t3!w4 [PRO2 to vote fort3,w4 [resP G1 herself2
w4 t3 x2]]]]

An extra twist is that just as we might ask why Principle A is satisfied in (108), we also
have to ask why, as Sharvit notes, Principle B is violated in (111), when it is interpreted
with respect to the same scenario.

111. *McCain convinced Palini to vote for heri.

In the context of the present discussion, this looks like evidence that a de se and de re
pronoun that stand for the same individual not only can be coindexed, but must be. That
is, the route to a de re construal of her, where her picks out Palin, is necessarily
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coindexing with PRO (and hence with the individual abstractor), and embedding within
a resP.

112. *[CP1 McCain convinced Palin [CP2 !G1!x2!t3!w4 [PRO2 to vote fort3,w4 [resP G1 her2 w4
t3 x2]]]]

We take this as evidence in favor of the view proposed in this chapter of how de re
interpretations of pronouns that pick out the attitude holder arise. The Principle B
violation would have been circumvented if the pronoun embedded within the resP
received a different index from that assigned to the individual abstractor and PRO. (112)
constitutes evidence that this route is unavailable. Just why this should be is a question
that we shall have to leave open.
How does this analysis fare by comparison with Sharvit’s? Sharvit proposes that
data such as (98) and (101) show that the Binding Theory is sensitive to two types of
covaluation of arguments. Type I covaluation is the usual type: two expressions are
covalued just in case they have the same semantic value. Type II covaluation is the
innovation; Sharvit’s informal statement of this idea is that ‘Type II covaluation holds
between two NPs if one of them denotes an attitude holder and the other corresponds
to the ‘self’ of the attitude holder’. (The reader is referred to Sharvit’s paper for the
technical implementation of this idea.) When a de se pronoun c-commands a
corresponding de re reflexive, Principle A is satisfied because the two elements are Type
II covalued: in Sharvit’s terms, the fomer corresponds to the ‘self’ of the attitude holder
while the latter denotes the attitude holder. When a de se pronoun c-commands a
corresponding de re pronoun Principle B is violated for the same reason.
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Our proposal shares with Sharvit’s the property that it finds a way to let a de se
and a de re element be covalued, thereby making the two elements subject to Binding
Theory effects. It is simpler, however, in that it does so without any significant alteration
to the notion of covaluation. For us, this is a single unitary notion that is defined in
terms of coindexation in the traditional way. It is a virtue of our analysis of Ewe that it
opens the door to this simple treatment of Heim’s and Sharvit’s facts while leaving the
Binding Theory untouched.
If this proposal is correct, we have an argument in favor of relaxing the
definition of concept generator to let such functions include in their domain elements
that are not world-mates of the attitude holder. The expanded domain is nonetheless
robustly constrained: only individuals that correspond to the individual coordinate of
some doxastic alternative of the attitude holder are added. We close this section by
considering why the domain of concept generator functions should have this structure.
One way of thinking of the role of concept generators is that they turn
individuals contributed by DPs into inhabitants of worlds quantified over by attitude
predicates. Given a counterpart theory of trans-world identity, any DP that occurs in the
scope of an attitude predicate must be embedded in a resP.137 Only DPs that already pick
out inhabitants of the attitude holder’s doxastic alternatives (say) are exempted: this class
consists of pronouns that are bound by the individual abstractor introduced by the
attitude predicate. This raises the question of whether such elements can occur in a resP.
In many cases, a pronoun that is bound by an attitude predicate and embedded
within a resP will be indistinguishable from its counterpart that is left free and embedded
The exception to this, as we have seen, is the case where word variables in the clause within which the
DP occurs are bound at the root level, as is the case for the than-clause in an embedded comparative that
gives rise to a non-comparative reading.

137
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within such a phrase: both are construed de re. We submit that Heim’s and Sharvit’s data
constitute a class of cases where the two can be teased apart: the former type can be
coindexed with a corresponding de se pronoun, giving rise to Binding Theoretic effects,
while the latter cannot. The facts discussed in this section therefore provide evidence
that pronouns that would otherwise be read de se can indeed be embedded within a
resP. The central claim of this chapter is that the logophoric pronoun in Ewe avails itself
of this option.
Notice that the account has the consequence that there are no constraints on
which DPs can in principle be embedded in a resP. By contrast, if one were to maintain
Percus and Sauerland’s definition in its original form, a mechanism would be required to
block embedding of a de se pronoun in a resP: as we have seen, such a pronoun would
be an unsuitable argument for any concept generator. The theoretical payoff of
complicating the definition of concept generator is therefore that there is no need to add
further constraints on the syntactic distribution of concept generator variables; the
empirical payoff is a straighfoward account of de re construals of a certain class of
English pronouns and reflexives, and of yè.

7. Conclusion

Recall the list of properties of Ewe that we collected in section 2.
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113. Properties of the Logophoric Pronoun in Ewe
(i) yè is restricted to attitudinal environments: canonically, embedded clauses introduced
by attitude predicates.
(ii) yè obligatorily picks out the attitude holder associated with an attitude predicate that
introduces it.
(iii) The attitude holder that serves as the antecedent of yè may but need not be the most
local attitude holder in cases of multiple embedding.
(iv) The antecedent of yè should be in the third person.
(v) Yè and the plain pronoun e are not in complementary distribution: e can also occur in
the scope of an attitude predicate and denote the attitude holder.

Our theory accommodates each of these properties. The restriction to attitudinal
environments follows from the requirement that yè be bound by (the individual
abstractor introduced by) an attitude predicate. The observation that yè must denote the
attitude holder follows from the same requirement. In fact, we can now state the
requirement more precisely: yè must denote either the de se or the de re counterpart of
the attitude holder in the worlds quantified over by the attitude predicate. This individual
is typically but not always the attitude holder. If, for example, the attitude holder dreams
that she is someone other than who she actually is, and if in addition yè is construed de
se, then yè picks out that individual in the dream worlds, not the (counterpart of) the
attitude holder herself. We have already seen that this prediction is borne out; we repeat
one of the relevant examples below.
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114.

John

koudrin

be

yè

John

dream

COMPL

LOG COP

na

!okui cadeau

koudo

yè

CONJ

LOG give

yè

nyi

Barack Obama
Barack Obama

LOG REFL gift

‘John dreamed that he was Barack Obama and he gave himself a gift’.
(i)

In the dream, Barack gave Barack a gift.

(ii)

?In the dream, John gave John a gift.

(iii)

In the dream, Barack gave John a gift.

(iv)

*In the dream, John gave Barack a gift.

Focus on reading (iii). Here, the first occurrence of yè picks out Barack rather than John.
Notice that the view that yè is bound by the abstractor in embedded C accommodates
this, whereas if yè simply entered into an antecedency relationship with the attitude
holder, we would not be in a position to explain it.
The fact that the attitude holder that winds up being associated with yè need not
be the most local attitude holder in cases of multiple embedding sits particularly well
with our view. Here again is a relevant example.

115.

Marie be

Kofi

x"se

Mary

Kofi

believe COMPL

say

cadeau.
gift
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be

yè

na

LOG give

yè
LOG

(i)

‘Mary said that Kofi believed that she gave him a gift.’

(ii)

‘Mary said that Kofi believed that he gave her a gift.’

We have said quite simply that yè must be bound by the individual abstractor introduced
by an attitude predicate; we have not said which abstractor this should be. However, we
propose that in order to facilitate the long distance binding relationships involved in
(115), structures involving concept generators need to be introduced. We can understand
why this should be by firstly investigating what goes wrong if the structure lacks
abstraction over such variables. In the case of the example above, this simple-minded
view would lead us to expect that the following LFs were available.

116a. [!t1!w2 [Mary sayst1,w2 [!x3!t4!w5 [Kofi believest4,w5 [!x6!t7!w8 [yè3 gavet7,w8 yè6 a
gift]]]]]
116b. [!t1!w2 [Mary sayst1,w2 [!x3!t4!w5 [Kofi believest4,w5 [!x6!t7!w8 [yè6 gavet7,w8 yè3 a
gift]]]]]

The options displayed in (116) show that either the first yè is bound by the higher
individual abstractor and the second yè is bound by the lower one, or the first yè is bound
by the lower individual abstractor and the second yè is bound by the higher one. (We
assume that Principle B rules out the possibility of the two pronouns being coindexed.)
Here are the readings that these two possibilities would give rise to.
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117a. Mary says that Kofi believes that yèMary gives yèKofi a gift.
117b. [CP1!t1!w2 [Mary sayst1,w2 [CP2!x3!t4!w5 [Kofi believest4,w5 [CP3!x6!t7!w8 [yè3 givest7,w8
yè6 a gift]]]]]
117c. ⟦CP3⟧c, g = !x!t!w. g(3) gives x a gift in w at t.
117d. ⟦CP2⟧c, g = !x!t!w. "<w’, t’, y> $ DoxKofi,w,t # x gives y a gift in w’ at t’.
117e. ⟦CP1⟧c, g = !t!w. "<w’, t’, y> $ SayMary,w,t # "<w’’, t’’, z> $ DoxKofi,w’,t’ # y gives
z a gift in w’’ at t’’.

118a. Mary says that Kofi believes that yèKofi gives yèMary a gift.
118b. [CP1!t1!w2 [Mary sayst1,w2 [CP2!x3!t4!w5 [Kofi believest4,w5 [CP3!x6!t7!w8 [yè6 givest7,w8
yè3 a gift]]]]]
118c. ⟦CP3⟧c, g = !x!t!w. x gives g(3) a gift in w at t.
118d. ⟦CP2⟧c, g = !x!t!w. "<w’, t’, y> $ DoxKofi,w,t # y gives x a gift in w’ at t’.
118e. ⟦CP1⟧c, g = !t!w. "<w’, t’, y> $ SayMary,w,t # "<w’’, t’’, z> $ DoxKofi,w’,t’ # z gives
y a gift in w’’ at t’’.

Look what goes wrong in (117e). This sentence says that according to each of Mary’s sayalternatives <w’, t’, y>, each of Kofi’s doxastic alternatives <w’’, t’’, z> is such that y
gives z a gift in w’’ at t’’. ((118e) of course works the same way except that the roles of
giver and receiver are reversed.) But such a y is not an inhabitant of a belief world w’’ of
Kofi’s: it is an inhabitant of a say-world w’ of Mary’s. The grammar therefore does not
permit such LFs to be generated.
Our assumptions about the interpretation of DPs in the scope of attitude
predicates show the way to a solution to this problem. Unless a DP is construed de se in
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such an environment, it must be construed de re. In the examples above, the locally
bound occurrence of yè is construed de se, and can therefore be left alone. The
occurrence that is bound by a higher abstractor, however, must be construed de re, and
therefore requires the mediation of a concept generator.138 Here is the revised version of
the LF in (117a) and the interpretation that it generates; it is a trivial matter to use the
same mechanism to generate the second reading, as we leave the reader to check.139

119a. Mary says that Kofi believes that yèMary gives yèKofi a gift.
119b. [CP1!t1!w2 [Mary sayst1,w2 [CP2!x3!t4!w5 [Kofi believest4,w5 [CP3!G9!x6!t7!w8 [ [resP G9
yè3 w8 t7 x6] givest7,w8 yè6 a gift]]]]]
119c. ⟦CP3⟧c, g = !G!x!t!w. G(g(3))(w, t, x) gives x a gift in w at t.
119d. ⟦CP2⟧c, g = !x!t!w. ,G: "<w’, t’, y> $ DoxKofi,w,t # G(x)(w’, t’, y) gives y a gift in
w’ at t’.
119e. ⟦CP1⟧c, g = !t!w. "<w’, t’, y> $ SayMary,w,t # ,G: "<w’’, t’’, z> $ DoxKofi,w’,t’ #
G(y)(w’’, t’’, z) gives z a gift in w’’ at t’’.

This, we suggest, is the clue that was already present in Clements’ work to suggest that
logophoric pronouns can after all be interpreted de re. If yè can occur in a multiply
embedded clause and denote some individual other than the immediately higher attitude
holder, then it must be possible for it to be construed de re. The view that yè is
More precisely, a notion of de se/de re with respect to some attitude holder is needed. For instance, a
natural way to understand (117a) is as reporting Mary as having said, ‘Kofi believes that I gave him a gift’.
On this reading, the first occurrence of yè is de re with respect to Kofi, and de se with respect to Mary.
This is captured by the truth conditions in (119).

138

By the same reasoning, ‘Kofi’ should strictly speaking be embedded in a resP too, but we gloss over this
to keep the representations manageable.

139
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obligatorily bound by an individual abstractor but can in addition be embedded within a
resP thus fits quite elegantly with the ability of yè to denote a non-local attitude holder.
Now consider property (iv), namely the fact that the attitude holder associated
with yè must be in the third person. We take this as evidence that yè bears the feature
[3rd]. We continue to take for granted that binding takes place under the condition of
Feature Deletion under Semantic Binding discussed in Chapter 3. Here is a reminder of
what this rule says.

120. Feature Deletion under Semantic Binding
(a) Binding requires agreement of phi-features at S-structure.
(b) Delete the features to all variables that are semantically bound.
[Adapted from (von Stechow, 2002; von Stechow, 2003): ex 5]

The licensing requirement on yè can therefore only be satisfied when it is in the scope of
a complementizer that bears [3rd]. In the case of attitude reports, the embedded C bears
[3rd] just in case the attitude holder bears the same feature. In Chapter 3 we said that the
lexical entry of the attitude predicate specifies which of its nominal arguments is the
‘designated argument’ or attitude holder. The attitude predicate assigns the feature [att]
to this argument via an Agree operation that also results in the predicate bearing the
designated argument’s phi-features. These are passed to the individual abstractor in
embedded C. Consequently, embedded C in an attitude report can only bear [3rd] if the
DP denoting the attitude holder bears this feature too. The view that yè bears [3rd]
therefore predicts the generalization that the antecedent of yè must be in the third
person.
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Recall from Part I of the dissertation that we propose that root level C also bears
an individual abstractor. In the case of a declarative, C hosts [1st], while in the case of an
interrogative it hosts [2nd]. This idea was understood in terms of the presence of two
operators, Assert and Quest that sit in the left periphery of declaratives and questions
respectively. These have the semantics of attitudinal operators, and are therefore the
types of beasts that can introduce individual abstractors. As a reminder, here are
schematic representations of this idea.

121a. [Assert [ !x1[1st] !t2!w3 [ … ]]]
121b. [Quest [ !x1[2nd] !t2!w3 [ … ]]]

Since Assert and Quest are attitudinal operators, we might ask why the licensing
requirement on yè is not met when it sits in a root clause, in the scope of one of these
operators. A glance at (111) reveals the answer: since the relevant abstractors in these
cases bear [1st] and [2nd] respectively, yè cannot be bound by them.
These considerations have consequences for our formulation of the licensing
condition on yè. We can now do away with the requirement that the individual abstractor
that binds yè must be introduced by an attitude predicate: since yè bears [3rd] it will never
be bound by root C anyway. What we still have to make sure of, however, is that yè
cannot be licensed by some other type of C, such as the head of a relative clause. To do
this, let us say that the licensing condition on yè is expressed in the form of
uninterpretable [att].140 Yè bears [att], and is licensed under binding by an operator that

In fact, this is close to Heim’s and von Stechow’s encoding of the licensing condition on yè by appeal to
a feature, [log]. Our nomenclature is intended to invoke the notion of an attitude holder – the nominal that

140
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likewise bears [att] – that is, the individual abstractor introduced into the LF for type
reasons by an attitude predicate.
Let’s now suppose for the sake of argument that root C also bears [att]; it is born
with this feature just as declarative root C is born with [1st] and interrogative root C is
born with [2nd]. Since these categories are introduced by attitudinal operators this may
not be an implausible assumption. Still yè cannot be licensed from one of these positions:
since it bears [3rd], Feature Deletion under Semantic Binding dictates that it would be left
unbound. It seems, then, that an elegant way to derive the requirement that yè must be
bound by an attitude predicate is to simply state its feature make-up as we do in (122).

122. yè := [3rd, att]

All else follows straightforwardly.
It remains to say a little about the fact that yè and e are not in complementary
distribution. While this is a different result from what was claimed in Clements’ work, it
is not clear to us that this is a fact that is in particular need of explanation. According to
our view, the feature make-ups of yè and e differ only in that the former bears [att] and
the latter does not; both bear [3rd]. Now, recent work on markedness and
presuppositions has accustomed us to the idea that given two pairs of items of the same
category, one item may be blocked by the other. A prominent version of this view is that
interpretable features contribute presuppositions, with the rule Maximize Presupposition
requiring that given the choice between a pair of elements % and *, the member of the

the verb marks as its designated argument by assigning it [att]. We find it preferable to ‘[log]’ given the
tendency to conflate logophoricity with the de se in the literature.
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pair should be chosen that carries the more presuppositions and therefore imposes the
more constraints on the context (Heim, 1991a). But it does not follow from anything
that we have said that blocking principles of this type should introduce a preference for
yè over e: [att] is not interpretable on yè, and therefore contributes no presupposition.
Consequently, the range of environments in which e is licensed is a proper superset of
that in which yè is licensed. Thus a chapter that began with a rather surprising discovery
closes with an observation which, when seen in a particular light, seems rather
unremarkable.
Our discussion raises the question of what determines whether a given pronoun
is an obligatorily de se expression. The next chapter concludes the dissertation by
sketching a possible answer to this question.
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Appendix I: Elicitation Method

We employed the elicitation method described in (Matthewson, 2004). Elicitation
sessions involved asking for two major types of judgments: judgments of wellformedness and judgments of truth or falsity in specific situations. The former type of
judgment was elicited by presenting the sentence and asking questions such as, ‘Does
this sound like a possible sentence to you?’. Truth value judgments were typically elicited
by firstly describing a scenario and then presenting the sentence, asking the consultant
whether the sentence could truthfully be used to report the scenario, or simply whether
the sentence is true in the scenario. Some of the scenarios were complex and the
consultant would often repeat the description to ensure that he had understood the setup correctly; only rarely did misunderstandings arise. Additionally, we frequently checked
the consultant’s understanding of the situation under consideration by repeating it back
to him after he gave his answer and giving him the opportunity to change or qualify his
response if appropriate. Efforts were made to avoid influencing the consultant’s answer
by framing questions in as neutral a manner as possible, although we sometimes repeated
an answer back to the consultant in order to check that we had understood it. In this
circumstance we emphasized that the consultant should feel free to disagree with our
summary of his response by saying things like, ‘I don’t want to put words into your
mouth so please correct me if I’m wrong…’. On one occasion, the description of the
scenario was provided by asking the consultant to read a short news story and then
inviting him to give a truth value judgement for an Ewe sentence concerning this story.
We occasionally asked for a third type of judgment, evaluating felicity rather than
truth value in a situation. In this case, questions might be of form, ‘Does this sound OK
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in this context or does it sound strange?’ This type of question is rather more vague than
a truth value judgment question, however, and so we minimized our reliance on such
questions as far as possible. For instance, judgments of felicity are relevant when
investigating the presuppositions associated with a given question. In order to test for
the presence of a given presupposition in a sentence we followed it with a sentence that
entailed the falsity of the putative presupposition, and asked whether this follow up
sentence made sense or seemed to contradict the first sentence. This strategy was
effective in mitigating the vagueness of asking directly for judgments of felicity.
One challenge in investigating semantic judgments is that a sentence may be
rejected with respect to a given scenario because it is underinformative with respect to
that scenario, rather than because it is false. For this reason, we focused on questions
concerning truthfulness in a scenario, rather than saying, ‘Could you use this sentence to
describe this scenario?’. A common indication that a consultant is focusing on whether
the sentence describes the scenario in its entirety rather than whether it is true in that
scenario is that he or she might say, ‘No, I would say…’, and then add to the presented
sentence a clause that makes some property of the scenario explicit. Where this
happened, we used follow-up questions such as, ‘Do you think that the original sentence
is false in this scenario or do you have the impression that it’s true but there is some
extra piece of information that is being left out?’ Another useful way to target the same
issue was to ask, ‘If you didn’t know anything about the circumstances and out of the
blue I told you that S, and you later found out that p, would you think that I had told you
something false, or would you think that I had said something that was true but feel
misled because there was some piece of information that I left out?’ Our impression was
that the consultant learned over time that we were more interested in judgments of truth
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or falsity for target sentences than in learning what the best way to describe a given
situation in Ewe is.
Given the complexity of the elicitation materials involved, it was important to
test the consultant’s judgments on more than one occasion, sometimes allowing a gap of
several weeks or months between elicitations of the same judgment. On the whole our
consultant’s judgments were fairly consistent over these periods of time; the judgments
concerning the crucial data presented in section 3 were particularly robust. The
consultant found the experience of introspection interesting and expressed a desire to
learn more about linguistics; he was obviously invested in the process of formulating
accurate generalizations about his language. This meant for a productive and engaged
working relationship, however we emphasized that we took responsibility for the analysis
of the data and that he merely needed to report his intuitions as best he could, without
worrying about identifying patterns. We also avoided reminding the consultant of what
his judgments had been on previous occasions; we often had the impression that he did
not recall having been asked for a judgment before, or that if he did he could not recall
what his answer had been. We were therefore able to minimize the influence of previous
judgments on present ones.
Finally, we supplemented our data with judgments collected from another Ewe
speaker from Togo, and a few speakers from Ghana. We met with the former consultant
on a single occasion in Cambridge, while the latter were reached in Ghana via Skype.
The data elicited in these sessions corroborated the basic facts we had established with
our primary consultant regarding the distribution of yè. Unfortunately, however, time
constraints prevented us from eliciting more subtle semantic judgments with these
speakers; this type of work requires the establishment of a more longterm relationship
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than was possible in these cases. The crucial semantic judgments presented in this
chapter are thus based on the intuitions of a single speaker; this is a significant limitation
of the present work and we would welcome future efforts to check the data presented
here against the intuitions of a greater number of speakers. We are nonetheless confident
that these data reflect to a reasonably high level of accuracy the grammar of the speaker
whom we worked with in depth.

Appendix II: Diagnostics for indirect discourse

We employed diagnostics familiar from the literature on indexical shift (Anand &
Nevins, 2004; Anand, 2006; Schlenker, 1999; Schlenker, 2003) to establish that yè is (or
can be) used in indirect discourse. (Anand & Nevins, 2004) observe that an embedded
negative polarity item (NPI) can be licensed by matrix negation in cases of indirect
discourse, but not with direction quotation:

1a. John didn’t say that Mary saw any students.
1b. *John didn’t say, ‘Mary saw any students’.

The following data establish that dekpe, ‘any’, is an NPI in Ewe.

2a.

*John !u

gateau

dekpe.

John

cake

any

eat
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2b.

!u

John

m

John

NEG eat

gateau dekpe o.
cake

any

NEG

‘John didn’t eat any cake.’

In Ewe, negation is a bipartite element whose first morpheme marks its scope. In (3a),
embedded dekpe is licensed by this bipartite element taking matrix scope.

3a.

John

m

be

John

NEG say

yè

kpo

LOG see

sukuvi

dekpe o.

student

any

NEG

‘John didn’t say that he saw any students.’

3b.

*John be

yè

John

LOG see

say

kpo

sukuvi

dekpe

student

any

The interpretation of (3a) confirms that this is a case of matrix negation licensing an
embedded NPI; compare the interpretation resulting from placement of both
morphemes in the embedded clause:

4.

John

be

m

yè

mkpo

John

COMPL

NEG LOG NEG.see

o.
NEG
‘John said that he didn’t see any students.’
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sukuvi

dekpe

student

any

That yè can occur in a sentence where an NPI in its clause is licensed by matrix negation
confirms that attitude reports employing yè are, or at least can be, cases of indirect
discourse.
Additional evidence for this point is found in the domain of wh-dependencies.
(Schlenker, 1999) notes that A-bar extraction is not permitted from a clause that is
directly quoted, but is allowed with indirect discourse:

5a. The girl that John said he kissed is beautiful.
5b. *The girl that John said, ‘I kissed’ is beautiful.

As expected, attitude reports involving yè behave like pieces of indirect discourse in this
respect:

6.

Nyonuvi

ke

Woman.DIM REL.PR.

na

nyakpokpo

PRP

beautiful

Kofi

gblon be

yè

Kofi

say

LOG kiss

‘The girl that Kofi said he kissed is beautiful.’
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COMPL?

kissi

Appendix III: News article

The following is the text of the news story that we gave our consultant to read, retrieved
from http://uk.news.yahoo.com/policeman-‘chased-himself’-for-20-minutes-whilelooking-for-suspect.html

Policeman ‘chased himself’ for 20 minutes while looking for suspect
A police officer chased himself for more than 20 minutes whilst on the look out for
someone “acting suspiciously”, it has been revealed.
The officer chased himself while attempting to find a suspect spotted on CCTV. The
probationary officer, from Sussex Police, was undercover checking out an area that had
been hit by a spate of burglaries when he was alerted by CCTV operators to a nearby
suspect. Unaware that the suspect was himself, the officer set off to track them down –
chasing his own tail for more than 20 minutes. The mistake was only realised after a
sergeant inside the CCTV control room recognised the young officer, prompting mass
hilarity. The pursuit came to light after a senior officer spoke of the incident to a
magazine published by the Police Federation. “Every time the man darted in to another
side alleyway, the PC was turning immediately into the same alleyway, but every time the
CCTV operator asked what he could see there was no trace,” the senior officer
revealed. “It was at this point that the sergeant entered the control room where he
recognised the junior officer. “With the sergeant's sides aching from laughter he pointed
out to the PC that the operator had been watching him unaware that he was a plainclothes officer – thus the PC had been chasing himself round the streets,” he
added. Sussex Police also managed to see the funny side of the incident. “Policing is
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often a serious business, so we all enjoy moments of light relief,” a spokesperson said.
“This story was shared anonymously with the Police Federation magazine, so
unfortunately without the date or location, confirming the details and locating the officer
is harder for us than it was for the CCTV operator.”

Appendix IV: More dream report data

For completeness, we provide the full range of possible variants of the dream report
cases discussed in section 3.2. This is an intricate set of facts that we will not attempt to
analyze. An interesting question for future work is how it can be that the Oneiric
Reference Constraint of (Percus & Sauerland, 2003b) and (Anand, 2006) is violated in
Ewe dream reports involving yè. This constraint says that a de se pronoun cannot be ccommanded by a corresponding de re pronoun in its local domain. Reading (iv) in
examples (2) and (3) below violates this constraint, but the constraint appears to be
obeyed in (4), which contains only plain pronouns. Note in addition that when the
subject of dream is in the first person, and yè is therefore excluded from the embedded
clause, the Oneiric Reference Constraint is observed, as shown by the unavailability of
reading (iv) in (5). We should note that because these facts were not the focus of this
chapter, we did not revisit them with our consultant over an extended series of elicitation
sessions as we did with the data lie at the centre of our proposal. It would therefore be
particularly important to check these judgments against the intuitions of more speakers.
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1.

John

koudrin

be

yè

John

dream

COMPL

LOG COP

koudo yè

na

CONJ LOG give

yè

nyi

Barack Obama
Barack Obama

!okui cadeau

LOG REFL gift

‘John dreamed that he was Barack Obama and he gave himself a gift’.
(i) Obama gave Obama a gift.
(ii) ?John gave John a gift.
(iii) Obama gave Obama a gift.
(iv) %John gave Barack a gift.141

2.

John

koudrin

be

yè

John

dream

COMPL

LOG COP

koudo yè

na

CONJ LOG give

e

cadeau

3SG

gift

nyi

Barack Obama
Barack Obama

‘John dreamed that he was Barack Obama and he gave him a gift.’
(i) *Obama gave Obama a gift.
[Consultant commented that yè and e cannot be used at the same time to refer to
Obama.]
(ii) *John gave John a gift.
[Consultant commented that yè and e cannot be used at the same time to refer to
John]
141

We use ‘%’ to indicate that the reading was accepted, but not consistently across occasions.
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(iii) *Obama gave John a gift.
(iv) John gave Barack a gift.

3.

John

koudrin

be

yè

nyi

John

dream

COMPL

LOG COP

e

na

yè

3SG

give

LOG gift.

Barack Obama koudo
Barack Obama CONJ

cadeau

‘John dreamed that he was Barack Obama and he gave him a gift.’
(i) *Obama gave Obama a gift.
(ii) *John gave John a gift.
(iii) ?Obama gave John a gift.
(iv) John gave Obama a gift.

4.

John

koudrin

be

yè

nyi

John

dream

COMPL

LOG COP

e

na

e

!okui cadeau

3SG

give

3SG

REFL gift

Barack Obama koudo
Barack Obama CONJ

‘John dreamed that he was Barack Obama and he gave himself a gift.’
(i) Obama gave Obama a gift.
(ii) John gave John a gift.
(iii) Obama gave John a gift.
(iv) *John gave Obama a gift.
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5.

M

koudrin

be

m

nyi

Barack Obama koudo

1SG

dream

COMPL

1SG

COP

Barack Obama CONJ

m

na

nye

!okui cadeau

1SG

give

1SG

REFL gift

‘I dreamed that I was Barack Obama and I gave myself a gift’.
(i) Obama gave Obama a gift.
(ii) John gave John a gift (but need to supply that Obama saw it happen)
(iii) Obama gave John a gift.
(iv) *John gave Obama a gift.

Appendix V: ‘Partial control’ in Ewe

Given that we were concerned with partial control in the previous two chapters, an
interesting observation from Clements’ work is that the logophoric pronoun in Ewe
manifests a similar phenomenon: the plural logophor yèwo can have a singular antecedent,
which picks out a group that includes but is not limited to the attitude holder. This
parallel between logophoricity and control certainly warrants further attention, however
here we will merely offer the one or two data points we have collected that bear on this
issue. As shown below, Clements’ original observation is corroborated by our
consultant’s intuitions.
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1.

Kofi

x"se

be

Kofi

believe COMPL

yèwo

dzo

LOG.PL

leave

‘Kofii believes that theyi+ left.’

2.

Kofi

gblon be

yèwo

dzo.

Kofi

say

LOG.PL

leave

COMPL

‘Kofii said that theyi+ left.’

3.

Kofi

dzi

be

yèwo

la

dzo.

Kofi

want

COMPL

LOG.PL

FUT

leave

‘Kofii wants themi+ to leave.’
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Chapter 8
Concluding thoughts: what makes a
de se expression?

1. Introduction

The progress we have made on both the empirical and analytical sides puts us in a
position to ask the following question. What determines whether a pronominal
expression is obligatorily read de se? We argued in the last chapter that if an element is
required to be bound by the individual abstractor introduced by an attitude predicate, it
may nonetheless be read de re thanks to the possibility of embedding within a resP,
thereby introducing a concept generator variable into the structure.
Seen in this light, it is no longer a surprising fact that the logophoric pronoun in
Ewe can receive a de re construal. If anything is in need of explanation, it is the fact that
there are elements, such as obligatorily controlled PRO, predicates of personal taste and
epistemic must, whose interpretation is restricted to a de se construal. Take the case of
PRO. So far, PRO and logophoric pronouns look rather alike: we have said that both are
necessarily bound by an individual abstractor. But if yè can in addition be embedded
within a resP, what is to save PRO from the same fate? In this final chapter we identify a
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direction for future research by sketching a possible answer to this question. Our starting
point is a particular version of the property view of attitudes de se proposed by (Percus
& Sauerland, 2003b). The next section provides the relevant background concerning
their proposal.

2. Background: (Percus & Sauerland, 2003b)

The starting point for Percus and Sauerland is an observation concerning the distribution
of de se and de re pronouns in dream reports. (1) is a key example.

1. John dreamed that he was marrying his granddaughter.
[Adapted from (Percus & Sauerland, 2003b): 268, ex 10]

Percus and Sauerland observe that (1) is true in Scenario 1 and false in Scenario 2 below.

2. Scenario 1: “John, in his old age, longs for his youth. It begins to affect his dreams.
Often, when he has the opportunity to meet a young man in his prime, he dreams the
following night that he is that person, and imagines the events in that person’s life from
that person’s point of view. It happened the other day, after he received a visit from his
recently married grand-daughter and her husband Bill. The couple had spoken a lot
about their recent wedding, which John had not managed to attend. That night John
dreamed that he was Bill, and imagined what the wedding must have been like from
Bill’s perspective.”
[(Percus & Sauerland, 2003b): 267]
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3. Scenario 2: “John’s wife has recently lost her grandfather Bill, who played an
important role in her life. As she tries to come to terms with the loss, she shares with
John many old memories of hers, and John too begins to recall moments from his past
in which Bill played a part. Soon, one image in particular begins to haunt him, and it is
from his own wedding: Bill was visibly upset at the wedding, and John never found out
why. Probably to wrestle with this question, one night John dreams that he is Bill, and
dreams about what the wedding must have been like from Bill’s perspective. He sees the
couple approaching the altar...”
[(Percus & Sauerland, 2003b): 267]

In both dreams, John dreams that he is Bill. Dream is a universal quantifier over dreamalternatives; John’s dream-alternatives are those world-individual pairs <w’, x> such that
it is compatible with what John dreams for John to be x in w’. If John dreams that he is
Bill, then the value of the individual coordinate of each of his dream-alternatives is Bill.
In this scenario, therefore, a pronoun in the scope of dream that is construed de se picks
out Bill.
Now, what if a pronoun in the scope of dream picks out John? This pronoun is
construed de re – it picks out at each of John’s dream alternatives <w’, x> that
individual y such that for some acquaintance relation R that John bears to himself in the
actual world, x bears R to y in w’. With these pieces in place, let’s go back to Scenario 1.
On the reading of (1) that makes it true in this scenario, he picks out Bill and his picks out
John. This shows that there is a reading of (1) whereby he is read de se and his is read de
re. The next step is to consider what reading would have to be available for (1) to be true
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in Scenario 2. This would be a reading where he picks out John and his picks out Bill.
There is therefore no reading available where he is de re and his is de se.
What rules out the reading associated with Scenario 2? Percus and Sauerland
observe that the two pronouns stand in a particular syntactic relationship to one another:
the first c-commands the second. They take it this lies at the heart of the problem,
formulating their generalization in terms of the constraint in (4).

4. The Oneiric Reference Constraint
A sentence of the form X dreamed that … pronoun …
allows a reading in which the pronoun has the dream-self as its correlate only when the
following condition is met: some pronoun whose correlate is the dream-self on the reading
in question must not be asymmetrically c-commanded by any pronoun whose correlate is
X.
[(Percus & Sauerland, 2003b): 270, ex 14]

The Oneiric Reference Constraint says that a pronoun that picks out the dream-self
cannot be c-commanded by a pronoun that picks out the actual attitude holder; that is, a
de se pronoun cannot be c-commanded by a de re pronoun that picks out the attitude
holder in the actual world.
The next step is to establish what the source of the Oneiric Reference Constraint
is. Percus and Sauerland point out that violations associated with configurations
involving asymmetric c-command can arise due to constraints on syntactic movement.
The observed distribution of readings is explained by treating pronouns in the scope of
attitude predicates as elements that are like relative pronouns in that they can move,
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leaving a trace in the base position and an abstractor in the position immediately below
the landing site. Pronouns that behave in this way are identified with a star diacritic.
Additionally, it is assumed that LFs contain world variables and operators that abstract
over them. Here is an example of how the system works in a simple case.142

5a. John dreamed that he was married.
5b. [CP1!w1 [John dreamedw1 [CP2 he* !x2!w3 [t2 was marriedw3]]]]
5c. ⟦CP2⟧c, g = !x!w. x is married in w
5d. ⟦CP1⟧c, g = !w. "<w’, x> $ dreamJohn,w # x is married in w’.
Where dreamx,w = {<w’, y>: it is compatible with what x dreams in w for x to be
y in w’}

The analysis that invokes pronoun movement to generate a property of individuals yields
comparable results to one where abstractors over individuals can be inserted into the
syntactic structure to generate a constituent whose interpretation is of suitable semantic
type to serve as an argument of an attitude predicate. However, a crucial difference arises
when the embedded clause contains two pronouns that could potentially move covertly
to the higher position. Whichever pronoun moves will be construed de se, since its trace
will be bound. What determines which pronoun wins out in such a case?
Percus and Sauerland argue that the Oneiric Reference Constraint shows that the
outcome is constrained by Superiority – the principle that if two elements that bear the
Since tense is not directly relevant to our discussion in this chapter, we posit simpler LFs than we have
seen in other chapters, without abstraction over time variables. Correspondingly, attitude predicates are
now treated simply as quantifiers over world-individual pairs rather than world-time-individual triples, and
concept generator functions take world-individual pair arguments rather than world-time-individual triple
arguments.

142
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same phi-features, % and *, could both potentially move to the same landing site, and if
% asymmetrically c-commands * then * may not move. This explains why a de re
pronoun cannot asymmetrically c-command a corresponding de se pronoun: such a
configuration involves movement of the latter across the former, in violation of
Superiority. This provides the syntactic grounds on which the reading that would render
(1) true in Scenario 2 is ruled out. In Scenario 1, on the other hand, a reading is called for
whereby the higher pronoun is de se and the lower one is de re. This is obtained by
letting the higher pronoun move, generating a structure that is well behaved with respect
to Superiority.
So much for the background on the Oneiric Reference Constraint. In the next
section we propose an account of the distribution of readings of PRO and yè that builds
on Percus and Sauerland’s proposal.

3. Why is PRO obligatorily de se?

Suppose we say that one route to a de se reading is the one that Percus and Sauerland
propose. Suppose further that there is a pronoun pro* that occupies the subject position
of complement clauses that must move. Could such a pronoun ever be construed de re?
Consider the details.
We have seen that a de re construal requires the DP in question to be embedded
within a resP, allowing the DP to stand in an appropriate configurational relationship to
a concept generator variable. The base-generated structure of the embedded clause in
question would therefore have to look like this.
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6. [!G1!w2 [[resP G1 [DP pro*] w2] …]]]]

But the requirement that pro* move cannot be satisfied within this configuration –
movement of the DP from within the resP would constitute a sub-extraction violation.
We propose that pro* in this little scenario is in fact obligatorily controlled PRO. It bears
Percus and Sauerland’s ‘*’ diacritic, indicating that it must move to a higher configuration
and create a configuration in which its trace is bound, which is interpreted as a property.
As an obligatorily bound variable, then, PRO can be construed de se, and as an element
that cannot be embedded within a resP it must be construed de se.
Notice that in conjunction with our proposal concerning Ewe, this view takes us
down a somewhat different path from that proposed by Percus and Sauerland. We agree
with them that pronoun movement is one of the mechanisms by which an embedded
clause may be interpreted as a property, but we think that this is not the only means by
which this occurs. If, for instance, the embedded clause does not contain an element that
can undergo the relevant movement, then the syntax will nonetheless generate an
individual abstractor in addition to the world abstractor on C, in order to ensure that the
embedded clause has a property as its semantic type, and is therefore of an appropriate
type to serve as an argument for the attitude predicate. We propose that this is the case
with Ewe embedded clauses involving the logophoric pronoun yè.
We saw in the last chapter that yè can receive a de re construal. If yè were like
PRO in being required to move, then this would not be possible. On the other hand, yè
must be bound by an individual abstractor introduced by an attitude predicate. We said
that this requirement is encoded in the form of the feature [att] on the logophor. It
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follows that yè must be bound in situ, rather than its trace being bound by an operator
that is introduced as a consequence of covert movement.
This proposal provides a principled account of the crucial difference between yè
and PRO that the former but not the latter can be read de re. In the next section, we
discuss three additional consequences of our view.

4. Consequences of the proposal

4.1 Locality, the Immediateness Requirement and the availability of long distance
antecedents

A well-known fact about obligatorily controlled PRO is that it must find its antecedent in
the next clause up from the one in which it occurs. Depending on one’s point of view,
this constraint may be formulated in terms of locality, or as a semantic constraint such as
Stephenson’s immediateness requirement, discussed in Part I.
The formulation that follows from our proposal has both a syntactic and a
semantic dimension. Since we propose that PRO undergoes a form of A-bar movement,
it must be constrained by locality: PRO moves to the specifier of the embedded CP in
which it occurs, but cannot move any higher than that. Consider the following example.

7. Mary said that John claimed to be clever.
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Intuitively, the subject of the embedded clause must be John; the sentence cannot mean
that Mary said that John claimed that Mary was clever. The LF of (7) must therefore be
(8); (9) is ruled out.

8. [CP1 !w1 [Mary saidw1 [CP2 !x2!w3 [John claimedw3 [CP3 PRO* !x4!w5 [t4 to be cleverw5]]]]]]

9. *[CP1 !w1 [Mary saidw1 [PRO* !x2!w3 [John claimedw3 [CP3!x8!w5 [t2 to be cleverw5]]]]]]

Notice, however, that this is not quite the same as saying that there is a syntactic
dependency between PRO and an antecedent. Recall instead that we followed
(Stephenson, 2010) in proposing that the choice of controller is a consequence of the
semantics of attitude reports, in conjunction with the particular lexical properties of the
control predicates in question. Our amendment is perfectly compatible with this view. In
fact, given that the movement approach is just another way to ensure that the embedded
clause is interpreted as a property, with the de se pronoun being construed as a bound
variable, the semantic composition works in virtually the same way as we discussed in
Chapters 5 and 6. Here, for reference, is the meaning assigned to (7).

10a. Mary said that John claimed to be clever.
10b. [CP1!w1 [Mary saidw1 [CP2!x2!w3 [John claimedw3 [CP3 PRO* !x4 !w5 [t4 to be cleverw5]]]]
10c. ⟦CP3⟧c, g = !x!w. x is clever in w
10d. ⟦CP2⟧c, g = !x!w. "<w’, y> $ claimJohn,w # y is clever in w’
Where claimx,w = {<w’, y>: it is compatible with what x claims in w for x to be y
in w’}
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10e. ⟦CP1⟧c, g = !w. "<w’, y> $ sayMary,w #"<w’’, z> $ claimJohn,w’ # z is clever in w’’
Where sayx,w = {<w’, y>: it is compatible with what x says in w for x to be y in
w’}

This says that Mary self-ascribes the property of inhabiting a world in which John selfascribes the property of being clever. It is the self-ascription of the property of being
clever by John (at least according to Mary) that underlies the intuition that the
understood subject of the infinitive ‘denotes’ John.
By contrast, we have seen that yè can take a long distance antecedent, as shown in
the example below, repeated from the last chapter.

11.

Marie be

Kofi

x"se

Mary

Kofi

believe COMPL

COMPL

be

yè

na

LOG COP

yè
LOG

cadeau
gift
(i)

‘Mary said that Kofi believed that she gave him a gift.’

(ii)

‘Mary said that Kofi believed that he gave her a gift.’

This falls out of our analysis: since yè is bound in situ rather than moving and letting its
trace be bound, the relevant binding configuration is not constrained by locality. The
details of the analysis remain unchanged from Chapter 7, to which we refer the reader.
It seems, therefore, that the idea that PRO must move but yè is bound in situ has
as a consequence a straightforward answer to the question of why obligatory control is
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necessarily a local configuration, but yè may find its antecedent at a distance. Another
aspect of the proposal that merits further consideration is that it involves assigning yè
and PRO a different feature specification. The next subsection considers consequences
of this result.

4.2 The feature specification of PRO and yè

A prima facie rather appealing move that is made in various works on PRO and
logophoric pronouns is to say that they share at least one feature – the feature [log]
discussed in section 4 of the last chapter (Heim, 2002; von Stechow, 2002; von Stechow,
2003). This feature requires that the element that bears it be bound by an attitude
predicate. Such a move would seem to provide an elegant means of accounting for a
parallel in the distribution of these pronominals – they both occur in the clausal
complements of attitude verbs.
There is a problem with this view that has received relatively little attention,
however. As a matter of fact, the distribution of obligatorily controlled PRO is not
confined to the scope of attitude predicates. Consider the following example.

12. The wind forced the door to open.

Force is of course an object control verb; it is the door that opened according to (12). Yet
the object in this example is not the kind of individual that can be the bearer of an
attitude; nor, for that matter, is the subject. This shows that PRO can be licensed in the
scope of verbs that are not attitude predicates.
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It therefore seems undesirable to assign PRO a feature that can only be checked
under binding by an individual abstractor introduced by an attitude predicate. Recall that
we proposed in Chapter 7 that yè bears just such a feature. We called this [att] in order to
create distance from the de se requirement associated with [log] in previous work, and in
order to reflect our attempt to say something a little deeper about how the abstractor
that binds yè comes to bear this feature. Our proposal was that attitude predicates assign
[att] to whichever of their nominal arguments is the attitude holder. This provides a way
to encode which of these is the so-called ‘designated argument’; we saw in Chapter 3 that
such a mechanism is needed in order to determine which argument an attitude predicate
inherits its phi-features from. Along with phi-features, then, [att] gets passed on to C.
Since only attitude predicates can assign [att], it follows that yè must occur in the scope of
such a predicate in order to have this feature checked.
Assuming that the subject of the clausal complements of force and want is
obligatorily controlled PRO in both cases, it would be undesirable to say that PRO bears
[att]. Happily, our proposal involves no such claim. Instead, we capitalize on the fact that
Percus and Sauerland’s analysis makes available an additional way for an embedded
pronoun to be bound, in the form of movement operations familiar from the study of
relativization. This is encoded simply in the notion that PRO is PRO*, an item that, like
a relative pronoun, must move.
This argument is of course only as good as the account it provides for control
verbs that are not attitude predicates. Since PRO must move, there too the embedded
clause must express a property. We therefore have to ask whether we can give a
semantics for force whereby it is unlike an attitude predicate in that it is not a quantifier
over world-individual pairs, but like an attitude predicate in that it takes an argument of
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property type. This is indeed possible; the trick is to treat force as an ordinary modal – a
quantifier over worlds rather than world-individual pairs – and provide a lexical entry
that requires that the property expressed by the embedded clause be applied to the
individual denoted by the antecedent, following (Chierchia, 1983). Here is a semantics
that fulfils these conditions.

13. ⟦force⟧c, g = !x!P!y!w. "w’ compatible with what y forced x to do in w # P(x)(w’)

And here are the LF and semantic analysis of (12).

14a. The wind forced the door to open.
14b. [CP1!w1 [The wind forcedw1 the door [CP2 PRO* !x2 !w3 [t2 to openw3]]]]
14c. ⟦CP2⟧c, g = !x!w. x opens in w
14d. ⟦CP1⟧c, g = !w. "w’ compatible with what the wind forced the door to do in w #
the door opened in w’.

What this analysis reveals is that while property type construals of embedded clauses can
arise as a consequence of their being introduced by an attitude predicate that seeks an
argument of property type, this is not the only case where this may come about: force too
seeks an argument of this type. We conclude that the consequence that PRO and yè bear
different feature specifications is a virtue of our proposal.
Finally, we consider the predictions that our analysis makes concerning the
behavior of yè in dream reports.
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4.3 Yè in dream reports

Recall that according to Percus and Sauerland, the Oneiric Reference Constraint arises as
a consequence of well-known constraints on movement. Consequently, a pronoun that is
bound in situ will not be subject to the ORC. Our proposal therefore predicts that a
dream report involving an embedded clause that includes two occurrences of yè, one
asymmetrically c-commanding the other, will have a reading where the higher yè is de re
and the lower one is de se. (Since PRO is obligatorily de se this reading is in any case
ruled out. Hence the focus of this section is on the relationship of yè to the Oneiric
Reference Constraint.)
Our preliminary findings are that this prediction is borne out. The crucial
example is the one in (15), repeated from Chapter 7. Our scenarios all involve a dream
John has in which he is Barack Obama. Any occurrence of yè that picks out Obama is
therefore read de se, while an occurrence of yè that picks out John is read de re.

15.

John

koudrin

be

yè

John

dream

COMPL

LOG COP

yè

na

LOG give

yè

nyi

Barack Obama koudo
Barack Obama CONJ

!okui cadeau

LOG REFL gift

‘John dreamed that he was Barack Obama and he gave himself a gift’.
(i) Barack gave Barack a gift.
(ii) ?John gave John a gift.
(iii) Barack gave John a gift.
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(iv) %John gave Barack a gift.

One difficulty is that although our consultant did report that the reading in (iv) is
available, his judgments were inconsistent over the series of occasions on which we
elicited his intuitions concerning this sentence. On the other hand, we did find a contrast
with the behavior of first person pronouns in dream reports. Recall that yè cannot take a
first person antecedent. Consequently, when the subject of koudrin, ‘dream’ is the first
person pronoun m, the same item must also be used in the embedded clause. If a
difference between yè and ordinary pronouns is that yè must be bound in situ but
ordinary pronouns undergo the type of movement posited by Percus and Sauerland, then
we expect a contrast between yè and m in dream reports: reading (iv), which violates the
Oneiric Reference Constraint, should be unavailable. This prediction is indeed borne
out:

16.

M

koudrin

be

m

nyi

Barack Obama koudo

1SG

dream

COMPL

1SG

COP

Barack Obama CONJ

m

na

nye

!okui cadeau

1SG

give

1SG

REFL gift

‘I dreamed that I was Barack Obama and I gave myself a gift’.
(i)

Barack gave Barack a gift.

(ii)

John gave John a gift (but need to supply that Barack saw it happen)

(iii)

Barack gave John a gift.

(iv)

*John gave Barack a gift.
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The same goes for third person attitude reports employing the plain pronoun: once
again, the reading that violates the Oneiric Reference Constraint is predicted to be
unavailable, on the assumption that the de se construal of the plain pronoun is obtained
by movement. This too corresponds to what we find:

17.

John

koudrin

be

yè

nyi

John

dream

COMPL

LOG COP

e

na

e

!okui cadeau

3SG

give

3SG

REFL gift

Barack Obama koudo
Barack Obama CONJ

‘John dreamed that he was Barack Obama and he gave himself a gift.’
(i) Barack gave Barack a gift.
(ii) John gave John a gift.
(iii) Barack gave John a gift.
(iv) *John gave Barack a gift.

Finally, we predict that where the embedded clause involves both yè and e, the Oneiric
Reference Constraint should be irrelevant: according to our account, these items bear
different features: both bear [3rd] but only yè bears [att]. Thus if de se construals of e arise
via movement, yè should not be an intervener: the principle of Superiority that underlies
the ORC is invoked to adjudicate between two potential expressions to be attracted to a
landing site only if those expressions bear the same features. Otherwise, no competition
arises in the first place. Furthermore, since yè is necessarily bound in situ, it is not a
candidate for A-bar movement in the first place. We therefore predict that, like with
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dream reports involving two occurrences of yè, reading (iv) is available when yè
asymmetrically c-commands e. This prediction is also borne out.

18.

John

koudrin

be

yè

John

dream

COMPL

LOG COP

yè

na

LOG give

e

cadeau

3SG

gift

nyi

Barack Obama koudo
Barack Obama CONJ

‘John dreamed that he was Barack Obama and he gave him a gift.’
(i) *Barack gave Barack a gift.
[Consultant commented that yè and e cannot be used at the same time to refer to
Obama.]
(ii) *John gave John a gift.
[Consultant commented that yè and e cannot be used at the same time to refer to
John]
(iii) *Barack gave John a gift.
(iv) John gave Barack a gift.

We tentatively conclude that the predictions our proposal makes regarding the behavior
of logophoric pronouns in dream reports are borne out. We should reiterate, however,
that our consultant’s judgments in this domain were not as robust as one would like.
This is perhaps unsurprising given the delicacy of the judgments involved: researchers
working on dream reports in English have acknowledged that speakers’ intuitions vary.
For instance, there seems to be a group of speakers for whom the Oneiric Reference
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Constraint does not apply (Anand, 2006). This is therefore an area where broadening the
pool of speakers would be particularly welcome.
We conclude that the view that obligatorily controlled PRO is PRO* - an item
that must move – and that yè is instead bound in situ has some desirable consequences
concerning the locality of the domain within which the antecedent of these items must
be found, the feature specification of PRO and yè, and the behavior of yè in dream
reports.

4.4 Excursus: Why dream reports?

One might wonder why we have confined our attention in this section to dream reports.
After all, de se/de re ambiguities arise with pronouns in the scope of other attitude
predicates too. As we know from (Anand, 2006), however, the Oneric Reference
Constraint does not hold with all attitude predicates. He illustrates his point with believe.
Consider the following example.

Scenario: John Forsythe, a famous Picasso scholar, has recently taken up Picasso forgery
as a way of supporting his extravagant lifestyle. One night while signing a forgery, John
slips, falls, and knocks himself unconscious. H wakes up hours later, with no knowledge
of who he is. On the easel is a painting with signature brush and the signature halfwritten. John concludes that he must indeed be Picasso – who else would be signing
Picasso’s name? Investigating further, John comes across a biography of the then noted
Picasso scholar John Forsythe (a gift copy from the author), unfortunately with no
pictures. John peruses the book, discovers that Picasso is a famous artist and that
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Forsythe is a Picasso scholar. The book also claims (erroneously, in fact) that Forsythe
owns five of Picasso’s masterworks. John thus comes to the belief, ‘This man Forsythe
owns five of my papers’.
19. John believed that he was Pablo Picasso and that he owned five of his paintings.

As Anand observes, this sentence is true in the above scenario, showing that in a belief
report, a de re pronoun can asymmetrically c-command a corresponding de se pronoun.
His interpretation of these facts goes roughly as follows. De se readings in dream reports
arise via dedicated LFs, with the configurations involved being subject to syntactic
constraints of a particular kind. (In fact, Anand argues that Percus and Sauerland’s
formulation of the Oneric Reference Constraint is too weak, and that the proper way of
understanding it is in terms of Fox’s Rule H (Fox, 2000), a part of the Binding Theory,
rather than as being due to superiority.) However, Anand suggests that as well as such
dedicated LFs, there is an additional route to a de se reading, involving a de re construal
with a SELF-based concept generator. In (19), the syntactic constraint that underlies the
availability of the construal upon which he is de re and his is de se is circumvented by
deriving the de se reading without an ORC-violating binding configuration.
The solution is rather natural, and arguably preferable to merely stipulating that
Superiority constrains the LFs of dream reports but not belief reports. The task,
however, is to explain why the route that makes available the reading in question for
belief reports is not available for dream reports. Anand does this by building into the
lexical entry for dream the condition that a suitable concept generator for a de re
argument in its scope may not be SELF-based. This does what is needed, but in this note
we would like to see if it is possible to do better. Note that the exclusion of SELF-based
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concept generators by the semantics of dream is not particularly principled: it makes the
availability of the de re/de se reading an arbitrary lexical property, so that no predictions
are made regarding what characteristics will be shared by the class of attitude predicates
that are like dream in this respect. If instead there were an identifiable commonality
among these predicates and we were able to derive the observed distribution of readings
on the basis of this shared feature, we would be able to avoid the need to build into the
lexical entry the ban on SELF-based concept generators.
Let’s therefore make a list of predicates that behave like dream in excluding the de
re/de se reading. They are: dream, imagine, suppose, wish and pretend. The following data
make this case for the latter four verbs. In each case, the sentence in question is false in
the scenario described.

Scenario: John Forsythe, a famous Picasso scholar, is trying to put himself into the right
frame of mind to write a biography of the artist by imagining what it would be like to be
Picasso. One thing that would like to understand is what it must feel like to have other
people be such admirers of one’s work that they are willing to buy it. He imagines, for
instance what it would be like to meet a man, John Forsythe, and learn that he owns five
of one’s paintings.
20a. John imagined that he was Pablo Picasso and that he owned five of his paintings.
20b. John supposed that he was Pablo Picasso and that he owned five of his paintings.
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Scenario: John wishes that he were Pablo Picasso. If he were, he thinks he would love to
have a famous scholar such as himself own five of his paintings, since he would take it as
a compliment to be admired by someone with such taste and expertise.
21. John wished that he was Pablo Picasso and that he owned five of his paintings.

Scenario: In order to impress the people he meets at a party, John masquerades as Pablo
Picasso. Knowing that the guests would be particularly impressed to hear that an artist’s
works have been bought by someone with the taste and expertise of John Forsythe, he
pretends that Forsythe owns five of his paintings.
22. John pretended that he was Pablo Picasso and that he owned five of his paintings.

Intuitively, what dream, imagine, suppose, wish and pretend have in common is that they all
have a counterfactual semantics – roughly speaking, they quantify over non-actual
worlds. More precisely, they quantify over world-individual pairs <w, x> that the attitude
holder % believes to be non-actual in that either w is not the actual world, or x is not %,
or perhaps even both. That imagine, suppose, wish and pretend involve counterfactuality for
the attitude holder is intuitively rather obvious, but the semantics for dream given by
(Percus & Sauerland, 2003b) and (Anand, 2006) introduces no such requirement. For
these authors, dream is analyzed simply as ‘believe while asleep’, thereby obscuring what
this verb has in common with the other predicates we are interested in. In fact, there is a
debate within the philosophical literature regarding whether dreams are a species of
belief or a species of imagination, with arguments for the latter view being put forward
by (Ichikawa, 2009) among others. Let’s see what would happen if this view were
correct, and if in addition this were reflected in the semantics of dream, which would
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mean ‘imagine while asleep’ rather than ‘believe while asleep’. Since the act of imagining
involves consideration of non-actual alternatives, dreaming would have this same
property.
We propose that understanding dream and its kin in this way helps us to
understand that de re construals that appeal to SELF-based concept generators are
available after all, but that they do not generate the readings that we have already seen
are excluded. Recall the definition of concept generators that we are assuming.143

23. G is a concept generator for individual x in w iff
(i) G is a function from individuals to individual concepts;
(ii) Dom(G) = {z: x is acquainted with z in w}
[based on (Percus & Sauerland, 2003a) 237: fn
16]

24. G is an acquaintance-based concept generator for individual x in w iff
(i) G is a concept generator for x in w;
(ii) the concepts G yields are “acquaintance-based” in the sense that
For all z in Dom(G), there is some acquaintance relation R such that x bears R uniquely
to z in w, and for all <w’, y> in Doxx,w, y bears relation R uniquely to G(z)(w’, y) in w’.
[Based on Percus and Sauerland, 2003 237: fn 16]

A SELF-based concept generator is one that for every individual in its domain supplies a
concept that is based on the SELF acquaintance relation, defined as follows.
143

We set aside the amendments to these definitions proposed in Chapter 7.
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25. SELFw(x, y) = 1 iff x = y

The task is to show that a reading of a dream report that arises by letting a higher
pronoun be construed de re under some acquaintance relation and a lower pronoun be
construed de re under a SELF acquaintance relation is not the reading that is ruled out
by the Oneiric Reference Constraint. Consequently, there is no need to exclude SELFbased concept generators in the lexical entry of dream, since their availability does not in
any case give rise to the unattested reading. Consider (1) again, repeated below. We saw
that this sentence is false in Scenario 2. We will show that as a consequence of the
counterfactual semantics of dream, the reading that would render the sentence true is still
ruled out, even allowing for SELF-based concept generators.

26. John dreamed that he was marrying his granddaughter.
Scenario 2: “John’s wife has recently lost her grandfather Bill, who played an important
role in her life. As she tries to come to terms with the loss, she shares with John many
old memories of hers, and John too begins to recall moments from his past in which Bill
played a part. Soon, one image in particular begins to haunt him, and it is from his own
wedding: Bill was visibly upset at the wedding, and John never found out why. Probably
to wrestle with this question, one night John dreams that he is Bill, and dreams about
what the wedding must have been like from Bill’s perspective. He sees the couple
approaching the altar...”
[(Percus & Sauerland, 2003b): 267]
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Since we are concerned with de re construals, we need the de re variant of the lexical
entry for dream. In fact, since he and his are construed with respect to different concept
generators, this variant of dream needs to make room for two concept generator
arguments. We also need to incorporate our idea that this predicate has a counterfactual
semantics. The following lexical entry achieves these two goals.

27. ⟦dreamde re⟧ = !$<<e,<s,e>>,<<e,<s,e>>,<e,<s,t>>>!x!w. ,G,G’:"<w’, y> $ dreamx,w,
$(G)(G’)(y)(w’) = 1
Where dreamx,w = {<w’, y>: <w’, y> 4 Doxx,w & it is compatible with what x
imagines-while-asleep in w for x to be y in w’}

Below we display the LF and semantic value of (26).

28a. Johni dreamed hei de re was marrying hisi de re granddaughter.
28b. [CP1!w1 [John6 dreamedw1 [CP2 !G2 !G3 !x4 !w5 [[resP G2 [DP he6] w5 x4] is marryingw5 [resP
G3 [DP his6] w5 x4] granddaughterw5 ]]
28c. ⟦CP2⟧c, g = !G!G’!x!w. G(g(6))(w, x) marries the granddaughter of G’(g(6))(w, x)
in w
28d. ⟦CP1⟧c, g = !w. ,G,G’: "<w’, x> $ dreamJohn,w # G(John)(w’, x) marries the
granddaughter of G’(John)(w’, x) in w’.

Recall that the reading that we are interested in is one in which John dreams of himself
that he marries the granddaughter of Bill. The question, then, is whether invoking a
SELF-based concept generator for his would give us this result. The answer is that it
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would not. The reason is that if dreaming is a form of imagining, then when John
dreams that he is Bill, he is aware that he is not Bill, just as when he imagines that he is
Bill, he is aware that he is not Bill. There is a sense, then, in which he does not actually
think of himself as Bill, even if he entertains a counterfactual thought about being Bill.
Consequently, a self-based concept does not return Bill as the value of the de re pronoun
his in John’s dream-alternatives.
A theory based on the idea just sketched would be appealing in that it would
provide a principled explanation of why certain attitude predicates cannot circumvent
the Oneric Reference Constraint in the way that believe does. The problem is not that the
lexical entry of these predicates excludes the possibility of a SELF-based concept
generator, as Anand proposes, but rather that invoking such a concept generator simply
does not get at the relevant reading. It would then no longer look like an arbitrary fact
that some attitude predicates can circumvent the ORC and some cannot: we expect that
in any language, an attitude predicate that quantifies over world-individual pairs that are
counterfactual in the sense of being excluded from the attitude holder’s doxastic
alternatives fails to circumvent the ORC. A further advantage is that the lexical entries of
these predicates can be kept simple. Since their observed behavior with respect to the
ORC is explained in terms of a component of the lexical entry that is independently
needed – the counterfactual component – there is no need to posit an additional
stipulation that SELF-based concept generators are excluded from the domain of
quantification.
We think that this idea also has the potential to solve a puzzle introduced in
connection with our discussion of proxy counterfactuals in Chapter 4. Recall that we
observed the following contrasts.
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29a. Mary dreamed that she was John.
29b. ??Mary dreamed that I was John/you were John.

30a. Mary imagined that she was John.
30b. ??Mary imagined that I was John/you were John.

We observed that in general with sentences of this form, the embedded pronoun must
agree in phi-features with the attitude holder. This made sense given that such a
configuration is necessary in order for the pronoun to be abstracted over; (29a) and (30a)
then report Mary’s self-ascription of the property of being John. That there are no
possible worlds in which Mary is John is no problem for this semantics, given that on
this view she does not pick out Mary, but is merely a bound variable. By contrast, if the
pronouns in the (b) examples refer to individuals other than John, then the embedded
clause expresses a contradiction that is not remedied by embedding below dream or
imagine.
The puzzle is this: replacing the attitude predicate in the (b) examples with believe
produces acceptable results:

31. Mary believed that I was John/you were John.

We can make sense of the acceptability of (31) by appealing to concept generators. The
version with the first person pronoun as uttered by me means roughly that there are
suitable concept generators G and G’ for Mary such that at each of her doxastic
alternatives <w’, x>, G(Hazel)(w’, x) = G’(John)(w’, x). Then all that it would take for
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the sentence to be true would be for the same individual to be returned by the two
concept generators among Mary’s doxastic alternatives, nevermind that they return
different individuals (Hazel and John) in the actual world. The question is why this route
is not available to render the counterparts of (31) with dream and imagine acceptable too.
Our solution has in common with that which we sketched for the Oneiric
Reference Constraint puzzle that it crucially appeals to the notion that dream and imagine
quantify over alternatives that are counterfactual with respect to the attitude holder’s
belief state. In order for the embedded clause I was John (uttered in a context in which I
am the speaker) to express non-contradictory content, the same individual must be
returned by embedding I and John within resPs. But given that these are counterfactual
attitudes, the attitude holder must be aware that I am not John. Hence the concepts that
the attitude holder has of me and John assign us distinct individuals.
These remarks fall far short of giving a complete account of the two puzzles we
have considered here; we include them merely in the hope of suggesting a promising
direction for future research. Such work should also take into account recent approaches
to counterfactual de re attitudes, particulary (Ninan, 2012; Yanovich, 2011). Additionally,
more work is needed on the empirical side: the interpretations that we have claimed for
imagine, suppose, wish and pretend in connection with the ORC ought to be checked with
more speakers, particularly since the focus of previous work on this topic has been on
dream reports, mostly to the exclusion of these other predicates. Leaving these questions
open, we would like to end this little excursus by considering some consequences of our
proposal for the analysis of de se reports.
Percus and Sauerland drew from their investigation of dream reports the
conclusion that there are indeed dedicated de se LFs involving mechanisms of
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movement and variable binding. Anand’s discovery that the Oneiric Reference
Constraint is circumvented in belief reports led him to propose that there are at least two
routes to a de se construal – variable binding on the one hand, and de se as a special case
of de re on the other. If our discussion of these issues is along the right lines, then we are
in a position to refine this idea. Let’s say that a de se reading that arises via variable
binding is a case of ‘pure de se’. A second strategy, based on de re construal under a
SELF-based concept generator, mimics the interpretation that arises via a dedicated de
se LF in many cases, but not all. For instance, no detectable difference in interpretations
arises in the scope of believe. However, when a pronoun occurs in the scope of a
counterfactual attitude predicate such as dream or imagine, the interpretation varies
depending on whether it receives a pure de se construal, or a SELF-based de re one. The
difference is that on the latter construal, the attitude holder’s knowledge that she is not
in fact the individual that she is dreaming or imagining herself to be is relevant, since it
affects which individuals she is willing to identify as herself. With the pure de se
construal, however, this information does not play a role, since the interpretation arises
mechanically in the form of variable binding. Consequently, if I wish to use a pronoun to
pick out an individual that the attitude holder temporarily puts herself in the shoes of,
but does not actually believe herself to be, then I must use the pure de se route.
What this shows is that it is not the case, as has often been assumed, that the
variable binding route to de se can always be replicated by letting a de se construal arise
as a special case of de re. Under a set of circumstances that can be delineated in a
principled manner, it is possible to detect differing interpretations for these distinct LFs.
To the extent that our account is along the right lines, therefore, it lends weight to the
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view that there are dedicated LFs based on variable binding, and that these give rise to de
se interpretations.

5. Conclusion

There is a story by A.A. Milne about Winnie the Pooh and Piglet going to hunt a certain
animal called a Woozle.144 The adventure begins when they find footprints in the woods
that they think must have been made by one of these creatures, and decide to see where
the tracks lead. Unbeknown to them, however, they have been walking in circles: the
footprints are Pooh’s own, while the smaller tracks that they thought were made by a
Wizzle are in fact the marks of Piglet’s little feet. It seems that under these
circumstances, the following is true.

32. Pooh thought that he was a Woozle.

Likewise, when Pooh informed Piglet that the tracks had been made by a Woozle, he did
the following.

33. Pooh claimed that he was a Woozle.

On the other hand, (34) reports something that Pooh did not do.

34. Pooh claimed to be a Woozle.
144

See Chapter 3 of A.A. Milne’s 1926 book, Winnie-the-Pooh.
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Likewise, while (35) is something that Pooh might have said, (36) is certainly not.

35. Whoever left these tracks is a Woozle.
36. I am a Woozle.

Now, suppose that Pooh expected that when he found the parties who left the two sets
of footprints, they would be having lunch together. It seems that the following would be
true, where they refers to Pooh and Piglet.

37. Pooh expected that they would be having lunch together.

Yet (38) is false.

38. Pooh expected to be having lunch together.

Finally, if we wanted to report Pooh’s mistake in Ewe, the formulation we would use is
the one schematized below.

39. Pooh thought that yè was a Woozle.

The goal of the present work was to understand this set of facts in terms of Lewis’ view
that attitudes de se are self-ascriptions of properties. We are now rather better placed to
do so.
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Overt pronouns can be understood either de se or de re. The former case
involves mechanisms of variable binding that are subject to phi-feature agreement, the
relevant LFs possibly being formed via a movement operation of the kind familiar from
the study of relativization. The latter case involves existential quantification over
acquaintance-based concept generators as proposed by (Percus & Sauerland, 2003a).
The readings that make (32), (33) and (37) true are obtained in precisely this way.
Additionally, a variable that is bound by the individual abstractor introduced by an
attitude predicate can also be placed within a phrase that introduces a concept generator
variable, which explains why the Ewe example in (39) is true, given that yè must be
bound in the scope of an attitude predicate. Other expressions are like yè in being
obligatorily bound by an individual abstractor, but unlike yè in that they cannot be
embedded within a resP. PRO is such an expression, which is why (34) and (38) are false.
We suggested that the reason why PRO cannot be interpreted with respect to a concept
generator is that it is PRO*, an element that must move to a higher position, creating a
lambda abstract; working out the details of such a view is a project that would merit
further work in the future. The first person pronoun is like PRO in being a bound
variable, at least when it occurs in declarative sentences. Hence the difference between
(32) and (33): the former expresses the property of inhabiting a world in which whoever
left the tracks is a Woozle, while the latter expresses the property of being a Woozle.
Pooh’s beliefs in the scenario we are considering disposed him to self-ascribe the former
property, but not the latter one. Finally, the property self-ascription involved in de se
attitudes may in some cases be in some sense indirect. Thus (38) does not report Pooh’s
self-ascription (in the form of an expectation) of the property of eating lunch together.
Rather, it reports that for every world-time-individual tripe <w’, t’, x> such that it is
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compatible with Pooh’s expectations for him to be x in w’ and for the actual time to be
t’, there is an extension of <w’, t’, x>, <w’’, t’’, y> such that y eat lunch together in w’’ at
t’’.
Our hope, then, is that we have made one or two steps towards an improved
understanding of the semantics of attitude reports, and that in so doing we might even
have left some footprints of our own.
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Pooh thought he was a Woozle.
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